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Part One: Hobbes & Descartes 
 
THOMAS HOBBES 
 
Of the State of Men without Civil Society  
Thomas Hobbes (1588-1679)  
 
1. The faculties of human nature may be reduced unto four kinds; bodily strength, experience, reason, passion. 
Taking the beginning of this following doctrine from these, we will declare in the first place what manner of 
inclinations men who are endued with these faculties bear towards each other, and whether, and by what faculty 
they are born, apt for society, and to preserve themselves against mutual violence; then proceeding, we will 
shew what advice was necessary to be taken for this business, and what are the conditions of society, or of 
human peace; that is to say, (changing the words only) what are the fundamental laws of nature. 
2. The greatest part of those men who have written aught concerning commonwealths, either suppose, or require 
us, or beg of us to believe, that man is a creature born fit for society. The Greeks call him <greek text> and on 
this foundation they so build up the doctrine of civil society, as if for the preservation of peace, and the 
government of mankind, there were nothing else necessary, than that men should agree to make certain 
covenants and conditions together, which themselves should then call laws. Which axiom, though received by 
most, is yet certainly false, and an error proceeding from our too slight contemplation of human nature. For they 
who shall more narrowly look into the causes for which men come together, and delight in each other's 
company, shall easily find that this happens not because naturally it could happen no otherwise, but by accident. 
For if by nature one man should love another (that is) as man, there could no reason be returned why every man 
should not equally love every man, as being equally man, or why he should rather frequent those whose society 
affords him honour or profit. We do not therefore by nature seek society for its own sake, but that we may 
receive some honour or profit from it; these we desire primarily, that secondarily. How, by what advice, men do 
meet, will be best known by observing those things which they do when they are met. For if they meet for 
traffic, it is plain every man regards not his fellow, but his business; if to discharge some office, a certain 
market-friendship is begotten, which hath more of jealousy in it than true love, and whence factions sometimes 
may arise, but good will never; if for pleasure, and recreation of Mind, every man is wont to please himself 
most with those things which stir up laughter, whence he may (according to the nature of that which is 
ridiculous) by comparison of another man's defects and infirmities, pass the more current in his own opinion; 
and although this be sometimes innocent and without offence, yet it is manifest they are not so much delighted 
with the society, as their own vain glory. But for the most part, in these kinds of meetings, we wound the 
absent; their whole life, sayings, actions are examined, judged, condemned; nay, it is very rare, but some 
present receive a fling before they part, so as his reason was not ill who was wont always at parting to go out 
last. And these are indeed the true delights of society, unto which we are carried by nature, that is, by those 
passions which are incident to all creatures, until either by sad experience, or good precepts, it so fall out 
(which in many never happens) that the appetite of present matters be dulled with the memory of things past, 
without which, the discourse of most quick and nimble men on this subject, is but cold and hungry. 
But if it so happen, that being met, they pass their time in relating some stories, and one of them begins to tell 
one which concerns himself, instantly every one of the rest most greedily desires to speak of himself too; if one 
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relate some wonder, the rest will tell you Miracles, if they have them, if not, they will feign them. Lastly, that I 
may say somewhat of them who pretend to be wiser than others; if they meet to talk of philosophy, look how 
many men, so many would be esteemed masters, or else they not only love not their fellows, but even persecute 
them with hatred. So clear is it by experience to all men who a little more narrowly consider human affairs, that 
all free congress ariseth either from mutual poverty, or from vain glory, whence the parties met, endeavour to 
carry with them either some benefit, or to leave behind them that same <greek text> some esteem and honour 
with those, with whom they have been conversant. The same is also collected by reason out of the definitions 
themselves, of will, good, honour, profitable. For when we voluntarily contract society, in all manner of society 
we look after the object of the will, that is, that, which every one of those who gather together, propounds to 
himself for good. Now whatsoever seems good, is pleasant, and relates either to the senses, or the mind. But all 
the mind's pleasure is either glory, (or to have a good opinion of one's self) or refers to glory in the end; the rest 
are sensual, or conducing to sensuality, which may be all comprehended under the word conveniences. All 
society therefore is either for gain, or for glory; that is, not so much for love of our fellows, as for the love of 
ourselves. But no society can be great, or lasting, which begins from vain glory; because that glory is like 
honour, if all men have it, no man hath it, for they consist in comparison and precellence; neither doth the 
society of others advance any whit the cause of my glorying in myself; for every man must account himself, 
such as he can make himself, without the help of others. But though the benefits of this life may be much 
farthered by mutual help, since yet those may be better attained to by dominion, than by the society of others: I 
hope no body will doubt but that men would much more greedily be carried by nature, if all fear were removed, 
to obtain dominion, than to gain society. We must therefore resolve, that the original of all great and lasting 
societies consisted not in the mutual good will men had towards each other, but in the mutual fear they had of 
each other. 
3. The cause of mutual fear consists partly in the natural equality of men, partly in their mutual will of hurting: 
whence it comes to pass, that we can neither expect from others, nor promise to ourselves the least security. For 
if we look on men full-grown, and consider how brittle the frame of our human body is, which perishing, all its 
strength, vigour, and wisdom itself perisheth with it; and how easy a matter it is, even for the weakest man to 
kill the strongest: there is no reason why any man, trusting to his own strength, should conceive himself made 
by nature above others. They are equals, who can do equal things one against the other; but they who can do the 
greatest things, namely, kill, can do equal things. All men therefore among themselves are by nature equal; the 
inequality we now discern, hath its spring from the civil law. 
4. All men in the state of nature have a desire and will to hurt, but not proceeding from the same cause, neither 
equally to be condemned. For one man, according to that natural equality which is among us, permits as much 
to others as he assumes to himself, which is an argument of a temperate man, and one that rightly values his 
power. Another, supposing himself above others, win have a license to do what he lists, and challenges respect 
and honour, as due to him before others; which is an argument of a fiery spirit. This man's will to hurt ariseth 
from vain glory, and the false esteem he hath of his own strength; the other's from the necessity of defending 
himself, his liberty, and his goods, against this man's violence. 
5. Furthermore, since the combat of wits is the fiercest, the greatest discords which are, must necessarily arise 
from this contention. For in this case it is not only odious to contend against, but also not to consent. For not to 
approve of what a man saith, is no less than tacitly to accuse him of an error in that thing which he speaketh; as 
in very many things to dissent, is as much as if you accounted him a fool whom you dissent from; which may 
appear hence, that there are no wars so sharply waged as between sects of the same religion, and factions of the 
same commonweal, where the contestation is either concerning doctrines or politic prudence. And since all the 
pleasure and j ollity of the mind consists in this, even to get some, with whom comparing, it may find somewhat 
wherein to triumph and vaunt itself, it is impossible but men must declare sometimes some mutual scorn and 
contempt, either by laughter, or by words, or by gesture, or some sign or other; than which there is no greater 
vexation of mind, and than from which there cannot possibly arise a greater desire to do hurt. 
6. But the most frequent reason why men desire to hurt each other, ariseth hence, that many men at the same 
time have an appetite to the same thing; which yet very often they can neither enjoy in common, nor yet divide 
it; whence it follows that the strongest must have it, and who is strongest must be decided by the sword. 
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7. Among so many dangers therefore, as the natural lusts of men do daily threaten each other withal, to have a 
care of one's self is not a matter so scornfully to be looked upon, as if so be there had not been a power and will 
left in one to have done otherwise. For every man is desirous of what is good for him, and shuns what is evil, 
but chiefly the chiefest of natural evils, which is death; and this he doth, by a certain impulsion of nature, no 
less than that whereby a stone moves downward. It is therefore neither absurd, nor reprehensible, neither 
against the dictates of true reason, for a man to use all his endeavours to preserve and defend his body and the 
members thereof from death and sorrows. But that which is not contrary to right reason, that all men account to 
be done justly, and with right; neither by the word right is anything else signified, than that liberty which every 
man hath to make use of his natural faculties according to right reason. Therefore the first foundation of natural 
right is this, that every man as much as in him lies endeavour to protect his life and members. 
8. But because it is in vain for a man to have a right to the end, if the right to the necessary means be denied 
him; it follows, that since every man hath a right to preserve himself, he must also be allowed a right to use all 
the means, and do all the actions, without which he cannot preserve himself. 
9. Now whether the means which he is about to use, and the action he is performing, be necessary to the 
preservation of his life and members, or not, he himself, by the right of nature, must be judge. For say another 
man judge that it is contrary to right reason that I should judge of mine own peril: why now, because he judgeth 
of what concerns me, by the same reason, because we are equal by nature, will I judge also of things which do 
belong to him. Therefore it agrees with right reason, that is, it is the right of nature that I judge of his opinion, 
that is, whether it conduce to my preservation, or not. 
10. Nature hath given to every one a right to all; that is, it was lawful for every man in the bare state of nature, 
or before such time as men had engaged themselves by any covenants or bonds, to do what he would, and 
against whom he thought fit, and to possess, use, and enjoy all what he would, or could get. Now because 
whatsoever a man would, it therefore seems good to him because he wins it, and either it really doth, or at least 
seems to him to contribute towards his preservation, (but we have already allowed him to be judge, in the 
foregoing article, whether it doth or not, in so much as we are to hold A for necessary whatsoever he shall 
esteem so), and by the 7th article it appears that by the right of nature those things may be done, and must be 
had, which necessarily conduce to the protection of life and members, it follows, that in the state of nature, to 
have an, and do all, is lawful for all. And this is that which is meant by that common saying, nature hath given 
all to all, from whence we understand likewise, that in the state of nature, profit is the measure of right. 
11. But it was the least benefit for men thus to have a common right to all things; for the effects of this right are 
the same, almost, as if there had been no right at all. For although any man might say of every thing, this is 
mine, yet could he not enjoy it, by reason of his neighbour, who having equal right, and equal power, would 
pretend the same thing to be his. 
12. If now to this natural proclivity of men, to hurt each other, which they derive from their passions, but 
chiefly from a vain esteem of themselves, you add, the right of all to all, wherewith one by right invades, the 
other by right resists, and whence arise perpetual jealousies and suspicions on all hands, and how hard a thing it 
is to provide against an enemy invading us, with an intention to oppress, and ruin, though he come with a small 
number, and no great provision; it cannot be denied but that the natural state of men, before they entered into 
society, was a mere war, and that not simply, but a war of all men against all men. For what is war, but that 
same time in which the win of contesting by force is fully declared, either by words, or deeds? The time 
remaining, is termed peace. 
13. But it is easily judged how disagreeable a thing to the preservation either of mankind, or of each single man, 
a perpetual war is. But it is perpetual in its own nature, because in regard of the equality of those that strive, it 
cannot be ended by victory; for in this state the conqueror is subject to so much danger, as it were to be 
accounted a miracle, if any, even the most strong, should close up his life with many years, and old age, They of 
America are examples hereof, even in this present age: other nations have been in former ages, which now 
indeed are become civil and flourishing, but were then few, fierce, short-lived, poor, nasty, and deprived of all 
that pleasure, and beauty of life, which peace and society are wont to bring with them. Whosoever therefore 
holds, that it had been best to have continued in that state in which all things were lawful for all men, he 
contradicts himself. For every man by natural necessity desires that which is good for him: nor is there any that 
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esteems a war of all against all, which necessarily adheres to such a state, to be good for him. And so it 
happens, that through fear of each other we think it fit to rid ourselves of this condition, and to get some 
fellows; that if there needs must be war, it may not yet be against all men, nor without some helps. 
14. Fellows are gotten either by constraint, or by consent; by constraint, when after fight the conqueror makes 
the conquered serve him, either through fear of death, or by laying fetters on him: by consent, when men enter 
into society to help each other, both parties consenting without any constraint. But the conqueror may by right 
compel the conquered, or the strongest the weaker, (as a man in health may one that is sick, or he that is of riper 
years a child), unless he will choose to die, to give caution of his future obedience. For since the right of 
protecting ourselves according to our own wills, proceeded from our danger, and our danger from our equality, 
it is more consonant to reason, and more certain for our conservation, using the present advantage to secure 
ourselves by taking caution, than when they shall be full grown and strong, and got out of our power, to 
endeavour to recover that power again by doubtful fight. And on the other side, nothing can be thought more 
absurd, than by discharging whom you already have weak in your power, to make him at once both an enemy 
and a strong one. From whence we may understand likewise as a corollary in the natural state of men, that, a 
sure and irresistible power confers the right of dominion and ruling over those who cannot resist; insomuch, as 
the right of all things that can be done, adheres essentially and immediately unto this omnipotence hence 
arising. 
15. Yet cannot men expect any lasting preservation, continuing thus in the state of nature, that is, of war, by 
reason of that equality of power, and other human faculties they are endued withal. Wherefore to seek peace, 
where there is any hopes of obtaining it, and where there is none, to enquire out for auxiliaries of war, is the 
dictate of right reason, that is, the law of nature. 
 
THE SECOND PART OF COMMONWEALTH 
CHAPTER XVII 
OF THE CAUSES, GENERATION, AND DEFINITION OF A COMMONWEALTH 
Thomas Hobbes 
 
THE final cause, end, or design of men (who naturally love liberty, and dominion over others) in the 
introduction of that restraint upon themselves, in which we see them live in Commonwealths, is the foresight of 
their own preservation, and of a more contented life thereby; that is to say, of getting themselves out from that 
miserable condition of war which is necessarily consequent, as hath been shown, to the natural passions of men 
when there is no visible power to keep them in awe, and tie them by fear of punishment to the performance of 
their covenants, and observation of those laws of nature set down in the fourteenth and fifteenth chapters.  For 
the laws of nature, as justice, equity, modesty, mercy, and, in sum, doing to others as we would be done to, of 
themselves, without the terror of some power to cause them to be observed, are contrary to our natural passions, 
that carry us to partiality, pride, revenge, and the like. And covenants, without the sword, are but words and of 
no strength to secure a man at all. Therefore, notwithstanding the laws of nature (which every one hath then 
kept, when he has the will to keep them, when he can do it safely), if there be no power erected, or not great 
enough for our security, every man will and may lawfully rely on his own strength and art for caution against 
all other men.  And in all places, where men have lived by small families, to rob and spoil one another has been 
a trade, and so far from being reputed against the law of nature that the greater spoils they gained, the greater 
was their honour; and men observed no other laws therein but the laws of honour; that is, to abstain from 
cruelty, leaving to men their lives and instruments of husbandry. And as small families did then; so now do 
cities and kingdoms, which are but greater families (for their own security), enlarge their dominions upon all 
pretences of danger, and fear of invasion, or assistance that may be given to invaders; endeavour as much as 
they can to subdue or weaken their neighbours by open force, and secret arts, for want of other caution, justly; 
and are remembered for it in after ages with honour.  Nor is it the joining together of a small number of men 
that gives them this security; because in small numbers, small additions on the one side or the other make the 
advantage of strength so great as is sufficient to carry the victory, and therefore gives encouragement to an 
invasion. The multitude sufficient to confide in for our security is not determined by any certain number, but by 
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comparison with the enemy we fear; and is then sufficient when the odds of the enemy is not of so visible and 
conspicuous moment to determine the event of war, as to move him to attempt. 

And be there never so great a multitude; yet if their actions be directed according to their particular judgements, 
and particular appetites, they can expect thereby no defence, nor protection, neither against a common enemy, 
nor against the injuries of one another. For being distracted in opinions concerning the best use and application 
of their strength, they do not help, but hinder one another, and reduce their strength by mutual opposition to 
nothing: whereby they are easily, not only subdued by a very few that agree together, but also, when there is no 
common enemy, they make war upon each other for their particular interests. For if we could suppose a great 
multitude of men to consent in the observation of justice, and other laws of nature, without a common power to 
keep them all in awe, we might as well suppose all mankind to do the same; and then there neither would be, 
nor need to be, any civil government or Commonwealth at all, because there would be peace without subjection.  
Nor is it enough for the security, which men desire should last all the time of their life, that they be governed 
and directed by one judgment for a limited time; as in one battle, or one war. For though they obtain a victory 
by their unanimous endeavour against a foreign enemy, yet afterwards, when either they have no common 
enemy, or he that by one part is held for an enemy is by another part held for a friend, they must needs by the 
difference of their interests dissolve, and fall again into a war amongst themselves.  It is true that certain living 
creatures, as bees and ants, live sociably one with another (which are therefore by Aristotle numbered amongst 
political creatures), and yet have no other direction than their particular judgements and appetites; nor speech, 
whereby one of them can signify to another what he thinks expedient for the common benefit: and therefore 
some man may perhaps desire to know why mankind cannot do the same. To which I answer, First, that men are 
continually in competition for honour and dignity, which these creatures are not; and consequently amongst 
men there ariseth on that ground, envy, and hatred, and finally war; but amongst these not so. 

Secondly, that amongst these creatures the common good differeth not from the private; and being by nature 
inclined to their private, they procure thereby the common benefit. But man, whose joy consisteth in comparing 
himself with other men, can relish nothing but what is eminent. 

Thirdly, that these creatures, having not, as man, the use of reason, do not see, nor think they see, any fault in 
the administration of their common business: whereas amongst men there are very many that think themselves 
wiser and abler to govern the public better than the rest, and these strive to reform and innovate, one this way, 
another that way; and thereby bring it into distraction and civil war. 

Fourthly, that these creatures, though they have some use of voice in making known to one another their desires 
and other affections, yet they want that art of words by which some men can represent to others that which is 
good in the likeness of evil; and evil, in the likeness of good; and augment or diminish the apparent greatness of 
good and evil, discontenting men and troubling their peace at their pleasure. 

Fifthly, irrational creatures cannot distinguish between injury and damage; and therefore as long as they be at 
ease, they are not offended with their fellows: whereas man is then most troublesome when he is most at ease; 
for then it is that he loves to show his wisdom, and control the actions of them that govern the Commonwealth.  
Lastly, the agreement of these creatures is natural; that of men is by covenant only, which is artificial: and 
therefore it is no wonder if there be somewhat else required, besides covenant, to make their agreement constant 
and lasting; which is a common power to keep them in awe and to direct their actions to the common benefit.  
The only way to erect such a common power, as may be able to defend them from the invasion of foreigners, 
and the injuries of one another, and thereby to secure them in such sort as that by their own industry and by the 
fruits of the earth they may nourish themselves and live contentedly, is to confer all their power and strength 
upon one man, or upon one assembly of men, that may reduce all their wills, by plurality of voices, unto one 
will: which is as much as to say, to appoint one man, or assembly of men, to bear their person; and every one to 
own and acknowledge himself to be author of whatsoever he that so beareth their person shall act, or cause to 
be acted, in those things which concern the common peace and safety; and therein to submit their wills, every 
one to his will, and their judgements to his judgement. This is more than consent, or concord; it is a real unity of 
them all in one and the same person, made by covenant of every man with every man, in such manner as if 
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every man should say to every man: I authorise and give up my right of governing myself to this man, or to this 
assembly of men, on this condition; that thou give up, thy right to him, and authorise all his actions in like 
manner. This done, the multitude so united in one person is called a COMMONWEALTH; in Latin, CIVITAS.  
This is the generation of that great LEVIATHAN, or rather, to speak more reverently, of that mortal god to 
which we owe, under the immortal God, our peace and defence. For by this authority, given him by every 
particular man in the Commonwealth, he hath the use of so much power and strength conferred on him that, by 
terror thereof, he is enabled to form the wills of them all, to peace at home, and mutual aid against their enemies 
abroad. And in him consisteth the essence of the Commonwealth; which, to define it, is: one person, of whose 
acts a great multitude, by mutual covenants one with another, have made themselves every one the author, to 
the end he may use the strength and means of them all as he shall think expedient for their peace and common 
defence. 

And he that carryeth this person is called sovereign, and said to have sovereign power; and every one besides, 
his subject.  The attaining to this sovereign power is by two ways. One, by natural force: as when a man maketh 
his children to submit themselves, and their children, to his government, as being able to destroy them if they 
refuse; or by war subdueth his enemies to his will, giving them their lives on that condition. The other, is when 
men agree amongst themselves to submit to some man, or assembly of men, voluntarily, on confidence to be 
protected by him against all others. This latter may be called a political Commonwealth, or Commonwealth by 
Institution; and the former, a Commonwealth by acquisition. And first, I shall speak of a Commonwealth by 
institution. 

Meditations on First Philosophy 
Rene Descartes  

TO 
THE VERY SAGE AND ILLUSTRIOUS 

THE DEAN AND DOCTORS OF THE SACRED 
FACULTY OF THEOLOGY OF PARIS. 

GENTLEMEN, 
The motive which impels me to present this Treatise to you is so reasonable, and when you shall learn its 

design, I am confident that you also will consider that there is ground so valid for your taking it under your 
protection, that I can in no way better recommend it to you than by briefly stating the end which I proposed to 
myself in it. 

I have always been of the opinion that the two questions respecting God and the Soul were the chief of those 
that ought to be determined by help of Philosophy rather than of Theology; for although to us, the faithful, it be 
sufficient to hold as matters of faith, that the human soul does not perish with the body, and that God exists, it 
yet assuredly seems impossible ever to persuade infidels of the reality of any religion, or almost even any moral 
virtue, unless, first of all, those two things be proved to them by natural reason. And since in this life there are 
frequently greater rewards held out to vice than to virtue, few would prefer the right to the useful, if they were 
restrained neither by the fear of God nor the expectation of another life; and although it is quite true that the 
existence of God is to be believed since it is taught in the sacred Scriptures, and that, on the other hand, the 
sacred Scriptures are to be believed because they come from God (for since faith is a gift of God, the same 
Being who bestows grace to enable us to believe other things, can likewise impart of it to enable us to believe 
his own existence), nevertheless, this cannot be submitted to infidels, who would consider that the reasoning 
proceeded in a circle. And, indeed, I have observed that you, with all the other theologians, not only affirmed 
the sufficiency of natural reason for the proof of the existence of God, but also, that it may be inferred from 
sacred Scripture, that the knowledge of God is much clearer than of many created things, and that it is really so 
easy of acquisition as to leave those who do not possess it blameworthy. This is manifest from these words of 
the Book of Wisdom, chap. xiii., where it is said, Howbeit they are not to be excused; for if their understanding 
was so great that they could discern the world and the creatures, why did they not rather find out the Lord 
thereof? And in Romans, chap. i., it is said that they are without excuse; and again, in the same place, by these 
words,That which may be known of God is manifest in them--we seem to be admonished that all which can be 
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known of God may be made manifest by reasons obtained from no other source than the inspection of our own 
minds. I have, therefore, thought that it would not be unbecoming in me to inquire how and by what way, 
without going out of ourselves, God may be more easily and certainly known than the things of the world. 

 And as regards the Soul, although many have judged that its nature could not be easily discovered, and some 
have even ventured to say that human reason led to the conclusion that it perished with the body, and that the 
contrary opinion could be held through faith alone; nevertheless, since the Lateran Council, held under Leo X. 
(in session viii.), condemns these, and expressly enjoins Christian philosophers to refute their arguments, and 
establish the truth according to their ability, I have ventured to attempt it in this work. 

Moreover, I am aware that most of the irreligious deny the existence of God, and the distinctness of the 
human soul from the body, for no other reason than because these points, as they allege, have never as yet been 
demonstrated. Now, although I am by no means of their opinion, but, on the contrary, hold that almost all the 
proofs which have been adduced on these questions by great men, possess, when rightly understood, the force 
of demonstrations, and that it is next to impossible to discover new, yet there is, I apprehend, no more useful 
service to be performed in Philosophy, than if some one were, once for all, carefully to seek out the best of 
these reasons, and expound them so accurately and clearly that, for the future, it might be manifest to all that 
they are real demonstrations. And finally, since many persons were greatly desirous of this, who knew that I 
had cultivated a certain Method of resolving all kinds of difficulties in the sciences, which is not indeed new 
(there being nothing older than truth), but of which they were aware I had made successful use in other 
instances, I judged it to be my duty to make trial of it also on the present matter. 

Now the sum of what I have been able to accomplish on the subject is contained in this Treatise. Not that I 
here essayed to collect all the diverse reasons which might be adduced as proofs on this subject, for this does 
not seem to be necessary, unless on matters where no one proof of adequate certainty is to be had; but I treated 
the first and chief alone in such a manner that I should venture now to propose them as demonstrations of the 
highest certainty and evidence. And I will also add that they are such as to lead me to think that there is no way 
open to the mind of man by which proofs superior to them can ever be discovered for the importance of the 
subject, and the glory of God, to which all this relates, constrain me to speak here somewhat more freely of 
myself than I have been accustomed to do. Nevertheless, whatever certitude and evidence I may find in these 
demonstrations, I cannot therefore persuade myself that they are level to the comprehension of all. But just as in 
geometry there are many of the demonstrations of Archimedes, Apollonius, Pappus, and others, which, though 
received by all as evident even and certain (because indeed they manifestly contain nothing which, considered 
by itself, it is not very easy to understand, and no consequents that are inaccurately related to their antecedents), 
are nevertheless understood by a very limited number, because they are somewhat long, and demand the whole 
attention of the reader: so in the same way, although I consider the demonstrations of which I here make use, to 
be equal or even superior to the geometrical in certitude and evidence, I am afraid, nevertheless, that they will 
not be adequately understood by many, as well because they also are somewhat long and involved, as chiefly 
because they require the mind to be entirely free from prejudice, and able with ease to detach itself from the 
commerce of the senses. And, to speak the truth, the ability for metaphysical studies is less general than for 
those of geometry. And, besides, there is still this difference that, as in geometry, all are persuaded that nothing 
is usually advanced of which there is not a certain demonstration, those but partially versed in it err more 
frequently in assenting to what is false, from a desire of seeming to understand it, than in denying what is true. 
In philosophy, on the other hand, where it is believed that all is doubtful, few sincerely give themselves to the 
search after truth, and by far the greater number seek the reputation of bold thinkers by audaciously impugning 
such truths as are of the greatest moment. 

Hence it is that, whatever force my reasonings may possess, yet because they belong to philosophy, I do not 
expect they will have much effect on the minds of men, unless you extend to them your patronage and approval. 
But since your Faculty is held in so great esteem by all, and since the name of SORBONNE is of such authority, 
that not only in matters of faith, but even also in what regards human philosophy, has the judgment of no other 
society, after the Sacred Councils, received so great deference, it being the universal conviction that it is 
impossible elsewhere to find greater perspicacity and solidity, or greater wisdom and integrity in giving 
judgment, I doubt not,if you but condescend to pay so much regard to this Treatise as to be willing, in the first 
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place, to correct it (for mindful not only of my humanity, but chiefly also of my ignorance, I do not affirm that it 
is free from errors); in the second place, to supply what is wanting in it, to perfect what is incomplete, and to 
give more ample illustration where it is demanded, or at least to indicate these defects to myself that I may 
endeavour to remedy them; and, finally, when the reasonings contained in it, by which the existence of God and 
the distinction of the human soul from the body are established, shall have been brought to such degree of 
perspicuity as to be esteemed exact demonstrations, of which I am assured they admit, if you condescend to 
accord them the authority of your approbation, and render a public testimony of their truth and certainty, I doubt 
not, I say, but that henceforward all the errors which have ever been entertained on these questions will very 
soon be effaced from the minds of men. For truth itself will readily lead the remainder of the ingenious and the 
learned to subscribe to your judgment; and your authority will cause the atheists, who are in general sciolists 
rather than ingenious or learned, to lay aside the spirit of contradiction, and lead them, perhaps, to do battle in 
their own persons for reasonings which they find considered demonstrations by all men of genius, lest they 
should seem not to understand them; and, finally, the rest of mankind will readily trust to so many testimonies, 
and there will no longer be any one who will venture to doubt either the existence of God or the real distinction 
of mind and body. It is for you, in your singular wisdom, to judge of the importance of the establishment of 
such beliefs, [who are cognisant of the disorders which doubt of these truths produces]. But it would not here 
become me to commend at greater length the cause of God and of religion to you, who have always proved the 
strongest support of the Catholic Church.  
 
 

PREFACE TO THE READER.  
 I have already slightly touched upon the questions respecting the existence of God and the nature of the 

human soul, in the "Discourse on the Method of rightly conducting the Reason, and seeking Truth in the 
Sciences," published in French in the year 1637; not however, with the design of there treating of them fully, 
but only, as it were, in passing, that I might learn from the judgment of my readers in what way I should 
afterward handle them; for these questions appeared to me to be of such moment as to be worthy of being 
considered more than once, and the path which I follow in discussing them is so little trodden, and so remote 
from the ordinary route that I thought it would not be expedient to illustrate it at greater length in French, and in 
a discourse that might be read by all, lest even the more feeble minds should believe that this path might be 
entered upon by them. 

But, as in the " Discourse on Method," I had requested all who might find aught meriting censure in my 
writings, to do me the favor of pointing it out to me, I may state that no objections worthy of remark have been 
alleged against what I then said on these questions except two, to which I will here briefly reply, before 
undertaking their more detailed discussion. 

The first objection is that though, while the human mind reflects on itself, it does not perceive that it is any 
other than a thinking thing, it does not follow that its nature or essence consists only in its being a thing which 
thinks; so that the word ONLY shall exclude all other things which might also perhaps be said to pertain to the 
nature of the mind. To this objection I reply, that it was not my intention in that place to exclude these 
according to the order of truth in the matter (of which I did not then treat),but only according to the order of 
thought (perception); so that my meaning was, that I clearly apprehended nothing, so far as I was conscious, as 
belonging to my essence, except that I was a thinking thing, or a thing possessing in itself the faculty of 
thinking. But I will show hereafter how, from the consciousness that nothing besides thinking belongs to the 
essence of the mind, it follows that nothing else does in truth belong to it. 

The second objection is that it does not follow, from my possessing the idea of a thing more perfect than I am, 
that the idea itself is more perfect than myself, and much less that what is represented by the idea exists. But I 
reply that in the term idea there is here something equivocal; for it may be taken either materially for an act of 
the understanding, and in this sense it cannot be said to be more perfect than I, or objectively, for the thing 
represented by that act, which, although it be not supposed to exist out of my understanding, may, nevertheless, 
be more perfect than myself, by reason of its essence. But, in the sequel of this treatise I will show more amply 
how, from my possessing the idea of a thing more perfect than myself, it follows that this thing really exists. 
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Besides these two objections, I have seen, indeed, two treatises of sufficient length relating to the present 

matter. In these, however, my conclusions, much more than my premises, were impugned, and that by 
arguments borrowed from the common places of the atheists. But, as arguments of this sort can make no 
impression on the minds of those who shall rightly understand my reasonings, and as the judgments of many are 
so irrational and weak that they are persuaded rather by the opinions on a subject that are first presented to 
them, however false and opposed to reason they may be, than by a true and solid, but subsequently received, 
refutation of them, I am unwilling here to reply to these strictures from a dread of being, in the first instance, 
obliged to state them. I will only say, in general, that all which the atheists commonly allege in favor of the non-
existence of God, arises continually from one or other of these two things, namely, either the ascription of 
human affections to Deity, or the undue attribution to our minds of so much vigor and wisdom that we may 
essay to determine and comprehend both what God can and ought to do; hence all that is alleged by them will 
occasion us no difficulty, provided only we keep in remembrance that our minds must be considered finite, 
while Deity is incomprehensible and infinite. 

Now that I have once, in some measure, made proof of the opinions of men regarding my work, I again 
undertake to treat of God and the human soul, and at the same time to discuss the principles of the entire First 
Philosophy, without, however, expecting any commendation from the crowd for my endeavors, or a wide circle 
of readers. On the contrary, I would advise none to read this work, unless such as are able and willing to 
meditate with me in earnest, to detach their minds from commerce with the senses, and likewise to deliver 
themselves from all prejudice; and individuals of this character are, I well know, remarkably rare. But with 
regard to those who, without caring to comprehend the order and connection of the reasonings, shall study only 
detached clauses for the purpose of small but noisy criticism, as is the custom with many, I may say that such 
persons will not profit greatly by the reading of this treatise; and although perhaps they may find opportunity 
for cavilling in several places, they will yet hardly start any pressing objections, or such as shall be deserving of 
reply. 

But since, indeed, I do not promise to satisfy others on all these subjects at first sight, nor arrogate so much to 
myself as to believe that I have been able to forsee all that may be the source of difficulty to each ones I shall 
expound, first of all, in the Meditations, those considerations by which I feel persuaded that I have arrived at a 
certain and evident knowledge of truth, in order that I may ascertain whether the reasonings which have 
prevailed with myself will also be effectual in convincing others. I will then reply to the objections of some 
men, illustrious for their genius and learning, to whom these Meditations were sent for criticism before they 
were committed to the press; for these objections are so numerous and varied that I venture to anticipate that 
nothing, at least nothing of any moment, will readily occur to any mind which has not been touched upon in 
them. Hence it is that I earnestly entreat my readers not to come to any judgment on the questions raised in the 
Meditations until they have taken care to read the whole of the Objections, with the relative Replies. 
 

SYNOPSIS OF THE SIX FOLLOWING MEDITATIONS. 
IN THE First Meditation I expound the grounds on which we may doubt in general of all things, and 

especially of material objects, so long at least, as we have no other foundations for the sciences than those we 
have hitherto possessed. Now, although the utility of a doubt so general may not be manifest at first sight, it is 
nevertheless of the greatest, since it delivers us from all prejudice, and affords the easiest pathway by which the 
mind may withdraw itself from the senses; and finally makes it impossible for us to doubt wherever we 
afterward discover truth. 

In the Second, the mind which, in the exercise of the freedom peculiar to itself, supposes that no object is, of 
the existence of which it has even the slightest doubt, finds that, meanwhile, it must itself exist. And this point 
is likewise of the highest moment, for the mind is thus enabled easily to distinguish what pertains to itself, that 
is, to the intellectual nature, from what is to be referred to the body. But since some, perhaps, will expect, at this 
stage of our progress, a statement of the reasons which establish the doctrine of the immortality of the soul, I 
think it proper here to make such aware, that it was my aim to write nothing of which I could not give exact 
demonstration, and that I therefore felt myself obliged to adopt an order similar to that in use among the 
geometers, viz., to premise all upon which the proposition in question depends, before coming to any 
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conclusion respecting it. Now, the first and chief prerequisite for the knowledge of the immortality of the soul is 
our being able to form the clearest possible conception (conceptus--concept) of the soul itself, and such as shall 
be absolutely distinct from all our notions of body; and how this is to be accomplished is there shown. There is 
required, besides this, the assurance that all objects which we clearly and distinctly think are true (really exist) 
in that very mode in which we think them; and this could not be established previously to the Fourth 
Meditation. Farther, it is necessary, for the same purpose, that we possess a distinct conception of corporeal 
nature, which is given partly in the Second and partly in the Fifth and Sixth Meditations. And, finally, on these 
grounds, we are necessitated to conclude, that all those objects which are clearly and distinctly conceived to be 
diverse substances, as mind and body, are substances really reciprocally distinct; and this inference is made in 
the Sixth Meditation. The absolute distinction of mind and body is, besides, confirmed in this Second 
Meditation, by showing that we cannot conceive body unless as divisible; while, on the other hand, mind cannot 
be conceived unless as indivisible. For we are not able to conceive the half of a mind, as we can of any body, 
however small, so that the natures of these two substances are to be held, not only as diverse, but even in some 
measure as contraries. I have not, however, pursued this discussion further in the present treatise, as well for the 
reason that these considerations are sufficient to show that the destruction of the mind does not follow from the 
corruption of the body, and thus to afford to men the hope of a future life, as also because the premises from 
which it is competent for us to infer the immortality of the soul, involve an explication of the whole principles 
of Physics: in order to establish, in the first place, that generally all substances, that is, all things which can exist 
only in consequence of having been created by God, are in their own nature incorruptible, and can never cease 
to be, unless God himself, by refusing his concurrence to them, reduce them to nothing; and, in the second 
place, that body, taken generally, is a substance, and therefore can never perish, but that the human body, in as 
far as it differs from other bodies, is constituted only by a certain configuration of members, and by other 
accidents of this sort, while the human mind is not made up of accidents, but is a pure substance. For although 
all the accidents of the mind be changed-- although, for example, it think certain things, will others, and 
perceive others, the mind itself does not vary with these changes; while, on the contrary, the human body is no 
longer the same if a change take place in the form of any of its parts: from which it follows that the body may, 
indeed, without difficulty perish, but that the mind is in its own nature immortal. 

In the Third Meditation, I have unfolded at sufficient length, as appears to me, my chief argument for the 
existence of God. But yet, since I was there desirous to avoid the use of comparisons taken from material 
objects, that I might withdraw, as far as possible, the minds of my readers from the senses, numerous 
obscurities perhaps remain, which, however, will, I trust, be afterward entirely removed in the Replies to the 
Objections: thus among other things, it may be difficult to understand how the idea of a being absolutely 
perfect, which is found in our minds, possesses so much objective reality [i. e., participates by representation in 
so many degrees of being and perfection] that it must be held to arise from a cause absolutely perfect. This is 
illustrated in the Replies by the comparison of a highly perfect machine, the idea of which exists in the mind of 
some workman; for as the objective (i.e.., representative) perfection of this idea must have some cause, viz, 
either the science of the workman, or of some other person from whom he has received the idea, in the same 
way the idea of God, which is found in us, demands God himself for its cause. 

In the Fourth, it is shown that all which we clearly and distinctly perceive (apprehend) is true; and, at the 
same time, is explained wherein consists the nature of error, points that require to be known as well for 
confirming the preceding truths, as for the better understanding of those that are to follow. But, meanwhile, it 
must be observed, that I do not at all there treat of Sin, that is, of error committed in the pursuit of good and 
evil, but of that sort alone which arises in the determination of the true and the false. Nor do I refer to matters of 
faith, or to the conduct of life, but only to what regards speculative truths, and such as are known by means of 
the natural light alone. 

In the Fifth, besides the illustration of corporeal nature, taken generically, a new demonstration is given of the 
existence of God, not free, perhaps, any more than the former, from certain difficulties, but of these the solution 
will be found in the Replies to the Objections. I further show, in what sense it is true that the certitude of 
geometrical demonstrations themselves is dependent on the knowledge of God. 
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Finally, in the Sixth, the act of the understanding (intellectio) is distinguished from that of the imagination 

(imaginatio); the marks of this distinction are described; the human mind is shown to be really distinct from the 
body, and, nevertheless, to be so closely conjoined therewith, as together to form, as it were, a unity. The whole 
of the errors which arise from the senses are brought under review, while the means of avoiding them are 
pointed out; and, finally, all the grounds are adduced from which the existence of material objects may be 
inferred; not, however, because I deemed them of great utility in establishing what they prove, viz., that there is 
in reality a world, that men are possessed of bodies, and the like, the truth of which no one of sound mind ever 
seriously doubted; but because, from a close consideration of them, it is perceived that they are neither so strong 
nor clear as the reasonings which conduct us to the knowledge of our mind and of God; so that the latter are, of 
all which come under human knowledge, the most certain and manifest-- a conclusion which it was my single 
aim in these Meditations to establish; on which account I here omit mention of the various other questions 
which, in the course of the discussion, I had occasion likewise to consider. 
 
First Meditation 
Of the Things Which May Be Brought Within the Sphere of the Doubtful 

 
It is now some years since I detected how many were the false beliefs that I had from my earliest youth 

admitted as true, and how doubtful was everything I had since constructed on this basis; and from that time I 
was convinced that I must once for all seriously undertake to rid myself of all the opinions which I had 
formerly accepted, and commence to build anew from the foundation, if I wanted to establish any firm and 
permanent structure in the sciences. But as this enterprise appeared to be a very great one, I waited until I had 
attained an age so mature that I could not hope that at any later date I should be better fitted to execute my 
design. This reason caused me to delay so long that I should feel that I was doing wrong were I to occupy in 
deliberation the time that yet remains to me for action. Today, then, since very opportunely for the plan I have 
in view I have delivered my mind from every care [and am happily agitated by no passions] and since I have 
procured for myself an assured leisure in a peaceable retirement, I shall at last seriously and freely address 
myself to the general upheaval of all my former opinions. 

Now for this object it is not necessary that I should show that aft of these are False-I shall perhaps never 
arrive at this end. But inasmuch as reason already persuades me that I ought no less carefully to withhold my 
assent from matters which are not entirely certain and indubitable than from those which appear to me 
manifestly to be false, if I am able to find in each one some reason to doubt, this will suffice to justify my 
rejecting the whole. And for that end it will not be requisite that I should examine each in particular, which 
would be an endless undertaking; for owing to the fact that the destruction of the foundations of necessity 
brings with it the downfall of the rest of the edifice, I shall only in the first place attack those principles upon 
which all my former opinions rested. 

All that up to the present time I have accepted as most true and certain I have learned either from the senses or 
through the senses; but it is sometimes proved to me that these senses are deceptive, and it is wiser not to trust 
entirely to any thing by which we have once been deceived. 

But it may be that although the senses sometimes deceive us concerning things which are hardly perceptible, 
or very far away, there are yet many others to be met with as to which we cannot reasonably have any doubt, 
although we recognize them by their means. For example, there is the fact that I am here, seated by the fire, 
attired in a dressing gown, having this paper in my hands and other similar matters. And how could I deny that 
these hands and this body are mine, were it not perhaps that I compare myself to certain persons, devoid of 
sense, whose cerebella are so troubled and clouded by the violent vapours of black bile, that they constantly 
assure us that they think they are kings when they are really quite poor, or that they are clothed in purple when 
they are really without covering, or who imagine that they have an earthenware head or are nothing but 
pumpkins or are made of glass. But they are mad, and I should not be any the less insane were I to follow 
examples so extravagant. 

At the same time I must remember that I am a man, and that consequently I am in the habit of sleeping, and in 
my dreams representing to myself the same things or sometimes even less probable things, than do those who 
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are insane in their waking moments. How often has it happened to me that in the night I dreamt that I found 
myself in this particular place, that I was dressed and seated near the fire, whilst in reality I was lying undressed 
in bed! At this moment it does indeed seem to me that it is with eyes awake that I am looking at this paper; that 
this head which I move is not asleep, that it is deliberately and of set purpose that I extend my hand and 
perceive it; what happens in sleep does not appear so clear nor so distinct as does all this. But in thinking over 
this I remind myself that on many occasions I have in sleep been deceived by similar illusions, and in dwelling 
carefully on this reflection I see so manifestly that there are no certain indications by which we may clearly 
distinguish wakefullness from sleep that I am lost in astonishment. And my astonishment is such that it is 
almost capable of persuading me that I now dream. 

Now let us assume that we are asleep and that all these particulars, e.g. that we open our eyes, shake our head, 
extend our hands, and so on, are but false delusions; and let us reflect that possibly neither our hands nor our 
whole body are such as they appear to us to be. At the same time we must at least confess that the things which 
are represented to us in sleep are like painted representations which can only have been formed as the 
counterparts of something real and true, and that in this way those general things at least, i.e. eyes, a head, 
hands, and a whole body, are not imaginary things, but things really existent. For, as a matter of fact, painters, 
even when they study with the greatest skill to represent sirens and satyrs by forms the most strange and 
extraordinary, cannot give them natures which are entirely new, but merely make a certain medley of the 
members of different animals; or if their imagination is extravagant enough to invent something so novel that 
nothing similar has ever before been seen, and that then their work represents a thing purely fictitious and 
absolutely false, it is certain all the same that the colours of which this is composed are necessarily real. And 
for the same reason, although these general things, to wit, [a body], eyes, a head, hands, and such like, may be 
imaginary, we are bound at the same time to confess that there are at least some other objects yet more simple 
and more universal, which are real and true; and of these just in the same way as with certain real colours, all 
these images of things which dwell in our thoughts, whether true and real or false and fantastic, are formed. 

To such a class of things pertains corporeal nature in general, and its extension, the figure of extended things, 
their quantity or magnitude and number, as also the place in which they are, the time which measures their 
duration, and so on. 

That is possibly why our reasoning is not unjust when we conclude from this that Physics, Astronomy, 
Medicine and all other sciences which have as their end the consideration of composite things, are very dubious 
and uncertain; but that Arithmetic, Geometry and other sciences of that kind which only treat of things that are 
very simple and very general, without taking great trouble to ascertain whether they are actually existent or not, 
contain some measure of certainty and an element of the indubitable. For whether I am awake or asleep, two 
and three together always form five, and the square can never have more than four sides, and it does not seem 
possible that truths so clear and apparent can be suspected of any falsity [or uncertainty]. 

Nevertheless I have long had fixed in my mind the belief that an all-powerful God existed by whom I have 
been created such as I am. But how do I know that He has not brought it to pass that there is no earth, no 
heaven, no extended body, no magnitude, no place, and that nevertheless [I possess the perceptions of all these 
things and that] they seem to me to exist just exactly as I now see them? And, besides, as I sometimes imagine 
that others deceive themselves in the things which they think they know best, how do I know that I am not 
deceived every time that I add two and three, or count the sides of a square, or judge of things yet simpler, if 
anything simpler can be imagined? But possibly God has not desired that I should be thus deceived, for He is 
said to be supremely good. If, however, it is contrary to His goodness to have made me such that I constantly 
deceive myself, it would also appear to be contrary to His goodness to permit me to be sometimes deceived, 
and nevertheless I cannot doubt that He does permit this. 

There may indeed be those who would prefer to deny the existence of a God so powerful, rather than believe 
that all other things are uncertain. But let us not oppose them for the present, and grant that all that is here said 
of a God is a fable; nevertheless in whatever way they suppose that I have arrived at the state of being that I 
have reached-whether they attribute it to fate or to accident, or make out that it is by a continual succession of 
antecedents, or by some other method-since to err and deceive oneself is a defect, it is clear that the greater will 
be the probability of my being so imperfect as to deceive myself ever, as is the Author to whom they assign my 
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origin the less powerful. To these reasons I have certainly nothing to reply, but at the end I feel constrained to 
confess that there is nothing in all that I formerly believed to be true, of which I cannot in some measure doubt, 
and that not merely through want of thought or through levity, but for reasons which are very powerful and 
maturely considered; so that henceforth I ought not the less carefully to refrain from giving credence to these 
opinions than to that which is manifestly false, if I desire to arrive at any certainty (in the sciences]. 

But it is not sufficient to have made these remarks, we must also be careful to keep them in mind. For these 
ancient and commonly held opinions still revert frequently to my mind, long and familiar custom having given 
them the right to occupy my mind against my inclination and rendered them almost masters of my belief; nor 
will I ever lose the habit of deferring to them or of placing my confidence in them, so long as I consider them as 
they really are, i.e. opinions in some measure doubtful, as I have just shown, and at the same time highly 
probable, so that there is much more reason to believe in than to deny them. That is why I consider that I shall 
not be acting amiss, if, taking of set purpose a contrary belief, I allow myself to be deceived, and for a certain 
time pretend that all these opinions are entirely false and imaginary, until at last, having thus balanced my 
former prejudices with my latter [so that they cannot divert my opinions more to one side than to the other], my 
judgment will no longer be dominated by bad usage or turned away from the right knowledge of the truth. For I 
am assured that there can be neither peril nor error in this course, and that I cannot at present yield too much to 
distrust, since I am not considering the question of action, but only of knowledge. 

I shall then suppose, not that God who is supremely good and the fountain of truth, but some evil genius not 
less powerful than deceitful has employed his whole energies in deceiving me; I shall consider that the heavens, 
the earth, colours, figures, sound, and all other external things are naught but the illusions and dreams of which 
this genius has availed himself in order to lay traps for my credulity; I shall consider myself as having no hands, 
no eyes, no flesh, no blood, nor any senses, yet falsely believing myself to possess all these things; I shall 
remain obstinately attached to this idea, and if by this means it is not in my power to arrive at the knowledge of 
any truth, I may at least do what is in my power [i.e. suspend my judgment], and with firm purpose avoid 
giving credence to any false thing, or being imposed upon by this arch deceiver, however powerful and 
deceptive he may be. But this task is a laborious one, and insensibly a certain lassitude leads me into the course 
of my ordinary life. And just as a captive who in sleep enjoys an imaginary liberty, when he begins to suspect 
that his liberty is but a dream, fears to awaken, and conspires with these agreeable illusions that the deception 
may be prolonged, so insensibly of my own accord I fall back into my former opinions, and I dread awakening 
from this slumber, lest the laborious wakefulness which would follow the tranquility of this repose should have 
to be spent not in daylight, but in the excessive darkness of the difficulties which have just been discussed. 

 
Meditation II 

 
Of the Nature of the Human Mind; and that It Is More Easily Known Than the Body 
 
The Meditation of yesterday filled my mind with so many doubts that it is no longer in my power to forget 

them. And yet I do not see in what manner I can resolve them; and, just as if I had all of a sudden fallen into 
very deep water, I am so disconcerted that I can neither make certain of setting my feet on the bottom, nor can I 
swim and so support myself on the surface. I shall nevertheless make an effort and follow anew the same path 
as that on which I yesterday entered, i.e., I shall proceed by setting aside all that in which the least doubt could 
be supposed to exist, just as if I had discovered that it was absolutely false; and I shall ever follow in this road 
until I have met with something which is certain, or at least, if I can do nothing else, until I have learned for 
certain that there is nothing in the world that is certain. Archimedes, in order that he might draw the terrestrial 
globe out of its place, and transport it elsewhere, demanded only that one point should be fixed and 
immoveable.; in the same way I shall have the right to conceive high hopes if I am happy enough to discover 
one thing only which is certain and indubitable. 

I suppose, then, that all the things that I see are false; I persuade myself that nothing has ever existed of all 
that my fallacious memory represents to me. I consider that I possess no senses; I imagine that body, figure, 
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extension, movement and place are but the fictions of my mind. What, then, can be esteemed as true? Perhaps 
nothing at all, unless that there is nothing in the world that is certain. 

But how can I know there is not something different from those things that I have just considered, of which 
one cannot have the slightest doubt? Is there not some God, or some other being by whatever name we call it, 
who puts these reflections into my mind? That is not necessary, for is it not possible that I am capable of 
producing them myself? I myself, am I not at least something? But I have already denied that I had senses and 
body. Yet I hesitate, for what follows from that? Am I so dependent on body and senses that  I cannot exist 
without these? But I was persuaded that there was nothing in all the world, that there was no heaven, no earth, 
that there were no minds, nor any bodies: was I not then likewise persuaded that I did not exist? Not at all; of a 
surety I myself did exist since I persuaded myself of something [or merely because I thought of something]. But 
there is some deceiver or other, very powerful and very cunning, who ever employs his ingenuity in deceiving 
me. Then without doubt I exist also if he deceives me, and let him deceive me as much as he will, he can never 
cause me to be nothing so long as I think that I am something. So that after having reflected well and carefully 
examined all things, we must come to the definite conclusion that this proposition: I am, I exist, is necessarily 
true each time that I pronounce it, or that I mentally conceive it. 

But I do not yet know clearly enough what I am, I who am certain that I am; and hence I must be careful to 
see that I do not imprudently take some other object in place of myself, and thus that I do not go astray in 
respect of this knowledge that I hold to be the most certain and most evident of all that I have formerly learned. 
That is why I shall now consider anew what I believed myself to be before I embarked upon these last 
reflections; and of my former opinions I shall withdraw all that might even in a small degree be invalidated by 
the reasons which I have just brought forward, in order that there may be nothing at all left beyond what is 
absolutely certain and indubitable. 

What then did I formerly believe myself to be? Undoubtedly I believed myself to be a man. But what is a 
man? Shall I say a reasonable animal? Certainly not; for then I should have to inquire what an animal is, and 
what is reasonable; and thus from a single question I should insensibly fall into an infinitude of others more 
difficult; and I should not wish to waste the little time and leisure remaining to me in trying to unravel 
subtleties like these. But I shall rather stop here to consider the thoughts which of themselves spring up in my 
mind, and which were not inspired by anything beyond my own nature alone when I applied myself to the 
consideration of my being. In the first place, then, I considered myself as having a face, hands, arms, and all 
that system of members composed of bones and flesh as seen in a corpse which I designated by the name of 
body. In addition to this I considered that I was nourished, that I walked, that I felt, and that I thought, and I 
referred all these actions to the soul: but I did not stop to consider what the soul was, or if I did stop, I imagined 
that it was something extremely rare and subtle like a wind, a flame, or an ether, which was spread throughout 
my grosser parts. As to body I had no manner of doubt about its nature, but thought I had a very clear 
knowledge of it; and if I had desired to explain it according to the notions that I had then formed of it, I should 
have described it thus: By the body I understand all that which can be defined by a certain figure: something 
which can be confined in a certain place, and which can fill a given space in such a way that every other body 
will be excluded from it; which can be perceived either by touch, or by sight, or by hearing, or by taste, or by 
smell: which can be moved in many ways not, in truth, by itself, but by something which is foreign to it, by 
which it is touched [and from which it receives impressions]: for to have the power of self-movement, as also of 
feeling or of thinking, I did not consider to appertain to the nature of body: on the contrary, I was rather 
astonished to find that faculties similar to them existed in some bodies. 

But what am I, now that I suppose that there is a certain genius which is extremely powerful, and, if I may say 
so, malicious, who employs all his powers in deceiving me? Can I affirm that I possess the least of all those 
things which I have just said pertain to the nature of body? I pause to consider, I revolve all these things in my 
mind, and I find none of which I can say that it pertains to me. It would be tedious to stop to enumerate them. 
Let us pass to the attributes of soul and see if there is any one which is in me? What of nutrition or walking [the 
first mentioned]? But if it is so that I have no body it is also true that I can neither walk or take nourishment. 
Another attribute is sensation. But one cannot feel without body, and besides I have thought I perceived many 
things during sleep that I recognized in my waking moments as not having been experienced at all. What of 
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thinking? I find here that thought is an attribute that belongs to me: it alone cannot be separated from me. I am, 
I exist, that is certain. But how often? Just when I think; for it might possibly be the case if I ceased entirely to 
think, that I should likewise cease altogether to exist. I do not now admit anything which is not necessarily true: 
to speak accurately I am not more than a thing which thinks, that is to say a mind or a soul, or an understanding, 
or a reason, which are terms whose significance was formerly unknown to me. I am, however, a real thing and 
really exist: but what thing I have answered: a thing which thinks. 

And what more? I shall exercise my imagination [in order to see if I am not something more]. I am not a 
collection of members which we call the human body: I am not a subtle air distributed through these members, I 
am not a wind, a fire, a vapor, a breath, nor anything at all which I can imagine or conceive; because I have 
assumed that all these were nothing. Without changing that supposition I find that I only leave myself certain of 
the fact that I am somewhat. But perhaps it is true that these same things which I supposed were nonexistent 
because they are unknown to me, are really not different from the self which 1 know. I am not sure about this, I 
shall not dispute about it now; I can only give judgment on things that are known to me. I know that I exist, and 
I inquire what I am, I whom I know to exist. But it is very certain that the knowledge of my existence taken in 
its precise significance does not depend on things whose existence is not yet known to me; consequently it does 
not depend on those which I can feign in imagination. And indeed the very term feign in imagination proves to 
me my error, for I really do this if I image myself a something, since to imagine is nothing else than to 
contemplate the figure or image of a corporeal thing. But I already know for certain that I am, and that it may 
be that all these images, and, speaking generally, all things that relate to the nature of body are nothing but 
dreams [and chimeras]. For this reason I see clearly that I have as little reason to say, "I shall stimulate my 
imagination in order to know more distinctly what I am," than if I were to say, "I am now awake, and I perceive 
somewhat that is real and true: but because I do not yet perceive it distinctly enough, I shall go to sleep of 
express purpose, so that my dreams may represent the perception with greatest truth and evidence." And, thus, I 
know for certain that nothing of all that I can understand by means of my imagination belongs to this 
knowledge which I have of myself, and that it is necessary to recall the mind from this mode of thought with 
the utmost diligence in order that it may be able to know its own nature with perfect distinctness. 

But what then am I? A thing which thinks. What is a thing which thinks? It is a thing which doubts, 
understands, [conceives], affirms, denies, Mills, refuses, which also imagines and feels. 

Certainly it is no small matter if all these things pertain to my nature. But why should they not so pertain? Am 
I not that being who now doubts nearly everything, who nevertheless understands certain things, who affirms 
that one only is true, who denies A the others, who desires to know more, is averse from being deceived, who 
imagines many things, sometimes indeed despite his will, and who perceives many likewise, as by the 
intervention of the bodily organs? Is there nothing in all this which is as true as it is certain that I exist, even 
though I should always sleep and though he who has given me being employed all his ingenuity in deceiving 
me? Is there likewise any one of these attributes which can be distinguished from my thought, or which might 
be said to be separated from myself? For it is so evident of itself that it is I who doubts, who understands, and 
who desires, that there is no reason here to add anything to explain it. And I have certainly the power of 
imagining likewise; for although it may happen (as I formerly supposed) that none of the things which I 
imagine are true, nevertheless this power of imagining does not cease to be really in use, and it forms part of 
my thought. Finally, I am the same who feels, that is to say, who perceives certain things, as by the organs of 
sense, since in truth I see light, I hear noise, I feel heat. But it will be said that these phenomena are false and 
that I am dreaming. Let it be so; still it is at least quite certain that it seems to me that I see light, that I hear 
noise and that I feel heat. That cannot be false; properly speaking it is what is in me called feeling; and used in 
this precise sense that is no other thing than thinking. 

From this time I begin to know what I am with a little more clearness and distinction than before; but 
nevertheless it still seems to me, and I cannot prevent myself from thinking, that corporeal things, whose 
images are framed by thought, which are tested by the senses, are much more distinctly known than that 
obscure part of me which does not come under the imagination. Although really it is very strange to say that I 
know and understand more distinctly these things whose existence seems to me dubious, which are unknown to 
me, and which do not belong to me, than others of the truth of which I am convinced, which are known to me 
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and which pertain to my real nature, in a word, than myself. But I see clearly how the case stands: my mind 
loves to wander, and cannot yet suffer itself to be retained within the just limits of truth. Very good, let us once 
more give it the freest rein, so that, when afterwards we seize the proper occasion for puffing up, it may the 
more easily be regulated and controlled. 

Let us begin by considering the commonest matters, those which we believe to be the most distinctly 
comprehended, to wit, the bodies which we touch and see; not indeed bodies in general, for these general ideas 
are usually a little more confused, but let us consider one body in particular. at us take, for example, this piece 
of wax: it has been taken quite freshly from the hive, and it has not yet lost the sweetness of the honey which it 
contains; it still retains somewhat of the odor of the flowers from which it has been culled; its color, its figure, 
its size are apparent; it is hard, cold, easily handled, and if you strike it with the finger, it will emit a sound. 
Finally all the things which are requisite to cause us distinctly to recognize a body, are met with in it. But notice 
that while I speak and approach the fire what remained of the taste is exhaled, the smell evaporates, the color 
alters, the figure is destroyed, the size increases, it becomes liquid, it heats, scarcely can one handle it, and 
when one strikes it, no sound is emitted. Does the same wax remain after this change? We must confess that it 
remains; none would judge otherwise. What then did I know so distinctly in this piece of wax? It could 
certainly be nothing of all that the senses brought to my notice, since all these things which fall under taste, 
smell, sight, touch, and hearing, are found to be changed, and yet the same wax remains. 

Perhaps it was what I now think, viz. that this wax was not that sweetness of honey, nor that agreeable scent 
of flowers, nor that particular whiteness, nor that figure, nor that sound, but simply a body which a little while 
before appeared to me as perceptible under these forms, and which is now perceptible under others. But what, 
precisely, is it that I imagine when I form such conceptions? Let us attentively consider this, and, abstracting 
from all that does not belong to the wax, let us see what remains. Certainly nothing remains excepting a certain 
extended thing which is flexible and movable. But what is the meaning of flexible and movable? Is it not that I 
imagine that this piece of wax being round is capable of becoming square and of passing from a square to a 
triangular figure? No, certainly it is not that, since I imagine it admits of an infinitude of similar changes, and I 
nevertheless do not know how to compass the infinitude by my imagination, and consequently this conception 
which I have of the wax is not brought about by the faculty of imagination. What now is this extension? Is it not 
also unknown? For it becomes greater when the wax is melted, greater when it is boiled, and greater still when 
the heat increases; and I should not conceive [clearly] according to truth what wax is, if I did not think that even 
this piece that we are considering is capable of receiving more variations in extension than I have ever 
imagined. We must then grant that I could not even understand through the imagination what this piece of wax 
is, and that it is my mind alone which perceives it. I say this piece of wax in particular, for as to wax in general 
it is yet clearer. But what is this piece of wax which cannot be understood excepting by the [understanding or] 
mind? It is certainly the same that I see, touch, imagine, and finally it is the same which I have always believed 
it to be from the beginning. But what must particularly be observed is that its perception is neither an act of 
vision, nor of touch, nor of imagination, and has never been such although it may have appeared formerly to be 
so, but only an intuition of the mind, which may be imperfect and confused as it was formerly, or clear and 
distinct as it is at present, according as my attention is more or less directed to the elements which are found in 
it, and of which it is composed. 

Yet in the meantime I am greatly astonished when I consider [the great feebleness of mind] and its proneness 
to fall [insensibly] into error; for although without giving expression to my thoughts I consider all this in my 
own mind, words often impede me and I am almost deceived by the terms of ordinary language. For we say that 
we see the same wax, if it is present, and not that we simply judge that it is the same from its having the same 
colour and figure. From this I should conclude that I knew the wax by means of vision and not simply by the 
intuition of the mind; unless by chance I remember that, when looking from a window and saying I see men 
who pass in the street, I really do not see them, but infer that what I see is men, just as I say that I see wax. And 
yet what do I see from the window but hats and coats which may cover automatic machines? Yet I judge these 
to be men. And similarly solely by the faculty of judgment which rests in my mind, I comprehend that which I 
believed I saw with my eyes. 
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A man who makes it his aim to raise his knowledge above the common should be ashamed to derive the 

occasion for doubting from the forms of speech invented by the vulgar; I prefer to pass on and consider whether 
I had a more evident and perfect conception of what the wax was when I first perceived it, and when I believed 
I knew it by means of the external senses or at least by the common sense as it is called, that is to say by the 
imaginative faculty, or whether my present conception is clearer now that I have most carefully examined what 
it is, and in what way it can be known. It would certainly be absurd to doubt as to this. For what was there in 
this first perception which was distinct? What was there which might not as well have been perceived by any of 
the animals? But when I distinguish the wax from its external forms, and when, just as if I had taken from it its 
vestments, I consider it quite naked, it is certain that although some error may still be found in my judgment, I 
can nevertheless not perceive it thus without a human mind. 

But finally what shall I say of this mind, that is, of myself, for up to this point I do not admit in myself 
anything but mind? What then, I who seem to perceive this piece of wax so distinctly, do I now know myself, 
not only with much more truth and certainty, but also with much more distinctness and clearness? For if I judge 
that the wax is or exists from the fact that I see it, it certainly follows much more clearly that I am or that I exist 
myself from the fact that I see it. For it may be that what I see is not really wax, it may also be that I do not 
possess eyes with which to see anything; but it cannot be that when I see, or (for I no longer take account of the 
distinction) when I think I see, that I myself who think am naught. So if I judge that the wax exists from the fact 
that I touch it, the same thing will follow, to wit, that I am; and if I judge that my imagination, or some other 
cause, whatever it is, persuades me that the wax exists, I shall still conclude the same. And what I have here 
remarked of wax may be applied to all other things which are external to me [and which are met with outside of 
me]. And further, if the [notion or] perception of wax has seemed to me clearer and more distinct, not only after 
the sight or the touch, but also after many other causes have rendered it quite manifest to me, with how much 
more [evidence] and distinctness must it be said that I now know myself, since all the reasons which contribute 
to the knowledge of wax, or any other body whatever, are yet better proofs of the nature of my mind! And there 
are so many other things in the mind itself which may contribute to the elucidation of its nature, that those 
which depend on body such as these just mentioned, hardly merit being taken into account. 

But finally here I am, having insensibly reverted to the point I desired, for, since it is now manifest to me that 
even bodies are not properly speaking known by the senses or by the faculty of imagination, but by the 
understanding only, and since they are not known from the fact that they are seen or touched, but only because 
they are understood, I see clearly that there is nothing which is easier for me to know than my mind, But 
because it is difficult to rid oneself so promptly of an opinion to which one was accustomed for so long, it will 
be well that I should halt a little at this point, so that by the length of my meditation I may more deeply imprint 
on my memory this new knowledge. 

 
 

Meditation III 
 
Of God: That He Exists 
 
I shall now close my eyes, I shall stop my ears, I shall call away all my senses, I shall efface even from my 

thoughts all the images of corporeal things, or at least (for that is hardly possible) I shall esteem them as vain 
and false; and thus holding converse only with myself and considering my own nature, I shall try little by little 
to reach a better knowledge of and a more familiar acquaintanceship with myself. I am a thing that thinks, that 
is to say, that doubts, affirms, denies, that knows a few things, that is ignorant of many [that loves, that hates], 
that wills, that desires, that also imagines and perceives; for as I remarked before, although the things which I 
perceive and imagine are perhaps nothing at all apart from me and in themselves, I am nevertheless assured that 
these modes of thought that I call perceptions and imaginations, inasmuch only as they are modes of thought, 
certainly reside [and are met with] in me. 

And in the little that I have just said, I think I have summed up all that I really know, or at least all that 
hitherto I was aware that I knew. In order to try to extend my knowledge further, I shall now look around more 
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carefully and see whether I cannot still discover in myself some other things which I have not hitherto 
perceived. I am certain that I am a thing which thinks; but do I not then likewise know what is requisite to 
render me certain of a truth? Certainly in this first knowledge there is nothing that assures me of its truth, 
excepting the clear and distinct perception of that which I state, which would not indeed suffice to assure me 
that what I say is true, if it could ever happen that a thing which I conceived so clearly and distinctly could be 
false; and accordingly it seems to me that already I can establish as a general rule that all things which I 
perceive very clearly and very distinctly are true. 

At the same time I have before received and admitted many things to be very certain and manifest, which yet I 
afterwards recognized as being dubious. What then were these things? They were the earth, sky, stars and all 
other objects which I apprehended by means of the senses. But what did I clearly [and distinctly] perceive in 
them? Nothing more than that the ideas or thoughts of these things were presented to my mind. And not even 
now do I deny that these ideas are met with in me. But there was yet another thing which I affirmed, and which, 
owing to the habit which I had formed of believing it, I thought I perceived very clearly, although in truth I did 
not perceive it at all, to wit, that there were objects outside of me from which these ideas proceeded, and to 
which they were entirely similar. And it was in this that I erred, or, if perchance my judgment was correct, this 
was not due to any knowledge arising from my perception. 

But when I took anything very simple and easy in the sphere of arithmetic or geometry into consideration, 
e.g., that two and three together made five, and other things of the sort, were not these present to my mind so 
clearly as to enable me to affirm that they were true? Certainly if I judged that since such matters could be 
doubted, this would not have been so for any other reason than that it came into my mind that perhaps a God 
might have endowed me with such a nature that I may have been deceived even concerning things which 
seemed to me most manifest. But every time that this preconceived opinion of the sovereign power of a God 
presents itself to my thought, I am constrained to confess that it is easy to Him, if He wishes it, to cause me to 
err, even in matters in which I believe myself to have the best evidence. And, on the other hand, always when I 
direct my attention to things which I believe myself to perceive very clearly, I am so persuaded of their truth 
that I let myself break out into words such as these: Let who will deceive me, He can never cause me to be 
nothing while I think that I am, or some day cause it to be true to say that I have never been, it being true now 
to say that I am, or that two and three make more or less than five, or any such thing in which I see a manifest 
contradiction. And, certainly, since I have no reason to believe that there is a God who is a deceiver, and as I 
have not yet satisfied myself that there is a God at all, the reason for doubt which depends on this opinion alone 
is very slight, and so to speak metaphysical. But in order to be able altogether to remove it, I must inquire 
whether there is a God as soon as the occasion presents itself; and if I find that there is a God, I must also 
inquire whether He may be a deceiver; for without a knowledge of these two truths I do not see that I can ever 
be certain of anything. 

And in order that I may have an opportunity of inquiring into this in an orderly way [without interrupting the 
order of meditation which I have proposed to myself, and which is little by little to pass from the notions which 
I find first of all in my mind to those which I shall later on discover in it] it is requisite that I should here divide 
my thoughts into certain kinds, and that I should consider in which of these kinds there is, properly speaking, 
truth or error to be found. Of my thoughts some are, so to speak, images of the things, and to these alone is the 
title "idea" properly applied; examples are my thought of a man or of a chimera, of heaven, of an angel, or 
[even] of God. But other thoughts possess other forms as well. For example in willing, fearing, approving, 
denying, though I always perceive something as the subject of the action of my mind, yet by this action I 
always add something else to the idea which I have of that thing; and of the thoughts of this kind some are 
called volitions or affections, and others judgments. 

Now as to what concerns ideas, if we consider them only in themselves and do not relate them to anything 
else beyond themselves, they cannot properly speaking be false; for whether I imagine a goat or a chimera, it is 
not less true that I imagine the one than the other. We must not fear likewise that falsity can enter into will and 
into affections, for although I may desire evil things, or even things that never existed, it is not the less true that 
I desire them. Thus there remains no more than the judgments which we make, in which I must take the greatest 
care not to deceive myself But the principal error and the commonest which we may meet with in them, 
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consists in my judging that the ideas which are in me are similar or conformable to the things which are outside 
me; for without doubt if I considered the ideas only as certain modes of my thoughts, without trying to relate 
them to anything beyond, they could scarcely give me material for error. 

But among these ideas, some appear to me to be innate, some adventitious, and others to be formed [or 
invented] by myself; for, as I have the power of understanding what is called a thing, or a truth, or a thought, it 
appears to me that I hold this power from no other source than my own nature. But if I now hear some sound, if 
I see the sun, or feel heat, I have hitherto judged that these sensations proceeded from certain things that exist 
outside of me; and finally it appears to me that sirens, hippogryphs, and the like, are formed out of my own 
mind. But again I may possibly persuade myself that all these ideas are of the nature of those which I term 
adventitious, or else that they are all innate, or all fictitious; for I have not yet clearly discovered their true 
origin. 

And my principal task in this place is to consider, in respect to those ideas which appear to me to proceed 
from certain objects that are outside me, what are the reasons which cause me to think them similar to these 
objects. It seems indeed in the first place that I am taught this lesson by nature; and, secondly, I experience in 
myself that these ideas do not depend on my will nor therefore on myself-for they often present themselves to 
my mind in spite of my will. just now, for instance, whether I will or whether I do not will, I feel heat, and thus 
I persuade myself that this feeling, or at least this idea of heat, is produced in me by something which is 
different from me, i.e., by the heat of the fire near which I sit. And nothing seems to me more obvious than to 
judge that this object imprints its likeness rather than anything else upon me. 

Now I must discover whether these proofs are sufficiently strong and convincing. When I say that I am so 
instructed by nature, I merely mean a certain spontaneous inclination which impels me to believe in this 
connection, and not a natural light which makes me recognize that it is true. But these two things are very 
different; for I cannot doubt that which the natural fight causes me to believe to be true, as, for example, it has 
shown me that I am from the fact that I doubt, or other facts of the same kind. And I possess no other faculty 
whereby to distinguish truth from falsehood, which can teach me that what this light shows me to be true is not 
really true, and no other faculty that is equally trustworthy. But as far as [apparently] natural impulses are 
concerned, I have frequently remarked, when I had to make active choice between virtue and vice, that they 
often enough led me to the part that was worse; and this is why I do not see any reason for following them in 
what regards truth and error. 

And as to the other reason, which is that these ideas must proceed from objects outside me, since they do not 
depend on my will, I do not find it any the more convincing. For just as these impulses of which I have spoken 
are found in me, notwithstanding that they do not always concur with my will, so perhaps there is in me some 
faculty fitted to produce these ideas without the assistance of any external things, even though it is not yet 
known by me; just as, apparently, they have hitherto always been found in me during sleep without the aid of 
any external objects. 

And finally, though they did proceed from objects different from myself, it is not a necessary consequence 
that they should resemble these. On the contrary, I have noticed that in many cases there was a great difference 
between the object and its idea. I find, for example, two completely diverse ideas of the sun in my mind; the 
one derives its origin from the senses, and should be placed in the category of adventitious ideas; according to 
this idea the sun seems to be extremely small; but the other is derived from astronomical reasonings, i.e. is 
elicited from certain notions that are innate in me, or else it is formed by me in some other manner; in 
accordance with it the sun appears to be several times greater than the earth. These two ideas cannot, indeed, 
both resemble the same sun, and reason makes me believe that the one which seems to have originated directly 
from the sun itself, is the one which is most dissimilar to it. 

All this causes me to believe that until the present time it has not been by a judgment that was certain [or 
premeditated], but only by a sort of blind impulse that I believed that things existed outside of, and different 
from me, which, by the organs of my senses, or by some other method whatever it might be, conveyed these 
ideas or images to me (and imprinted on me their similitudes]. 

But there is yet another method of inquiring whether any of the objects of which I have ideas within me exist 
outside of me. If ideas are only taken as certain modes of thought, I recognize amongst them no difference or 
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inequality, and all appear to proceed from me in the same manner; but when we consider them as images, one 
representing one thing and the other another, it is clear that they are very different one from the other. There is 
no doubt that those which represent to me substances are something more, and contain so to speak more 
objective reality within them [that is to say, by representation participate in a higher degree of being or 
perfection] than those that simply represent modes or accidents; and that idea again by which I understand a 
supreme God, eternal, infinite, [immutable], omniscient, omnipotent, and Creator of all things which are outside 
of Himself, has certainly more objective reality in itself than those ideas by which finite substances are 
represented. 

Now it is manifest by the natural light that there must at least be as much reality in the efficient and total 
cause as in its effect. For, pray, whence can the effect derive its reality, if not from its cause? And in what way 
can this cause communicate this reality to it, unless it possessed it in itself? And from this it follows, not only 
that something cannot proceed from nothing, but likewise that what is more perfect-that is to say, which has 
more reality within itself--cannot proceed from the less perfect. And this is not only evidently true of those 
effects which possess actual or formal reality, but also of the ideas in which we consider merely what is termed 
objective reality. To take an example, the stone which has not yet existed not only cannot now commence to be 
unless it has been produced by something which possesses within itself, either formally or eminently, all that 
enters into the composition of the stone [i.e. it must possess the same things or other more excellent things than 
those which exist in the stone] and heat can only be produced in a subject in which it did not previously exist by 
a cause that is of an order [degree or kind] at least as perfect as heat, and so in all other cases. But farther, the 
idea of heat, or of a stone, cannot exist in me unless it has been placed within me by some cause which 
possesses within it at least as much reality as that which I conceive to exist in the heat or the stone. For 
although this cause does not transmit anything of its actual or formal reality to my idea, we must not for that 
reason imagine that it is necessarily a less real cause; we must remember that [since every idea is a work of the 
mind] its nature is such that it demands of itself no other formal reality than that which it borrows from my 
thought, of which it is only a mode [i.e. a manner or way of thinking]. But in order that an idea should contain 
some one certain objective reality rather than another, it must without doubt derive it from some cause in which 
there is at least as much formal reality as this idea contains of objective reality. For if we imagine that 
something is found in an idea which is not found in the cause, it must then have been derived from naught; but 
however imperfect may be this mode of being by which a thing is objectively [or by representation] in the 
understanding by its idea, we cannot certainly say that this mode of being is nothing, nor, consequently, that the 
idea derives its origin from nothing. 

Nor must I imagine that, since the reality that I consider in these ideas is only objective, it is not essential that 
this reality should be formally in the causes of my ideas, but that it is sufficient that it should be found 
objectively. For just as this mode of objective existence pertains to ideas by their proper nature, so does the 
mode of formal existence pertain to the causes of those ideas (this is at least true of the first and principal) by 
the nature peculiar to them. And although it may be the case that one idea gives birth to another idea, that 
cannot continue to be so indefinitely; for in the end we must reach an idea whose cause shall be so to speak an 
archetype, in which the whole reality [or perfection] which is so to speak objectively [or by representation] in 
these ideas is contained formally [and really]. Thus the light of nature causes me to know clearly that the ideas 
in me are like [pictures or] images which can, in truth, easily fall short of the perfection of the objects from 
which they have been derived, but which can never contain anything greater or more perfect. 

And the longer and the more carefully that I investigate these matters, the more clearly and distinctly do I 
recognise their truth. But what am I to conclude from it all in the end? It is this, that if the objective reality of 
any one of my ideas is of such a nature as clearly to make me recognize that it is not in me either formally or 
eminently, and that consequently I cannot myself be the cause of it, it follows of necessity that I am not alone in 
the world, but that there is another being which exists, or which is the cause of this idea. On the other hand, had 
no such an idea existed in me, I should have had no sufficient argument to convince me of the existence of any 
being beyond myself; for I have made very careful investigation everywhere and up to the present time have 
been able to find no other ground. 
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But of my ideas, beyond that which represents me to myself, as to which there can here be no difficulty, there 

is another which represents a God, and there are others representing corporeal and inanimate things, others 
angels, others animals, and others again which represent to me men similar to myself 

As regards the ideas which represent to me other men or animals, or angels, I can however easily conceive 
that they might be formed by an admixture of the other ideas which I have of myself, of corporeal things, and of 
God, even although there were apart from me neither men nor animals, nor angels, in all the world. 

And in regard to the ideas of corporeal objects, I do not recognize in them anything so great or so excellent 
that they might not have possibly proceeded from myself; for if I consider them more closely, and examine 
them individually, as I yesterday examined the idea of wax, I find that there is very little in them which I 
perceive clearly and distinctly. Magnitude or extension in length, breadth, or depth, I do so perceive; also figure 
which results from a termination of this extension, the situation which bodies of different figure preserve in 
relation to one another, and movement or change of situation; to which we may also add substance, duration 
and number. As to other things such as light, colors, sounds, scents., tastes, heat, cold and the other tactile 
qualities, they are thought by me with so much obscurity and confusion that I do not even know if they are true 
or false, i.e., whether the ideas which I form of these qualities are actually the ideas of real objects or not [or 
whether they only represent chimeras which cannot exist in fact]. For although I have before remarked that it is 
only in judgments that falsity, properly speaking, or formal falsity, can be met with, a certain material falsity 
may nevertheless be found in ideas, i.e. when these ideas represent what is nothing as though it were 
something. For example, the ideas which I have of cold and heat are so far from clear and distinct that by their 
means I cannot tell whether cold is merely a privation of heat, or heat a privation of cold, or whether both are 
real qualities, or are not such. And inasmuch as [since ideas resemble images] there cannot be any ideas which 
do not appear to represent some things, if it is correct to say that cold is merely a privation of heat, the idea 
which represents it to me as something real and positive will not be improperly termed false, and the same 
holds good of other similar ideas. 

To these it is certainly not necessary that I should attribute any author other than myself. For if they are false, 
i.e. if they represent things which do not exist, the light of nature shows me that they issue from naught, that is 
to say, that they are only in me in so far as something is lacking to the perfection of my nature. But if they are 
true, nevertheless because they exhibit so little reality to me that I cannot even clearly distinguish the thing 
represented from non-being, I do not see any reason why they should not be produced by myself. 

As to the clear and distinct idea which I have of corporeal things, some of them seem as though I might have 
derived them from the idea which I possess of myself, as those which I have of substance, duration, number, 
and such like. For [even] when I think that a stone is a substance, or at least a thing capable of existing of itself, 
and that I am a substance also, although I conceive that I am a thing that thinks and not one that is extended, 
and that the stone on the other hand is an extended thing which does not think, and that thus there is a notable 
difference between the two conceptions-they seem, nevertheless, to agree in this, that both represent substances. 
In the same way, when I perceive that I now exist and further recollect that I have in former times existed, and 
when I remember that I have various thoughts of which I can recognize the number, I acquire ideas of duration 
and number which I can afterwards transfer to any object that I please. But as to all the other qualities of which 
the ideas of corporeal things are composed, to wit, extension, figure, situation and motion, it is true that they are 
not formally in me, since I am only a thing that thinks; but because they are merely certain modes of substance 
[and so to speak the vestments under which corporeal substance appears to us] and because I myself am also a 
substance, it would seem that they might be contained in me eminently. 

Hence there remains only the idea of God, concerning which we must consider whether it is something which 
cannot have proceeded from me myself. By the name God I understand a substance that is infinite feternal, 
immutable], independent, all-knowing, all-powerful, and by which I myself and everything else, if anything 
else does exist, have been created. Now all these characteristics are such that the more diligently I attend to 
them, the less do they appear capable of proceeding from me alone; hence, from what has been already said, we 
must conclude that God necessarily exists. 
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For although the idea of substance is within me owing to the fact that I am substance, nevertheless I should 

not have the idea of an infinite substance-since I am finite-if it had not proceeded from some substance which 
was veritably infinite. 

Nor should I imagine that I do not perceive the infinite by a true idea, but only by the negation of the finite, 
just as I perceive repose and darkness by the negation of movement and of light; for, on the contrary, I see that 
there is manifestly more reality in infinite substance than in finite, and therefore that in some way I have in me 
the notion of the infinite earlier than the finite-to wit, the notion of God before that of myself. For how would it 
be possible that I should know that I doubt and desire, that is to say, that something is lacking to me, and that I 
am not quite perfect, unless I had within me some idea of a Being more perfect than myself, in comparison with 
which I should recognize the deficiencies of my nature? 

 And we cannot say that this idea of God is perhaps materially false and that consequently I can derive it from 
naught [i.e. that possibly it exists in me because I am imperfect], as I have just said is the case with ideas of 
heat, cold and other such things; for, on the contrary, as this idea is very clear and distinct and contains within it 
more objective reality than any other, there can be none which is of itself more true, nor any in which there can 
be less suspicion of falsehood. The idea, I say, of this Being who is absolutely perfect and infinite, is entirely 
true; for although, perhaps, we can imagine that such a Being does not exist, we cannot nevertheless imagine 
that His idea represents nothing real to me, as I have said of the idea of cold. This idea is also very clear and 
distinct; since all that I conceive clearly and distinctly of the real and the true, and of what conveys some 
perfection, is in its entirety contained in this idea. And this does not cease to be true although I do not 
comprehend the infinite, or though in God there is an infinitude of things which I cannot comprehend, nor 
possibly even reach in any way by thought; for it is of the nature of the infinite that my nature, which is finite 
and limited, should not comprehend it; and it is sufficient that I should understand this, and that I should judge 
that all things which I clearly perceive and in which I know that there is some perfection, and possibly likewise 
an infinitude of properties of which I am ignorant, are in God formally or eminently, so that the idea which I 
have of Him may become the most true, most clear, and most distinct of all the ideas that are in my mind. 

But possibly I am something more than I suppose myself to be, and perhaps all those perfections which I 
attribute to God are in some way potentially in me, although they do not yet disclose themselves, or issue in 
action. As a matter of fact I am already sensible that my knowledge increases [and perfects itself] little by tittle, 
and I see nothing which can prevent it from increasing more and more into infinitude; nor do I see, after it has 
thus been increased [or perfected], anything to prevent my being able to acquire by its means all the other 
perfections; of the Divine nature; nor finally why the power I have of acquiring these perfections, if it really 
exists in me, shall not suffice to produce the ideas of them. 

At the same time I recognize that this cannot be. For, in the first place, although it were true that every day my 
knowledge acquired new degrees of perfection, and that there were in my nature many things potentially which 
are not yet there actually, nevertheless these excellences do not pertain to [or make the smallest approach to] 
the idea which I have of God in whom there is nothing merely potential [but in whom all is present really and 
actually]; for it is an infallible token of imperfection in my knowledge that it increases little by little. And 
further, although my knowledge grows more and more, nevertheless I do not for that reason believe that it can 
ever be actually infinite, since it can never reach a point so high that it will be unable to attain to any greater 
increase. But I understand God to be actually infinite, so that He can add nothing to His supreme perfection. 
And finally I perceive that the objective being of an idea cannot be produced by a being that exists potentially 
only, which properly speaking is nothing, but only by a being which is formal or actual. 

To speak the truth, I see nothing in all that I have just said which by the light of nature is not manifest to 
anyone who desires to think attentively on the subject; but when I slightly relax my attention, my mind, finding 
its vision somewhat obscured and so to speak blinded by the images of sensible objects, I do not easily recollect 
the reason why the idea that I possess of a being more perfect than I, must necessarily have been placed in me 
by a being which is really more perfect; and this is why I wish here to go on to inquire whether I, who have this 
idea, can exist if no such being exists. 
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And I ask, from whom do I then derive my existence? Perhaps from myself or from my parents, or from some 

other source less perfect than God; for we can imagine nothing more perfect than God, or even as perfect as He 
is. 

But [were I independent of every other and] were I myself the author of my being, I should doubt nothing and 
I should desire nothing, and finally no perfection would be lacking to me; for I should have bestowed on myself 
every perfection of which I possessed any idea and should thus be God. And it must not be imagined that those 
things that are lacking to me are perhaps more difficult of attainment than those which I already possess; for, on 
the contrary, it is quite evident that it was a matter of much greater difficulty to bring to pass that I, that is to 
say, a thing or a sub stance that thinks, should emerge out of nothing, than it would be to attain to the 
knowledge of many things of which I am ignorant, and which are only the accidents of this thinking substance. 
But it is clear that if I had of myself possessed this greater perfection of which I have just spoken [that is to say, 
if I had been the author of my own existence], I should not at least have denied myself the things which are the 
more easy to acquire [to wit, many branches of knowledge of which my nature is destitute]; nor should I have 
deprived myself of any of the things contained in the idea which I form of God, because there are none of them 
which seem to me specially difficult to acquire: and if there were any that were more difficult to acquire, they 
would certainly appear to me to be such (supposing I myself were the origin of the other things which I 
possess) since I should discover in them that my powers were limited. 

But though I assume that perhaps I have always existed just as I am at present, neither can I escape the force 
of this reasoning, and imagine that the conclusion to be drawn from this is, that I need not seek for any author 
of my existence. For all the course of my fife may be divided into an infinite number of parts, none of which is 
in any way dependent on the other; and thus from the fact that I was in existence a short time ago it does not 
follow that I must be in existence now, unless some cause at this instant, so to speak, produces me anew, that is 
to say, conserves me. It is as a matter of fact perfectly clear and evident to all those who consider with attention 
the nature of time, that, in order to be conserved in each moment in which it endures, a substance has need of 
the same power and action as would be necessary to produce and create it anew, supposing it did not yet exist, 
so that the light of nature shows us clearly that the distinction between creation and conservation is solely a 
distinction of the reason. 

All that I thus require here is that I should interrogate myself, if I wish to know whether I possess a power 
which is capable of bringing it to pass that I who now am shall still be in the future; for since I am nothing but a 
thinking thing, or at least since thus far it is only this portion of myself which is precisely in question at present, 
if such a power did reside in me, I should certainly be conscious of it. But I am conscious of nothing of the 
kind, and by this I know clearly that I depend on some being different from myself. 

Possibly, however, this being on which I depend is not that which I call God, and I am created either by my 
parents or by some other cause less perfect than God. This cannot be, because, as I have just said, it is perfectly 
evident that there must be at least as much reality in the cause as in the effect; and thus since I am a thinking 
thing, and possess an idea of God within me, whatever in the end be the cause assigned to my existence, it must 
be allowed that it is likewise a thinking thing and that it possesses in itself the idea of all the perfections which I 
attribute to God. We may again inquire whether this cause derives its origin from itself or from some other 
thing. For if from itself, it follows by the reasons before brought forward, that this cause must itself be God; for 
since it possesses the virtue of self-existence, it must also without doubt have the power of actually possessing 
all the perfections of which it has the idea, that is, all those which I conceive as existing in God. But if it derives 
its existence from some other cause than itself, we shall again ask, for the same reason, whether this second 
cause exists by itself or through another, until from one step to another, we finally arrive at an ultimate cause, 
which will be God. 

And it is perfectly manifest that in this there can be no regression into infinity, since what is in question is not 
so much the cause which formerly created me, as that which conserves me at the present time. 

Nor can we suppose that several causes may have concurred in my production, and that from one I have 
received the idea of one of the perfections which I attribute to God, and from another the idea of some other, so 
that all these perfections indeed exist somewhere in the universe, but not as complete in one unity which is 
God. On the contrary, the unity, the simplicity or the inseparability of all things which are in God is one of the 
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principal perfections which I conceive to be in Him. And certainly the idea of this unity of all Divine 
perfections cannot have been placed in me by any cause from which I have not likewise received the ideas of 
all the other perfections; for this cause could not make me able to comprehend them as joined together in an 
inseparable unity without having at the same time caused me in some measure to know what they are [and in 
some way to recognize each one of them]. 

Finally, so far as my parents [from whom it appears I have sprung] are concerned, although 
all that I have ever been able to believe of them were true, that does not make it follow that it is they who 

conserve me, nor are they even the authors of my being in any sense, in so far as I am a thinking being; since 
what they did was merely to implant certain dispositions in that matter in which the self-i.e. the mind, which 
alone I at present identify with myself-is by me deemed to exist. And thus there can be no difficulty in their 
regard, but we must of necessity conclude from the fact alone that I exist, or that the idea of a Being supremely 
perfect-that is of God-is in me, that the proof of God's existence is grounded on the highest evidence. 

It only remains to me to examine into the manner in which I have acquired this idea from God; for I have not 
received it through the senses, and it is never presented to me unexpectedly, as is usual with the ideas of 
sensible things when these things present themselves, or seem to present themselves, to the external organs of 
my senses; nor is it likewise a fiction of my mind, for it is not in my power to take from or to add anything to it; 
and consequently the only alternative is that it is innate in me, just as the idea of myself is innate in me. 

And one certainly ought not to find it strange that God, in creating me, placed this idea within me to be like 
the mark of the workman imprinted on his work; and it is likewise not essential that the mark shall be 
something different from the work itself. For from the sole fact that God created me it is most probable that in 
some way He has placed His image and similitude upon me, and that I perceive this similitude (in which the 
idea of God is contained) by means of the same faculty by which I perceive myself-that is to say, when I reflect 
on myself I not only know that I am something [imperfect], incomplete and dependent on another, which 
incessantly aspires after something which is better and greater than myself, but I also know that He on whom I 
depend possesses in Himself A the great things towards which I aspire [and the ideas of which I find within 
myself], and that not indefinitely or potentially alone, but really, actually and infinitely; and that thus He is 
God. And the whole strength of the argument which I have here made use of to prove the existence of God 
consists in this, that I recognize that it is not possible that my nature should be what it is, and indeed that I 
should have in myself the idea of a God, if God did not veritably exist-a God, I say, whose idea is in me, i.e. 
who possesses all those supreme perfections of which our mind may indeed have some idea but without 
understanding them A, who is liable to no errors or defect [and who has none of all those marks which denote 
imperfection]. From this it is manifest that He cannot be a deceiver, since the light of nature teaches us that 
fraud and deception necessarily proceed from some defect. 

But before I examine this matter with more care, and pass on to the consideration of other truths which may 
be derived from it, it seems to me right to pause for a while in order to contemplate God Himself, to ponder at 
leisure His marvelous attributes, to consider, and admire, and adore, the beauty of this light so resplendent, at 
least as far as the strength of my mind, which is in some measure dazzled by the sight, will allow me to do so. 
For just as faith teaches us that the supreme felicity of the other fife consists only in this contemplation of the 
Divine Majesty, so we continue to learn by experience that a similar meditation, though incomparably less 
perfect, causes us to enjoy the greatest satisfaction of which we are capable in this life. 
 

MEDITATION IV 
OF TRUTH AND ERROR. 
1. I HAVE been habituated these bygone days to detach my mind from the senses, and I have accurately 

observed that there is exceedingly little which is known with certainty respecting corporeal objects, that we 
know much more of the human mind, and still more of God himself. I am thus able now without difficulty to 
abstract my mind from the contemplation of [sensible or] imaginable objects, and apply it to those which, as 
disengaged from all matter, are purely intelligible. And certainly the idea I have of the human mind in so far as 
it is a thinking thing, and not extended in length, breadth, and depth, and participating in none of the properties 
of body, is incomparably more distinct than the idea of any corporeal object; and when I consider that I doubt, 
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in other words, that I am an incomplete and dependent being, the idea of a complete and independent being, that 
is to say of God, occurs to my mind with so much clearness and distinctness, and from the fact alone that this 
idea is found in me, or that I who possess it exist, the conclusions that God exists, and that my own existence, 
each moment of its continuance, is absolutely dependent upon him, are so manifest, as to lead me to believe it 
impossible that the human mind can know anything with more clearness and certitude. And now I seem to 
discover a path that will conduct us from the contemplation of the true God, in whom are contained all the 
treasures of science and wisdom, to the knowledge of the other things in the universe. 

2. For, in the first place, I discover that it is impossible for him ever to deceive me, for in all fraud and deceit 
there is a certain imperfection: and although it may seem that the ability to deceive is a mark of subtlety or 
power, yet the will testifies without doubt of malice and weakness; and such, accordingly, cannot be found in 
God.  

In the next place, I am conscious that I possess a certain faculty of judging [or discerning truth from error], 
which I doubtless received from God, along with whatever else is mine; and since it is impossible that he should 
will to deceive me, it is likewise certain that he has not given me a faculty that will ever lead me into error, 
provided I use it aright.  

And there would remain no doubt on this head, did it not seem to follow from this, that I can never therefore 
be deceived; for if all I possess be from God, and if he planted in me no faculty that is deceitful, it seems to 
follow that I can never fall into error. Accordingly, it is true that when I think only of God (when I look upon 
myself as coming from God, Fr. ), and turn wholly to him, I discover [in myself] no cause of error or falsity: but 
immediately thereafter, recurring to myself, experience assures me that I am nevertheless subject to 
innumerable errors. When I come to inquire into the cause of these, I observe that there is not only present to 
my consciousness a real and positive idea of God, or of a being supremely perfect, but also, so to speak, a 
certain negative idea of nothing, in other words, of that which is at an infinite distance from every sort of 
perfection, and that I am, as it were, a mean between God and nothing, or placed in such a way between 
absolute existence and non-existence, that there is in truth nothing in me to lead me into error, in so far as an 
absolute being is my creator; but that, on the other hand, as I thus likewise participate in some degree of nothing 
or of nonbeing, in other words, as I am not myself the supreme Being, and as I am wanting in many perfections, 
it is not surprising I should fall into error. And I hence discern that error, so far as error is not something real, 
which depends for its existence on God, but is simply defect; and therefore that, in order to fall into it, it is not 
necessary God should have given me a faculty expressly for this end, but that my being deceived arises from the 
circumstance that the power which God has given me of discerning truth from error is not infinite. 

Nevertheless this is not yet quite satisfactory; for error is not a pure negation, [in other words, it is not the 
simple deficiency or want of some knowledge which is not due], but the privation or want of some knowledge 
which it would seem I ought to possess. But, on considering the nature of God, it seems impossible that he 
should have planted in his creature any faculty not perfect in its kind, that is, wanting in some perfection due to 
it: for if it be true, that in proportion to the skill of the maker the perfection of his work is greater, what thing 
can have been produced by the supreme Creator of the universe that is not absolutely perfect in all its parts? 
And assuredly there is no doubt that God could have created me such as that I should never be deceived; it is 
certain, likewise, that he always wills what is best: is it better, then, that I should be capable of being deceived 
than that I should not ? 

Considering this more attentively the first thing that occurs to me is the reflection that I must not be surprised 
if I am not always capable of comprehending the reasons why God acts as he does; nor must I doubt of his 
existence because I find, perhaps, that there are several other things besides the present respecting which I 
understand neither why nor how they were created by him; for, knowing already that my nature is extremely 
weak and limited, and that the nature of God, on the other hand, is immense, incomprehensible, and infinite, I 
have no longer any difficulty in discerning that there is an infinity of things in his power whose causes 
transcend the grasp of my mind: and this consideration alone is sufficient to convince me, that the whole class 
of final causes is of no avail in physical [ or natural ] things; for it appears to me that I cannot, without exposing 
myself to the charge of temerity, seek to discover the [ impenetrable ] ends of Deity. 
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 It further occurs to me that we must not consider only one creature apart from the others, if we wish to 

determine the perfection of the works of Deity, but generally all his creatures together; for the same object that 
might perhaps, with some show of reason, be deemed highly imperfect if it were alone in the world, may for all 
that be the most perfect possible, considered as forming part of the whole universe: and although, as it was my 
purpose to doubt of everything, I only as yet know with certainty my own existence and that of God, 
nevertheless, after having remarked the infinite power of Deity, I cannot deny that we may have produced many 
other objects, or at least that he is able to produce them, so that I may occupy a place in the relation of a part to 
the great whole of his creatures. 

Whereupon, regarding myself more closely, and considering what my errors are (which alone testify to the 
existence of imperfection in me), I observe that these depend on the concurrence of two causes, viz, the faculty 
of cognition, which I possess, and that of election or the power of free choice,--in other words, the 
understanding and the will. For by the understanding alone, I [neither affirm nor deny anything but] merely 
apprehend (percipio) the ideas regarding which I may form a judgment; nor is any error, properly so called, 
found in it thus accurately taken. And although there are perhaps innumerable objects in the world of which I 
have no idea in my understanding, it cannot, on that account be said that I am deprived of those ideas [as of 
something that is due to my nature], but simply that I do not possess them, because, in truth, there is no ground 
to prove that Deity ought to have endowed me with a larger faculty of cognition than he has actually bestowed 
upon me; and however skillful a workman I suppose him to be, I have no reason, on that account, to think that it 
was obligatory on him to give to each of his works all the perfections he is able to bestow upon some. Nor, 
moreover, can I complain that God has not given me freedom of choice, or a will sufficiently ample and perfect, 
since, in truth, I am conscious of will so ample and extended as to be superior to all limits. And what appears to 
me here to be highly remarkable is that, of all the other properties I possess, there is none so great and perfect as 
that I do not clearly discern it could be still greater and more perfect. For, to take an example, if I consider the 
faculty of understanding which I possess, I find that it is of very small extent, and greatly limited, and at the 
same time I form the idea of another faculty of the same nature, much more ample and even infinite, and seeing 
that I can frame the idea of it, I discover, from this circumstance alone, that it pertains to the nature of God. In 
the same way, if I examine the faculty of memory or imagination, or any other faculty I possess, I find none that 
is not small and circumscribed, and in God immense [and infinite]. It is the faculty of will only, or freedom of 
choice, which I experience to be so great that I am unable to conceive the idea of another that shall be more 
ample and extended; so that it is chiefly my will which leads me to discern that I bear a certain image and 
similitude of Deity. For although the faculty of will is incomparably greater in God than in myself, as well in 
respect of the knowledge and power that are conjoined with it, and that render it stronger and more efficacious, 
as in respect of the object, since in him it extends to a greater number of things, it does not, nevertheless, appear 
to me greater, considered in itself formally and precisely: for the power of will consists only in this, that we are 
able to do or not to do the same thing (that is, to affirm or deny, to pursue or shun it), or rather in this alone, that 
in affirming or denying, pursuing or shunning, what is proposed to us by the understanding, we so act that we 
are not conscious of being determined to a particular action by any external force. For, to the possession of 
freedom, it is not necessary that I be alike indifferent toward each of two contraries; but, on the contrary, the 
more I am inclined toward the one, whether because I clearly know that in it there is the reason of truth and 
goodness, or because God thus internally disposes my thought, the more freely do I choose and embrace it; and 
assuredly divine grace and natural knowledge, very far from diminishing liberty, rather augment and fortify it. 
But the indifference of which I am conscious when I am not impelled to one side rather than to another for want 
of a reason, is the lowest grade of liberty, and manifests defect or negation of knowledge rather than perfection 
of will; for if I always clearly knew what was true and good, I should never have any difficulty in determining 
what judgment I ought to come to, and what choice I ought to make, and I should thus be entirely free without 
ever being indifferent. 

From all this I discover, however, that neither the power of willing, which I have received from God, is of 
itself the source of my errors, for it is exceedingly ample and perfect in its kind; nor even the power of 
understanding, for as I conceive no object unless by means of the faculty that God bestowed upon me, all that I 
conceive is doubtless rightly conceived by me, and it is impossible for me to be deceived in it. Whence, then, 
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spring my errors ? They arise from this cause alone, that I do not restrain the will, which is of much wider range 
than the understanding, within the same limits, but extend it even to things I do not understand, and as the will 
is of itself indifferent to such, it readily falls into error and sin by choosing the false in room of the true, and evil 
instead of good. 

For example, when I lately considered whether aught really existed in the world, and found that because I 
considered this question, it very manifestly followed that I myself existed, I could not but judge that what I so 
clearly conceived was true, not that I was forced to this judgment by any external cause, but simply because 
great clearness of the understanding was succeeded by strong inclination in the will; and I believed this the 
more freely and spontaneously in proportion as I was less indifferent with respect to it. But now I not only 
know that I exist, in so far as I am a thinking being, but there is likewise presented to my mind a certain idea of 
corporeal nature; hence I am in doubt as to whether the thinking nature which is in me, or rather which I myself 
am, is different from that corporeal nature, or whether both are merely one and the same thing, and I here 
suppose that I am as yet ignorant of any reason that would determine me to adopt the one belief in preference to 
the other; whence it happens that it is a matter of perfect indifference to me which of the two suppositions I 
affirm or deny, or whether I form any judgment at all in the matter. 

This indifference, moreover, extends not only to things of which the understanding has no knowledge at all, 
but in general also to all those which it does not discover with perfect clearness at the moment the will is 
deliberating upon them; for, however probable the conjectures may be that dispose me to form a judgment in a 
particular matter, the simple knowledge that these are merely conjectures, and not certain and indubitable 
reasons, is sufficient to lead me to form one that is directly the opposite. Of this I lately had abundant 
experience, when I laid aside as false all that I had before held for true, on the single ground that I could in 
some degree doubt of it.] 

But if I abstain from judging of a thing when I do not conceive it with sufficient clearness and distinctness, it 
is plain that I act rightly, and am not deceived; but if I resolve to deny or affirm, I then do not make a right use 
of my free will; and if I affirm what is false, it is evident that I am deceived; moreover, even although I judge 
according to truth, I stumble upon it by chance, and do not therefore escape the imputation of a wrong use of 
my freedom; for it is a dictate of the natural light, that the knowledge of the understanding ought always to 
precede the determination of the will. And it is this wrong use of the freedom of the will in which is found the 
privation that constitutes the form of error. Privation, I say, is found in the act, in so far as it proceeds from 
myself, but it does not exist in the faculty which I received from God, nor even in the act, in so far as it depends 
on him. 

For I have assuredly no reason to complain that God has not given me a greater power of intelligence or more 
perfect natural light than he has actually bestowed, since it is of the nature of a finite understanding not to 
comprehend many things, and of the nature of a created understanding to be finite; on the contrary, I have every 
reason to render thanks to God, who owed me nothing, for having given me all the perfections I possess, and I 
should be far from thinking that he has unjustly deprived me of, or kept back, the other perfections which he has 
not bestowed upon me. 

I have no reason, moreover, to complain because he has given me a will more ample than my understanding, 
since, as the will consists only of a single element, and that indivisible, it would appear that this faculty is of 
such a nature that nothing could be taken from it [without destroying it]; and certainly, the more extensive it is, 
the more cause I have to thank the goodness of him who bestowed it upon me. 

And, finally, I ought not also to complain that God concurs with me in forming the acts of this will, or the 
judgments in which I am deceived, because those acts are wholly true and good, in so far as they depend on 
God; and the ability to form them is a higher degree of perfection in my nature than the want of it would be. 
With regard to privation, in which alone consists the formal reason of error and sin, this does not require the 
concurrence of Deity, because it is not a thing [or existence], and if it be referred to God as to its cause, it ought 
not to be called privation, but negation [according to the signification of these words in the schools]. For in 
truth it is no imperfection in Deity that he has accorded to me the power of giving or withholding my assent 
from certain things of which he has not put a clear and distinct knowledge in my understanding; but it is 
doubtless an imperfection in me that I do not use my freedom aright, and readily give my judgment on matters 
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which I only obscurely and confusedly conceive. I perceive, nevertheless, that it was easy for Deity so to have 
constituted me as that I should never be deceived, although I still remained free and possessed of a limited 
knowledge, viz., by implanting in my understanding a clear and distinct knowledge of all the objects respecting 
which I should ever have to deliberate; or simply by so deeply engraving on my memory the resolution to judge 
of nothing without previously possessing a clear and distinct conception of it, that I should never forget it. And 
I easily understand that, in so far as I consider myself as a single whole, without reference to any other being in 
the universe, I should have been much more perfect than I now am, had Deity created me superior to error; but I 
cannot therefore deny that it is not somehow a greater perfection in the universe, that certain of its parts are not 
exempt from defect, as others are, than if they were all perfectly alike. And I have no right to complain because 
God, who placed me in the world, was not willing that I should sustain that character which of all others is the 
chief and most perfect. 

I have even good reason to remain satisfied on the ground that, if he has not given me the perfection of being 
superior to error by the first means I have pointed out above, which depends on a clear and evident knowledge 
of all the matters regarding which I can deliberate, he has at least left in my power the other means, which is, 
firmly to retain the resolution never to judge where the truth is not clearly known to me: for, although I am 
conscious of the weakness of not being able to keep my mind continually fixed on the same thought, I can 
nevertheless, by attentive and oft-repeated meditation, impress it so strongly on my memory that I shall never 
fail to recollect it as often as I require it, and I can acquire in this way the habitude of not erring. 

And since it is in being superior to error that the highest and chief perfection of man consists, I deem that I 
have not gained little by this day's meditation, in having discovered the source of error and falsity. And 
certainly this can be no other than what I have now explained: for as often as I so restrain my will within the 
limits of my knowledge, that it forms no judgment except regarding objects which are clearly and distinctly 
represented to it by the understanding, I can never be deceived; because every clear and distinct conception is 
doubtless something, and as such cannot owe its origin to nothing, but must of necessity have God for its 
author-- God, I say, who, as supremely perfect, cannot, without a contradiction, be the cause of any error; and 
consequently it is necessary to conclude that every such conception [or judgment] is true. Nor have I merely 
learned to-day what I must avoid to escape error, but also what I must do to arrive at the knowledge of truth; for 
I will assuredly reach truth if I only fix my attention sufficiently on all the things I conceive perfectly, and 
separate these from others which I conceive more confusedly and obscurely; to which for the future I shall give 
diligent heed.[ L][ F] 

 
MEDITATION V 
OF THE ESSENCE OF MATERIAL THINGS; AND, AGAIN, OF GOD; THAT HE EXISTS. 

SEVERAL other questions remain for consideration respecting the attributes of God and my own nature or 
mind. I will, however, on some other occasion perhaps resume the investigation of these. Meanwhile, as I have 
discovered what must be done and what avoided to arrive at the knowledge of truth, what I have chiefly to do is 
to essay to emerge from the state of doubt in which I have for some time been, and to discover whether 
anything can be known with certainty regarding material objects. 

But before considering whether such objects as I conceive exist without me, I must examine their ideas in so 
far as these are to be found in my consciousness, and discover which of them are distinct and which confused. 

In the first place, I distinctly imagine that quantity which the philosophers commonly call continuous, or the 
extension in length, breadth, and depth that is in this quantity, or rather in the object to which it is attributed. 
Further, I can enumerate in it many diverse parts, and attribute to each of these all sorts of sizes, figures, 
situations, and local motions; and, in fine, I can assign to each of these motions all degrees of duration. 

And I not only distinctly know these things when I thus consider them in general; but besides, by a little 
attention, I discover innumerable particulars respecting figures, numbers, motion, and the like, which are so 
evidently true, and so accordant with my nature, that when I now discover them I do not so much appear to 
learn anything new, as to call to remembrance what I before knew, or for the first time to remark what was 
before in my mind, but to which I had not hitherto directed my attention. 
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And what I here find of most importance is, that I discover in my mind innumerable ideas of certain objects, 

which cannot be esteemed pure negations, although perhaps they possess no reality beyond my thought, and 
which are not framed by me though it may be in my power to think, or not to think them, but possess true and 
immutable natures of their own. As, for example, when I imagine a triangle, although there is not perhaps and 
never was in any place in the universe apart from my thought one such figure, it remains true nevertheless that 
this figure possesses a certain determinate nature, form, or essence, which is immutable and eternal, and not 
framed by me, nor in any degree dependent on my thought; as appears from the circumstance, that diverse 
properties of the triangle may be demonstrated, viz, that its three angles are equal to two right, that its greatest 
side is subtended by its greatest angle, and the like, which, whether I will or not, I now clearly discern to belong 
to it, although before I did not at all think of them, when, for the first time, I imagined a triangle, and which 
accordingly cannot be said to have been invented by me. 

Nor is it a valid objection to allege, that perhaps this idea of a triangle came into my mind by the medium of 
the senses, through my having. seen bodies of a triangular figure; for I am able to form in thought an 
innumerable variety of figures with regard to which it cannot be supposed that they were ever objects of sense, 
and I can nevertheless demonstrate diverse properties of their nature no less than of the triangle, all of which are 
assuredly true since I clearly conceive them: and they are therefore something, and not mere negations; for it is 
highly evident that all that is true is something, [truth being identical with existence]; and I have already fully 
shown the truth of the principle, that whatever is clearly and distinctly known is true. And although this had not 
been demonstrated, yet the nature of my mind is such as to compel me to assert to what I clearly conceive while 
I so conceive it; and I recollect that even when I still strongly adhered to the objects of sense, I reckoned among 
the number of the most certain truths those I clearly conceived relating to figures, numbers, and other matters 
that pertain to arithmetic and geometry, and in general to the pure mathematics. 

But now if because I can draw from my thought the idea of an object, it follows that all I clearly and distinctly 
apprehend to pertain to this object, does in truth belong to it, may I not from this derive an argument for the 
existence of God? It is certain that I no less find the idea of a God in my consciousness, that is the idea of a 
being supremely perfect, than that of any figure or number whatever: and I know with not less clearness and 
distinctness that an [actual and] eternal existence pertains to his nature than that all which is demonstrable of 
any figure or number really belongs to the nature of that figure or number; and, therefore, although all the 
conclusions of the preceding Meditations were false, the existence of God would pass with me for a truth at 
least as certain as I ever judged any truth of mathematics to be. 

Indeed such a doctrine may at first sight appear to contain more sophistry than truth. For, as I have been 
accustomed in every other matter to distinguish between existence and essence, I easily believe that the 
existence can be separated from the essence of God, and that thus God may be conceived as not actually 
existing. But, nevertheless, when I think of it more attentively, it appears that the existence can no more be 
separated from the essence of God, than the idea of a mountain from that of a valley, or the equality of its three 
angles to two right angles, from the essence of a [rectilinear] triangle; so that it is not less impossible to 
conceive a God, that is, a being supremely perfect, to whom existence is awanting, or who is devoid of a certain 
perfection, than to conceive a mountain without a valley. 

But though, in truth, I cannot conceive a God unless as existing, any more than I can a mountain without a 
valley, yet, just as it does not follow that there is any mountain in the world merely because I conceive a 
mountain with a valley, so likewise, though I conceive God as existing, it does not seem to follow on that 
account that God exists; for my thought imposes no necessity on things; and as I may imagine a winged horse, 
though there be none such, so I could perhaps attribute existence to God, though no God existed. 

But the cases are not analogous, and a fallacy lurks under the semblance of this objection: for because I 
cannot conceive a mountain without a valley, it does not follow that there is any mountain or valley in 
existence, but simply that the mountain or valley, whether they do or do not exist, are inseparable from each 
other; whereas, on the other hand, because I cannot conceive God unless as existing, it follows that existence is 
inseparable from him, and therefore that he really exists: not that this is brought about by my thought, or that it 
imposes any necessity on things, but, on the contrary, the necessity which lies in the thing itself, that is, the 
necessity of the existence of God, determines me to think in this way: for it is not in my power to conceive a 
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God without existence, that is, a being supremely perfect, and yet devoid of an absolute perfection, as I am free 
to imagine a horse with or without wings. 

Nor must it be alleged here as an objection, that it is in truth necessary to admit that God exists, after having 
supposed him to possess all perfections, since existence is one of them, but that my original supposition was not 
necessary; just as it is not necessary to think that all quadrilateral figures can be inscribed in the circle, since, if 
I supposed this, I should be constrained to admit that the rhombus, being a figure of four sides, can be therein 
inscribed, which, however, is manifestly false. This objection is, I say, incompetent; for although it may not be 
necessary that I shall at any time entertain the notion of Deity, yet each time I happen to think of a first and 
sovereign being, and to draw, so to speak, the idea of him from the storehouse of the mind, I am necessitated to 
attribute to him all kinds of perfections, though I may not then enumerate them all, nor think of each of them in 
particular. And this necessity is sufficient, as soon as I discover that existence is a perfection, to cause me to 
infer the existence of this first and sovereign being; just as it is not necessary that I should ever imagine any 
triangle, but whenever I am desirous of considering a rectilinear figure composed of only three angles, it is 
absolutely necessary to attribute those properties to it from which it is correctly inferred that its three angles are 
not greater than two right angles, although perhaps I may not then advert to this relation in particular. But when 
I consider what figures are capable of being inscribed in the circle, it is by no means necessary to hold that all 
quadrilateral figures are of this number; on the contrary, I cannot even imagine such to be the case, so long as I 
shall be unwilling to accept in thought aught that I do not clearly and distinctly conceive; and consequently 
there is a vast difference between false suppositions, as is the one in question, and the true ideas that were born 
with me, the first and chief of which is the idea of God. For indeed I discern on many grounds that this idea is 
not factitious depending simply on my thought, but that it is the representation of a true and immutable nature: 
in the first place because I can conceive no other being, except God, to whose essence existence [necessarily] 
pertains; in the second, because it is impossible to conceive two or more gods of this kind; and it being 
supposed that one such God exists, I clearly see that he must have existed from all eternity, and will exist to all 
eternity; and finally, because I apprehend many other properties in God, none of which I can either diminish or 
change. 

But, indeed, whatever mode of probation I in the end adopt, it always returns to this, that it is only the things I 
clearly and distinctly conceive which have the power of completely persuading me. And although, of the 
objects I conceive in this manner, some, indeed, are obvious to every one, while others are only discovered after 
close and careful investigation; nevertheless after they are once discovered, the latter are not esteemed less 
certain than the former. Thus, for example, to take the case of a right-angled triangle, although it is not so 
manifest at first that the square of the base is equal to the squares of the other two sides, as that the base is 
opposite to the greatest angle; nevertheless, after it is once apprehended, we are as firmly persuaded of the truth 
of the former as of the latter. And, with respect to God if I were not pre-occupied by prejudices, and my thought 
beset on all sides by the continual presence of the images of sensible objects, I should know nothing sooner or 
more easily then the fact of his being. For is there any truth more clear than the existence of a Supreme Being, 
or of God, seeing it is to his essence alone that [necessary and eternal] existence pertains? 

And although the right conception of this truth has cost me much close thinking, nevertheless at present I feel 
not only as assured of it as of what I deem most certain, but I remark further that the certitude of all other truths 
is so absolutely dependent on it that without this knowledge it is impossible ever to know anything perfectly.  

For although I am of such a nature as to be unable, while I possess a very clear and distinct apprehension of a 
matter, to resist the conviction of its truth, yet because my constitution is also such as to incapacitate me from 
keeping my mind continually fixed on the same object, and as I frequently recollect a past judgment without at 
the same time being able to recall the grounds of it, it may happen meanwhile that other reasons are presented 
to me which would readily cause me to change my opinion, if I did not know that God existed; and thus I 
should possess no true and certain knowledge, but merely vague and vacillating opinions. Thus, for example, 
when I consider the nature of the [rectilinear] triangle, it most clearly appears to me, who have been instructed 
in the principles of geometry, that its three angles are equal to two right angles, and I find it impossible to 
believe otherwise, while I apply my mind to the demonstration; but as soon as I cease from attending to the 
process of proof, although I still remember that I had a clear comprehension of it, yet I may readily come to 
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doubt of the truth demonstrated, if I do not know that there is a God: for I may persuade myself that I have been 
so constituted by nature as to be sometimes deceived, even in matters which I think I apprehend with the 
greatest evidence and certitude, especially when I recollect that I frequently considered many things to be true 
and certain which other reasons afterward constrained me to reckon as wholly false. 

But after I have discovered that God exists, seeing I also at the same time observed that all things depend on 
him, and that he is no deceiver, and thence inferred that all which I clearly and distinctly perceive is of 
necessity true: although I no longer attend to the grounds of a judgment, no opposite reason can be alleged 
sufficient to lead me to doubt of its truth, provided only I remember that I once possessed a clear and distinct 
comprehension of it. My knowledge of it thus becomes true and certain. And this same knowledge extends 
likewise to whatever I remember to have formerly demonstrated, as the truths of geometry and the like: for what 
can be alleged against them to lead me to doubt of them ? Will it be that my nature is such that I may be 
frequently deceived? But I already know that I cannot be deceived in judgments of the grounds of which I 
possess a clear knowledge. Will it be that I formerly deemed things to be true and certain which I afterward 
discovered to be false ? But I had no clear and distinct knowledge of any of those things, and, being as yet 
ignorant of the rule by which I am assured of the truth of a judgment, I was led to give my assent to them on 
grounds which I afterward discovered were less strong than at the time I imagined them to be. What further 
objection, then, is there ? Will it be said that perhaps I am dreaming (an objection I lately myself raised), or that 
all the thoughts of which I am now conscious have no more truth than the reveries of my dreams ? But 
although, in truth, I should be dreaming, the rule still holds that all which is clearly presented to my intellect is 
indisputably true. 

And thus I very clearly see that the certitude and truth of all science depends on the knowledge alone of the 
true God, insomuch that, before I knew him, I could have no perfect knowledge of any other thing. And now 
that I know him, I possess the means of acquiring a perfect knowledge respecting innumerable matters, as well 
relative to God himself and other intellectual objects as to corporeal nature, in so far as it is the object of pure 
mathematics [which do not consider whether it exists or not]. 

 
MEDITATION VI 
OF THE EXISTENCE OF MATERIAL THINGS, AND OF THE REAL DISTINCTION BETWEEN 
THE MIND AND BODY OF MAN. 

THERE now only remains the inquiry as to whether material things exist. With regard to this question, I at 
least know with certainty that such things may exist, in as far as they constitute the object of the pure 
mathematics, since, regarding them in this aspect, I can conceive them clearly and distinctly. For there can be 
no doubt that God possesses the power of producing all the objects I am able distinctly to conceive, and I never 
considered anything impossible to him, unless when I experienced a contradiction in the attempt to conceive it 
aright. Further, the faculty of imagination which I possess, and of which I am conscious that I make use when I 
apply myself to the consideration of material things, is sufficient to persuade me of their existence: for, when I 
attentively consider what imagination is, I find that it is simply a certain application of the cognitive faculty ( 
facultas cognoscitiva) to a body which is immediately present to it, and which therefore exists.  

And to render this quite clear, I remark, in the first place, the difference that subsists between imagination and 
pure intellection [or conception ]. For example, when I imagine a triangle I not only conceive (intelligo) that it 
is a figure comprehended by three lines, but at the same time also I look upon (intueor) these three lines as 
present by the power and internal application of my mind (acie mentis), and this is what I call imagining. But if 
I desire to think of a chiliogon, I indeed rightly conceive that it is a figure composed of a thousand sides, as 
easily as I conceive that a triangle is a figure composed of only three sides; but I cannot imagine the thousand 
sides of a chiliogon as I do the three sides of a triangle, nor, so to speak, view them as present [with the eyes of 
my mind ]. And although, in accordance with the habit I have of always imagining something when I think of 
corporeal things, it may happen that, in conceiving a chiliogon, I confusedly represent some figure to myself, 
yet it is quite evident that this is not a chiliogon, since it in no wise differs from that which I would represent to 
myself, if I were to think of a myriogon, or any other figure of many sides; nor would this representation be of 
any use in discovering and unfolding the properties that constitute the difference between a chiliogon and other 
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polygons. But if the question turns on a pentagon, it is quite true that I can conceive its figure, as well as that of 
a chiliogon, without the aid of imagination; but I can likewise imagine it by applying the attention of my mind 
to its five sides, and at the same time to the area which they contain. Thus I observe that a special effort of mind 
is necessary to the act of imagination, which is not required to conceiving or understanding (ad intelligendum); 
and this special exertion of mind clearly shows the difference between imagination and pure intellection 
(imaginatio et intellectio pura).  

I remark, besides, that this power of imagination which I possess, in as far as it differs from the power of 
conceiving, is in no way necessary to my [nature or] essence, that is, to the essence of my mind; for although I 
did not possess it, I should still remain the same that I now am, from which it seems we may conclude that it 
depends on something different from the mind. And I easily understand that, if some body exists, with which 
my mind is so conjoined and united as to be able, as it were, to consider it when it chooses, it may thus imagine 
corporeal objects; so that this mode of thinking differs from pure intellection only in this respect, that the mind 
in conceiving turns in some way upon itself, and considers some one of the ideas it possesses within itself; but 
in imagining it turns toward the body, and contemplates in it some object conformed to the idea which it either 
of itself conceived or apprehended by sense. I easily understand, I say, that imagination may be thus formed, if 
it is true that there are bodies; and because I find no other obvious mode of explaining it, I thence, with 
probability, conjecture that they exist, but only with probability; and although I carefully examine all things, 
nevertheless I do not find that, from the distinct idea of corporeal nature I have in my imagination, I can 
necessarily infer the existence of any body.] 

But I am accustomed to imagine many other objects besides that corporeal nature which is the object of the 
pure mathematics, as, for example, colors, sounds, tastes, pain, and the like, although with less distinctness; 
and, inasmuch as I perceive these objects much better by the senses, through the medium of which and of 
memory, they seem to have reached the imagination, I believe that, in order the more advantageously to 
examine them, it is proper I should at the same time examine what sense-perception is, and inquire whether 
from those ideas that are apprehended by this mode of thinking ( consciousness), I cannot obtain a certain proof 
of the existence of corporeal objects.  

And, in the first place, I will recall to my mind the things I have hitherto held as true, because perceived by 
the senses, and the foundations upon which my belief in their truth rested; I will, in the second place, examine 
the reasons that afterward constrained me to doubt of them; and, finally, I will consider what of them I ought 
now to believe.  

Firstly, then, I perceived that I had a head, hands, feet and other members composing that body which I 
considered as part, or perhaps even as the whole, of myself. I perceived further, that that body was placed 
among many others, by which it was capable of being affected in diverse ways, both beneficial and hurtful; and 
what was beneficial I remarked by a certain sensation of pleasure, and what was hurtful by a sensation of pain. 
And besides this pleasure and pain, I was likewise conscious of hunger, thirst, and other appetites, as well as 
certain corporeal inclinations toward joy, sadness, anger, and similar passions. And, out of myself, besides the 
extension, figure, and motions of bodies, I likewise perceived in them hardness, heat, and the other tactile 
qualities, and, in addition, light, colors, odors, tastes, and sounds, the variety of which gave me the means of 
distinguishing the sky, the earth, the sea, and generally all the other bodies, from one another. And certainly, 
considering the ideas of all these qualities, which were presented to my mind, and which alone I properly and 
immediately perceived, it was not without reason that I thought I perceived certain objects wholly different 
from my thought, namely, bodies from which those ideas proceeded; for I was conscious that the ideas were 
presented to me without my consent being required, so that I could not perceive any object, however desirous I 
might be, unless it were present to the organ of sense; and it was wholly out of my power not to perceive it 
when it was thus present. And because the ideas I perceived by the senses were much more lively and clear, and 
even, in their own way, more distinct than any of those I could of myself frame by meditation, or which I found 
impressed on my memory, it seemed that they could not have proceeded from myself, and must therefore have 
been caused in me by some other objects; and as of those objects I had no knowledge beyond what the ideas 
themselves gave me, nothing was so likely to occur to my mind as the supposition that the objects were similar 
to the ideas which they caused. And because I recollected also that I had formerly trusted to the senses, rather 
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than to reason, and that the ideas which I myself formed were not so clear as those I perceived by sense, and 
that they were even for the most part composed of parts of the latter, I was readily persuaded that I had no idea 
in my intellect which had not formerly passed through the senses. Nor was I altogether wrong in likewise 
believing that that body which, by a special right, I called my own, pertained to me more properly and strictly 
than any of the others; for in truth, I could never be separated from it as from other bodies; I felt in it and on 
account of it all my appetites and affections, and in fine I was affected in its parts by pain and the titillation of 
pleasure, and not in the parts of the other bodies that were separated from it. But when I inquired into the reason 
why, from this I know not what sensation of pain, sadness of mind should follow, and why from the sensation 
of pleasure, joy should arise, or why this indescribable twitching of the stomach, which I call hunger, should put 
me in mind of taking food, and the parchedness of the throat of drink, and so in other cases, I was unable to give 
any explanation, unless that I was so taught by nature; for there is assuredly no affinity, at least none that I am 
able to comprehend, between this irritation of the stomach and the desire of food, any more than between the 
perception of an object that causes pain and the consciousness of sadness which springs from the perception. 
And in the same way it seemed to me that all the other judgments I had formed regarding the objects of sense, 
were dictates of nature; because I remarked that those judgments were formed in me, before I had leisure to 
weigh and consider the reasons that might constrain me to form them. 

But, afterward, a wide experience by degrees sapped the faith I had reposed in my senses; for I frequently 
observed that towers, which at a distance seemed round, appeared square, when more closely viewed, and that 
colossal figures, raised on the summits of these towers, looked like small statues, when viewed from the bottom 
of them; and, in other instances without number, I also discovered error in judgments founded on the external 
senses; and not only in those founded on the external, but even in those that rested on the internal senses; for is 
there aught more internal than pain ? And yet I have sometimes been informed by parties whose arm or leg had 
been amputated, that they still occasionally seemed to feel pain in that part of the body which they had lost, --a 
circumstance that led me to think that I could not be quite certain even that any one of my members was 
affected when I felt pain in it. And to these grounds of doubt I shortly afterward also added two others of very 
wide generality: the first of them was that I believed I never perceived anything when awake which I could not 
occasionally think I also perceived when asleep, and as I do not believe that the ideas I seem to perceive in my 
sleep proceed from objects external to me, I did not any more observe any ground for believing this of such as I 
seem to perceive when awake; the second was that since I was as yet ignorant of the author of my being or at 
least supposed myself to be so, I saw nothing to prevent my having been so constituted by nature as that I 
should be deceived even in matters that appeared to me to possess the greatest truth. And, with respect to the 
grounds on which I had before been persuaded of the existence of sensible objects, I had no great difficulty in 
finding suitable answers to them; for as nature seemed to incline me to many things from which reason made 
me averse, I thought that I ought not to confide much in its teachings. And although the perceptions of the 
senses were not dependent on my will, I did not think that I ought on that ground to conclude that they 
proceeded from things different from myself, since perhaps there might be found in me some faculty, though 
hitherto unknown to me, which produced them.  

But now that I begin to know myself better, and to discover more clearly the author of my being, I do not, 
indeed, think that I ought rashly to admit all which the senses seem to teach, nor, on the other hand, is it my 
conviction that I ought to doubt in general of their teachings.  

And, firstly, because I know that all which I clearly and distinctly conceive can be produced by God exactly 
as I conceive it, it is sufficient that I am able clearly and distinctly to conceive one thing apart from another, in 
order to be certain that the one is different from the other, seeing they may at least be made to exist separately, 
by the omnipotence of God; and it matters not by what power this separation is made, in order to be compelled 
to judge them different; and, therefore, merely because I know with certitude that I exist, and because, in the 
meantime, I do not observe that aught necessarily belongs to my nature or essence beyond my being a thinking 
thing, I rightly conclude that my essence consists only in my being a thinking thing [or a substance whose 
whole essence or nature is merely thinking]. And although I may, or rather, as I will shortly say, although I 
certainly do possess a body with which I am very closely conjoined; nevertheless, because, on the one hand, I 
have a clear and distinct idea of myself, in as far as I am only a thinking and unextended thing, and as, on the 
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other hand, I possess a distinct idea of body, in as far as it is only an extended and unthinking thing, it is certain 
that I, [that is, my mind, by which I am what I am], is entirely and truly distinct from my body, and may exist 
without it.  

Moreover, I find in myself diverse faculties of thinking that have each their special mode: for example, I find 
I possess the faculties of imagining and perceiving, without which I can indeed clearly and distinctly conceive 
myself as entire, but I cannot reciprocally conceive them without conceiving myself, that is to say, without an 
intelligent substance in which they reside, for [in the notion we have of them, or to use the terms of the schools] 
in their formal concept, they comprise some sort of intellection; whence I perceive that they are distinct from 
myself as modes are from things. I remark likewise certain other faculties, as the power of changing place, of 
assuming diverse figures, and the like, that cannot be conceived and cannot therefore exist, any more than the 
preceding, apart from a substance in which they inhere. It is very evident, however, that these faculties, if they 
really exist, must belong to some corporeal or extended substance, since in their clear and distinct concept there 
is contained some sort of extension, but no intellection at all. Further, I cannot doubt but that there is in me a 
certain passive faculty of perception, that is, of receiving and taking knowledge of the ideas of sensible things; 
but this would be useless to me, if there did not also exist in me, or in some other thing, another active faculty 
capable of forming and producing those ideas. But this active faculty cannot be in me [in as far as I am but a 
thinking thing], seeing that it does not presuppose thought, and also that those ideas are frequently produced in 
my mind without my contributing to it in any way, and even frequently contrary to my will. This faculty must 
therefore exist in some substance different from me, in which all the objective reality of the ideas that are 
produced by this faculty is contained formally or eminently, as I before remarked; and this substance is either a 
body, that is to say, a corporeal nature in which is contained formally [and in effect] all that is objectively [and 
by representation] in those ideas; or it is God himself, or some other creature, of a rank superior to body, in 
which the same is contained eminently. But as God is no deceiver, it is manifest that he does not of himself and 
immediately communicate those ideas to me, nor even by the intervention of any creature in which their 
objective reality is not formally, but only eminently, contained. For as he has given me no faculty whereby I can 
discover this to be the case, but, on the contrary, a very strong inclination to believe that those ideas arise from 
corporeal objects, I do not see how he could be vindicated from the charge of deceit, if in truth they proceeded 
from any other source, or were produced by other causes than corporeal things: and accordingly it must be 
concluded, that corporeal objects exist. Nevertheless, they are not perhaps exactly such as we perceive by the 
senses, for their comprehension by the senses is, in many instances, very obscure and confused; but it is at least 
necessary to admit that all which I clearly and distinctly conceive as in them, that is, generally speaking all that 
is comprehended in the object of speculative geometry, really exists external to me.  

But with respect to other things which are either only particular, as, for example, that the sun is of such a size 
and figure, etc., or are conceived with less clearness and distinctness, as light, sound, pain, and the like, 
although they are highly dubious and uncertain, nevertheless on the ground alone that God is no deceiver, and 
that consequently he has permitted no falsity in my opinions which he has not likewise given me a faculty of 
correcting, I think I may with safety conclude that I possess in myself the means of arriving at the truth. And, in 
the first place, it cannot be doubted that in each of the dictates of nature there is some truth: for by nature, 
considered in general, I now understand nothing more than God himself, or the order and disposition 
established by God in created things; and by my nature in particular I understand the assemblage of all that God 
has given me.  

But there is nothing which that nature teaches me more expressly [ or more sensibly ] than that I have a body 
which is ill affected when I feel pain, and stands in need of food and drink when I experience the sensations of 
hunger and thirst, etc. And therefore I ought not to doubt but that there is some truth in these informations.  

Nature likewise teaches me by these sensations of pain, hunger, thirst, etc., that I am not only lodged in my 
body as a pilot in a vessel, but that I am besides so intimately conjoined, and as it were intermixed with it, that 
my mind and body compose a certain unity. For if this were not the case, I should not feel pain when my body 
is hurt, seeing I am merely a thinking thing, but should perceive the wound by the understanding alone, just as a 
pilot perceives by sight when any part of his vessel is damaged; and when my body has need of food or drink, I 
should have a clear knowledge of this, and not be made aware of it by the confused sensations of hunger and 
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thirst: for, in truth, all these sensations of hunger, thirst, pain, etc., are nothing more than certain confused 
modes of thinking, arising from the union and apparent fusion of mind and body.  

Besides this, nature teaches me that my own body is surrounded by many other bodies, some of which I have 
to seek after, and others to shun. And indeed, as I perceive different sorts of colors, sounds, odors, tastes, heat, 
hardness, etc., I safely conclude that there are in the bodies from which the diverse perceptions of the senses 
proceed, certain varieties corresponding to them, although, perhaps, not in reality like them; and since, among 
these diverse perceptions of the senses, some are agreeable, and others disagreeable, there can be no doubt that 
my body, or rather my entire self, in as far as I am composed of body and mind, may be variously affected, both 
beneficially and hurtfully, by surrounding bodies.  

But there are many other beliefs which though seemingly the teaching of nature, are not in reality so, but 
which obtained a place in my mind through a habit of judging inconsiderately of things. It may thus easily 
happen that such judgments shall contain error: thus, for example, the opinion I have that all space in which 
there is nothing to affect [or make an impression on] my senses is void: that in a hot body there is something in 
every respect similar to the idea of heat in my mind; that in a white or green body there is the same whiteness or 
greenness which I perceive; that in a bitter or sweet body there is the same taste, and so in other instances; that 
the stars, towers, and all distant bodies, are of the same size and figure as they appear to our eyes, etc. But that I 
may avoid everything like indistinctness of conception, I must accurately define what I properly understand by 
being taught by nature. For nature is here taken in a narrower sense than when it signifies the sum of all the 
things which God has given me; seeing that in that meaning the notion comprehends much that belongs only to 
the mind [to which I am not here to be understood as referring when I use the term nature]; as, for example, the 
notion I have of the truth, that what is done cannot be undone, and all the other truths I discern by the natural 
light [ without the aid of the body]; and seeing that it comprehends likewise much besides that belongs only to 
body, and is not here any more contained under the name nature, as the quality of heaviness, and the like, of 
which I do not speak, the term being reserved exclusively to designate the things which God has given to me as 
a being composed of mind and body. But nature, taking the term in the sense explained, teaches me to shun 
what causes in me the sensation of pain, and to pursue what affords me the sensation of pleasure, and other 
things of this sort; but I do not discover that it teaches me, in addition to this, from these diverse perceptions of 
the senses, to draw any conclusions respecting external objects without a previous [ careful and mature ] 
consideration of them by the mind: for it is, as appears to me, the office of the mind alone, and not of the 
composite whole of mind and body, to discern the truth in those matters. Thus, although the impression a star 
makes on my eye is not larger than that from the flame of a candle, I do not, nevertheless, experience any real or 
positive impulse determining me to believe that the star is not greater than the flame; the true account of the 
matter being merely that I have so judged from my youth without any rational ground. And, though on 
approaching the fire I feel heat, and even pain on approaching it too closely, I have, however, from this no 
ground for holding that something resembling the heat I feel is in the fire, any more than that there is something 
similar to the pain; all that I have ground for believing is, that there is something in it, whatever it may be, 
which excites in me those sensations of heat or pain. So also, although there are spaces in which I find nothing 
to excite and affect my senses, I must not therefore conclude that those spaces contain in them no body; for I 
see that in this, as in many other similar matters, I have been accustomed to pervert the order of nature, because 
these perceptions of the senses, although given me by nature merely to signify to my mind what things are 
beneficial and hurtful to the composite whole of which it is a part, and being sufficiently clear and distinct for 
that purpose, are nevertheless used by me as infallible rules by which to determine immediately the essence of 
the bodies that exist out of me, of which they can of course afford me only the most obscure and confused 
knowledge.  

But I have already sufficiently considered how it happens that, notwithstanding the supreme goodness of God, 
there is falsity in my judgments. A difficulty, however, here presents itself, respecting the things which I am 
taught by nature must be pursued or avoided, and also respecting the internal sensations in which I seem to have 
occasionally detected error, [and thus to be directly deceived by nature]: thus, for example, I may be so 
deceived by the agreeable taste of some viand with which poison has been mixed, as to be induced to take the 
poison. In this case, however, nature may be excused, for it simply leads me to desire the viand for its agreeable 
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taste, and not the poison, which is unknown to it; and thus we can infer nothing from this circumstance beyond 
that our nature is not omniscient; at which there is assuredly no ground for surprise, since, man being of a finite 
nature, his knowledge must likewise be of a limited perfection.  

But we also not unfrequently err in that to which we are directly impelled by nature, as is the case with 
invalids who desire drink or food that would be hurtful to them. It will here, perhaps, be alleged that the reason 
why such persons are deceived is that their nature is corrupted; but this leaves the difficulty untouched, for a 
sick man is not less really the creature of God than a man who is in full health; and therefore it is as repugnant 
to the goodness of God that the nature of the former should be deceitful as it is for that of the latter to be so. 
And as a clock, composed of wheels and counter weights, observes not the less accurately all the laws of nature 
when it is ill made, and points out the hours incorrectly, than when it satisfies the desire of the maker in every 
respect; so likewise if the body of man be considered as a kind of machine, so made up and composed of bones, 
nerves, muscles, veins, blood, and skin, that although there were in it no mind, it would still exhibit the same 
motions which it at present manifests involuntarily, and therefore without the aid of the mind, [and simply by 
the dispositions of its organs], I easily discern that it would also be as natural for such a body, supposing it 
dropsical, for example, to experience the parchedness of the throat that is usually accompanied in the mind by 
the sensation of thirst, and to be disposed by this parchedness to move its nerves and its other parts in the way 
required for drinking, and thus increase its malady and do itself harm, as it is natural for it, when it is not 
indisposed to be stimulated to drink for its good by a similar cause; and although looking to the use for which a 
clock was destined by its maker, I may say that it is deflected from its proper nature when it incorrectly 
indicates the hours, and on the same principle, considering the machine of the human body as having been 
formed by God for the sake of the motions which it usually manifests, although I may likewise have ground for 
thinking that it does not follow the order of its nature when the throat is parched and drink does not tend to its 
preservation, nevertheless I yet plainly discern that this latter acceptation of the term nature is very different 
from the other: for this is nothing more than a certain denomination, depending entirely on my thought, and 
hence called extrinsic, by which I compare a sick man and an imperfectly constructed clock with the idea I have 
of a man in good health and a well made clock; while by the other acceptation of nature is understood 
something which is truly found in things, and therefore possessed of some truth.  

But certainly, although in respect of a dropsical body, it is only by way of exterior denomination that we say 
its nature is corrupted, when, without requiring drink, the throat is parched; yet, in respect of the composite 
whole, that is, of the mind in its union with the body, it is not a pure denomination, but really an error of nature, 
for it to feel thirst when drink would be hurtful to it: and, accordingly, it still remains to be considered why it is 
that the goodness of God does not prevent the nature of man thus taken from being fallacious.  

To commence this examination accordingly, I here remark, in the first place, that there is a vast difference 
between mind and body, in respect that body, from its nature, is always divisible, and that mind is entirely 
indivisible. For in truth, when I consider the mind, that is, when I consider myself in so far only as I am a 
thinking thing, I can distinguish in myself no parts, but I very clearly discern that I am somewhat absolutely one 
and entire; and although the whole mind seems to be united to the whole body, yet, when a foot, an arm, or any 
other part is cut off, I am conscious that nothing has been taken from my mind; nor can the faculties of willing, 
perceiving, conceiving, etc., properly be called its parts, for it is the same mind that is exercised [all entire] in 
willing, in perceiving, and in conceiving, etc. But quite the opposite holds in corporeal or extended things; for I 
cannot imagine any one of them [how small soever it may be], which I cannot easily sunder in thought, and 
which, therefore, I do not know to be divisible. This would be sufficient to teach me that the mind or soul of 
man is entirely different from the body, if I had not already been apprised of it on other grounds.  

I remark, in the next place, that the mind does not immediately receive the impression from all the parts of the 
body, but only from the brain, or perhaps even from one small part of it, viz, that in which the common sense 
(senses communis) is said to be, which as often as it is affected in the same way gives rise to the same 
perception in the mind, although meanwhile the other parts of the body may be diversely disposed, as is proved 
by innumerable experiments, which it is unnecessary here to enumerate.  

I remark, besides, that the nature of body is such that none of its parts can be moved by another part a little 
removed from the other, which cannot likewise be moved in the same way by any one of the parts that lie 
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between those two, although the most remote part does not act at all. As, for example, in the cord A, B, C, D, 
[which is in tension], if its last part D, be pulled, the first part A, will not be moved in a different way than it 
would be were one of the intermediate parts B or C to be pulled, and the last part D meanwhile to remain fixed. 
And in the same way, when I feel pain in the foot, the science of physics teaches me that this sensation is 
experienced by means of the nerves dispersed over the foot, which, extending like cords from it to the brain, 
when they are contracted in the foot, contract at the same time the inmost parts of the brain in which they have 
their origin, and excite in these parts a certain motion appointed by nature to cause in the mind a sensation of 
pain, as if existing in the foot; but as these nerves must pass through the tibia, the leg, the loins, the back, and 
neck, in order to reach the brain, it may happen that although their extremities in the foot are not affected, but 
only certain of their parts that pass through the loins or neck, the same movements, nevertheless, are excited in 
the brain by this motion as would have been caused there by a hurt received in the foot, and hence the mind will 
necessarily feel pain in the foot, just as if it had been hurt; and the same is true of all the other perceptions of 
our senses.  

I remark, finally, that as each of the movements that are made in the part of the brain by which the mind is 
immediately affected, impresses it with but a single sensation, the most likely supposition in the circumstances 
is, that this movement causes the mind to experience, among all the sensations which it is capable of impressing 
upon it; that one which is the best fitted, and generally the most useful for the preservation of the human body 
when it is in full health. But experience shows us that all the perceptions which nature has given us are of such 
a kind as I have mentioned; and accordingly, there is nothing found in them that does not manifest the power 
and goodness of God. Thus, for example, when the nerves of the foot are violently or more than usually shaken, 
the motion passing through the medulla of the spine to the innermost parts of the brain affords a sign to the 
mind on which it experiences a sensation, viz, of pain, as if it were in the foot, by which the mind is 
admonished and excited to do its utmost to remove the cause of it as dangerous and hurtful to the foot. It is true 
that God could have so constituted the nature of man as that the same motion in the brain would have informed 
the mind of something altogether different: the motion might, for example, have been the occasion on which the 
mind became conscious of itself, in so far as it is in the brain, or in so far as it is in some place intermediate 
between the foot and the brain, or, finally, the occasion on which it perceived some other object quite different, 
whatever that might be; but nothing of all this would have so well contributed to the preservation of the body as 
that which the mind actually feels. In the same way, when we stand in need of drink, there arises from this want 
a certain parchedness in the throat that moves its nerves, and by means of them the internal parts of the brain; 
and this movement affects the mind with the sensation of thirst, because there is nothing on that occasion which 
is more useful for us than to be made aware that we have need of drink for the preservation of our health; and so 
in other instances. 

Whence it is quite manifest that, notwithstanding the sovereign goodness of God, the nature of man, in so far 
as it is composed of mind and body, cannot but be sometimes fallacious. For, if there is any cause which 
excites, not in the foot, but in some one of the parts of the nerves that stretch from the foot to the brain, or even 
in the brain itself, the same movement that is ordinarily created when the foot is ill affected, pain will be felt, as 
it were, in the foot, and the sense will thus be naturally deceived; for as the same movement in the brain can but 
impress the mind with the same sensation, and as this sensation is much more frequently excited by a cause 
which hurts the foot than by one acting in a different quarter, it is reasonable that it should lead the mind to feel 
pain in the foot rather than in any other part of the body. And if it sometimes happens that the parchedness of 
the throat does not arise, as is usual, from drink being necessary for the health of the body, but from quite the 
opposite cause, as is the case with the dropsical, yet it is much better that it should be deceitful in that instance, 
than if, on the contrary, it were continually fallacious when the body is well-disposed; and the same holds true 
in other cases.  

And certainly this consideration is of great service, not only in enabling me to recognize the errors to which 
my nature is liable, but likewise in rendering it more easy to avoid or correct them: for, knowing that all my 
senses more usually indicate to me what is true than what is false, in matters relating to the advantage of the 
body, and being able almost always to make use of more than a single sense in examining the same object, and 
besides this, being able to use my memory in connecting present with past knowledge, and my understanding 
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which has already discovered all the causes of my errors, I ought no longer to fear that falsity may be met with 
in what is daily presented to me by the senses. And I ought to reject all the doubts of those bygone days, as 
hyperbolical and ridiculous, especially the general uncertainty respecting sleep, which I could not distinguish 
from the waking state: for I now find a very marked difference between the two states, in respect that our 
memory can never connect our dreams with each other and with the course of life, in the way it is in the habit of 
doing with events that occur when we are awake. And, in truth, if some one, when I am awake, appeared to me 
all of a sudden and as suddenly disappeared, as do the images I see in sleep, so that I could not observe either 
whence he came or whither he went, I should not without reason esteem it either a specter or phantom formed in 
my brain, rather than a real man. But when I perceive objects with regard to which I can distinctly determine 
both the place whence they come, and that in which they are, and the time at which they appear to me, and 
when, without interruption, I can connect the perception I have of them with the whole of the other parts of my 
life, I am perfectly sure that what I thus perceive occurs while I am awake and not during sleep. And I ought not 
in the least degree to doubt of the truth of these presentations, if, after having called together all my senses, my 
memory, and my understanding for the purpose of examining them, no deliverance is given by any one of these 
faculties which is repugnant to that of any other: for since God is no deceiver, it necessarily follows that I am 
not herein deceived. But because the necessities of action frequently oblige us to come to a determination 
before we have had leisure for so careful an examination, it must be confessed that the life of man is frequently 
obnoxious to error with respect to individual objects; and we must, in conclusion, ac. knowledge the weakness 
of our nature. 
 
Part Two: Spinoza and Leibniz 
 
Spinoza 
 
Benedict de Spinoza, the Ethics (Ethica Ordine Geometrico Demonstrata) 
Translated by R. H. M. Elwes 
 
Part I: Concerning God. 
Definitions. 
I. By that which is ‘self-caused’ I mean that of which the essence involves existence, or that of which the nature 
is only conceivable as existent. 
 
II. A thing is called ‘finite after its kind’ when it can be limited by another thing of the same nature; for 
instance, a body is called finite because we always conceive another greater body. So, also, a thought is limited 
by another thought, but a body is not limited by thought, nor a thought by body. 
 
III. By ‘substance’ I mean that which is in itself, and is conceived through itself: in other words, that of which a 
conception can be formed independently of any other conception. 
 
IV. By ‘attribute’ I mean that which the intellect perceives as constituting the essence of substance. 
 
V. By ‘mode’ I mean the modifications (“affectiones”) of substance, or that which exists in, and is conceived 
through, something other than itself. 
 
VI. By ‘God’ I mean a being absolutely infinite—that is, a substance consisting in infinite attributes, of which 
each expresses eternal and infinite essentiality. 
 
>>>>>Explanation—I say absolutely infinite, not infinite after its kind: for, of a thing infinite only after its 
kind, infinite attributes may be denied; but that which is absolutely infinite, contains in its essence whatever 
expresses reality, and involves no negation. 
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VII. That thing is called ‘free,’ which exists solely by the necessity of its own nature, and of which the action is 
determined by itself alone. On the other hand, that thing is necessary, or rather constrained, which is determined 
by something external to itself to a fixed and definite method of existence or action. 
 
VIII. By ‘eternity’ I mean existence itself, in so far as it is conceived necessarily to follow solely from the 
definition of that which is eternal. 
 
>>>>>Explanation—Existence of this kind is conceived as an eternal truth, like the essence of a thing and, 
therefore, cannot be explained by means of continuance or time, though continuance may be conceived without 
a beginning or end. 
 
Axioms. I. Everything which exists, exists either in itself or in something else. 
 
II. That which cannot be conceived through anything else must be conceived through itself. 
 
III. From a given definite cause an effect necessarily follows; and, on the other hand, if no definite cause be 
granted, it is impossible that an effect can follow. 
 
IV. The knowledge of an effect depends on and involves the knowledge of a cause. 
 
V. Things which have nothing in common cannot be understood, the one by means of the other; the conception 
of one does not involve the conception of the other. 
 
VI. A true idea must correspond with its ideate or object. 
 
VII. If a thing can be conceived as non-existing, its essence does not involve existence. 
 
Propositions. I. Substance is by nature prior to its modifications. 
 
>>>>>Proof—This is clear from Deff. iii. and v. 
 
II. Two substances, whose attributes are different, have nothing in common. 
 
>>>>>Proof—Also evident from Def. iii. For each must exist in itself, and be conceived through itself; in other 
words, the conception of one does not imply the conception of the other. 
 
III. Things which have nothing in common cannot be one the cause of the other. 
 
>>>>>Proof—If they have nothing in common, it follows that one cannot be apprehended by means of the 
other (Ax. v.), and, therefore, one cannot be the cause of the other (Ax. iv.). Q.E.D. 
 
IV. Two or more distinct things are distinguished one from the other, either by the difference of the attributes of 
the substances, or by the difference of their modifications. 
 
>>>>>Proof—Everything which exists, exists either in itself or in something else (Ax. i.),— that is (by Deff. 
iii. and v.), nothing is granted in addition to the understanding, except substance and its modifications. Nothing 
is, therefore, given besides the understanding, by which several things may be distinguished one from the other, 
except the substances, or, in other words (see Ax. iv.), their attributes and modifications. Q.E.D. 
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V. There cannot exist in the universe two or more substances having the same nature or attribute. 
 
>>>>>Proof—If several distinct substances be granted, they must be distinguished one from the other, either by 
the difference of their attributes, or by the difference of their modifications (Prop. iv.). If only by the difference 
of their attributes, it will be granted that there cannot be more than one with an identical attribute. If by the 
difference of their modifications—as substance is naturally prior to its modifications (Prop. i.)—it follows that 
setting the modifications aside, and considering substance in itself, that is truly, (Deff. iii and vi.), there cannot 
be conceived one substance different from another—that is (by Prop. iv.), there cannot be granted several 
substances, but one substance only. Q.E.D. 
 
VI. One substance cannot be produced by another substance. 
 
>>>>>Proof—It is impossible that there should be in the universe two substances with an identical attribute, i.e. 
which have anything common to them both (Prop ii.), and, therefore (Prop. iii.), one cannot be the cause of the 
other, neither can one be produced by the other. Q.E.D. 
 
<<<<<VI. Corollary—Hence it follows that a substance cannot be produced by anything external to itself. For 
in the universe nothing is granted, save substances and their modifications (as appears from Ax. i. and Deff. iii. 
and v.). Now (by the last Prop.) substance cannot be produced by another substance, therefore it cannot be 
produced by anything external to itself. Q.E.D. This is shown still more readily by the absurdity of the 
contradictory. For, if substance be produced by an external cause, the knowledge of it would depend on the 
knowledge of its cause (Ax. iv.), and (by Deff. iii.) it would itself not be substance. 
 
VII. Existence belongs to the nature of substances. 
 
>>>>>Proof—Substance cannot be produced by anything external (Cor., Prop vi.), it must, therefore, be its own 
cause—that is, its essence necessarily involves existence, or existence belongs to its nature. 
 
VIII. Every substance is necessarily infinite. 
 
>>>>>Proof—There can only be one substance with an identical attribute, and existence follows from its nature 
(Prop. vii.); its nature, therefore, involves existence, either as finite or infinite. It does not exist as finite, for (by 
Deff. ii.) it would then be limited by something else of the same kind, which would also necessarily exist (Prop. 
vii.); and there would be two substances with an identical attribute, which is absurd (Prop. v.). It therefore exists 
as infinite. Q.E.D. 
 
*****Note I.—As finite existence involves a partial negation, and infinite existence is the absolute affirmation 
of the given nature, it follows (solely from Prop. vii.) that every substance is necessarily infinite. 
 
*****Note II.—No doubt it will be difficult for those who think about things loosely, and have not been 
accustomed to know them by their primary causes, to comprehend the demonstration of Prop. vii.: for such 
persons make no distinction between the modifications of substances and the substances themselves, and are 
ignorant of the manner in which things are produced; hence they may attribute to substances the beginning 
which they observe in natural objects. Those who are ignorant of true causes make complete confusion—think 
that trees might talk just as well as men—that men might be formed from stones as well as from seed; and 
imagine that any form might be changed into any other. So, also, those who confuse the two natures, divine and 
human, readily attribute human passions to the deity, especially so long as they do not know how passions 
originate in the mind. But, if people would consider the nature of substance, they would have no doubt about 
the truth of Prop. vii. In fact, this proposition would be a universal axiom, and accounted a truism. For, by 
substance, would be understood that which is in itself, and is conceived through itself—that is, something of 
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which the conception requires not the conception of anything else; whereas modifications exist in something 
external to themselves, and a conception of them is formed by means of a conception of the things in which 
they exist. Therefore, we may have true ideas of non-existent modifications; for, although they may have no 
actual existence apart from the conceiving intellect, yet their essence is so involved in something external to 
themselves that they may through it be conceived. Whereas the only truth substances can have, external to the 
intellect, must consist in their existence, because they are conceived through themselves. Therefore, for a 
person to say that he has a clear and distinct—that is, a true—idea of a substance, but that he is not sure whether 
such substance exists, would be the same as if he said that he had a true idea, but was not sure whether or no it 
was false (a little consideration will make this plain); or if anyone affirmed that substance is created, it would be 
the same as saying that a false idea was true—in short, the height of absurdity. It must, then, necessarily be 
admitted that the existence of substance as its essence is an eternal truth. And we can hence conclude by another 
process of reasoning—that there is but one such substance. I think that this may profitably be done at once; and, 
in order to proceed regularly with the demonstration, we must premise:— 
 
+++++1. The true definition of a thing neither involves nor expresses anything beyond the nature of the thing 
defined. From this it follows that— 
 
+++++2. No definition implies or expresses a certain number of individuals, inasmuch as it expresses nothing 
beyond the nature of the thing defined. For instance, the definition of a triangle expresses nothing beyond the 
actual nature of a triangle: it does not imply any fixed number of triangles. 
 
+++++3. There is necessarily for each individual existent thing a cause why it should exist. 
 
+++++4. This cause of existence must either be contained in the nature and definition of the thing defined, or 
must be postulated apart from such definition. 
 
It therefore follows that, if a given number of individual things exist in nature, there must be some cause for the 
existence of exactly that number, neither more nor less. For example, if twenty men exist in the universe (for 
simplicity’s sake, I will suppose them existing simultaneously, and to have had no predecessors), and we want 
to account for the existence of these twenty men, it will not be enough to show the cause of human existence in 
general; we must also show why there are exactly twenty men, neither more nor less: for a cause must be 
assigned for the existence of each individual. Now this cause cannot be contained in the actual nature of man, 
for the true definition of man does not involve any consideration of the number twenty. Consequently, the cause 
for the existence of these twenty men, and, consequently, of each of them, must necessarily be sought externally 
to each individual. Hence we may lay down the absolute rule, that everything which may consist of several 
individuals must have an external cause. And, as it has been shown already that existence appertains to the 
nature of substance, existence must necessarily be included in its definition; and from its definition alone 
existence must be deducible. But from its definition (as we have shown, Notes ii., iii.), we cannot infer the 
existence of several substances; therefore it follows that there is only one substance of the same nature. Q.E.D. 
 
IX. The more reality or being a thing has, the greater the number of its attributes (Def. iv.). 
 
X. Each particular attribute of the one substance must be conceived through itself. 
 
>>>>>Proof—An attribute is that which the intellect perceives of substance, as constituting its essence (Def. 
iv.), and, therefore, must be conceived through itself (Def. iii.). Q.E.D. 
 
*****Note—It is thus evident that, though two attributes are, in fact, conceived as distinct—that is, one without 
the help of the other—yet we cannot, therefore, conclude that they constitute two entities, or two different 
substances. For it is the nature of substance that each of its attributes is conceived through itself, inasmuch as all 
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the attributes it has have always existed simultaneously in it, and none could be produced by any other; but each 
expresses the reality or being of substance. It is, then, far from an absurdity to ascribe several attributes to one 
substance: for nothing in nature is more clear than that each and every entity must be conceived under some 
attribute, and that its reality or being is in proportion to the number of its attributes expressing necessity or 
eternity and infinity. Consequently it is abundantly clear, that an absolutely infinite being must necessarily be 
defined as consisting in infinite attributes, each of which expresses a certain eternal and infinite essence. 
 
If anyone now ask, by what sign shall he be able to distinguish different substances, let him read the following 
propositions, which show that there is but one substance in the universe, and that it is absolutely infinite, 
wherefore such a sign would be sought in vain. 
 
XI. God, or substance, consisting of infinite attributes, of which each expresses eternal and infinite essentiality, 
necessarily exists. 
 
>>>>>Proof—If this be denied, conceive, if possible, that God does not exist: then his essence does not involve 
existence. But this (Prop. vii.) is absurd. Therefore God necessarily exists. 
 
>>>>>Another proof—Of everything whatsoever a cause or reason must be assigned, either for its existence, or 
for its non-existence—e.g. if a triangle exist, a reason or cause must be granted for its existence; if, on the 
contrary, it does not exist, a cause must also be granted, which prevents it from existing, or annuls its existence. 
This reason or cause must either be contained in the nature of the thing in question, or be external to it. For 
instance, the reason for the non-existence of a square circle is indicated in its nature, namely, because it would 
involve a contradiction. On the other hand, the existence of substance follows also solely from its nature, 
inasmuch as its nature involves existence. (See Prop. vii.) 
 
But the reason for the existence of a triangle or a circle does not follow from the nature of those figures, but 
from the order of universal nature in extension. From the latter it must follow, either that a triangle necessarily 
exists, or that it is impossible that it should exist. So much is self-evident. It follows therefrom that a thing 
necessarily exists, if no cause or reason be granted which prevents its existence. 
 
If, then, no cause or reason can be given, which prevents the existence of God, or which destroys his existence, 
we must certainly conclude that he necessarily does exist. If such a reason or cause should be given, it must 
either be drawn from the very nature of God, or be external to him—that is, drawn from another substance of 
another nature. For if it were of the same nature, God, by that very fact, would be admitted to exist. But 
substance of another nature could have nothing in common with God (by Prop. ii.), and therefore would be 
unable either to cause or to destroy his existence. 
 
As, then, a reason or cause which would annul the divine existence cannot be drawn from anything external to 
the divine nature, such cause must perforce, if God does not exist, be drawn from God’s own nature, which 
would involve a contradiction. To make such an affirmation about a being absolutely infinite and supremely 
perfect is absurd; therefore, neither in the nature of God, nor externally to his nature, can a cause or reason be 
assigned which would annul his existence. Therefore, God necessarily exists. Q.E.D. 
 
>>>>>Another proof—The potentiality of non-existence is a negation of power, and contrariwise the 
potentiality of existence is a power, as is obvious. If, then, that which necessarily exists is nothing but finite 
beings, such finite beings are more powerful than a being absolutely infinite, which is obviously absurd; 
therefore, either nothing exists, or else a being absolutely infinite necessarily exists also. Now we exist either in 
ourselves, or in something else which necessarily exists (see Ax. i. and Prop. vii.). Therefore a being absolutely 
infinite—in other words, God (Def. vi.)—necessarily exists. Q.E.D. 
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*****Note—In this last proof, I have purposely shown God’s existence ‘a posteriori,’ so that the proof might 
be more easily followed, not because, from the same premises, God’s existence does not follow ‘a priori.’ For, 
as the potentiality of existence is a power, it follows that, in proportion as reality increases in the nature of a 
thing, so also will it increase its strength for existence. Therefore a being absolutely infinite, such as God, has 
from himself an absolutely infinite power of existence, and hence he does absolutely exist. Perhaps there will be 
many who will be unable to see the force of this proof, inasmuch as they are accustomed only to consider those 
things which flow from external causes. Of such things, they see that those which quickly come to pass—that 
is, quickly come into existence—quickly also disappear; whereas they regard as more difficult of 
accomplishment —that is, not so easily brought into existence—those things which they conceive as more 
complicated. 
 
However, to do away with this misconception, I need not here show the measure of truth in the proverb, “What 
comes quickly, goes quickly,” nor discuss whether, from the point of view of universal nature, all things are 
equally easy, or otherwise: I need only remark that I am not here speaking of things, which come to pass 
through causes external to themselves, but only of substances which (by Prop. vi.) cannot be produced by any 
external cause. Things which are produced by external causes, whether they consist of many parts or few, owe 
whatsoever perfection or reality they possess solely to the efficacy of their external cause; wherefore the 
existence of substance must arise solely from its own nature, which is nothing else but its essence. Thus, the 
perfection of a thing does not annul its existence, but, on the contrary, asserts it. Imperfection, on the other 
hand, does annul it; therefore we cannot be more certain of the existence of anything, than of the existence of a 
being absolutely infinite or perfect—that is, of God. For inasmuch as his essence excludes all imperfection, and 
involves absolute perfection, all cause for doubt concerning his existence is done away, and the utmost certainty 
on the question is given. This, I think, will be evident to every moderately attentive reader. 
 
XII. No attribute of substance can be conceived from which it would follow that substance can be divided. 
 
>>>>>Proof—The parts into which substance as thus conceived would be divided either will retain the nature 
of substance, or they will not. If the former, then (by Prop. viii.) each part will necessarily be infinite, and (by 
Prop vi.) self-caused, and (by Prop. v.) will perforce consist of a different attribute, so that, in that case, several 
substances could be formed out of one substance, which (by Prop. vi.) is absurd. Moreover, the parts (by Prop. 
ii.) would have nothing in common with their whole, and the whole (by Def. iv. and Prop. X) could both exist 
and be conceived without its parts, which everyone will admit to be absurd. If we adopt the second 
alternative—namely, that the parts will not retain the nature of substance—then, if the whole substance were 
divided into equal parts, it would lose the nature of substance, and would cease to exist, which (by Prop. vii.) is 
absurd. 
 
XIII. Substance absolutely infinite is indivisible. 
 
>>>>>Proof—If it could be divided, the parts into which it was divided would either retain the nature of 
absolutely infinite substance, or they would not. If the former, we should have several substances of the same 
nature, which (by Prop. v.) is absurd. If the latter, then (by Prop. vii.) substance absolutely infinite could cease 
to exist, which (by Prop. xi.) is also absurd. 
 
<<<<  
 
*****Note—The indivisibility of substance may be more easily understood as follows. The nature of substance 
can only be conceived as infinite, and by a part of substance, nothing else can be understood than finite 
substance, which (by Prop. viii.) involves a manifest contradiction. 
 
XIV. Besides God no substance can be granted or conceived. 
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>>>>>Proof—As God is a being absolutely infinite, of whom no attribute that expresses the essence of 
substance can be denied (by Def. vi.), and he necessarily exists (by Prop. xi.); if any substance besides God 
were granted, it would have to be explained by some attribute of God, and thus two substances with the same 
attribute would exist, which (by Prop. v.) is absurd; therefore, besides God no substance can be granted, or 
consequently be conceived. If it could be conceived, it would necessarily have to be conceived as existent; but 
this (by the first part of this proof) is absurd. Therefore, besides God no substance can be granted or conceived. 
Q.E.D. 
 
<<<<  
 
<<<<II.—It follows: 2. That extension and thought are either attributes of God or (by Ax. i.) accidents 
(“affectiones”) of the attributes of God. 
 
XV. Whatsoever is, is in God, and without God nothing can be, or be conceived. 
 
>>>>>Proof—Besides God, no substance is granted or can be conceived (by Prop. xiv.), that is (by Def. iii.) 
nothing which is in itself and is conceived through itself. But modes (by Def. v.) can neither be, nor be 
conceived without substance; wherefore they can only be in the divine nature, and can only through it be 
conceived. But substances and modes form the sum total of existence (by Ax. i.), therefore, without God 
nothing can be, or be conceived. Q.E.D. 
 
*****Note—Some assert that God, like a man, consists of body and mind, and is susceptible of passions. How 
far such persons have strayed from the truth is sufficiently evident from what has been said. But these I pass 
over. For all who have in anywise reflected on the divine nature deny that God has a body. Of this they find 
excellent proof in the fact that we understand by body a definite quantity, so long, so broad, so deep, bounded 
by a certain shape, and it is the height of absurdity to predicate such a thing of God, a being absolutely infinite. 
But meanwhile by other reasons with which they try to prove their point, they show that they think corporeal or 
extended substance wholly apart from the divine nature, and say it was created by God. Wherefrom the divine 
nature can have been created, they are wholly ignorant; thus they clearly show that they do not know the 
meaning of their own words. I myself have proved sufficiently clearly, at any rate in my own judgment (Cor. 
Prop. vi., and Note 2, Prop. viii.), that no substance can be produced or created by anything other than itself. 
Further, I showed (in Prop. xiv.) that besides God no substance can be granted or conceived. Hence we drew the 
conclusion that extended substance is one of the infinite attributes of God. However, in order to explain more 
fully, I will refute the arguments of my adversaries, which all start from the following points:— 
 
Extended substance, in so far as it is substance, consists, as they think, in parts, wherefore they deny that it can 
be infinite, or consequently, that it can appertain to God. This they illustrate with many examples, of which I 
will take one or two. If extended substance, they say, is infinite, let it be conceived to be divided into two parts; 
each part will then be either finite or infinite. If the former, then infinite substance is composed of two finite 
parts, which is absurd. If the latter, then one infinite will be twice as large as another infinite, which is also 
absurd. 
 
Further, if an infinite line be measured out in foot lengths, it will consist of an infinite number of such parts; it 
would equally consist of an infinite number of parts, if each part measured only an inch: therefore, one infinity 
would be twelve times as great as the other. 
 
Lastly, if from a single point there be conceived to be drawn two diverging lines which at first are at a definite 
distance apart, but are produced to infinity, it is certain that the distance between the two lines will be 
continually increased, until at length it changes from definite to indefinable. As these absurdities follow, it is 
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said, from considering quantity as infinite, the conclusion is drawn that extended substance must necessarily be 
finite, and, consequently, cannot appertain to the nature of God. 
 
The second argument is also drawn from God’s supreme perfection. God, it is said, inasmuch as he is a 
supremely perfect being, cannot be passive; but extended substance, insofar as it is divisible, is passive. It 
follows, therefore, that extended substance does not appertain to the essence of God. 
 
Such are the arguments I find on the subject in writers, who by them try to prove that extended substance is 
unworthy of the divine nature, and cannot possibly appertain thereto. However, I think an attentive reader will 
see that I have already answered their propositions; for all their arguments are founded on the hypothesis that 
extended substance is composed of parts, and such a hypothesis I have shown (Prop. xii., and Cor. Prop. xiii.) to 
be absurd. Moreover, anyone who reflects will see that all these absurdities (if absurdities they be, which I am 
not now discussing), from which it is sought to extract the conclusion that extended substance is finite, do not at 
all follow from the notion of an infinite quantity, but merely from the notion that an infinite quantity is 
measurable, and composed of finite parts: therefore, the only fair conclusion to be drawn is that infinite quantity 
is not measurable, and cannot be composed of finite parts. This is exactly what we have already proved (in 
Prop. xii.). Wherefore the weapon which they aimed at us has in reality recoiled upon themselves. If, from this 
absurdity of theirs, they persist in drawing the conclusion that extended substance must be finite, they will in 
good sooth be acting like a man who asserts that circles have the properties of squares, and, finding himself 
thereby landed in absurdities, proceeds to deny that circles have any center, from which all lines drawn to the 
circumference are equal. For, taking extended substance, which can only be conceived as infinite, one, and 
indivisible (Props. viii., v., xii.) they assert, in order to prove that it is finite, that it is composed of finite parts, 
and that it can be multiplied and divided. 
 
So, also, others, after asserting that a line is composed of points, can produce many arguments to prove that a 
line cannot be infinitely divided. Assuredly it is not less absurd to assert that extended substance is made up of 
bodies or parts, than it would be to assert that a solid is made up of surfaces, a surface of lines, and a line of 
points. This must be admitted by all who know clear reason to be infallible, and most of all by those who deny 
the possibility of a vacuum. For if extended substance could be so divided that its parts were really separate, 
why should not one part admit of being destroyed, the others remaining joined together as before? And why 
should all be so fitted into one another as to leave no vacuum? Surely in the case of things, which are really 
distinct one from the other, one can exist without the other, and can remain in its original condition. As, then, 
there does not exist a vacuum in nature (of which anon), but all parts are bound to come together to prevent it, it 
follows from this that the parts cannot really be distinguished, and that extended substance in so far as it is 
substance cannot be divided. 
 
If anyone asks me the further question, Why are we naturally so prone to divide quantity? I answer, that 
quantity is conceived by us in two ways; in the abstract and superficially, as we imagine it; or as substance, as 
we conceive it solely by the intellect. If, then, we regard quantity as it is represented in our imagination, which 
we often and more easily do, we shall find that it is finite, divisible, and compounded of parts; but if we regard 
it as it is represented in our intellect, and conceive it as substance, which it is very difficult to do, we shall then, 
as I have sufficiently proved, find that it is infinite, one, and indivisible. This will be plain enough to all who 
make a distinction between the intellect and the imagination, especially if it be remembered that matter is 
everywhere the same, that its parts are not distinguishable, except in so far as we conceive matter as diversely 
modified, whence its parts are distinguished, not really, but modally. For instance, water, in so far as it is water, 
we conceive to be divided, and its parts to be separated one from the other; but not in so far as it is extended 
substance; from this point of view it is neither separated nor divisible. Further, water, in so far as it is water, is 
produced and corrupted; but, in so far as it is substance, it is neither produced nor corrupted. 
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I think I have now answered the second argument; it is, in fact, founded on the same assumption as the first—
namely, that matter, in so far as it is substance, is divisible, and composed of parts. Even if it were so, I do not 
know why it should be considered unworthy of the divine nature, inasmuch as besides God (by Prop. xiv.) no 
substance can be granted, wherefrom it could receive its modifications. All things, I repeat, are in God, and all 
things which come to pass, come to pass solely through the laws of the infinite nature of God, and follow (as I 
will shortly show) from the necessity of his essence. Wherefore it can in nowise be said that God is passive in 
respect to anything other than himself, or that extended substance is unworthy of the divine nature, even if it be 
supposed divisible, so long as it is granted to be infinite and eternal. But enough of this for the present. 
 
XVI. From the necessity of the divine nature must follow an infinite number of things in infinite ways—that is, 
all things which can fall within the sphere of infinite intellect. 
 
>>>>>Proof—This proposition will be clear to everyone, who remembers that from the given definition of any 
thing the intellect infers several properties, which really necessarily follow therefrom (that is, from the actual 
essence of the thing defined); and it infers more properties in proportion as the definition of the thing expresses 
more reality, that is, in proportion as the essence of the thing defined involves more reality. Now, as the divine 
nature has absolutely infinite attributes (by Def. vi.), of which each expresses infinite essence after its kind, it 
follows that from the necessity of its nature an infinite number of things (that is, everything which can fall 
within the sphere of an infinite intellect) must necessarily follow. Q.E.D. 
 
<<<<  
 
<<<<II.—It also follows that God is a cause in himself, and not through an accident of his nature. 
 
<<<<III.—It follows, thirdly, that God is the absolutely first cause. 
 
XVII. God acts solely by the laws of his own nature, and is not constrained by anyone. 
 
>>>>>Proof—We have just shown (in Prop. xvi.), that solely from the necessity of the divine nature, or, what is 
the same thing, solely from the laws of his nature, an infinite number of things absolutely follow in an infinite 
number of ways; and we proved (in Prop. xv.), that without God nothing can be nor be conceived; but that all 
things are in God. Wherefore nothing can exist outside himself, whereby he can be conditioned or constrained 
to act. Wherefore God acts solely by the laws of his own nature, and is not constrained by anyone. Q.E.D. 
 
<<<<  
 
<<<<II—It follows: 2. That God is the sole free cause. For God alone exists by the sole necessity of his nature 
(by Prop. xi. and Prop. xiv., Cor. i.), and acts by the sole necessity of his own nature, wherefore God is (by Def. 
vii.) the sole free cause. Q.E.D. 
 
*****Note—Others think that God is a free cause, because he can, as they think, bring it about, that those 
things which we have said follow from his nature—that is, which are in his power, should not come to pass, or 
should not be produced by him. But this is the same as if they said, that God could bring it about, that it should 
follow from the nature of a triangle that its three interior angles should not be equal to two right angles; or that 
from a given cause no effect should follow, which is absurd. 
 
Moreover, I will show below, without the aid of this proposition, that neither intellect nor will appertain to 
God’s nature. I know that there are many who think that they can show, that supreme intellect and free will do 
appertain to God’s nature; for they say they know of nothing more perfect, which they can attribute to God, 
than that which is the highest perfection in ourselves. Further, although they conceive God as actually 
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supremely intelligent, they yet do not believe that he can bring into existence everything which he actually 
understands, for they think that they would thus destroy God’s power. If, they contend, God had created 
everything which is in his intellect, he would not be able to create anything more, and this, they think, would 
clash with God’s omnipotence; therefore, they prefer to asset that God is indifferent to all things, and that he 
creates nothing except that which he has decided, by some absolute exercise of will, to create. However, I think 
I have shown sufficiently clearly (by Prop. xvi.) that from God’s supreme power, or infinite nature, an infinite 
number of things—that is, all things have necessarily flowed forth in an infinite number of ways, or always 
flow from the same necessity; in the same way as from the nature of a triangle it follows from eternity and for 
eternity, that its three interior angles are equal to two right angles. Wherefore the omnipotence of God has been 
displayed from all eternity, and will for all eternity remain in the same state of activity. This manner of treating 
the question attributes to God an omnipotence, in my opinion, far more perfect. For, otherwise, we are 
compelled to confess that God understands an infinite number of creatable things, which he will never be able 
to create, for, if he created all that he understands, he would, according to this showing, exhaust his 
omnipotence, and render himself imperfect. Wherefore, in order to establish that God is perfect, we should be 
reduced to establishing at the same time, that he cannot bring to pass everything over which his power extends; 
this seems to be a hypothesis most absurd, and most repugnant to God’s omnipotence. 
 
Further (to say a word concerning the intellect and the will which we attribute to God), if intellect and will 
appertain to the eternal essence of God, we must take these words in some significance quite different from 
those they usually bear. For intellect and will, which should constitute the essence of God, would perforce be as 
far apart as the poles from the human intellect and will, in fact, would have nothing in common with them but 
the name; there would be about as much correspondence between the two as there is between the Dog, the 
heavenly constellation, and a dog, an animal that barks. This I will prove as follows. If intellect belongs to the 
divine nature, it cannot be in nature, as ours is generally thought to be, posterior to, or simultaneous with the 
things understood, inasmuch as God is prior to all things by reason of his causality (Prop. xvi., Cor. i.). On the 
contrary, the truth and formal essence of things is as it is, because it exists by representation as such in the 
intellect of God. Wherefore the intellect of God, in so far as it is conceived to constitute God’s essence, is, in 
reality, the cause of things, both of their essence and of their existence. This seems to have been recognized by 
those who have asserted, that God’s intellect, God’s will, and God’s power, are one and the same. As, therefore, 
God’s intellect is the sole cause of things, namely, both of their essence and existence, it must necessarily differ 
from them in respect to its essence, and in respect to its existence. For a cause differs from a thing it causes, 
precisely in the quality which the latter gains from the former. 
 
For example, a man is the cause of another man’s existence, but not of his essence (for the latter is an eternal 
truth), and, therefore, the two men may be entirely similar in essence, but must be different in existence; and 
hence if the existence of one of them cease, the existence of the other will not necessarily cease also; but if the 
essence of one could be destroyed, and be made false, the essence of the other would be destroyed also. 
Wherefore, a thing which is the cause both of the essence and of the existence of a given effect, must differ 
from such effect both in respect to its essence, and also in respect to its existence. Now the intellect of God is 
the cause both of the essence and the existence of our intellect; therefore, the intellect of God in so far as it is 
conceived to constitute the divine essence, differs from our intellect both in respect to essence and in respect to 
existence, nor can it in anywise agree therewith save in name, as we said before. The reasoning would be 
identical in the case of the will, as anyone can easily see. 
 
XVIII. God is the indwelling and not the transient cause of all things. >>>>>Proof—All things which are, are in 
God, and must be conceived through God (by Prop. xv.), therefore (by Prop. xvi., Cor. i.) God is the cause of 
those things which are in him. This is our first point. Further, besides God there can be no substance (by Prop. 
xiv.), that is nothing in itself external to God. This is our second point. God, therefore, is the indwelling and not 
the transient cause of all things. Q.E.D. 
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XIX. God, and all the attributes of God, are eternal. >>>>>Proof—God (by Def. vi.) is substance, which (by 
Prop. xi.) necessarily exists, that is (by Prop. vii.) existence appertains to its nature, or (what is the same thing) 
follows from its definition; therefore, God is eternal (by Def. vii.). Further, by the attributes of God we must 
understand that which (by Def. iv.) expresses the essence of the divine substance—in other words, that which 
appertains to substance: that, I say, should be involved in the attributes of substance. Now eternity appertains to 
the nature of substance (as I have already shown in Prop. vii.); therefore, eternity must appertain to each of the 
attributes, and thus all are eternal. Q.E.D. 
 
*****Note—This proposition is also evident from the manner in which (in Prop. xi.) I demonstrated the 
existence of God; it is evident, I repeat, from that proof, that the existence of God, like his essence, is an eternal 
truth. Further (in Prop. xix. of my “Principles of the Cartesian Philosophy”), I have proved the eternity of God, 
in another manner, which I need not here repeat. 
 
XX. The existence of God and his essence are one and the same. 
 
>>>>>Proof—God (by the last Prop.) and all his attributes are eternal, that is (by Def. viii.) each of his 
attributes expresses existence. Therefore the same attributes of God which explain his eternal essence, explain 
at the same time his eternal existence—in other words, that which constitutes God’s essence constitutes at the 
same time his existence. Wherefore God’s existence and God’s essence are one and the same. Q.E.D. 
 
<<<<  
 
<<<<II.—Secondly, it follows that God, and all the attributes of God, are unchangeable. For if they could be 
changed in respect to existence, they must also be able to be changed in respect to essence—that is, obviously, 
be changed from true to false, which is absurd. 
 
XXI. All things which follow from the absolute nature of any attribute of God must always exist and be infinite, 
or, in other words, are eternal and infinite through the said attribute. 
 
>>>>>Proof—Conceive, if it be possible (supposing the proposition to be denied), that something in some 
attribute of God can follow from the absolute nature of the said attribute, and that at the same time it is finite, 
and has a conditioned existence or duration; for instance, the idea of God expressed in the attribute thought. 
Now thought, in so far as it is supposed to be an attribute of God, is necessarily (by Prop. xi.) in its nature 
infinite. But, in so far as it possesses the idea of God, it is supposed finite. It cannot, however, be conceived as 
finite, unless it be limited by thought (by Def. ii.); but it is not limited by thought itself, in so far as it has 
constituted the idea of God (for so far it is supposed to be finite); therefore, it is limited by thought, in so far as 
it has not constituted the idea of God, which nevertheless (by Prop. xi.) must necessarily exist. 
 
We have now granted, therefore, thought not constituting the idea of God, and, accordingly, the idea of God 
does not naturally follow from its nature in so far as it is absolute thought (for it is conceived as constituting, 
and also as not constituting, the idea of God), which is against our hypothesis. Wherefore, if the idea of God 
expressed in the attribute thought, or, indeed, anything else in any attribute of God (for we may take any 
example, as the proof is of universal application) follows from the necessity of the absolute nature of the said 
attribute, the said thing must necessarily be infinite, which was our first point. 
 
Furthermore, a thing which thus follows from the necessity of the nature of any attribute cannot have a limited 
duration. For if it can, suppose a thing, which follows from the necessity of the nature of some attribute, to exist 
in some attribute of God, for instance, the idea of God expressed in the attribute thought, and let it be supposed 
at some time not to have existed, or to be about not to exist. 
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Now thought being an attribute of God must necessarily exist unchanged (by Prop. xi., and Prop. xx., Cor. ii.); 
and beyond the limits of the duration of the idea of God (supposing the latter at some time not to have existed, 
or not to be going to exist) thought would perforce have existed without the idea of God, which is contrary to 
our hypothesis, for we supposed that, thought being given, the idea of God necessarily flowed therefrom. 
Therefore the idea of God expressed in thought, or anything which necessarily follows from the absolute nature 
of some attribute of God, cannot have a limited duration, but through the said attribute is eternal, which is our 
second point. Bear in mind that the same proposition may be affirmed of anything, which in any attribute 
necessarily follows from God’s absolute nature. 
 
XXII. Whatsoever follows from any attribute of God, in so far as it is modified by a modification, which exists 
necessarily and as infinite, through the said attribute, must also exist necessarily and as infinite. 
 
>>>>>Proof—The proof of this proposition is similar to that of the preceding one. 
 
XXIII. Every mode, which exists both necessarily and as infinite, must necessarily follow either from the 
absolute nature of some attribute of God, or from an attribute modified by a modification which exists 
necessarily, and as infinite. 
 
>>>>>Proof—A mode exists in something else, through which it must be conceived (Def. v.), that is (Prop. 
xv.), it exists solely in God, and solely through God can be conceived. If therefore a mode is conceived as 
necessarily existing and infinite, it must necessarily be inferred or perceived through some attribute of God, in 
so far as such attribute is conceived as expressing the infinity and necessity of existence, in other words (Def. 
viii.) eternity; that is, in so far as it is considered absolutely. A mode, therefore, which necessarily exists as 
infinite, must follow from the absolute nature of some attribute of God, either immediately (Prop. xxi.) or 
through the means of some modification, which follows from the absolute nature of the said attribute; that is (by 
Prop. xxii.), which exists necessarily and as infinite. 
 
XXIV. The essence of things produced by God does not involve existence. 
 
>>>>>Proof—This proposition is evident from Def. i. For that of which the nature (considered in itself) 
involves existence is self-caused, and exists by the sole necessity of its own nature. 
 
<<<<  
 
XXV. God is the efficient cause not only of the existence of things, but also of their essence. 
 
>>>>>Proof—If this be denied, then God is not the cause of the essence of things; and therefore the essence of 
things can (by Ax. iv.) be conceived without God. This (by Prop. xv.) is absurd. Therefore, God is the cause of 
the essence of things. Q.E.D. 
 
*****Note—This proposition follows more clearly from Prop. xvi. For it is evident thereby that, given the 
divine nature, the essence of things must be inferred from it, no less than their existence—in a word, God must 
be called the cause of all things, in the same sense as he is called the cause of himself. This will be made still 
clearer by the following corollary. 
 
<<<<  
 
XXVI. A thing which is conditioned to act in a particular manner, has necessarily been thus conditioned by 
God; and that which has not been conditioned by God cannot condition itself to act. 
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>>>>>Proof—That by which things are said to be conditioned to act in a particular manner is necessarily 
something positive (this is obvious); therefore both of its essence and of its existence God by the necessity of 
his nature is the efficient cause (Props. xxv. and xvi.); this is our first point. Our second point is plainly to be 
inferred therefrom. For if a thing, which has not been conditioned by God, could condition itself, the first part 
of our proof would be false, and this, as we have shown is absurd. 
 
XXVII. A thing, which has been conditioned by God to act in a particular way, cannot render itself 
unconditioned. 
 
>>>>>Proof—This proposition is evident from Ax. iii. 
 
XXVIII. Every individual thing, or everything which is finite and has a conditioned existence, cannot exist or 
be conditioned to act, unless it be conditioned for existence and action by a cause other than itself, which also is 
finite, and has a conditioned existence; and likewise this cause cannot in its turn exist, or be conditioned to act, 
unless it be conditioned for existence and action by another cause, which also is finite, and has a conditioned 
existence, and so on to infinity. 
 
>>>>>Proof—Whatsoever is conditioned to exist and act, has been thus conditioned by God (by Prop. xxvi. 
and Prop. xxiv., Cor.) 
 
But that which is finite, and has a conditioned existence, cannot be produced by the absolute nature of any 
attribute of God; for whatsoever follows from the absolute nature of any attribute of God is infinite and eternal 
(by Prop. xxi.). It must, therefore, follow from some attribute of God, in so far as the said attribute is considered 
as in some way modified; for substance and modes make up the sum total of existence (by Ax. i. and Def. iii., 
v.), while modes are merely modifications of the attributes of God. But from God, or from any of his attributes, 
in so far as the latter is modified by a modification infinite and eternal, a conditioned thing cannot follow. 
Wherefore it must follow from, or be conditioned for, existence and action by God or one of his attributes, in so 
far as the latter are modified by some modification which is finite, and has a conditioned existence. This is our 
first point. Again, this cause or this modification (for the reason by which we established the first part of this 
proof) must in its turn be conditioned by another cause, which also is finite, and has a conditioned existence, 
and, again, this last by another (for the same reason); and so on (for the same reason) to infinity. Q.E.D. 
 
*****Note—As certain things must be produced immediately by God, namely those things which necessarily 
follow from his absolute nature, through the means of these primary attributes, which, nevertheless, can neither 
exist nor be conceived without God, it follows: 1. That God is absolutely the proximate cause of those things 
immediately produced by him. I say absolutely, not after his kind, as is usually stated. For the effects of God 
cannot either exist or be conceived without a cause (Prop. xv. and Prop. xxiv. Cor.). 2. That God cannot 
properly be styled the remote cause of individual things, except for the sake of distinguishing these from what 
he immediately produces, or rather from what follows from his absolute nature. For, by a remote cause, we 
understand a cause which is in no way conjoined to the effect. But all things which are, are in God, and so 
depend on God, that without him they can neither be nor be conceived. 
 
XXIX. Nothing in the universe is contingent, but all things are conditioned to exist and operate in a particular 
manner by the necessity of the divine nature. 
 
>>>>>Proof—Whatsoever is, is in God (Prop. xv.). But God cannot be called a thing contingent. For (by Prop. 
xi.) he exists necessarily, and not contingently. Further, the modes of the divine nature follow therefrom 
necessarily, and not contingently (Prop. xvi.); and they thus follow, whether we consider the divine nature 
absolutely, or whether we consider it as in any way conditioned to act (Prop. xxvii.). Further, God is not only 
the cause of these modes, in so far as they simply exist (by Prop. xxiv., Cor.), but also in so far as they are 
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considered as conditioned for operating in a particular manner (Prop. xxvi.). If they be not conditioned by God 
(Prop. xxvi.), it is impossible, and not contingent, that they should condition themselves; contrariwise, if they 
be conditioned by God, it is impossible, and not contingent, that they should render themselves unconditioned. 
Wherefore all things are conditioned by the necessity of the divine nature, not only to exist, but also to exist and 
operate in a particular manner, and there is nothing that is contingent. Q.E.D. 
 
*****Note—Before going any further, I wish here to explain, what we should understand by nature viewed as 
active (natura naturans), and nature viewed as passive (natura naturata). I say to explain, or rather call attention 
to it, for I think that, from what has been said, it is sufficiently clear, that by nature viewed as active we should 
understand that which is in itself, and is conceived through itself, or those attributes of substance, which express 
eternal and infinite essence, in other words (Prop. xiv., Cor. i., and Prop. xvii., Cor. ii.) God, in so far as he is 
considered as a free cause. 
 
By nature viewed as passive I understand all that which follows from the necessity of the nature of God, or of 
any of the attributes of God, that is, all the modes of the attributes of God, in so far as they are considered as 
things which are in God, and which without God cannot exist or be conceived. 
 
XXX. Intellect, in function (actu) finite, or in function infinite, must comprehend the attributes of God and the 
modifications of God, and nothing else. 
 
>>>>>Proof—A true idea must agree with its object (Ax. vi.); in other words (obviously) that which is 
contained in the intellect in representation must necessarily be granted in nature. But in nature (by Prop. xiv., 
Cor. i.) there is no substance save God, nor any modifications save those (Prop. xv.) which are in God, and 
cannot without God either be or be conceived. Therefore the intellect, in function finite, or in function infinite, 
must comprehend the attributes of God and the modifications of God, and nothing else. Q.E.D. 
 
XXXI. The intellect in function, whether finite or infinite, as will, desire, love, &c., should be referred to 
passive nature and not to active nature. 
 
>>>>>Proof—By the intellect we do not (obviously) mean absolute thought, but only a certain mode of 
thinking, differing from other modes, such as love, desire, &c., and therefore (Def. v.) requiring to be conceived 
through absolute thought. It must (by Prop. xv. and Def. vi.), through some attribute of God which expresses the 
eternal and infinite essence of thought, be so conceived, that without such attribute it could neither be nor be 
conceived. It must therefore be referred to nature passive rather than to nature active, as must also the other 
modes of thinking. Q.E.D. 
 
*****Note—I do not here, by speaking of intellect in function, admit that there is such a thing as intellect in 
potentiality: but, wishing to avoid all confusion, I desire to speak only of what is most clearly perceived by us, 
namely, of the very act of understanding, than which nothing is more clearly perceived. For we cannot perceive 
anything without adding to our knowledge of the act of understanding. 
 
XXXII. Will cannot be called a free cause, but only a necessary cause. 
 
>>>>>Proof—Will is only a particular mode of thinking, like intellect; therefore (by Prop. xxviii.) no volition 
can exist, nor be conditioned to act, unless it be conditioned by some cause other than itself, which cause is 
conditioned by a third cause, and so on to infinity. But if will be supposed infinite, it must also be conditioned 
to exist and act by God, not by virtue of his being substance absolutely infinite, but by virtue of his possessing 
an attribute which expresses the infinite and eternal essence of thought (by Prop. xxiii.). Thus, however it be 
conceived, whether as finite or infinite, it requires a cause by which it should be conditioned to exist and act. 
Thus (Def. vii.) it cannot be called a free cause, but only a necessary or constrained cause. Q.E.D. 
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<<<<  
 
<<<<II—It follows, secondly, that will and intellect stand in the same relation to the nature of God as do 
motion, and rest, and absolutely all natural phenomena, which must be conditioned by God (Prop. xxix.) to exist 
and act in a particular manner. For will, like the rest, stands in need of a cause, by which it is conditioned to 
exist and act in a particular manner. And although, when will or intellect be granted, an infinite number of 
results may follow, yet God cannot on that account be said to act from freedom of the will, any more than the 
infinite number of results from motion and rest would justify us in saying that motion and rest act by free will. 
Wherefore will no more appertains to God than does anything else in nature, but stands in the same relation to 
him as motion, rest, and the like, which we have shown to follow from the necessity of the divine nature, and to 
be conditioned by it to exist and act in a particular manner. 
 
XXXIII. Things could not have been brought into being by God in any manner or in any order different from 
that which has in fact obtained. 
 
>>>>>Proof—All things necessarily follow from the nature of God (Prop. xvi.), and by the nature of God are 
conditioned to exist and act in a particular way (Prop. xxix). If things, therefore, could have been of a different 
nature, or have been conditioned to act in a different way, so that the order of nature would have been different, 
God’s nature would also have been able to be different from what it now is; and therefore (by Prop. xi.)that 
different nature also would have perforce existed, and consequently there would have been able to be two or 
more Gods. This (by Prop. xiv., Cor. i.) is absurd. Therefore, things could not have been brought into being by 
God in any other manner, &c. Q.E.D. 
 
*****Note I—As I have thus shown, more clearly than the sun at noonday, that there is nothing to justify us in 
calling things contingent, I wish to explain briefly what meaning we shall attach to the word contingent; but I 
will first explain the words necessary and impossible. 
 
A thing is called necessary either in respect to its essence or in respect to its cause; for the existence of a thing 
necessarily follows, either from its essence and definition, or from a given efficient cause. For similar reasons a 
thing is said to be impossible; namely, inasmuch as its essence or definition involves a contradiction, or because 
no external cause is granted, which is conditioned to produce such an effect; but a thing can in no respect be 
called contingent, save in relation to the imperfection of our knowledge. 
 
A thing of which we do not know whether the essence does or does not involve a contradiction, or of which, 
knowing that it does not involve a contradiction, we are still in doubt concerning the existence, because the 
order of causes escapes us,—such a thing, I say, cannot appear to us either necessary or impossible. Wherefore 
we call it contingent or possible. 
 
*****Note II—It clearly follows from what we have said, that things have been brought into being by God in 
the highest perfection, inasmuch as they have necessarily followed from a most perfect nature. Nor does this 
prove any imperfection in God, for it has compelled us to affirm his perfection. From its contrary proposition, 
we should clearly gather (as I have just shown), that God is not supremely perfect, for if things had been 
brought into being in any other way, we should have to assign to God a nature different from that, which we are 
bound to attribute to him from the consideration of an absolutely perfect being. 
 
I do not doubt, that many will scout this idea as absurd, and will refuse to give their minds up to contemplating 
it, simply because they are accustomed to assign to God a freedom very different from that which we (Def. vii.) 
have deduced. They assign to him, in short, absolute free will. However, I am also convinced that if such 
persons reflect on the matter, and duly weigh in their minds our series of propositions, they will reject such 
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freedom as they now attribute to God, not only as nugatory, but also as a great impediment to organized 
knowledge. There is no need for me to repeat what I have said in the note to Prop. xvii. But, for the sake of my 
opponents, I will show further, that although it be granted that will pertains to the essence of God, it 
nevertheless follows from his perfection, that things could not have been by him created other than they are, or 
in a different order; this is easily proved, if we reflect on what our opponents themselves concede, namely, that 
it depends solely on the decree and will of God, that each thing is what it is. If it were otherwise, God would not 
be the cause of all things. Further, that all the decrees of God have been ratified from all eternity by God 
himself. If it were otherwise, God would be convicted of imperfection or change. But in eternity there is no 
such thing as when, before, or after; hence it follows solely from the perfection of God, that God never can 
decree, or never would have decreed anything but what is; that God did not exist before his decrees, and would 
not exist without them. But, it is said, supposing that God had made a different universe, or had ordained other 
decrees from all eternity concerning nature and her order, we could not therefore conclude any imperfection in 
God. But persons who say this must admit that God can change his decrees. For if God had ordained any 
decrees concerning nature and her order, different from those which he has ordained—in other words, if he had 
willed and conceived something different concerning nature—he would perforce have had a different intellect 
from that which he has, and also a different will. But if it were allowable to assign to God a different intellect 
and a different will, without any change in his essence or his perfection, what would there be to prevent him 
changing the decrees which he has made concerning created things, and nevertheless remaining perfect? For his 
intellect and will concerning things created and their order are the same, in respect to his essence and 
perfection, however they be conceived. 
 
Further, all the philosophers whom I have read admit that God’s intellect is entirely actual, and not at all 
potential; as they also admit that God’s intellect, and God’s will, and God’s essence are identical, it follows 
that, if God had had a different actual intellect and a different will, his essence would also have been different; 
and thus, as I concluded at first, if things had been brought into being by God in a different way from that which 
has obtained, God’s intellect and will, that is (as is admitted) his essence would perforce have been different, 
which is absurd. 
 
As these things could not have been brought into being by God in any but the actual way and order which has 
obtained; and as the truth of this proposition follows from the supreme perfection of God; we can have no sound 
reason for persuading ourselves to believe that God did not wish to create all the things which were in his 
intellect, and to create them in the same perfection as he had understood them. 
 
But, it will be said, there is in things no perfection nor imperfection; that which is in them, and which causes 
them to be called perfect or imperfect, good or bad, depends solely on the will of God. If God had so willed, he 
might have brought it about that what is now perfection should be extreme imperfection, and vice versa. What 
is such an assertion, but an open declaration that God, who necessarily understands that which he wishes, might 
bring it about by his will, that he should understand things differently from the way in which he does 
understand them? This (as we have just shown) is the height of absurdity. Wherefore, I may turn the argument 
against its employers, as follows:—All things depend on the power of God. In order that things should be 
different from what they are, God’s will would necessarily have to be different. But God’s will cannot be 
different (as we have just most clearly demonstrated) from God’s perfection. Therefore neither can things be 
different. I confess, that the theory which subjects all things to the will of an indifferent deity, and asserts that 
they are all dependent on his fiat, is less far from the truth than the theory of those, who maintain that God acts 
in all things with a view of promoting what is good. For these latter persons seem to set up something beyond 
God, which does not depend on God, but which God in acting looks to as an exemplar, or which he aims at as a 
definite goal. This is only another name for subjecting God to the dominion of destiny, an utter absurdity in 
respect to God, whom we have shown to be the first and only free cause of the essence of all things and also of 
their existence. I need, therefore, spend no time in refuting such wild theories. 
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XXXIV. God’s power is identical with his essence. 
 
>>>>>Proof—From the sole necessity of the essence of God it follows that God is the cause of himself (Prop. 
xi.) and of all things (Prop. xvi. and Cor.). Wherefore the power of God, by which he and all things are and act, 
is identical with his essence. Q.E.D. 
 
XXXV. Whatsoever we conceive to be in the power of God, necessarily exists. 
 
>>>>>Proof—Whatsoever is in God’s power, must (by the last Prop.) be comprehended in his essence in such a 
manner, that it necessarily follows therefrom, and therefore necessarily exists. Q.E.D. 
 
XXXVI. There is no cause from whose nature some effect does not follow. 
 
>>>>>Proof—Whatsoever exists expresses God’s nature or essence in a given conditioned manner (by Prop. 
xxv., Cor.); that is, (by Prop. xxxiv.), whatsoever exists, expresses in a given conditioned manner God’s power, 
which is the cause of all things, therefore an effect must (by Prop. xvi.) necessarily follow. Q.E.D. 
 

 
Gottfried Willhelm Leibniz 
 
The Monadology 
 
1. The monad of which we shall here speak is merely a simple substance, which enters into composites; simple, 
that is to say, without parts. 
2. And there must be simple substances, since there are composites; for the composite is only a collection or 
aggregatum of simple substances. 
3. Now where there are no parts, neither extension, nor figure, nor divisibility is possible. And these monads are 
the true atoms of nature, and, in a word, the elements of all things. 
4. Their dissolution also is not at all to be feared, and there is no conceivable way in which a simple substance 
can perish naturally. 
5. For the same reason there is no conceivable way in which a simple substance can begin naturally, since it 
cannot be formed by composition. 
6. Thus it may be said that the monads can only begin or end all at once, that is to say, they can only begin by 
creation and end by annihilation; whereas that which is composite begins or ends by parts. 
7. There is also no way of explaining how a monad can be altered or changed in its inner being by any other 
creature, for nothing can be transposed within it, nor can there be conceived in it any internal movement which 
can be excited, directed, augmented or diminished within it, as can be done in composites, where there is 
change among the parts. The monads have no windows through which anything can enter or depart. The 
accidents cannot detach themselves nor go about outside of substances, as did formerly the sensible species of 
the Schoolmen. Thus neither substance nor accident can enter a monad from outside. 
8. Nevertheless, the monads must have some qualities, otherwise they would not even be entities. And if simple 
substances did not differ at all in their qualities there would be no way of perceiving any change in things, since 
what is in the compound can only come from the simple ingredients, and the monads, if they had no qualities, 
would be indistinguishable from one another, seeing also they do not differ in quantity. Consequently, a plenum 
being supposed, each place would always receive, in any motion, only the equivalent of what it had had before, 
and one state of things would be indistinguishable from another. 
9. It is necessary, indeed, that each monad be different from every other. For there are never in nature two 
beings which are exactly alike and in which it is not possible to find an internal difference, or one founded upon 
an intrinsic quality (denomination). 
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10. 1 take it also for granted that every created being, and consequently the created monad also, is subject to 
change, and even that this change is continuous in each. 
11. It follows from what has just been said, that the natural changes of the monads proceeds from an internal 
principle, since an external cause could not influence their inner being. 
12. But, besides the principle of change, there must be an individuating detail of changes, which forms, so to 
speak, the specification and variety of the simple substances. 
13. This detail must involve a multitude in the unity or in that which is simple. For since every natural change 
takes place by degrees, something changes and something remains; and consequently, there must be in the 
simple substance a plurality of affections and of relations, although it has no parts. 
14. The passing state, which involves and represents a multitude in unity or in the simple substance, is nothing 
else than what is called perception, which must be distinguished from apperception or consciousness, as will 
appear in what follows. ... 
15. The action of the internal principle which causes the change or the passage from one perception to another, 
may be called appetition; it is true that desire cannot always completely attain to the whole perception to which 
it ends, but it always attains something of it and reaches new perceptions. 
16. We experience in ourselves a multiplicity in a simple substance, when we find that the most trifling thought 
of which we are conscious involves a variety in the object. Thus all those who admit that the soul is a simple 
substance ought to admit this multiplicity in the monad. ... 
18. The name of entelechies might be given to all simple substances or created monads, for they have within 
themselves a certain perfection. ... 
19. If we choose to give the name soul to everything that has perceptions and desires in the general sense which 
I have just explained, all simple substances or created monads may be called souls, but as feeling is something 
more than a simple perception. I am willing that the general name of monads or entelechies shall suffice for 
those simple substances which have only perception, and that those substances only shall be called souls whose 
perception is more distinct and is accompanied by memory. ... 
29. But the knowledge of necessary and eternal truths is what distinguishes us from mere animals and furnishes 
us with reason and the sciences, raising us to a knowledge of ourselves and of God. This is what we call the 
rational soul or spirit in us. 
30. It is also by the knowledge of necessary truths, and by their abstractions, that we rise to acts of reflection, 
which make us think of that which calls itself "!", and to observe that this or that is within us: and it is thus that, 
in thinking of ourselves, we think of being, of substance, simple or composite, of the immaterial and of God 
himself, conceiving that what is limited in us is in him without limits. And these reflective acts furnish the 
principal objects of our seasonings. 
31. Our reasonings are founded on two great principles, that of contradiction, in virtue of which we judge that to 
be false which involves contradiction, and that true, which is opposed or contradictory to the false. 
32. And that of sufficient reason, in virtue of which we hold that no fact can be real or existent, no statement 
true, unless there be a sufficient reason why it is so and not otherwise, although most often these reasons cannot 
be known to us. 
33. There are also two kinds of truths, those of reasoning and those of fact Truths of reasoning are necessary 
and their opposite is impossible, and those of fact are contingent and their opposite is possible. When a truth is 
necessary its reason can be found by analysis, resolving it into more simple ideas and truths until we reach those 
which are primitive. 
34. It is thus that mathematicians by analysis reduce speculative theorems and practical canons to definitions, 
axioms and postulates. 
35. And there are finally simple ideas, definitions of which cannot be given; there are also axioms and 
postulates, in a word, primary principles, which cannot be proved, and indeed need no proof; and these are 
identical propositions, whose opposite involves an express contradiction. 
36. But there must also be a sufficient reason for contingent truths or those of fact,-that is, for the sequence of 
things diffused through the universe of created objects-where the resolution into particular reasons might run 
into a detail without limits, on account of the immense variety of the things in nature and the division of bodies 
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ad infinitum. There is an infinity of figures and of movements, present and past, which enter into the efficient 
cause of my present writing, and there is an infinity of slight inclinations and dispositions, past and present, of 
my soul, which enter into the final cause. 
37. And as all this detail only involves other contingents, anterior or more detailed, each one of which needs a 
like analysis for its explanation, we make no advance: and the sufficient or final reason must be outside of the 
sequence or series of this detail of contingencies, however infinite it may be. 
38. And thus it is that the final reason of things must be found in a neccessary substance, in which the detail of 
changes exists only eminently, as in their source; and this is what we call God. 
39. Now this substance, being a sufficient reason of all this detail, which also is linked together throughout, 
there is but one God, and this God is sufficient. 
40. We may also conclude that this supreme substance, which is unique, universal and necessary, having 
nothing outside of itself which is independent of it, and being a pure consequence of possible being, must be 
incapable of limitations and must contain as much of reality as is possible. 
41. Whence it follows that God is absolutely perfect, perfection being only the magnitude of positive reality 
taken in its strictest meaning, setting aside the limits or bounds in things which have them. And where there are 
no limits, that is, in God, perfection is absolutely infinite. 
42. It follows also that the creatures have their perfections from the influence of God, but that their 
imperfections arise from their own nature, incapable of existing without limits. For it is by this that they are 
distinguished from God. 
43. It is also true that in God is the source not only of existences but also of essences, so far as they are real, or 
of that which is real in the possible. This is because the understanding of God is the region of eternal truths, or 
of the ideas on which they depend, and because, without him, there would be nothing real in the possibilities, 
and not only nothing existing but also nothing possible. 
44. For, if there is a reality in essences or possibilities or indeed in the eternal truths, this reality must be 
founded in something existing and actual, and consequently in the existence of the necessary being, in whom 
essence involves existence, or with whom it is sufficient to be possible in order to be actual. 
45. Hence God alone (or the necessary being) has this prerogative, that he must exist if he is possible. And since 
nothing can hinder the possibility of that which possesses no limitations, no negation, and, consequently, no 
contradiction, this alone is sufficient to establish the existence of God a priori. We have also proved it by the 
reality of the eternal truths. But we have a little while ago [SS36-39] proved it also a posteriori, since contingent 
beings exist, which can only have their final or sufficient reason in a necessary being who has the reason of his 
existence in himself. 
46. Yet we must not imagine, as some do, that the eternal truths, being dependent upon God, are arbitrary and 
depend upon his will, as Descartes seems to have held, and afterwards M. Poiret. This is true only of contingent 
truths, the principle of which is fitness or the choice of the best, whereas necessary truths depend solely on his 
understanding and are its internal object. 
47. Thus God alone is the primitive unity or the original simple substance; of which all created or derived 
monads are the products, and are generated, so to speak, by continual fulgurations of the Divinity, from moment 
to moment, limited by the receptivity of the creature, to whom limitation is essential. ... 
51. But in simple substances the influence of one monad upon another is purely ideal and it can have its effect 
only through the intervention of God, inasmuch as in the ideas of God a monad may demand with reason that 
God in regulating the others from the commencement of things, have regard to it. For since a created monad can 
have no physical influence upon the inner being of another, it is only in this way that one can be dependent 
upon another. ... 
53. Now, as there is an infinity of possible universes in the ideas of God, and as only one of them can exist, 
there must be a sufficient reason for the choice of God, which determines him to select one rather than another. 
54. And this reason can only be found in the fitness, or in the degrees of perfection, which these worlds contain, 
each possible world having a right to claim existence according to the measure of perfection which it possesses. 
55. And this is the cause of the existence of the Best; namely, that his wisdom makes it known to God, his 
goodness makes him choose it, and his power makes him produce it. 
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56. Now this connection, or this adaptation, of all created things to each and of each to all, brings it about that 
each simple substance has relations which express all the others, and that, consequently, it is a perpetual living 
mirror of the universe.... 
60. Besides, we can see, in what I have just said, the a priori reasons why things could not be otherwise than 
they are. Because God, in regulating all, has had regard to each part, and particularly to each monad, whose 
nature being representative, nothing can limit it to representing only a part of things; although it may be true 
that this representation is but confused as regards the detail of the whole universe, and can be distinct only in 
the case of a small part of things, that is to say, in the case of those which are nearest or greatest in relation to 
each of the monads; otherwise each monad would be a divinity. It is not as regards the object but only as 
regards the modification of the knowledge of the object, that monads are limited. They all tend confusedly 
toward the infinite, toward the whole; but they are limited and differentiated by the degrees of their distinct 
perceptions. 
61. And composite substances are analogous in this respect with simple substances. For since the world is a 
plenum, rendering all matter connected, and since in a plenum every motion has some effect on distant bodies 
in proportion to their distance, so that each body is affected not only by those in contact with it, and feels in 
some way all that happens to them, but also by their means is affected by those which are in contact with the 
former, with which it itself is in immediate contact, it follows that this intercommunication extends to any 
distance whatever. And consequently, each body feels all that happens in the universe, so that he who sees all, 
might read in each that which happens everywhere, and even that which has been or shall be, discovering in the 
present that which is removed in time as well as in space. ... 
62. Thus, although each created monad represents the entire universe, it represents more distinctly the body 
which is particularly attached to it, and of which it forms the entelechy; and as this body expresses the whole 
universe through the connection of all matter in a plenum, the soul also represents the whole universe in 
representing this body, which belongs to it in a particular way. 63. The body belonging to a monad, which is its 
entelechy or soul, constitutes together with the entelechy what may be called a living being, and together with 
the soul what may be called an animal. ... 
64. Thus each organic body of a living being is a kind of divine machine or natural automaton, which infinitely 
surpasses all artificial automata. Because a machine which is made by man's art is not a machine in each one of 
its parts; for example, the teeth of a brass wheel have parts or fragments which to us are no longer artificial and 
have nothing in themselves to show the special use to which the wheel was intended in the machine. But 
nature's machines, that is, living bodies, are machines even in their smallest parts ad infinitum. Herein lies the 
difference between nature and art, that is, between the divine art and ours. . . . 
66. Whence we see that there is a world of creatures, of living beings, of animals, of entelechies, of souls, in the 
smallest particle of matter. 
67. Each portion of matter may be conceived of as a garden full of plants, and as a pond full of fishes. But each 
branch of the plant, each member of the animal, each drop of its humors is also such a garden or such a pond. ... 
69. Therefore there is nothing fallow, nothing sterile, nothing dead in the universe, no chaos, no confusion 
except in appearance; somewhat as a pond would appear from a distance, in which we might see the confused 
movement and swarming, so to speak, of the fishes in the pond, without discerning the fish themselves. 
70. We see thus that each living body has a ruling entelechy, which in the animals is the soul; but the members 
of this living body are full of other living beings, plants, animals, each of which has also its entelechy or 
governing soul. 
71. But it must not be imagined, as has been done by some people who have misunderstood my thought, that 
each soul has a mass or portion of matter belonging to it or attached to it forever, and that consequently it 
possesses other inferior living beings, destined to its service forever. For all bodies are, like rivers, in a 
perpetual flux, and parts are entering into them and departing from them continually. 
72. Thus the soul changes its body only gradually and by degrees, so that it is never deprived of all its organs at 
once. There is often a metamorphosis in animals, but never metempsychosis nor transmigration of souls. There 
are also no entirely separate souls, nor genii without bodies. God alone is wholly without body. ... 
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78. These principles have given me the means of explaining naturally the union or rather the conformity of the 
soul and the organic body. The soul follows its own peculiar laws and the body also follows its own laws, and 
they agree in virtue of the pre-established harmony between all substances, since they are all representations of 
one and the same universe. 
79. Souls act according to the laws of final causes, by appetitions, ends and means. Bodies act in accordance 
with the laws of efficient causes or of motion. And the two realms, that of efficient causes and that of final 
causes, are in harmony with each other. ... 
83. Among other differences which exist between ordinary souls and minds (esprits), some of which I have 
already mentioned, there is also, this, that souls in general are the living mirrors or images of the universe of 
creatures, but minds or spirits are in addition images of the Divinity itself, or of the author of nature, able to 
know the system of the universe and to imitate something of it by architectonic samples, each mind being like a 
little divinity in its own department. 
84. Hence it is that spirits are capable of entering into a sort of society with God, and that he is, in relation to 
them, not only what an inventor is to his machine (as God is in relation to the other creatures), but also what a 
prince is to his subjects, and even a father to his children. 
85. Whence it is easy to conclude that the assembly of all spirits (esprits) must compose the City of God, that is, 
the most perfect state which is possible, under the most perfect of monarchs. 
86. This City of God, this truly universal monarchy, is a moral world within the natural world, and the highest 
and most divine of the works of God; it is in this that the glory of God truly consists, for he would have none if 
this greatness and goodness were not known and admired by spirits. It is, too, in relation to this divine city that 
he properly has goodness; whereas his wisdom and his power are everywhere manifest. 
87. As we have above established a perfect harmony between two natural kingdoms, the one of efficient, the 
other of final causes, we should also notice here another harmony between the physical kingdom of nature and 
the moral kingdom of grace; that is, between God considered as the architect of the mechanism of the universe 
and God considered as monarch of the divine city of spirits. 88. This harmony makes things progress toward 
grace by natural means. This globe, for example, must be destroyed and repaired by natural means, at such 
times as the government of spirits may demand it, for the punishment of some and the reward of others. 
89. It may be said, farther, that God as architect satisfies in every respect God as legislator, and that therefore 
sins, by the order of nature and perforce even of the mechanical structure of things, must carry their punishment 
with them; and that in the same way, good actions will obtain their rewards by mechanical ways through their 
relations to bodies, although this cannot and ought not always happen immediately. 
90. Finally, under this perfect government, there will be no good action unrewarded, no bad action unpunished; 
and everything must result in the wellbeing of the good, that is, of those who are not disaffected in this great 
State, who, after having done their duty, trust in providence, and who love and imitate, as is meet, the author of 
all good, finding pleasure in the contemplation of his perfections, according to the nature of truly pure love, 
which takes pleasure in the happiness of the beloved. This is what causes wise and virtuous persons to work for 
all which seems in harmony with the divine will, presumptive or antecedent, and nevertheless to content 
themselves with that which God in reality brings to pass by his secret, consequent and decisive will, 
recognizing that if we could sufficiently understand the order of the universe, we should find that it surpasses 
all the wishes of the wisest, and that it is impossible to render it better than it is, not only for all in general, but 
also for ourselves in particular, if we are attached, as we should be, to the author of all, not only as to the 
architect and efficient cause of our being, but also as to our master and final cause, who ought to be the whole 
aim of our will, and who, alone, can make our happiness. 
 
Evil as privation (from Theodicy, #20)  
 

But it is necessary also to meet the more speculative and metaphysical difficulties which have been 
mentioned, and which concern the cause of evil. The question is asked first of all, whence does evil come? Si 
Deus est, unde malum? Si non est, unde bonum? The ancients attributed the cause of evil to matter, which they 
believed unereate and independent of God: but we, who derive all being from God, where shall we find the 
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source of evil? The answer is, that it must be sought in the ideal nature of the creature, in so far as this nature is 
contained in the eternal verities which are in the understanding of God, independently of his will. For we must 
consider that there is an original imperfection in the creature before sin, because the creature is limited in its 
essence; whence ensues that it cannot know all, and that it can deceive itself and commit other errors. Plato said 
in Timaeus that the world originated in Understanding united to Necessity. Others have united God and Nature. 
This can be given a reasonable meaning. God will be the Understanding; and the Necessity, that is, the essential 
nature of things, will be the object of the understanding, in so far as this object consists in the eternal verities. 
But his object is inward and abides in the divine understanding. And therein is found not only the primitive 
form of good, but also the origin of evil: the Region of the Eternal Verities must be substituted for matter when 
we are concerned with seeking out the source of things. 
    This region is the ideal cause of evil (as it were) as well as of good: but, properly speaking, the formal 
character of evil has no efficient cause, for it consists in privation, as we shall see, namely, in that which the 
efficient cause does not bring about. That is why the Schoolmen are wont to call the cause of evil deficient. 
T he Analogy of the Boat (from Theodicy, #30-1) Let us suppose that the current of one and the same river 
carried along with it various boats, which differ among themselves only in the cargo, some being laden with 
wood, others with stone, and some more, the others less. That being so, it will come about that the boats most 
heavily laden will go more slowly than the others, provided it be assumed that the wind or the oar, or some 
other similar means, assist them not at all. It is not, properly speaking, weight which is the cause of this 
retardation, since the boats are going down and not upwards; but it is the same cause which also increases the 
weight in bodies that have greater density, which are, that is to say, less porous and more charged with matter 
that is proper to them: for the matter which passes through the pores, not receiving the same movement, must 
not be taken into account. It is therefore matter itself which originally is inclined to slowness or privation of 
speed; not indeed of itself to lessen this speed, having once received it, since that would be action, but to 
moderate by its receptivity the effect of the impression when it is to receive it. Consequently, since more matter 
is moved by the same force of the current when the boat is more laden, it is necessary that it go more slowly; 
and experiments on the impact of bodies, as well as reason, show that twice as much force must be employed to 
give equal speed to a body of the same matter but of twice the size. But that indeed would not be necessary if 
the matter were absolutely indifferent to repose and to movement, and if it had not this natural inertia whereof 
we have just spoken to give it a kind of repugnance to being moved. Let us now compare the force which the 
current exercises on boats, and communicates to them, with the action of God, who produces and conserves 
whatever is positive in creatures, and gives them perfection, being and force: let us compare, I say, the inertia of 
matter with the natural imperfection of creatures, and the slowness of the laden boat with the defects to be 
found in the qualities and the action of the creature; and we shall find that there is nothing so just as this 
comparison. The current is the cause of the boat's movement but not of its retardation; God is the cause of 
perfection in the nature and the actions of the creature, but the limitation of the receptivity of the creature is the 
cause of the defects there are in its action. Thus the Platonists, St. Augustine and the Schoolmen were right to 
say that God is the cause of the material element of evil which lies in the positive, and not of the formal 
element, which lies in privation. Even so one may say that the current is the cause of the material element of the 
retardation, but not of the formal; that is, it is the cause of the boat's speed without being the cause of the limits 
to this speed. And God is no more the cause of sin than the river's current is the cause of the retardation of the 
boat. 
    There is, then, a wholly similar relation between such and such an action of God, and such and such a passion 
or reception of the creature, which in the ordinary course of things is perfected only in proportion to its 
`receptivity,' such is the term used. And when it is said that the creature depends upon God in so far as it exists 
and in so far as it acts, and even that conservation is a continual creation, this is true in that God gives ever to 
the creature and produces continually all that in it is positive, good and perfect, every perfect gift coming from 
the Father of lights. The imperfections, on the other hand, and the defects in operations spring from the original 
limitation that the creature could not but receive with the first beginning of its being, through the ideal reasons 
which restrict it. For God could not give the creature all without making of it a God; therefore there must needs 
be different degrees in the perfection of things, and limitations also of every kind. 
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No Better World Possible (from T'heodicy, #193-5) 
 

Up to now I have shown that the Will of God is not independent of the rules of Wisdom, although indeed it is 
a matter for surprise that one should have been constrained to argue about it, and to do battle for a truth so great 
and so well established. But it is hardly less surprising that there should be people who believe that God only 
half observes these rules, and does not choose the best, although his wisdom causes him to recognize it; and, in 
a word, that there should be writers who hold that God could have done better. ... 
      Yet philosophers and theologians dare to support dogmatically such a belief; and I have many times 
wondered that gifted and pious persons should have been capable of setting bounds to the goodness and the 
perfection of God. For to assert that he knows what is best, that he can do it and that he does it not, is to avow 
that it rested with his will only to make the world better than it is; but that is what one calls lacking goodness. It 
is acting against that axiom already quoted: Minus bonum babet rationem mati. If some adduce experience to 
prove that God could have done better, they set themselves up as ridiculous critics of his works. To such will be 
given the answer given to all those who criticize God's course of action, and who from this same assumption, 
that is, the alleged defects of the world, would infer that there is an evil God, or at least a God neutral between 
good and evil. And if we hold the same opinion ... we shall, I say, receive this answer: You have known the 
world only since the day before yesterday, you see scarce farther than your nose, and you carp at the world. 
Wait until you know more of the world and consider therein especially the parts which present a complete 
whole (as do organic bodies); and you will find there a contrivance and a beauty transcending all imagination. 
Let us thence draw conclusions as to the wisdom and the goodness of the author of things, even in things that 
we know not. We find in the universe some things which are not pleasing to us; but let us be aware that it is not 
made for us alone. It is nevertheless made for us if we are wise: it will serve us if we use it for our service; we 
shall be happy in it if we wish to be. 
      Someone will say that it is impossible to produce the best, because there is no perfect creature, and that it is 
always possible to produce one which would be more perfect. I answer that what can be said of a creature or of 
a particular substance, which can always be surpassed by another, is not to be applied to the universe, which, 
since it must extend through all future eternity, is an infinity. Moreover, there is an infinite number of creatures 
in the smallest particle of matter, because of the actual division of the continuum to infinity. And infinity, that is 
to say, the accumulation of an infinite number of substances, is, properly speaking, not a whole any more than 
the infinite number itself, whereof one cannot say whether it is even or uneven. That is just what serves to 
confute those who make of the world a God, or who think of God as the Soul of the world; for the world or the 
universe cannot be regarded as an animal or a substance. 
 
Part Three: The Empiricism of Locke & Berkeley 
 
Essay Concerning Human Understanding (1690,1694) 
John Locke 
 
Personal Identity 
 
CORPOREAL AND SPIRITUAL SUBSTANCES 
 

WHEN WE TALK OR THINK of any particular sort of corporeal substances, as horse, stone, etc., though the 
idea we have of either of them be but the complication or collection of those several simple ideas of sensible 
qualities, which we used to find united in the thing called horse or stone; yet, because we cannot conceive how 
they should subsist alone, nor one in another, we suppose them existing in and supported by some common 
subject; which support we denote by the name substance, though it be certain we have no clear or distinct idea 
of that thing we suppose a support. 
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    The same thing happens concerning the operations of the mind, viz. thinking, reasoning, fearing, etc., 

which we concluding not to subsist of themselves, nor apprehending how they can belong to body, or be 
produced by it, we are apt to think these the actions of some other substance, which we call spirit; whereby yet 
it is evident that, having no other idea of notion of matter, but something wherein those many sensible qualities 
which affect our senses do subsist; by supposing a substance wherein thinking, knowing, doubting, and a power 
of moving, etc., do subsist, we have as clear a notion of the substance of spirit, as we have of body; the one 
being supposed to be (without knowing what it is) the substratum to those simple ideas we 

have from without; and the other supposed (with a like ignorance of what it is) to be the substratum to those 
operations we experiment in ourselves within. It is plain then, that the idea of corporeal substance in matter is as 
remote from our conceptions and apprehensions, as that of spiritual substance, or spirit: and therefore, from our 
not having any notion of the substance of spirit, we can no more conclude its non-existence, than we can, for 
the same reason, deny the existence of body; it being as rational to affirm there is no body, because we have no 
clear and distinct idea of the substance of matter, as to say there is no spirit, because we have no clear and 
distinct idea of the substance of a spirit.... 

    So that, in short, the idea we have of spirit, compared with the idea we have of body, stands thus: the 
substance of spirits is unknown to us; and so is the substance of body equally unknown to us. Two primary 
qualities or properties of body, viz. solid coherent parts and impulse, we have distinct clear ideas of so likewise 
we know, and have distinct [and] clear ideas, of two primary qualities or properties of spirit, viz. thinking, and a 
power of action; i.e. a power of beginning or stopping several thoughts or motions. We have also the ideas of 
several qualities inherent in bodies, and have the clear distinct ideas of them; which qualities are but the various 
modifications of the extension of cohering solid parts, and their motion. We have likewise the ideas of the 
several modes of thinking viz. believing, doubting, intending, fearing, hoping; all which are but the several 
modes of thinking. We have also the ideas of willing, and moving the body consequent to it, and with the body 
itself too; for, as has been shown, spirit is capable of motion. 

   ... If this notion of immaterial spirit may have, perhaps, some difficulties in it not easily to be explained, we 
have therefore no more reason to deny or doubt the existence of such spirits, than we have to deny or doubt the 
existence of body.... 

 
THE IDENTITY OF LIVING THINGS 

In the state of living creatures, their identity depends not on a mass of the same particles, but on something 
else. For in them the variation of great parcels of matter alters not the identity: an oak growing from a plant to a 
great tree, and then lopped, is still the same oak; and a colt grown up to a horse, sometimes fat, sometimes lean, 
is all the while the same horse: though, in both these cases, there may be a manifest change of the parts; so that 
truly they arc not either of them the same masses of matter, though they be truly one of them the same oak, and 
the other the same horse. The reason whereof is, that, in these two cases, a mass of matter, and a living body, 
identity is not applied to the same thing. 

 
VEGETABLES 

We must therefore consider wherein an oak differs from a mass of matter, and that seems to me to be in this, 
that the one is only the cohesion of particles of matter any how united, the other such a disposition of them as 
constitutes the parts of an oak; and such an organization of those parts as is fit to receive and distribute 
nourishment, so as to continue and frame the wood, bark, and leaves, etc., of an oak, in which consists the 
vegetable life. That being the one plant which has such an organization of parts in one coherent body, partaking 
of one common life, it continues to be the same plant as long as it partakes of the same life, though that life be 
communicated to new particles of matter vitally united to the living plant, in a like continued organization 
conformable to that sort of plants. 

For this organization being at anv one instant in any one collection of matter, is in that particular concrete 
distinguished from all other, and is that individual life, which existing constantly from that moment both 
forwards and backwards, in the same continuity of insensibly succeeding parts united to the living body of the 
plant, it has that identity which makes the same plant, and all the parts of it, parts of the same plant, during all 
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the time that they exist united in that continued organization, which is fit to convey that common life to all the 
parts so united. 

 
ANIMALS 

The case is not so much different in brutes, but that any one may hence see what makes an animal and 
continues it the same. Something we have like this in machines, and may serve to illustrate it. For example, 
what is a watch?: It is plain it is nothing but a fit organization or construction of parts to a certain end, which, 
when a sufficient force is added to it, it is capable to attain. If we would suppose this machine one continued 
body, all whose organized parts were repaired, increased, or diminished by a constant addition or separation of 
insensible parts, with one common life, we should have something very much like the body of an animal; with 
this difference, that, in an animal the fitness of the organization, and the motion wherein life consists, begin 
together, the motion coming from within; but in machines, the force coming sensibly from without, is often 
away when the organ is in order, and well fitted to receive it. 

 
PEOPLE 

This also shows wherein the identity of the same man consists; viz., in nothing but a participation of the same 
continued life, by constantly fleeting particles of matter, in succession vitally united to the same organized 
body. He that shall place the identity of man in anything else, but like that of other animals, in one fitly 
organized body, taken in any one instant, and from thence continued, under one organization of life, in several 
successively fleeting particles of matter united to it, will find it hard to make an embryo, one of years, mad and 
sober, the same man, by any supposition, that will not make it possible for Seth, Ismael, Socrates, Pilate, Saint 
Austin, and Caesar Borgia, to be the same man. For, if the identity of soul alone makes the same man, and there 
be nothing in the nature of matter why the same individual spirit may not be united to different bodies, it will be 
possible that those men living in distant ages, and of different tempers, may have been the same man: which 
way of speaking must be, from a very strange use of the word man, applied to an idea, out of which body and 
shape are excluded. And that way of speaking would agree yet worse with the notions of those philosophers 
who allow of transmigration, and are of opinion that the souls of men may, for their miscarriages, be detruded 
into the bodies of beasts, as fit habitations, with organs suited to the satisfaction of their brutal inclinations. But 
yet I think nobody, could he be sure that the souls of Heliogabalus were in one of his hogs, would yet say that 
hog were a man or Heliogabalus. 

   It is not therefore unity of substances that comprehends all sorts of identity, or will determine it in every 
case; but to conceive and judge of it aright, we must consider what idea the word it is applied to stands for: it 
being one thing to be the same substance, another the same man, and a third the same person, if person, man, 
and substance, are three names standing for three different ideas; for such as is the idea belonging to that name, 
such must be the identity; which, if it had been a little more carefully attended to, would possibly have 
prevented a great deal of that confusion which often occurs about this matter, with no small seeming 
difficulties, especially concerning personal identity, which therefore we shall in the next place a little consider. 

 
SAME MAN 

An animal is living organized body; and consequently the same animal, as we have observed, is the same 
continued life communicated to different particles of matter, as they happen successively to be united to that 
organized living body. And whatever is talked of other definitions, ingenious observation puts it past doubt, that 
the idea in our minds, of which the sound man in our mouths is 

the sign, is nothing else but of an animal of such a certain form: since I think I may be confident, that, 
whoever should see a creature of his own shape or make, though it had no more reason all its life than a cat or a 
parrot, would call him still a man; or whoever should hear a cat or a parrot discourse, reason, and philosophize, 
would call or think it nothing but a cat or a parrot; and say, the one was a dull irrational man, and the other a 
very intelligent rational parrot.... 
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   I presume it is not the idea of a thinking or rational being alone that makes the idea of a man in most 

people's sense, but of a body, so and so shaped, joined to it; and if that be the idea of a man, the same successive 
body not shifted all at once, must, as well as the same immaterial spirit, go to the making of the same man. 

CONSCIOUSNESS AND PERSONAL IDENTITY PERSONAL IDENTITY This being premised, to find 
wherein personal identity consists, we must consider what person stands for; which, I think, is a thinking 
intelligent being, that has reason and reflection, and can consider itself as itself, the same thinking thing, in 
different times and places; which it does only by that consciousness which is inseparable from thinking, and, as 
it seems to me, essential to it: it being impossible for any one to perceive without perceiving that he does 
perceive. When we see, hear, smell, taste, feel, meditate, or will anything, we know that we do so. Thus it is 
always as to our present sensations and perceptions: and by this every one is to himself that which he calls self; 
it not being considered, in this case, whether the same self be continued in the same or divers substances. For, 
since consciousness always accompanies thinking, and it is that which makes every one to be what he calls self, 
and thereby distinguishes himself from all other thinking things: in this alone consists personal identity, i.e., the 
sameness of a rational being; and as far as this consciousness can be extended backwards to any past action or 
thought, so far reaches the identity of that person; it is the same self now it was then; and it is by the same self 
with this present one that now reflects on it, that that action was done. 

 
CONSCIOUSNESS MAKES PERSONAL IDENTITY 

But it is further inquired, whether it be the same identical substance? This, few would think they had reason to 
doubt of, if these perceptions, with their consciousness, always remained present in the mind, whereby the same 
thinking thing would be always consciously present, and, as would be thought, evidently the same to itself. But 
that which seems to make the difficulty is this, that this consciousness being interrupted always by 
forgetfulness, there being no moment of our lives wherein we have the whole train of all our past actions before 
our eyes in one view, but even the best memories losing the sight of one part whilst they are viewing another; 
and we sometimes, and that the greatest part of our lives, not reflecting on our past selves, being intent on our 
present thoughts, and in sound sleep having no thoughts at all, or at least none with that consciousness which 
remarks our waking thoughts; I say, in all these cases, our consciousness being interrupted, and we losing the 
sight of our past selves, doubts are raised whether we are the same thinking thing, i.e., the same substance or no. 
Which, however reasonable or unreasonable, concerns not personal identity at all: the question being, what 
makes the same person, and not whether it be the same identical substance, which always thinks in the same 
person; which in this case, matters not at all: different substances, by the same consciousness (where they do 
partake in it) being united into one person, as well as different bodies by the same life are united into one 
animal, whose identity is preserved in that change of substances by the unity of one continued life. For it being 
the same consciousness that makes a man be himself to himself, personal identity depends on that only, whether 
it be annexed solely to one individual substance, or can be continued in a succession of several substances. For 
as far as any intelligent being can repeat the idea of any past action with the same consciousness it had of it at 
first, and with the same consciousness it has of any present action; so far it is the same personal self. For it is by 
the consciousness it has of its present thoughts and actions, that it is self to itself now, and so will be the same 
self, as far as the same consciousness can extend to actions past or to come; and would be by distance of time, 
or change of substance, no more two persons, than a man be two men by wearing other clothes today than he 
did yesterday, with a long or a short sleep between: the same consciousness uniting those distant actions into 
the same person, whatever substances contributed to their production. 

 
PERSONAL IDENTITY IN CHANGE OF SUBSTANCES  

That this is so, we have some kind of evidence in our very bodies, all whose particles, whilst vitally united to 
this same thinking conscious self, so that we feel when they are touched, and arc affected by, and conscious of 
good or harm that happens to them, are a part of ourselves; i.e., of our thinking conscious self. Thus, the limbs 
of his body are to every one a part of himself; he sympathizes and is concerned for them. Cut off a hand, and 
thereby separate it from that consciousness he had of its heat, cold, and other affections, and it is then no longer 
a part of that which is himself, any more than the remotest part of matter. Thus, we see the substance whereof 
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personal self consisted at one time may be varied at another, without the change of personal identity; there 
being no question about the same person, though the limbs which but now were a part of it, be cut off... 

 
PERSONAL IDENTITY AND IMMATERIAL SUBSTANCE But next, as to the first part of the question, 
"Whether if the same thinking substance (supposing immaterial substances only to think) be changed, it can be 
the same person?" I answer, that cannot be resolved, but by those who know what kind of substances they are 
that do think, and whether the consciousness of past actions can be transferred from one thinking substance to 
another. I grant, were the same consciousness the same individual action, it could not: but it being a present 
representation of a past action, why it may not be possible that that may be represented to the mind to have 
been, which really never was, will remain to be shown. And therefore how far the consciousness of past actions 
is annexed to any individual agent, so that another cannot possibly have it, will be hard for us to determine, till 
we know what kind of action it is that cannot be done without a reflex act of perception accompanying it, and 
how performed by thinking substances, who cannot think without being conscious of it. But that which we call 
the same consciousness, not being the same individual act, why one intellectual substance may not have 
represented to it, as done by itself, what it never did, and was perhaps done by some other agent; why, I say, 
such a representation may not possibly be without reality of matter of fact, as well as several representations in 
dreams are, which yet whilst dreaming we take for true, will be difficult to conclude from the nature of things. 
And that it never is so, will by us, till we have clearer views of the nature of thinking substances, be best 
resolved into the goodness of God, who, as far as the happiness or misery of any of his sensible creatures is 
concerned in it, will not, by a fatal error of theirs, transfer from one to another that consciousness which draws 
reward or punishment with it. How far this may be an argument against those who would place thinking in a 
system of fleeting animal spirits, I leave to be considered. But yet, to return to the question before us, it must be 
allowed, that, if the same consciousness (which, as has been shown, is quite a different thing from the same 
numerical figure or motion of body) can be transferred from one thinking substance to another, it will be 
possible that two thinking substances may make but one person. For the same consciousness being preserved, 
whether in the same or different substances, the personal identity is preserved. 

   As to the second part of the question, "Whether the same immaterial substance remaining, there may be two 
distinct persons?" which question seems to me to be built on this, whether the same immaterial being, being 
conscious of the action of its past existence, and lose it beyond the power of ever retrieving it again; and so as it 
were beginning a new account from a new period, have a consciousness that cannot reach beyond this new 
state. All those who hold preexistence are evidently of this mind, since they allow the soul to have no remaining 
consciousness of what it did in that preexistent state, either wholly separate from body, or informing any other 
body; and if they should not, it is plain experience would be against them. So that personal identity reaching no 
further than consciousness reaches, a preexistent spirit not having continued so many ages in a state of silence, 
must needs make different persons. Suppose a Christian Platonist or a Pythagorean should, upon God's having 
ended all his works of creation the seventh day, think his soul hath existed ever since; and would imagine it has 
revolved in several human bodies, as I once met with one, who was persuaded his had been the soul of Socrates; 
(how reasonably I will not dispute; this I know, that in the post he filled, which was no inconsiderable one, he 
passed for a very rational man, and the press has shown that he wanted not parts or learning;) would any one 
say, that he, being not conscious of any of Socrates' actions or thoughts, could be the same person with 
Socrates? Let any one reflect upon himself, and conclude that he has in himself an immaterial spirit, which is 
that which thinks in him, and, in the constant change of his body keeps him the same: and is that which he calls 
himself let him also suppose it to be the same soul that was in Nestor or Thersites, at the siege of Troy (for souls 
being, as far as we know anything of them, in their nature indifferent to any parcel of matter, the supposition 
has no apparent absurdity in it), which it may have been, as well as it is now the soul of any other man: but lie 
now having no consciousness of any of the actions either of Nestor or Thersites, does or can he conceive 
himself the same person with either of them? Can he be concerned in either of their actions? Attribute them to 
himself, or think them his own, more than the actions of any other men that ever existed? So that this 
consciousness not reaching to any of the actions of either of those men, he is no more one self with either of 
them, than if the soul or immaterial spirit that now informs hits had been created, and began to exist, when it 
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began to inform his present body, though it were ever so true, that the same spirit that informed Nestor's or 
Thersites' body were numerically the same that now informs his. 

For this would no more make him the same person with Nestor, than if some of the particles of matter that 
were once a part of Nestor, were now a part of this man; the same immaterial substance, without the same 
consciousness, no more making the same person by being united to any body, than the same particle of matter, 
without consciousness united to any body, makes the same person. But let him once find himself conscious of 
any of the actions of Nestor, he then finds himself the same person with Nestor. 

 
MEMORY AND PERSONAL IDENTITY  

And thus may we be able, without any difficulty, to conceive the same person at the resurrection, though in a 
body not exactly in make or parts the same which he had here, the same consciousness going along with the 
soul that inhabits it. But yet the soul alone, in the change of bodies, would scarce to any one but to him that 
makes the soul the man, be enough to make the same man. For should the soul of a prince, carrying with it the 
consciousness of the prince's past life, enter and inform the body of a cobbler, as soon as deserted by his own 
soul, every one sees he would be the same person with the prince, accountable only for the prince's actions: but 
who would say it was the same man? The body too goes to the making the man, and would, I guess, to 
everybody determine the man in this case; wherein the soul, with all its princely thoughts about it, would not 
make another man: but he would be the same cobbler to every one besides himself. I know that, in the ordinary 
way of speaking, the same person, and the same man, stand for one and the same thing. And indeed every one 
will always have a liberty to speak as he pleases, and to apply what articulate sounds to what ideas he thinks fit, 
and change them as often as he pleases. But yet, when we will inquire what makes the same spirit, man, or 
person, we must fix the ideas of spirit, man, or person in our minds, and having resolved with ourselves what 
we mean by them, it will not be hard to determine in either of them, or the like, when it is the same, and when 
not. 

 
CONSCIOUSNESS MAKES THE SAME PERSON 

But though the same immaterial substance or soul does not alone, wherever it be, and in whatsoever state, 
make the same man; yet it is plain, consciousness, as far as ever it can be extended, should it be to ages past, 
unites existences and actions, very remote in time into the same person, as well as it does the existences and 
actions of the immediately preceding moment: so that whatever has the consciousness of present and past 
actions, is the same person to whom they both belong. Had I the same consciousness that I saw the ark and 
Noah's flood, as that I saw an overflowing of the Thames last winter, or as that I write now; I could no more 
doubt that I who write this now, that saw the Thames overflowed last winter, and that viewed the flood at the 
general deluge, was the same self, place that self in what substance you please, than that I who write this am the 
same myself now whilst I write (whether I consist of all the same substance, material or immaterial, or no) that I 
was yesterday; for as to this point of being the same self, it matters not whether this present self be made up of 
the same or other substances; I being as much concerned, and as justly accountable for any action that was done 
a thousand years since, appropriated to me now by this self-consciousness, as I am for what I did the last 
moment. 

 
SELF DEPENDS ON CONSCIOUSNESS  

Self is that conscious thinking thing, whatever substance made up of (whether spiritual or material, simple or 
compounded, it matters not), which is sensible or conscious of pleasure and pain, capable of happiness or 
misery, and so is concerned for itself, as far as that consciousness extends. Thus every one finds, that, whilst 
comprehended under that consciousness, the little finger is as much a part of himself as what is most so. Upon 
separation of this little finger, should this consciousness go along with the little finger, and leave the rest of the 
body, it is evident the little finger would be the person, the same person, and self then would have nothing to do 
with the rest of the body. As in this case it is the consciousness that goes along with thesubstance, when one 
part is separate from another, which makes the same person, and constitutes this inseparable self; so it is in 
reference to substances remote in time. That with which the consciousness of this present thinking thing can 
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join itself, makes the same person, and is one self with it, and with nothing else; and so attributes to itself, and 
owns all the actions of that thing as its own, as tar as that consciousness reaches, and no further; as every one 
who reflects will perceive. 

 
REWARD AND PUNISHMENT 

In this personal identity is founded all the right and justice of reward and punishment; happiness and misery 
being that for which every one is concerned for himself, and not mattering what becomes of any substance not 
joined to, or affected with that consciousness. For as it is evident in the instance I gave but now, if the 
consciousness went along with the little finger when it was cut off, that would be the same self which was 
concerned for the whole body yesterday, as making part of itself, whose actions then it cannot but admit as its 
own now. Though, if the same body should still live, and immediately from the separation of the little finger 
have its own peculiar consciousness, whereof the little finger knew nothing; it would not at all be concerned for 
it, as a part of itself, or could own any of its actions, or have any of them imputed to him. 

   This may show us wherein personal identity consists: not in the identity of substance, but, as I have said, in 
the identity of consciousness; wherein if Socrates and the present mayor of Queenborough agree, they are the 
same person: if the same Socrates waking and sleeping do not partake of the same consciousness. Socrates 
waking and sleeping is not the same person. And to punish Socrates waking for what sleeping Socrates thought, 
and waking Socrates was never conscious of, would be no more of right, than to punish one twin for what his 
brother-twin did, whereof he knew nothing, because their outsides were so like, that they could not be 
distinguished; for such twins have been seen. 

   But yet possibly it will still be objected, suppose I wholly lose the memory of some parts of my life, beyond 
a possibility of retrieving them, so that perhaps I shall never be conscious of them again; yet am I not the same 
person that did those actions, had those thoughts that I once was conscious of, though I have now forgot them? 
To which I answer, that we must here take notice what the word I is applied to; which, in this case, is the man 
only. And the same man being presumed to be the same person, I is easily here supposed to stand also for the 
same person. But if it be possible for the same man to have distinct incommunicable consciousness at different 
times, it is past doubt the same man would at different times make different persons; which, we see, is the sense 
of mankind in the solemnest declaration of their opinions; human laws not punishing the mad man for the sober 
man's actions, nor the sober man for what the mad man did, thereby making them two persons: which is 
somewhat explained by our way of speaking in English, when we say such an one is not himself, or is beside 
himself; in which phrases it is insinuated, as if those who now, or at least first used them, thought that self was 
changed, the selfsame person was no longer in that man.... 

 
A PROBLEM ABOUT PUNISHMENT  

But is not a man drunk and sober the same person? Why else is he punished for the act he commits when 
drunk, though he be never afterwards conscious of it? Just as much the same person as a man that walks, and 
does other things in his sleep, is the same person, and is answerable for any mischief he shall do in it. Human 
laws punish both, with a justice suitable to their way of knowledge; because, in these cases, they cannot 
distinguish certainly what is real, what counterfeit: and so the ignorance in drunkenness or sleep is not admitted 
as a plea. For, though punishment be annexed to personality, and personality to consciousness, and the drunkard 
perhaps be not conscious of what he did, yet human judicatures justly punish him, because the fact is proved 
against him, but want of consciousness cannot be proved for him. But in the great day, wherein the secrets of all 
hearts shall be laid open, it may be reasonable to think, no one shall be made to answer for what he knows 
nothing of; but shall receive his doom, his conscience accusing or excusing him. 

 
CONSCIOUSNESS ALONE MAKES SELF  

Nothing but consciousness can unite remote existences into the same person: the identity of substance will not 
do it; for whatever substance there is, however framed, without consciousness there is no person: and a carcass 
may be a person, as well as any sort of substance be so without consciousness. 
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Could we suppose two distinct incommunicable consciousnesses acting in the same body, the one constantly 

by day, the other by night; and, on the other side, the same consciousness, acting by intervals, two distinct 
bodies; I ask, in the first case, whether the day and the night man would not be two as distinct persons as 
Socrates and Plato? And whether, in the second case, there would not be one person in two distinct bodies, as 
much as one man is the same in two distinct clothings? Nor is it at all material to say, that this same, and this 
distinct consciousness, in the cases above mentioned, is owing to the same and distinct immaterial substances, 
bringing it with them to those bodies; which, whether true or no, alters not the case; since it is evident the 
personal identity would equally be determined by the consciousness, whether that consciousness were annexed 
to some individual immaterial substance or no. For, granting that the thinking substance in man must be 
necessarily supposed immaterial, it is evident that immaterial thinking thing may sometimes part with its past 
consciousness, and be restored to it again, as appears in the forgetfulness men often have of their past actions: 
and the mind many times recovers the memory of a past consciousness, which it had lost for twenty years 
together. Make these intervals of memory and forgetfulness to take their turns regularly by day and night, and 
you have two persons with the same immaterial spirit, as much as in the former instance two persons with the 
same body. So that self is not determined by identity or diversity or substance, which it cannot be sure of, but 
only by identity of consciousness.... 

 
Book II. 
Chapter I. Of Ideas in General, and Their Original. 
1. Every man being conscious to himself that he thinks, and that which his mind is applied about, whilst 
thinking, being the ideas that are there, it is past doubt that men have in their minds several ideas, such as are 
those expressed by the words, Whiteness, Hardness, Sweetness, Thinking, Motion, Man, Elephant, Army, 
Drunkenness, and others. It is in the first place then to be enquired, how he comes by them. I know it is a 
received doctrine, that men have native ideas, and original characters, stamped upon their minds, in their very 
first being. This opinion I have, at large, examined already; and, I suppose, what I have said, in the foregoing 
book, will be much more easily admitted, when I have shewn, whence the understanding may get all the ideas it 
has, and by what ways and degrees they may come into the mind for which I shall appeal to every one's own 
observation and experience. 
   2. Let us then suppose the mind to be, as we say, white paper, void of all characters, without any ideas; how 
comes it to be furnished? Whence comes it by that vast store which the busy and boundless fancy of man has 
painted on it with an almost endless variety? Whence has it all the materials of reason and knowledge? To this I 
answer, in one word, from experience; in all that our knowledge is founded, and from that it ultimately derives 
itself. Our observation employed either about external sensible objects, or about the internal operations of our 
minds, perceived and reflected on by ourselves, is that which supplies our understandings with all the materials 
of thinking. These two are the fountains of knowledge, from whence all the ideas we have, or can naturally 
have, do spring. 
    3. First, Our senses, conversant about particular sensible objects, do convey into the mind several distinct 
perceptions of things, according to those various ways wherein those objects do affect them: And thus we come 
by those ideas we have of Yellow, White, Heat, Cold, Soft, Hard, Bitter, Sweet, and all those which we call 
sensible qualities; which when I say the senses convey into the mind, 
I mean, they from external objects convey into the mind what produces there those perceptions. This great 
source of most of the ideas we have, depending wholly upon our senses, and derived by them to the 
understanding, I Call SENSATION. 
    4. Secondly, The other fountain from which experience furnisheth the understanding with ideas, is the 
perception of the operations of our own mind within us, as it is employed about the ideas it has got; which 
operations, when the soul comes to reflect on and consider, do furnish the understanding with another set of 
ideas, which could not be had from things without. And such are Perception, Thinking, Doubting, Believing, 
Reasoning, Knowing, Willing, and all the different actions of our own minds; which we being conscious of and 
observing in ourselves, do from these receive into our understandings as distinct ideas, as we do from bodies 
affecting our senses. This source of ideas every man has wholly in himself; and though it be not sense, as 
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having nothing to do with external objects, yet it is very like it, and might properly enough be called internal 
sense. But as I call the other sensation, so I call this REFLECTION, the ideas it affords being such only as the 
mind gets by reflecting on its own operations within itself. By reflection then, in the following part of this 
discourse, I would be understood to mean that notice which the mind takes of its own operations, and the 
manner of them; by reason whereof there come to be ideas of these operations in the understanding. These two, 
I say, viz. external material things, as the objects of sensation; and the operations of our own minds within, as 
the objects of reflection; are to me the only originals from whence all our ideas take their beginnings. The term 
operations here I use in a large sense, as comprehending not barely the actions of the mind about its ideas, but 
some sort of passions arising sometimes from them, such as is the satisfaction or uneasiness arising from any 
thought. 
    5. The understanding seems to me not to have the least glimmering of any ideas, which it doth not receive 
from one of these two. External objects furnish the mind with the ideas of sensible qualities, which are all those 
different perceptions they produce in us: And the mind furnishes the understanding with ideas of its own 
operations. 
    These, when we have taken a full survey of them, and their several modes, combinations, and relations, we 
shall find to contain all our whole stock of ideas; and that we have nothing in our minds which did not come in 
one of these two ways. Let any one examine his own thoughts, and thoroughly search into his understanding; 
and then let him tell me, whether all the original ideas he has there, are any other than of the objects of his 
senses, or of the operations of his mind, considered as objects of his reflection; and how great a mass of 
knowledge soever he imagines to be lodged there, he will, upon taking a strict view, see that he has not any idea 
in his mind, but what one of these two have imprinted; though perhaps, within infinite variety compounded and 
enlarged by the understanding, as we shall see hereafter. 
    6. He that attentively considers the state of a child, at his first coming into the world, will have little reason to 
think him stored with plenty of ideas, that are to be the matter of his future knowledge: It is by degrees he 
comes to be furnished with them. And though the ideas of obvious and familiar qualities imprint themselves 
before the memory begins to keep a register of time or order, yet it is often so late before some unusual qualities 
come in the way, that there are few men that cannot recollect the beginning of their acquaintance with them: 
And if it were worth while, no doubt a child might be so ordered as to have but a very few even of the ordinary 
ideas, till he were grown up to a man. But all that are born into the world being surrounded with bodies that 
perpetually and diversely affect them; variety of ideas, whether care be taken of it or not, are imprinted on the 
minds of children. Light and colours are busy at hand every-where, when the eye is but open; sounds and some 
tangible qualities fail not to solicit their proper senses, and force an entrance to the mind; but yet, I think, it will 
be granted easily, that if a child were kept in a place where he never saw any other but black and white till he 
were a man, he would have no more ideas of scarlet or green, than he that from his childhood never tasted an 
oyster, or a pineapple, has of those particular relishes. 
Chapter VIII. Some Farther Considerations Concerning Our Simple Ideas. 
1. Concerning the simple ideas of sensation it is to be considered that whatsoever is so constituted in nature as 
to be able, by affecting our senses, to cause any perception in the mind, doth thereby produce in the 
understanding a simple idea; which, whatever be the external cause of it, when it comes to be taken notice of by 
our discerning faculty, it is by the mind looked on and considered there to be a real positive idea in the 
understanding, as much as any other whatsoever; though perhaps the cause of it be but a privation of the 
subject. 
    2. Thus the ideas of heat and cold, light and darkness, white and black, motion and rest, are equally clear and 
positive ideas in the mind; though perhaps some of the causes which produce them are barely privations in 
subjects, from whence our senses derive those ideas. These the understanding, in its view of them, considers all 
as distinct positive ideas, without taking notice of the causes that produce them: Which is an enquiry not 
belonging to the idea, as it is in the understanding, but to the nature of the things existing without us. These are 
two very different things, and carefully to be distinguished; it being one thing to perceive and know the idea of 
white or black, and quite another to examine what kind of particles they must be, and how ranged in the 
superficies, to make any object appear white or black. 
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    3. A painter or dyer, who never enquired into their causes, hath the ideas of white and black, and other 
colours, as clearly, perfectly, and distinctly in his understanding, and perhaps more distinctly, than the 
philosopher, who hath busied himself in considering their natures, and thinks he knows how far either of them 
is in its cause positive or privative; and the idea of black is no less positive in his mind, than that of white, 
however the cause of that colour in the external object may be only a privation. 
    4. If it were the design of my present undertaking to enquire into the natural causes and manner of 
perception, I should offer this as a reason why a privative cause might, in some cases at least, produce a positive 
idea, viz. that all sensation being produced in us only by different degrees and modes of motion in our animal 
spirits, variously agitated by external objects, the abatement of any former motion must as necessarily produce a 
new sensation, as the variation or increase of it; and so introduce a new idea, which depends only on a different 
motion of the animal spirits in that organ. 
    5. But whether this be so or no, I will not here determine, but appeal to every one's own 
experience, whether the shadow of a man, though it consists of nothing but the absence of light (and the more 
the absence of light is, the more discernible is the shadow) does not, when a man looks on it, cause as clear and 
positive idea in his mind, as a man himself, though covered over with clear sunshine? and the picture of a 
shadow is a positive thing. Indeed we have negative names, which stand not directly for positive ideas, but for 
their absence, such as insipid, silence, nihil, &c. which words denote positive ideas, e.g. taste, sound, being, 
with a signification of their absence. 
    6. And thus one may truly be said to see darkness. For supposing a hole perfectly dark, from whence no light 
is reflected, it is certain one may see the figure of it, or it may be painted: Or whether the ink I write with makes 
any other idea, is a question. The privative causes I have here assigned of positive ideas are according to the 
common opinion; but in truth it will be hard to determine, whether there be really any ideas from a privative 
cause, till it be determined, whether rest be any more a privation than motion. 
    7. To discover the nature of our ideas the better, and to discourse of them intelligibly, it will be convenient to 
distinguish them as they are ideas or perceptions in our minds, and as they are modifications of matter in the 
bodies that cause such perceptions in us: That so we may not think (as perhaps usually is done) that they are 
exactly the images and resemblances of some thing inherent in the subject; most of those of sensation being in 
the mind no more the likeness of some thing existing without us, than the names that stand for them are the 
likeness of our ideas, which yet upon hearing they are apt to excite in us. 
    8. Whatsoever the mind perceives in itself, or is the immediate object of perception, thought, or 
understanding, that I call idea; and the power to produce any idea in our mind I call a quality of the subject 
wherein that power is. Thus a snow-ball having the power to produce in us the ideas of white, cold, and round, 
the power to produce those ideas in us, as they are in the snow-ball, I call qualities; and as they are sensations or 
perceptions in our understandings, I call them ideas; which ideas, if I speak of sometimes, as in the things 
themselves, I would be understood to mean those qualities in the objects which produce them in us. 
    9. Qualities thus considered in bodies are, first, such as are utterly inseparable from the body, 
in what state soever it be; such as in all the alterations and changes it suffers, all the force can be used upon it, it 
constantly keeps; and such as sense constantly finds in every particle of matter which has bulk enough to be 
perceived, and the mind finds inseparable from every particle of matter, though less than to make itself singly 
be perceived by our senses, v.g. Take a grain of wheat, divide it into two parts, each part has still solidity, 
extension, figure, and mobility; divide it again, and it retains still the same qualities; and so divide it on till the 
parts become insensible, they must retain still each of them all those qualities. For division (which is all that a 
mill, or pestle, or any other body does upon another, in reducing it to insensible parts) can never take away 
either solidity, extension, figure, or mobility from any body, but only makes two or more distinct separate 
masses of matter, of that which was but one before: All which distinct masses, reckoned as so many distinct 
bodies, after division make a certain number. These I call original or primary qualities of body, which I think 
we may observe to produce simple ideas in us, viz. solidity, extension, figure, motion or rest, and number. 
    10. Secondly, such qualities which in truth are nothing in the objects themselves, but powers to produce 
various sensations in us by their primary qualities, i.e. by the bulk, figure, texture, and motion of their 
insensible parts, as colours, sounds, tastes, &c. these I call secondary qualities. To these might be added a third 
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sort, which are allowed to be barely powers, though they are as much real qualities in the subject, as those 
which 1, to comply with the common way of speaking, call qualities, but for distinction, secondary qualities. 
For the power in fire to produce a new colour, or consistency, in wax or clay, by its primary qualities, is as 
much a quality in fire, as the power it has to produce in me a new idea or sensation of warmth or burning, which 
I felt not before by the same primary qualities, viz. the bulk, texture, and motion of its insensible parts. 
    11. The next thing to be considered is, how bodies produce ideas in us; and that is manifestly by impulse, the 
only way which we can conceive bodies to operate in. 
    12. If then external objects be not united to our minds, when they produce ideas therein, and yet we perceive 
these original qualities in such of them as singly fall under our senses, it is evident that some motion must be 
thence continued by our nerves, or animal spirits, by some parts of our bodies, to the brains or the seat of 
sensation, there to produce on our minds the particular ideas we have of them. And since the extension, figure, 
number, and motion of bodies, of an observable bigness, may be perceived at a distance by the sight, it is 
evident some singly imperceptible bodies must come from them to the eyes, and thereby convey to the brain 
some motion, which produces these ideas which we have of them in us. 
    13. After the same manner that the ideas of these original qualities are produced in us, we may conceive that 
the ideas of secondary qualities are also produced, viz. by the operation of insensible particles on our senses. 
For it being manifest that there are bodies and good store of bodies, each whereof are so small, that we cannot, 
by any of our senses, discover either their bulk, figure, or motion as is evident in the particles of the air and 
water, and others extremely smaller than those, perhaps as much smaller than the particles of air and water, as 
the particles of air and water are smaller than peas or hail-stones: Let us suppose at present, that the different 
motions and figures, bulk and number of such particles, affecting the several organs of our senses, produce in us 
those different sensations, which we have from the colours and smells of bodies; e.g. that a violet, by the 
impulse of such insensible particles of matter of peculiar figures and bulks, and in different degrees and 
modifications of their motions, causes the ideas of the blue colour and sweet scent of that flower, to be 
produced in our minds; it being no more impossible to conceive that God should annex such ideas to such 
motions, with which they have no similitude, than that he should annex the idea of pain to the motion of a piece 
of steel dividing our flesh, with which that idea hath no resemblance. 
    14. What I have said concerning colours and smells may be understood also of tastes and sounds, and other 
the like sensible qualities; which, whatever reality we by mistake attribute to them, are in truth nothing in the 
objects themselves, but powers to produce various sensations in us, and depend on those primary qualities, viz. 
bulk, figure, texture, and motion of parts; as I have said. 
    15. From whence I think it easy to draw this observation, that the ideas of primary qualities of bodies arc 
resemblances of them, and their patterns do really exist in the bodies themselves; but 
the ideas, produced in us by these secondary qualities, have no resemblance of them at all. There is nothing like 
our ideas existing in the bodies themselves. They are in the bodies, we denominate from them, only a power to 
produce those sensations in us: And what is sweet, blue, or warm in idea, is but the certain bulk, figure, and 
motion of the insensible parts in the bodies themselves, which we call so. 
    16. Flame is denominated hot and light; snow, white and cold; and manna, white and sweet, from the ideas 
they produce in us: Which qualities are commonly thought to be the same in those bodies that those ideas are in 
us, the one the perfect resemblance of the other, as they are in a mirror; and it would by most men be judged 
very extravagant, if one should say otherwise. And yet he that will consider that the same fire, that at one 
distance produces in us the sensation of warmth, does at a nearer approach produce in us the far different 
sensation of pain, ought to bethink himself what reason he has to say, that his idea of warmth, which was 
produced in him by the fire, is actually in the fire; and his idea of pain, which the same fire produced in him the 
same way, is not in the fire. Why are whiteness and coldness in snow, and pain not, when it produces the one 
and the other idea in us; and can do neither, but by the bulk, figure, number, and motion of its solid parts? 
    17. The particular bulk, number, figure, and motion of the parts of fire or snow arc really in them, whether 
any one's senses perceive them or no: And therefore they may be called real qualities, because they really exist 
in those bodies: But light, heat, whiteness or coldness, are no more really in them, than sickness or pain is in 
manna. Take away the sensation of them; let not the eyes see light, or colours, nor the ears hear sounds; let the 
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palate not taste, nor the nose smell; and all colours, tastes, odours, and sounds, as they are such particular ideas, 
vanish and cease, and arc reduced to their causes, i.e. bulk, figure, and motion of parts. 
    18. A piece of manna of a sensible bulk is able to produce in us the idea of a round or square figure, and, by 
being removed from one place to another, the idea of motion. This idea of motion represents it as it really is in 
the manna moving: A circle or square are the same, whether in idea or existence, in the mind, or in the manna; 
and this both motion and figure are really in the manna, whether we take notice of them or no:This every body 
is ready to agree to. Besides, manna, by the bulk, figure, texture, and motion of its parts, has a power to produce 
the sensations of sickness, and sometimes of acute pains or gripings in us. That these ideas of sickness and pain 
are not in the manna, but effects of its operations on us, and are nowhere when we feel them not; this also every 
one readily agrees to. And yet men arc hardly to be brought to think, that sweetness and whiteness arc not really 
in manna; which are but the effects of the operations of manna by the motion, size, and figure of its particles on 
the eyes and palate; as the pain and sickness caused by manna are confessedly nothing but the effects of its 
operations on the stomach and guts, by the size, motion, and figure of its insensible parts (for by nothing else 
can a body operate, as has been proved): As if it could not operate on the eyes and palate, and thereby produce 
in the mind particular distinct ideas, which in itself it has not, as well as we allow it can operate on the guts and 
stomach, and thereby produce distinct ideas, which in itself it has not. These ideas, being all effects of the 
operations of manna, on several parts of our bodies, by the size, figure, number, and motion of its parts: Why 
those produced by the eyes and palate should rather be thought to be really in the manna, than those produced 
by the stomach and guts; or why the pain and sickness, ideas that are the effect of manna, should be thought to 
be nowhere when they are not felt; and yet the sweetness and whiteness, effects of the same manna on other 
parts of the body, by ways equally as unknown, should be thought to exist in the manna, when they are not seen 
or tasted, would need some reason to explain. 
    19. Let us consider the red and white colours in porphyry: Hinder light from striking on it, and its colours 
vanish, it no longer produces any such ideas in us; upon the return of light, it produces these appearances on us 
again. Can any one think any real alterations are made in the porphyry, by the presence or absence of light; and 
that those ideas of whiteness and redness are really in porphyry in the light, when it is plain it has no colour in 
the dark? it has, indeed, such a configuration of particles, both night and day, as are apt, by the rays of light 
rebounding from some parts of that hard stone, to produce in us the idea of redness, and from others the idea of 
whiteness; but whiteness or redness are not in it at any time, but such a texture, that hath the power to produce 
such a sensation in us. 
    20. Pound an almond, and the clear white colour will be altered into a dirty one, and the sweet taste into an 
oily one. What real alteration can the beating of the pestle make in any body, but an alteration of the texture of 
it? 
    21. Ideas being thus distinguished and understood, we may be able to give an account how the same water, at 
the same time, may produce the idea of cold by one hand and of heat by the other; whereas it is impossible that 
the same water, if those ideas were really in it, should at the same time be both hot and cold: For if we imagine 
warmth, as it is in our hands, to be nothing but a certain sort and degree of motion in the minute particles of our 
nerves, or animal spirits, we may understand how it is possible that the same water may, at the same time, 
produce the sensations of heat in one hand, and cold in the other; which yet figure never does, that never 
producing the idea of a square by one hand, which has produced the idea of a globe by another. But if the 
sensation of heat and cold be nothing but the increase or diminution of the motion of the minute parts of our 
bodies, caused by the corpuscles of any other body, it is easy to be understood, that if that motion be greater in 
one hand than in the other; if a body be applied to the two hands, which has in its minute particles a greater 
motion, than in those of one of the hands, and a less than in those of the other, it will increase the motion of the 
one hand, and lessen it in the other, and so cause the different sensations of heat and cold that depend thereon. 
    22. 1 have in what just goes before been engaged in physical enquiries a little farther than perhaps I intended. 
But it being necessary to make the nature of sensation a little understood, and to make the difference between 
the qualities in bodies, and the ideas produced by them in the mind, to be distinctly conceived, without which it 
were impossible to discourse intelligibly of them; I hope I shall be pardoned this little excursion into natural 
philosophy, it being necessary in our present enquiry to distinguish the primary and real qualities of bodies, 
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which are always in them (viz. solidity, extension, figure, number, and motion, or rest, and arc sometimes 
perceived by us, viz. when the bodies they are in are big enough singly to be discerned) from those secondary 
and imputed qualities, which are but the powers of several combinations of those primary ones, when they 
operate, without being distinctly discerned; whereby we may also come to know what ideas are, and what are 
not, resemblances of some thing really existing in the bodies we denominate from them. 
    23. The qualities then that are in bodies rightly considered, are of three sorts. 
    First, the bulk, figure, number, situation, and motion, or rest of their solid parts; those are in them, whether 
we perceive them or no; and when they are of that size, that we can discover them, we have by these an idea of 
the thing as it is in itself, as is plain in artificial things. These I call primary qualities. 
    Secondly, The power that is in any body, by reason of its insensible primary qualities, to operate after a 
peculiar manner on any of our senses, and thereby produce in us the different ideas of several colours, sounds, 
smells, tastes, &c. These are usually called sensible qualities. 
    Thirdly, the power that is in any body, by reason of the particular constitution of its primary qualities, to 
make such a change in the bulk, figure, texture, and motion of another body, as to make it operate on our senses 
differently from what it did before. Thus the sun has a power to make wax white, and fire to make lead fluid. 
These are usually called powers. 
    The first of these, as has been said, I think, may be properly called real, original, or primary qualities, 
because they are in the things themselves, whether they are perceived or no: And upon their different 
modifications it is, that the secondary qualities depend. 
    The other two are only powers to act differently upon other things, which powers result from the different 
modifications of those primary qualities. 
    24. But though the two latter sorts of qualities are powers barely, and nothing but powers, relating to several 
other bodies, and resulting from the different modifications of the original qualities; yet they are generally 
otherwise thought of. For the second sort, viz. the powers to produce several ideas in us by our senses, are 
looked upon as real qualities, in the things thus affecting us: But the third sort are called and esteemed barely 
powers, e.g. the idea of heat, or light, which we receive by our eyes or touch from the sun, are commonly 
thought real qualities, existing in the sun, and some thing more than mere powers in it. But when we consider 
the sun, in reference to wax, which it melts or blanches, we look on the whiteness and softness produced in the 
wax, not as qualities in the sun, but effects produced by powers in it: Whereas, if rightly considered, these 
qualities of light and warmth, which are perceptions in me when I am warmed, or enlightened by the sun, arc no 
otherwise in the sun, than the changes made in the wax, when it is blanched or melted, are in the sun. They are 
all of them equally powers in the sun, depending on its primary qualities; whereby it is able, in the one case, so 
to alter the bulk, figure, texture, or motion of some of the insensible parts of my eyes or hands, as thereby to 
produce in me the idea of light or heat; and in the other it is able so to alter the bulk, figure, texture, or motion 
of the insensible parts of the wax, as to make them fit to produce in me the distinct ideas of white and fluid. 
    25. The reason why the one are ordinarily taken for real qualities, and the other only for bare powers, seems 
to be, because the ideas we have of distinct colours, sounds, &c. containing nothing at all in them of bulk, 
figure, or motion, we are not apt to think them the effects of these primary qualities, which appear not, to our 
senses, to operate in their production; and with which they have not any apparent congruity, or conceivable 
connexion. Hence it is that we arc so forward to imagine, that those ideas are the resemblances of some thing 
really existing in the objects themselves: Since sensation discovers nothing of bulk, figure, or motion of parts in 
their production; nor can reason show how bodies, by their bulk, figure, and motion, should produce in the mind 
the ideas of blue or yellow, &c. But in the other case, in the operations of bodies changing the qualities one of 
another, we plainly discover, that the quality produced hath commonly no resemblance with any thing in the 
thing producing it; wherefore we look on it as a bare effect of power. For though receiving the idea of heat, or 
light, from the sun, we are apt to think it is a perception and resemblance of such a quality in the sun; yet when 
we see wax, or a fair face, receive change of colour from the sun, we cannot imagine that to be the reception or 
resemblance of any thing in the sun, because we find not those different colours in the sun itself. For our senses 
being able to observe a likeness or unlikeness of sensible qualities in two different external objects, we 
forwardly enough conclude the production of any sensible quality, in any subject to be an effect of bare power, 
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and not the communication of any quality, which was really in the efficient, when we find no such sensible 
quality in the thing that produced it. But our senses not being able to discover any unlikeness between the idea 
produced in us, and the quality of the object producing it; we are apt to imagine, that our ideas are resemblances 
of something, in the objects, and not the effects of certain powers placed in the modification of their primary 
qualities, with which primary qualities the ideas produced in us have no resemblance. 
    26. To conclude, beside those before mentioned primary qualities in bodies, viz. bulk, figure, extension, 
number, and motion of their solid parts; all the rest whereby we take notice of bodies, and distinguish them one 
from another, are nothing else but several powers in them depending on those primary qualities; whereby they 
are fitted, either by immediately operating on our bodies, to produce several different ideas in us; or else by 
operating on other bodies, so to change their primary qualities, as to render them capable of producing ideas in 
us, different from what before they did. The former of these, I think, may be called secondary qualities, 
immediately perceivable: The latter, secondary qualities, mediately perceivable. 
 
Chapter IX Of Perception. 
1. Perception, as it is the first faculty of the mind exercised about our ideas; so it is the first and simplest idea 
we have from reflection, and is by some called thinking in general. Though thinking, in the propriety of the 
English tongue, signifies that sort of operation in the mind about its ideas, wherein the mind is active; where it, 
with some degree of voluntary attention, considers any thing. For in bare naked perception, the mind is, for the 
most part, only passive: And what it perceives, it cannot avoid perceiving. 
    2. What perception is, every one will know better by reflecting on what he does himself, when he sees, hears, 
feels, &c. or thinks, than by any discourse of mine. Whoever reflects on what passes in his own mind, cannot 
miss it: And if he does not reflect, all the words in the world cannot make him have any notion of it. 
    3. This is certain, that whatever alterations are made in the body, if they reach not the mind; whatever 
impressions are made on the outward 
parts, if they are not taken notice of within; there is no perception. Fire may burn our bodies, with no other 
effect, than it does a billet, unless the motion be continued to the brain, and there the sense of heat, or idea of 
pain, be produced in the mind, wherein consists actual perception. 
    4. How often may a man observe in himself, that whilst his mind is intently employed in the contemplation of 
some objects, and curiously surveying some ideas that are there, it takes no notice of impressions of sounding 
bodies made upon the organ of hearing, with the same alteration that uses to be for the producing the idea of 
sound? A sufficient impulse there may be on the organ; but it not reaching the observation of the mind, there 
follows no perception: And though the motion that uses to produce the idea of sound be made in the ear, yet no 
sound is heard. Want of sensation, in this case, is not through any defect in the organ, or that the man's ears are 
less affected than at other times when he does hear; but that which uses to produce the idea, though conveyed in 
by the usual organ, not being taken notice of in the understanding, and so imprinting no idea in the mind, there 
follows no sensation. So that wherever there is sense, or perception, there some idea is actually produced, and 
present in the understanding.... 
    8. We are further to consider concerning perception, that the ideas we receive by sensation are often in grown 
people altered by the judgment, without our taking notice of it. When we set before our eyes a round globe, of 
any uniform colour, v.g. gold, alabaster, or jet; it is certain that the idea thereby imprinted in our mind, is of a 
flat circle variously shadowed, with several degrees of light and brightness coming to our eyes. But we having 
by use been accustomed to perceive what kind of appearance convex bodies are wont to make in us, what 
alterations are made in the reflections of light by the difference of the sensible figures of bodies; the judgment 
presently, by an habitual custom, alters the appearances into their causes; so that from that which is truly variety 
of shadow or colour, collecting the figure, it makes it pass for a mark of figure, and frames to itself the 
perception of a convex figure and an uniform colour; when the idea we receive from thence is only a plane 
variously coloured, as is evident in painting. To which purpose I shall here insert a problem of that very 
ingenious and studious promoter of real knowledge, the learned and worthy Mr. Mohneaux, which he was 
pleased to send me in a letter some months since; and it is this: Suppose a man born blind, and now adult, and 
taught by his touch to distinguish between a cube and a sphere of the same metal, and nighly of the same 
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bigness, so as to tell, when he felt one and the other, which is the cube, which the sphere. Suppose then the cube 
and sphere placed on a table, and the blind man be made to see: Quaere, "whether by his sight, before he 
touched them, he could now distinguish and tell, which is the globe, which the cube?" to which the acute and 
judicious proposer answers: Not. For though he has obtained the experience of how a globe, how a cube affects 
his touch; yet he has not yet obtained the experience, that what affects his touch so or so, must affect his sight 
so or so: Or that a protuberant angle in the cube, that pressed his hand unequally, shall appear to his eye as it 
does in the cube. I agree with this thinking gentleman, whom I am proud to call my friend, in his answer to this 
problem; and am of opinion, that the blind man at first sight, would not be able with certainty to say which was 
the globe, which the cube, whilst he only saw them: Though he could unerringly name them by his touch, and 
certainly distinguish them by the difference of their figures felt. This I have set down, and leave with my reader, 
as an occasion for him to consider how much he may be beholden to experience, improvement, and acquired 
notions, where he thinks he had not the least use of, or help from them: And the rather, because this observing 
gentleman further adds, that having, upon the occasion of my book, proposed this to divers very ingenious men, 
he hardly ever met with one, that at first gave the answer to it which he thinks true, till by hearing his reasons 
they were convinced. 
    9. But this is not, I think, usual in any of our ideas, but those received by sight: Because sight, the most 
comprehensive of all our senses, conveying to our minds the ideas of light and colours, which are peculiar only 
to that sense; and also the far different ideas of space, figure, and motion, the several varieties whereof change 
the appearances of its proper object, viz. light and colours; we bring ourselves by use to judge of the one by the 
other. This, in many cases, by a settled habit, in things whereof we have frequent experience, is performed so 
constantly and so quick, that we take that for the perception of our sensation, which is an idea formed by our 
judgment; so that one, viz. that of 
sensation, serves only to excite the other, and is scarce taken notice of itself As a man who reads or hears with 
attention and understanding, takes little notice of the characters, or sounds, but of the ideas that arc excited in 
him by them. 
    10. Nor need we wonder that this is done with so little notice, if we consider how quick the actions of the 
mind are performed: For as itself is thought to take up no space, to have no extension; so its actions seem to 
require no time, but many of them seem to be crowded into an instant. I speak this in comparison to the actions 
of the body. Any one may easily observe this in his own thoughts, who will take the pains to reflect on them. 
How, as it were in an instant, do our minds with one glance see all the parts of a demonstration, which may very 
well be called a long one, if we consider the time it will require to put it into words, and step by step shew it 
another? Secondly, we shall not be so much surprized, that this is done in us with so little notice, if we consider 
how the facility which we get of doing things, by a custom of doing, makes them often pass in us without our 
notice. Habits, especially such as are begun very early, come at last to produce actions in us, which often escape 
our observation. How frequently do we, in a day, cover our eyes with our eye-lids, without perceiving that we 
are at all in the dark? Men that by custom have got the use of a byword, do almost in every sentence pronounce 
sounds which, though taken notice of by others, they themselves neither hear nor observe. And therefore it is 
not so strange, that our mind should often change the idea of its sensation into that of its judgment, and make 
one serve only to excite the other without our taking notice of it.... 
    15. Perception then being the first step and degree towards knowledge, and the inlet of all the materials of it; 
the fewer senses any man, as well as any other creature, hath, and the fewer and duller the impressions are that 
are made by them, and the duller the faculties are that are employed about them; the more remote are they from 
that knowledge, which is to be found in some men. But this being in great variety of degrees (as may be 
perceived amongst men) cannot certainly be discovered in the several species of animals, much less in their 
particular individuals. It suffices me only to have remarked here, that perception is the first operation of all our 
intellectual faculties, and the inlet of all knowledge in our minds. And I am apt too to imagine, that it is 
perception in the lowest degree of it, which puts the boundaries between animals and the inferior ranks of 
creatures. But this I mention only as my conjecture by the by; it being indifferent to the matter in hand, which 
way the learned shall determine of it. 
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Chapter XXIII. Of Our Complex Ideas of Substances. 
1. The mind being, as I have declared, furnished with a great number of the simple ideas, conveyed in by the 
senses, as they are found in exterior things, or by reflection on its own operations, takes notice also, that a 
certain number of these simple ideas go constantly together; which being presumed to belong to one thing, and 
words being suited to common apprehensions, and made use of for quick dispatch, are called, so united in one 
subject, by one name: Which, by inadvertency, we are apt afterward to talk of, and consider as one simple idea, 
which indeed is a complication of many ideas together; because, as I have said, not imagining how these simple 
ideas can subsist by themselves, we accustom ourselves to suppose some substratum wherein they do subsist, 
and from which they do result, which therefore we call substance. 
    2. So that if any one will examine himself concerning his notion of pure substance in general, he will find he 
has no other idea of it at all, but only a supposition of he knows not what support of such qualities, which are 
capable of producing simple ideas in us; which qualities arc commonly called accidents. If any one should be 
asked, what is the subject wherein colour or weight inheres, he would have nothing to say, but the solid 
extended parts: And if he were demanded, what is it that solidity and extension adhere in, he would not be in a 
much better case than the Indian ... who, saying that the world was supported by a great elephant, was asked 
what the elephant rested on; to which his answer was, a great tortoise. But being again pressed to know what 
gave support to the broad-backed tortoise, replied, something he knew not what. And thus here, as in all other 
cases where we use words without having clear and distinct ideas, we talk like children; who being questioned 
what such a thing is, which they know not, readily give this satisfactory answer, that it is some thing: Which in 
truth signifies no more, when so used either by children or men, but that they know not what; and that the thing 
they pretend to know and talk of, is what they have no distinct idea of at all, and so are perfectly ignorant of it, 
and in the dark. The idea then we have, to which we give the general name substance, being nothing but the 
supposed, but unknown support of those qualities we find existing, which we imagine cannot subsist, "sine re 
substante," without some thing to support them, we call that support substantia; which, according to the true 
import of the word, is in plain English, standing under or upholding. 
    3. An obscure and relative idea of substance in general being thus made we come to have the ideas of 
particular sorts of substances, by collecting such combinations of simple ideas, as are by experience and 
observation of men's senses taken notice of to exist together, and arc therefore supposed to flow from the 
particular internal constitution, or unknown essence of that substance. Thus we come to have the ideas of a 
man, horse, gold, water &c. of which substances, whether any one has any other clear idea, farther than of 
certain simple ideas coexistent together, I appeal to every one's own experience. It is the ordinary qualities 
observable in iron, or a diamond, put together, that make the true complex idea of those substances, which a 
smith or a jeweller commonly knows better than a philosopher; who, whatever substantial forms he may talk of, 
has no other idea of those substances, than what is framed by a collection of those simple ideas which arc to be 
found in them; only we must take notice, that our complex ideas of substances, besides all those simple ideas 
they are made up of, have always the confused idea of some thing to which they belong, and in which they 
subsist. And therefore, when we speak of any sort of substance, we say it is a thing having such or such 
qualities: A body is a thing that is extended, figured, and capable of motion; spirit, a thing capable of thinking; 
and so hardness, friability, and power to draw iron, we say, are qualities to be found in a loadstone. These, and 
the like fashions of speaking, intimate, that the substance is supposed always some thing besides the extension, 
figure, solidity, motion, thinking, or other observable ideas, though we know not what it is. . . . 
    15. Besides the complex ideas we have of material sensible substances, of which 1 have last spoken, by the 
simple ideas we have taken from those operations of our own minds, which we experiment daily in ourselves, 
as thinking, understanding, willing, knowing, and power of beginning motion, &c. co-existing in some 
substance: We are able to frame the complex idea of an immaterial spirit. And thus by putting together the ideas 
of thinking, perceiving, liberty, and power of moving themselves, and other things, we have as clear a 
perception and notion of immaterial substances, as we have of material. For putting together the ideas of 
thinking and willing, or the power of moving or quieting corporeal motion, joined to substance of which we 
have no distinct idea, we have the idea of an immaterial spirit; and by putting together the ideas of coherent 
solid parts, and a power of being moved, joined with substance, of which likewise we have no positive idea, we 
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have the idea of matter. The one is as clear and distinct an idea as the other: The idea of thinking, and moving a 
body, being as clear and distinct ideas, as the ideas of extension, solidity, and being moved. For our idea of 
substance is equally obscure, or none at all in both: It is but a supposed I know not what, to support those ideas 
we call accidents. It is for want of reflection that we are apt to think, that our senses skew us nothing but 
material things. Every act of sensation, when duly considered, gives us an equal view of both parts of nature, 
the corporeal and spiritual. For whilst I know, by seeing or hearing, &c. that there is some corporeal being 
without me, the object of that sensation; I do more certainly know, that there is some spiritual being within me, 
that sees and hears. This, I must be convinced, cannot be the action of bare insensible matter; nor ever could be, 
without an immaterial thinking being. 
 
Book IV 
Chapter I Of Knowledge in General.  
1. Since the mind, in all its thoughts and seasonings, hath no other immediate object but its own ideas, which it 
alone does or can contemplate; it is evident, that our knowledge is only conversant about them. 
    2. Knowledge then seems to me to be nothing but the perception of the connexion and agreement, or 
disagreement and repugnancy, of 
any of our ideas. In this alone it consists. Where this perception is, there is knowledge; and where it is not, 
there, though we may fancy, guess, or believe, yet we always come short of knowledge. For when we know that 
white is not black, what do we else but perceive that these two ideas do not agree? When we possess ourselves 
with the utmost security of the demonstration, that the three angles of a triangle are equal to two right ones, 
what do we more but perceive, that equality to two right ones does necessarily agree to, and is inseparable from 
the three angles of a triangle? 
Chapter X1. Of Our Knowledge of the Existence of Other Things. 
1. The knowledge of our own being we have by intuition. The existence of a God reason clearly makes known 
to us, as has been shown. 
    The knowledge of the existence of any other thing, we can have only by sensation: For there being no 
necessary connexion of real existence with any idea a man hath in his memory, nor of any other existence but 
that of God, with the existence of any particular man; no particular man can know the existence of any other 
being, but only when by actual operating upon him, it makes itself perceived by him. For the having the idea of 
any thing in our mind, no more proves the existence of that thing, than the picture of a man evidences his being 
in the world, or the visions of a dream make thereby a true history. 
    2. It is therefore the actual receiving of ideas from without, that gives us notice of the existence of other 
things, and makes us know that something cloth exist at that time without us, which causes that idea in us, 
though perhaps we neither know nor consider how it does it: For it takes not from the certainty of our senses, 
and the ideas we receive by them, that we know not the manner wherein they are produced: V.g. whilst I write 
this, I have, by the paper affecting my eyes, that idea produced in my mind, which whatever object causes, I call 
white; by which I know that that quality or accident (i.e. whose appearance before my eyes always causes that 
idea) doth really exist, and hath a being without me. And of this, the greatest assurance I can possibly have, and 
to which my faculties can attain, is the testimony of my eyes, which are the proper and sole judges of this thing, 
whose testimony I have reason to rely on as so certain, that I can no more doubt, whilst I write this, that I see 
white and black, and that something really exists, that causes that sensation in me, than that I write or move my 
hand; which is a certainty as great as human nature is capable of, concerning the existence of any thing, but a 
man's self alone, and of God. 
    3. The notice we have by our senses, of the existing of things without us, though it be not altogether so 
certain as our intuitive knowledge, or the deductions of our reason employed about the clear abstract ideas of 
our own minds; yet it is an assurance that deserves the name of knowledge. If we persuade ouselves, that our 
faculties act and inform us right, concerning the existence of those objects that affect them, it cannot pass for an 
ill grounded confidence: For I think nobody can, in earnest, be so sceptical, as to be uncertain of the existence 
of those things which he sees and feels. At least, he that can doubt so far (whatever he may have with his own 
thoughts) will never have any controversy with me; since he can never be sure I say any thing contrary to his 
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own opinion. As to myself, I think God has given me assurance enough of the existence of things without me; 
since by their different application I can produce in myself both pleasure and pain, which is one great 
concernment of my present state. This is certain; the confidence that our faculties do not herein deceive us is the 
greatest assurance we are capable of, concerning the existence of material beings. For we cannot act any thing 
but by our faculties; nor talk of knowledge itself, but by the help of those faculties, which are fitted to 
apprehend even what knowledge is. But besides the assurance we have from our senses themselves, that they do 
not err in the information they give us, of the existence of things without us, when they are affected by them, we 
are farther confirmed in this assurance by other concurrent reasons. 
    4. First, it is plain those perceptions are produced in us by exterior causes affecting our senses; because those 
that want the organs of any sense, never can have the ideas belonging to that sense produced in their minds. 
This is too evident to be doubted: And therefore we cannot but be assured, that they come in by the organs of 
that sense, and no other way. The organs themselves, it is plain, do not produce them, for then the eyes of a man 
in the dark would produce colours, and his nose 
smell roses in the winter: But we see nobody gets the relish of a pineapple, till he goes to the Indies, where it is, 
and tastes it. 
    5. Secondly, because sometimes I find, that I cannot avoid the having those ideas produced in my mind. For 
though when my eyes are shut, or windows fast, I can at pleasure recall to my mind the ideas of light, or the 
sun, which former sensations had lodged in my memory; so I can at pleasure lay by that idea, and take into my 
view that of the smell of a rose, or taste of sugar. But, if I turn my eyes at noon towards the sun, I cannot avoid 
the ideas, which the light, or sun, then produces in me. So that there is a manifest difference between the ideas 
laid up in my memory, (over which, if they were there only, I should have constantly the same power to dispose 
of them, and lay them by at pleasure) and those which force themselves upon me, and I cannot avoid having. 
And therefore it must needs be some exterior cause, and the brisk acting of some objects without me, whose 
efficacy I cannot resist, that produces those ideas in my mind, whether I will or no. Besides, there is nobody 
who cloth not perceive the difference in himself between contemplating the sun, as he hath the idea of it in his 
memory, and actually looking upon it: Of which two, his perception is so distinct, that few of his ideas arc more 
distinguishable one from another. And therefore he hath certain knowledge that they are not both memory, or 
the actions of his mind, and fancies only within him; but that actual seeing hath a cause without. 
    6. Thirdly, add to this, that many of those ideas are produced in us with pain, which afterwards we remember 
without the least offence. Thus the pain of heat or cold, when the idea of it is revived in our minds, gives us no 
disturbance; which, when felt, was very troublesome, and is again, when actually repeated; which is occasioned 
by the disorder the external object causes in our bodies when applied to it. And we remember the pains of 
hunger, thirst, or the head-ache, without any pain at all; which would either never disturb us, or else constantly 
do it, as often as we thought of it, were there nothing more but ideas floating in our minds, and appearances 
entertaining our fancies, without the real existence of things affecting us from abroad. The same may be said of 
pleasure, accompanying several actual sensations: And though mathematical demonstration depends not upon 
sense, yet the examining them by diagrams gives great credit to the evidence of our sight, and seems to give it a 
certainty approaching to that of demonstration itself. For it would be very strange, that a man should allow it for 
an undeniable truth, that two angles of a figure, which he measures by lines and angles of a diagram, should be 
bigger one than the other; and yet doubt of the existence of those lines and angles, which by looking on he 
makes use of to measure that by. 
    7. Fourthly, our senses in many cases bear witness to the truth of each other's report, concerning the existence 
of sensible things without us. He that sees a fire, may, if he doubt whether it be any thing more than a bare 
fancy, feel it too; and be convinced by putting his hand in it. Which certainly could never be put into such 
exquisite pain, by a bare idea or phantom, unless that the pain be a fancy too: Which yet he cannot, when the 
burn is well, by raising the idea of it, bring upon himself again. 
    Thus I see, whilst I write this, I can change the appearance of the paper: And by designing the letters tell 
beforehand what new idea it shall exhibit the very next moment, by barely drawing my pen over it: Which will 
neither appear (let me fancy as much as I will) if my hands stand still; or though I move my pen, if my eyes be 
shut: Nor when those characters are once made on the paper, can I choose afterwards but see them as they are; 
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that is, have the ideas of such letters as I have made. Whence it is manifest, that they are not barely the sport 
and play of my own imagination, when I ford that the characters, that were made at the pleasure of my own 
thoughts, do not obey them; nor yet cease to be, whenever I shall fancy it; but continue to affect my senses 
constantly and regularly, according to the figures I made them. To which if we will add, that the sight of those 
shall, from another man, draw such sounds, as I beforehand design they shall stand for; there will be little 
reason left to doubt, that those words I write do really exist without me, when they cause a long series of regular 
sounds to affect my ears, which could not be the effect of my imagination, nor could my memory retain them in 
that order. 
    8. But yet, if after all this any one will be so sceptical, as to distrust his senses, and to affirm that all we see 
and hear, feel and taste, think and do, during our whole being, is but the series and deluding appearances of a 
long dream, whereof there is no reality; and therefore will question the existence of all things, or our knowledge 
of any thing; I must desire him to consider, that if all be a dream, then he cloth but dream, that he makes the 
question; and so it is not much matter, that a waking man should answer him. But yet, if he pleases, he may 
dream that I make him this answer, that the certainty of things existing in rerum natura, when we have the 
tesimony of our senses for it, is not only as great as our frame can attain to, but as our condition needs. For our 
faculties being suited not to the full extent of being, nor to a perfect, clear, comprehensive knowledge of things 
free from all doubt and scruple; but to the preservation of us, in whom they are; and accommodated to the use 
of life; they serve to our purpose well enough, if they will but give us certain notice of those things, which are 
convenient or inconvenient to us. For he that sees a candle burning, and hath experimented the force of its 
flame, by putting his forger in it, will little doubt that this is something existing without him, which does him 
harm, and puts him to great pain: Which is assurance enough, when no man requires greater certainty to govern 
his actions by, than what is as certain as his actions themselves. And if our dreamer pleases to try, whether the 
glowing heat of a glass furnace be barely a wandering imagination in a drowsy man's fancy; by putting his hand 
into it, he may perhaps be wakened into a certainty greater than lie could wish, that it is something more than 
bare imagination. So that this evidence is as great as we can desire, being as certain to us as our pleasure or 
pain, i.e. happiness or misery; beyond which we have no concernment, either of knowing or being. Such an 
assurance of the existence of things without us is sufficient to direct us in the attaining the good, and avoiding 
the evil, which is caused by them; which is the important concernment we have of being made acquainted with 
them. 
    9. In fine then, when our senses do actually convey into our understandings any idea, we cannot but be 
satisfied that there doth something at that time really exist without us, which cloth affect our senses, and by 
them give notice of itself to our apprehensive faculties, and actually produce that idea which we then perceive: 
And we cannot so far distrust their testimony, as to doubt, that such collections of simple ideas, as we have 
observed by our senses to be united together, do really exist together. But this knowledge extends as far as the 
present testimony of our senses, employed about 
 
particular objects that do then affect them, and no farther. For if I saw such a collection of simple ideas, as is 
wont to be called man, existing together one minute since, and am now alone, I cannot be certain that the same 
man exists now, since there is no necessary connexion of his existence a minute since, with his existence now: 
By a thousand ways he may cease to be, since I had the testimony of my senses for his existence. And if I 
cannot be certain, that the man I saw last to-day is now in being, I can less be certain that he is so, who hath 
been longer removed from my senses, and I have not seen since yesterday, or since the last year; and much less 
can I be certain of the existence of men that I never saw. And therefore though it be highly probable, that 
millions of men do now exist, yet, whilst I am alone writing this, I have not that certainty of it which we strictly 
call knowledge; though the great likelihood of it puts me past doubt, and it be reasonable for me to do several 
things upon the confidence that there are 
men (and men also of my acquaintance, with whom I have to do) now in the world: But this is but probability, 
not knowledge. 
    10. Whereby yet we may observe, how foolish and vain a thing it is, for a man of a narrow knowledge, who 
having reason given him to judge of the different evidence and probability of things, and to be swayed 
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accordingly; how vain, I say, it is to expect demonstration and certainty in things not capable of it; and refuse 
assent to very rational propositions, and act contrary to very plain and clear truths, because they cannot be made 
out so evident, as to surmount even the least (I will not say reason, but) pretence of doubting. He that in the 
ordinary affairs of life would admit of nothing but direct plain demonstration, would be sure of nothing in this 
world, but of perishing quickly. The wholesomeness of his meat or drink would not give him reason to venture 
on it: And I would fain know, what it is he could do upon such grounds, as are capable of no doubt, no 
objection. 
 
Excerpts from Two Treatises of Government 

John Locke 

OF CIVIL-GOVERNMENT 

Book II 
Sect. 2. To this purpose, I think it may not be amiss, to set down what I take to be political power; that the 
power of a MAGISTRATE over a subject may be distinguished from that of a FATHER over his children, a 
MASTER over his servant, a HUSBAND over his wife, and a LORD over his slave.  All which distinct powers 
happening sometimes together in the same man, if he be considered under these different relations, it may help 
us to distinguish these powers one from wealth, a father of a family, and a captain of a galley. 

Sect. 3. POLITICAL POWER, then, I take to be a RIGHT of making laws with penalties of death, and 
consequently all less penalties, for the regulating and preserving of property, and of employing the force of the 
community, in the execution of such laws, and in the defence of the common-wealth from foreign injury; and all 
this only for the public good. 

C H A P. I I. 
Of the State of Nature. 

Sect. 4. TO understand political power right, and derive it from its original, we must consider, what state all 
men are naturally in, and that is, a state of perfect freedom to order their actions, and dispose of their 
possessions and persons, as they think fit, within the bounds of the law of nature, without asking leave, or 
depending upon the will of any other man. 

A state also of equality, wherein all the power and jurisdiction is reciprocal, no one having more than another; 
there being nothing more evident, than that creatures of the same species and rank, promiscuously born to all 
the same advantages of nature, and the use of the same faculties, should also be equal one amongst another 
without subordination or subjection, unless the lord and master of them all should, by any manifest declaration 
of his will, set one above another, and confer on him, by an evident and clear appointment, an undoubted right 
to dominion and sovereignty. 

Sect. 6. But though this be a state of liberty, yet it is not a state of licence: though man in that state have an 
uncontroulable liberty to dispose of his person or possessions, yet he has not liberty  to destroy himself, or so 
much as any creature in his possession, but where some nobler use than its bare preservation calls for it.  The 
state of nature has a law of nature to govern it, which obliges every one: and reason, which is that law, teaches 
all mankind, who will but consult it, that being all equal and independent, no one ought to harm another in his 
life, health, liberty, or possessions: for men being all the workmanship of one  omnipotent,  and  infinitely  wise 
maker; all the servants of one sovereign master, sent into the world by his order, and about his business; they 
are his property, whose workmanship they are, made to last during his, not one  another’s pleasure: and being 
furnished with like faculties, sharing all in one community of nature,  there  cannot  be  supposed  any such  
subordination among us, that may authorize us to destroy one another, as if we were made for one another’s 
uses, as the inferior ranks of creatures are for our’s.  Every one, as he is bound  to  preserve himself, and not to 
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quit his station wilfully, so by the like reason, when his own preservation comes not in competition, ought he,  
as much as he can, to preserve the rest of mankind, and  may  not, unless it be to do justice on an offender, take 
away, or impair the life, or what tends to the preservation of the life, the liberty, health, limb, or goods of 
another. 

Sect. 7.  And that all men may be restrained from invading others rights, and from doing hurt to one another, 
and the law of nature be observed, which willeth the peace and preservation of all mankind, the execution of the 
law of nature is, in that state, put into every man’s hands, whereby every one has a right to punish the  
transgressors of that law to such a degree, as may hinder its violation: for the law of nature would, as all other 
laws that concern men in this world ‘be in vain, if there were no body that in the state of nature had a power to 
execute that law, and thereby preserve the innocent and restrain offenders.  And if any one in the state of nature 
may punish another for any evil he has done, every one may do so: for in that state of perfect equality, where 
naturally there is no superiority or jurisdiction of one over another, what any may do in prosecution of that law, 
every one must needs have a right to do.       

Sect. 8. And thus, in the state of nature, one man comes by a power over another; but yet no absolute or 
arbitrary power, to use a criminal, when he has got him in his hands, according to the passionate heats, or 
boundless extravagancy of his own will; but only to retribute to him, so far as calm reason and conscience 
dictate, what is proportionate to his transgression, which is so much as may serve for reparation and restraint: 
for these two are the only reasons, why one man may lawfully do harm to another, which is that we call 
punishment. In transgressing the law of nature, the offender declares himself to live by another rule than that of 
reason and common equity, which is that measure God has set to the actions of men, for their mutual security; 
and so  he  becomes dangerous to mankind, the tye, which is to secure them from injury and violence, being 
slighted and broken by him.  Which being a trespass against the whole species, and the peace and safety of it, 
provided for by the law of nature, every man upon this score, by the right he hath to preserve mankind in 
general, may restrain, or where it is necessary, destroy things noxious to them, and so may bring such evil on 
any one, who hath transgressed that law, as may make him repent the doing of it, and thereby deter him, and by 
his example others, from doing the like mischief.  And in the case, and upon this ground, EVERY MAN HATH 
A RIGHT TO PUNISH THE OFFENDER, AND BE EXECUTIONER OF THE LAW OF NATURE. 

Sect, 10. Besides the crime which consists in violating the law, and varying from the right rule of reason, 
whereby a man so far becomes degenerate, and declares himself to quit the principles of human nature, and to 
be a noxious creature, there is commonly injury done to some person or other, and some other man receives 
damage by his transgression: in which case he who hath received any damage, has, besides the right of 
punishment common to him with other men, a particular right to seek reparation from him that has done it: and 
any other person, who finds it just, may also join with him that is injured, and assist him in recovering from the 
offender so much as may make satisfaction for the harm he has suffered. 

Sect. 11. From these two distinct rights, the one of punishing the crime for restraint, and preventing the like 
offence, which right of punishing is in every body; the other of taking reparation, which belongs only to the 
injured party, comes it to pass that the magistrate, who by being magistrate hath the common  right  of 
punishing put into his hands, can often, where the public good demands not the execution of the law, remit the 
punishment of criminal offences by his own authority, but yet cannot remit the satisfaction due to any private 
man for the damage he has received.  That, he who has suffered the damage has a right to demand in his own 
name, and he alone can remit: the damnified person has this power of appropriating to himself the goods or 
service of the offender, by right of self-preservation, as every man has a power to punish the crime, to prevent 
its being committed again, by the right he has of preserving all mankind, and doing all reasonable things he can 
in order to that end: and thus it is, that every man, in the state of nature, has a power to kill a murderer, both to 
deter others from doing the like injury, which no reparation can compensate, by the example of the punishment 
that attends it from every body, and also to secure men from the attempts of a criminal, who having renounced 
reason, the common rule and measure God hath given to mankind, hath, by the unjust violence and slaughter he 
hath committed upon one, declared war against all mankind, and therefore may be destroyed as a lion or a tyger, 
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one of those wild savage beasts, with whom men can have no society nor security: and upon this is grounded 
that great law of nature, Whoso sheddeth man’s blood, by man shall his blood be shed. And Cain was so fully 
convinced, that every one had a right to destroy such a criminal, that after the murder of his brother, he cries 
out, Every one that findeth me, shall slay me; so plain was it writ in the hearts of all mankind. 

Sect. 12. By the same reason may a man in the state of nature punish the lesser breaches of that law.  It will 
perhaps be demanded, with death? I answer, each transgression may be punished to that degree, and with so 
much severity, as will suffice to make it an ill bargain to the offender, give him cause to repent, and terrify 
others from doing the like.  Every offence, that can be committed in the state of nature, may in the state of 
nature be also punished equally, and as far forth as it may, in a commonwealth: for though it would be besides 
my present purpose, to enter here into the particulars of the law of nature, or its measures of punishment; yet, it 
is certain there is such a law, and that too, as intelligible and plain to a rational creature, and a studier of that 
law, as the positive laws of commonwealths; nay, possibly plainer; as much as reason is easier to be understood, 
than the fancies and intricate contrivances of men, following contrary and hidden interests put into words; for so 
truly are a great part of the municipal laws of countries, which are only so far right, as they are founded on the 
law of nature, by which they are to be regulated and interpreted.   

Sect. 13. To this strange doctrine, viz. That in the state of nature every one has the executive power of the law 
of nature, I doubt not but it will be objected, that it is unreasonable for men to be judges in their own cases, that 
self-love will make men partial to themselves and their friends: and on the other side, that ill nature, passion and 
revenge will carry them too far in punishing others; and  hence nothing but confusion and disorder will follow, 
and that therefore God hath certainly appointed government to restrain the partiality and violence of men.  I 
easily grant, that civil government is the proper remedy for the inconveniencies of the state of nature, which 
must certainly be great, where men may be judges in their own case, since it is easy to be imagined, that he who 
was so unjust as to do his brother an injury, will scarce be so just as to condemn himself for it: but I shall desire 
those who make this objection, to remember, that absolute monarchs are but men; and if government is to be  
the remedy of those evils, which necessarily follow from men’s being judges in their own cases, and the state of 
nature is therefore not to how much better it is than the state of nature, where one man, commanding a 
multitude, has the liberty to be judge in his own case, and may do to all his subjects whatever he pleases, 
without the least liberty to any one to question or controul those who execute his pleasure7 and in whatsoever 
he  cloth,  whether  led  by  reason, mistake or passion, must be submitted to7 much better it is in the state of 
nature, wherein men are not bound to submit to the unjust will of another: and if he that judges, judges amiss in 
his own, or any other case, he is answerable for it to the rest of mankind. 

Sect. 14. It is often asked as a mighty objection, where  are, or ever were there any men in such a state of 
nature? To  which it may suffice as an answer at present, that since all  
princes and rulers of independent governments all through the world, are in a  state  of nature, it is plain the 
world never was, nor ever will be, without numbers of men in that state.  I have named all governors of 
independent communities, whether they are, or are  not,  in  league with others: for it is not every compact that 
puts an end to the state of nature between men, but only this one  of  agreeing  together mutually to enter into 
one community, and make one body politic; other promises, and compacts, men  may  make  one  with  another, 
and yet still be in the state of nature.  The promises and bargains for truck, &c. between the two men in the 
desert island, mentioned by Garcilasso de la Vega, in his history of Peru; or between a Swiss and an Indian, in 
the woods of America, are binding to them, though they are perfectly in a state of nature, in reference to one 
another: for truth and keeping of faith belongs to men, as men, and not as members of society. 

Sect. 15. To those that say, there were never any men in the state of nature, I will not only oppose the authority  
of  the  judicious Hooker, Eccl. Pol. lib. i. sect. 10, where he says, The laws which have been hitherto 
mentioned, i.e. the laws of nature, do bind men absolutely, even as they are men, although they have never any 
settled fellowship, never  any  solemn  agreement  amongst  themselves what to do, or not to do: but forasmuch 
as we are not by ourselves sufficient to furnish ourselves with competent store of things, needful for such a life 
as our nature doth desire, a life fit for the dignity of man; therefore to supply those defects and imperfections 
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which are in us, as living single and solely by ourselves, we are naturally induced to seek communion and 
fellowship with  others:  this  was the cause of men’s uniting themselves at first in politic societies.  But I 
moreover affirm, that all men are naturally  in  that  state,  and  remain so, till by their own consents they make 
themselves members of some politic society; and I doubt not in the sequel of this discourse, to make it very  
clear 
 
Chapter III 
                                 
Of the State of War. 
Sec. 19.  And here we have the plain difference between the state of nature and the state of war, which however 
some men have confounded, are as far distant, as a state of peace, good will, mutual assistance and preservation, 
and a state of enmity, malice, violence and mutual destruction, are one from another.  Men living together 
according to reason, without a common superior on earth, with authority to judge between them, is properly the 
state of nature.  But force, or a declared design of force, upon the person of another, where there is no common 
superior on earth to appeal to for relief, is the state of war: and it is the want of such an appeal gives a man the 
right of war even against an aggressor, tho’ he be in society and a fellow subject.  Thus a thief, whom I cannot 
harm, but by appeal to the law, for having stolen all that I am worth, I may kill, when he sets on me to rob me 
but of my horse or coat; because the law, which was made for my preservation, where it cannot interpose to 
secure my life from present force, which, if lost, is capable of no reparation, permits me my own defence, and 
the right of war, a liberty to kill the aggressor, because the aggressor allows not time to appeal to our common 
judge, nor the decision of the law, for remedy in a case where the mischief may be irreparable.  Want of a 
common judge with authority, puts all men in a state of nature: force without right, upon a man’s person, makes 
a state of war, both where there is, and is not, a common judge. 

CHAP.  IV. Of SLAVERY. 
Sec. 22.  THE natural liberty of man is to be free from any superior power on earth, and not to be under the will 
or legislative authority of man, but to have only the law of nature for his rule.  The liberty of man, in society, is 
to be under no other legislative power, but that established, by consent, in the commonwealth; nor under the 
dominion of any will, or restraint of any law, but what that legislative shall enact, according to the trust put in it.  
Freedom then is not what Sir Robert Filmer tells us, Observations, A. 55. a liberty for every one to do what he 
lists, to live as he pleases, and not to be tied by any laws: but freedom of men under government is, to have a 
standing rule to live by, common to every one of that society, and made by the legislative power erected in it; a 
liberty to follow my own will in all things, where the rule prescribes not; and not to be subject to the inconstant, 
uncertain, unknown, arbitrary will of another man: as freedom of nature is, to be under no other restraint but the 
law of nature. 

Sec. 23.  This freedom from absolute, arbitrary power, is so necessary to, and closely joined with a man’s 
preservation, that he cannot part with it, but by what forfeits his preservation and life together: for a man, not 
having the power of his own life, cannot, by compact, or his own consent, enslave himself to any one, nor put 
himself under the absolute, arbitrary power of another, to take away his life, when he pleases.  No body can 
give more power than he has himself; and he that cannot take away his own life, cannot give another power 
over it.  Indeed, having by his fault forfeited his own life, by some act that deserves death; he, to whom he has 
forfeited it, may (when he has him in his power) delay to take it, and make use of him to his own service, and he 
does him no injury by it: for, whenever he finds the hardship of his slavery outweigh the value of his life, it is in 
his power, by resisting the will of his master, to draw on himself the death he desires. 

CHAP.  V. Of PROPERTY. 
Sec. 26.  God, who hath given the world to men in common, hath also given them reason to make use of it to the 
best advantage of life, and convenience.  The earth, and all that is therein, is given to men for the support and 
comfort of their being.  And tho’ all the fruits it naturally produces, and beasts it feeds, belong to mankind in 
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common, as they are produced by the spontaneous hand of nature; and no body has originally a private 
dominion, exclusive of the rest of mankind, in any of them, as they are thus in their natural state: yet being 
given for the use of men, there must of necessity be a means to appropriate them some way or other, before they 
can be of any use, or at all beneficial to any particular man.  The fruit, or venison, which nourishes the wild 
Indian, who knows no enclosure, and is still a tenant in common, must be his, and so his, i.e. a part of him, that 
another can no longer have any right to it, before it can do him any good for the support of his life. 

Sec. 27.  Though the earth, and all inferior creatures, be common to all men, yet every man has a property in his 
own person: this no body has any right to but himself.  The labour of his body, and the work of his hands, we 
may say, are properly his.  Whatsoever then he removes out of the state that nature hath provided, and left it in, 
he hath mixed his labour with, and joined to it something that is his own, and thereby makes it his property.  It 
being by him removed from the common state nature hath placed it in, it hath by this labour something annexed 
to it, that excludes the common right of other men: for this labour being the unquestionable property of the 
labourer, no man but he can have a right to what that is once joined to, at least where there is enough, and as 
good, left in common for others. 

Sec. 31.  It will perhaps be objected to this, that if gathering the acorns, or other fruits of the earth, &c. makes a 
right to them, then any one may ingross as much as he will.  To which I answer, Not so.  The same law of 
nature, that does by this means give us property, does also bound that property too.  God has given us all things 
richly, 1 Tim.  vi.  12.  is the voice of reason confirmed by inspiration.  But how far has he given it us?  To 
enjoy.  As much as any one can make use of to any advantage of life before it spoils, so much he may by his 
Tabour fix a property in: whatever is beyond this, is more than his share, and belongs to others.  Nothing was 
made by God for man to spoil or destroy.  And thus, considering the plenty of natural provisions there was a 
long time in the world, and the few spenders; and to how small a part of that provision the industry of one man 
could extend itself, and ingross it to the prejudice of others; especially keeping within the bounds, set by reason, 
of what might serve for his use; there could be then little room for quarrels or contentions about property so 
established. 

Sec. 50.  But since gold and silver, being little useful to the life of man in proportion to food, raiment, and 
carriage, has its value only from the consent of men, whereof labour yet makes, in great part, the measure, it is 
plain, that men have agreed to a disproportionate and unequal possession of the earth, they having, by a tacit 
and voluntary consent, found out, a way how a man may fairly possess more land than he himself can use the 
product of, by receiving in exchange for the overplus gold and silver, which may be hoarded up without injury 
to any one; these metals not spoiling or decaying in the hands of the possessor.  This partage of things in an 
inequality of private possessions, men have made practicable out of the bounds of society, and without compact, 
only by putting a value on gold and silver, and tacitly agreeing in the use of money: for in governments, the 
laws regulate the right of property, and the possession of land is determined by positive constitutions. 

CHAP.  VI. Of Paternal Power. 
Sec. 57.  The law, that was to govern Adam, was the same  that was to govern all his posterity, the law of 
reason.  But  his offspring having another way of entrance into the world, different from him, by a natural birth, 
that produced them  ignorant and without the use of reason, they were not presently under that law; for no body 
can be under a law, which is not promulgated to him; and this law being promulgated or made known by reason 
only, he that is not come to the use of his reason, cannot be said to be under this law; and Adam’s children, 
being not presently as soon as born under this law of reason, were not presently free: for law, in its true notion, 
is not so much the limitation as the direction of a free and intelligent agent to his proper interest, and prescribes 
no farther than is for the general good of those under that law: could they be happier without it, the law, as an 
useless thing, would of itself vanish; and that ill deserves the name of confinement which hedges us in only 
from bogs and precipices.  So that, however it may be mistaken, the end of law is not to abolish or restrain, but 
to preserve and enlarge freedom: for in all the states of created beings capable of laws, where there is no law, 
there is no freedom: for liberty is, to be free from restraint and violence from others; which cannot be, where 
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there is no law: but freedom is not, as we are told, a liberty for every man to do what he lists: (for who could be 
free, when every other man’s humour might domineer over him?) but a liberty to dispose, and order as he lists, 
his person, actions, possessions, and his whole property, within the allowance of those laws under which he is, 
and therein not to be subject to the arbitrary will of another, but freely follow his own. 

CHAP.  VIII. Of the Beginning of Political Societies. 
Sec. 95.  MEN being, as has been said, by nature, all free, equal, and independent, no one can be put out of this 
estate, and subjected to the political power of another, without his own consent.  The only way whereby any one 
divests himself of his natural liberty, and puts on the bonds of civil society, is by agreeing with other men to 
join and unite into a community for their comfortable, safe, and peaceable living one amongst another, in a 
secure enjoyment of their properties, and a greater security against any, that are not of it.  This any number of 
men may do, because it injures not the freedom of the rest; they are left as they were in the liberty of the state of 
nature.  When any number of men have so consented to make one community or government, they are thereby 
presently incorporated, and make one body politic, wherein the majority have a right to act and conclude the 
rest. 

Sec. 96.  For when any number of men have, by the consent of every individual, made a community, they have 
thereby made that community one body, with a power to act as one body, which is only by the will and 
determination of the majority: for that which acts any community, being only the consent of the individuals of 
it, and it being necessary to that which is one body to move one way; it is necessary the body should move that 
way whither the greater force carries it, which is the consent of the majority: or else it is impossible it should 
act or continue one body, one community, which the consent of every individual that united into it, agreed that 
it should; and so every one is bound by that consent to be concluded by the majority.  And therefore we see, that 
in assemblies, impowered to act by positive laws, where no number is set by that positive law which impowers 
them, the act of the majority passes for the act of the whole, and of course determines, as having, by the law of 
nature and reason, the power of the whole.   

Sec. 97.  And thus every man, by consenting with others to  make one body politic under one government, puts 
himself under an  obligation, to every one of that society, to submit to the determination of the majority, and to 
be concluded by it; or else this original compact, whereby he with others incorporates into one society, would 
signify nothing, and be no compact, if he be left free, and under no other ties than he was in before in the  
state of nature.  For what appearance would there be of any compact? what new engagement if he were no 
farther tied by any decrees of the society, than he himself thought fit, and did actually consent to?  This would 
be still as great a liberty, as he himself had before his compact, or any one else in the state of nature hath, who 
may submit himself, and consent to any acts of it if he thinks fit.   
Sec. 98.  For if the consent of the majority shall not, in reason, be received as the act of the whole, and conclude 
every individual; nothing but the consent of every individual can make any thing to be the act of the whole: but 
such a consent is next to impossible ever to be had, if we consider the infirmities of health, and avocations of 
business, which in a number, though much less than that of a common-wealth, will necessarily keep many away 
from the public assembly.  To which if we add the variety of opinions, and contrariety of interests, which 
unavoidably happen in all collections of men, the coming into society upon such terms would be only like 
Cato’s coming into the theatre, only to go out again.  Such a constitution as this would make the mighty 
Leviathan of a shorter duration, than the feeblest creatures, and not let it outlast the day it was born in: which 
cannot be supposed, till we can think, that rational creatures should desire and constitute societies only to be 
dissolved: for where the majority cannot conclude the rest, there they cannot act as one body, and consequently 
will be immediately dissolved again.   

Sec. 99.  Whosoever therefore out of a state of nature unite into a community, must be understood to give up all 
the power, necessary to the ends for which they unite into society, to the majority of the community, unless they 
expresly agreed in any number greater than the majority.  And this is done by barely agreeing to unite into one 
political society, which is all the compact that is, or needs be, between the individuals, that enter into, or make 
up a commonwealth.  And thus that, which begins and actually constitutes any political society, is nothing but 
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the consent of any number of freemen capable of a majority to unite and incorporate into such a society.  And 
this is that, and that only, which did, or could give beginning to any lawful government in the world.   

Sec. 100.  To this I find two objections made. 
First, That there are no instances to be found in story, of a company of men independent, and equal one amongst 
another, that met together, and in this way began and set up a government.   

Secondly, It is impossible of right, that men should do so, because all men being born under government, they 
are to submit to that, and are not at liberty to begin a new one.   

 

Sec. 101.  To the first there is this to answer, That it is not at all to be wondered, that history gives us but a very 
little account of men, that lived together in the state of nature.  The inconveniences of that condition, and the 
love and want of society, no sooner brought any number of them together, but they presently united and 
incorporated, if they designed to continue together.  And if we may not suppose men ever to have been in the 
state of nature, because we hear not much of them in such a state, we may as well suppose the armies of 
Salmanasser or Xerxes were never children, because we hear little of them, till they were men, and embodied in 
armies.  Government is every where antecedent to records, and letters seldom come in amongst a people till a 
long continuation of civil society has, by other more necessary arts, provided for their safety, ease, and plenty: 
and then they begin to look after the history of their founders, and search into their original, when they have 
outlived the memory of it: for it is with commonwealths as with particular persons, they are commonly ignorant 
of their own births and infancies: and if they know any thing of their original, they are beholden for it, to the 
accidental records that others have kept of it.  And those that we have, of the beginning of any polities in the 
world, excepting that of the Jews, where God himself immediately interposed, and which favours not at all 
paternal dominion, are all either plain instances of such a beginning as I have mentioned, or at least have 
manifest footsteps of it.   

Sec. 112.  Thus we may see how probable it is, that people that were naturally free, and by their own consent 
either submitted to the government of their father, or united together out of different families to make a 
government, should generally put the rule into one man’s hands, and chuse to be under the conduct of a single 
person, without so much as by express conditions limiting or regulating his power, which they thought safe 
enough in his honesty and prudence; though they never dreamed of  monarchy  being  lure Divino, which we 
never heard of among mankind, till it was revealed to us by the divinity of this last age; nor ever allowed 
paternal power to have a right to dominion, or to be the foundation of all  government.  And thus much may 
suffice to shew, that as far as we have any light from history, we have reason to conclude, that all peaceful 
beginnings of government have been laid in the consent of the people.  I say peaceful, because I shall have 
occasion in another place to speak of conquest, which some esteem a way of beginning of governments. 

The other objection I find urged against the beginning of polities, in the way I have mentioned, is this, viz. 

Sec. 113.  That all men being born under government, some or other, it is impossible any of them should ever 
be free, and at liberty to unite together, and begin a new one, or ever be able to erect a lawful government. 

If this argument be good; I ask, how came so many lawful monarchies into the world? for if any body, upon this 
supposition, can shew me any one man in any age of the world free to begin a lawful monarchy, I will be bound 
to shew him ten other free men at liberty, at the same time to unite and begin a new government under a regal, 
or any other form; it being demonstration, that if any one, born under the dominion of another, may be so free 
as to have a right to command others in a new and distinct empire, every one that is born under the dominion of 
another may be so free too, and may become a ruler, or subject, of a distinct separate government.   And so by 
this their own principle, either all men, however born, are free, or else there is but one lawful prince, one lawful 
government in the world.  And then they have nothing to do, but barely to shew us which that is; which when 
they have done, I doubt not but all mankind will easily agree to pay obedience to him. 
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Sec. 115.  For there are no examples so frequent in history,  both sacred and profane, as those of men 
withdrawing themselves,  and their obedience, from the jurisdiction they were born under, and the family or 
community they were bred up in, and setting up  
new governments in other places; from whence sprang all that number of petty commonwealths in the 
beginning of ages, and which always multiplied, as long as there was room enough, till the stronger, or more 
fortunate, swallowed the weaker; and those  
great ones again breaking to pieces, dissolved into lesser dominions.  All which are so many testimonies against 
paternal sovereignty, and plainly prove, that it was not the natural right of the father descending to his heirs, 
that made governments in the beginning, since it was impossible, upon that ground, there should have been so 
many little kingdoms; all must have been but only one universal monarchy, if men had not been at liberty to 
separate themselves from their families, and the government, be it what it will, that was set up in it, and go and 
make distinct commonwealths and other governments, as they thought fit. 
Sec. 116.  This has been the practice of the world from its first beginning to this day; nor is it now any more 
hindrance to the freedom of mankind, that they are born under constituted and ancient polities, that have 
established laws, and set forms of government, than if they were born in the woods, amongst the unconfined 
inhabitants, that run loose in them: for those, who would persuade us, that by being born under any government, 
we are naturally subjects to it, and have no more any title or pretence to the freedom of the state of nature, have 
no other reason (bating that of paternal power, which we have already answered) to produce for it, but only, 
because our fathers or progenitors passed away their natural liberty, and thereby bound up themselves and their 
posterity to a perpetual subjection to the government, which they themselves submitted to.  It is true, that 
whatever engagements or promises any one has made for himself, he is under the obligation of them, but 
cannot, by any compact whatsoever, bind his children or posterity: for his son, when a man, being altogether as 
free as the father, any act of the father can no more give away the liberty of the son, than it can of any body 
else: he may indeed annex such conditions to the land, he enjoyed as a subject of any common-wealth, as may 
oblige his son to be of that community, if he will enjoy those possessions which were his father’s; because that 
estate being his father’s property, he may dispose, or settle it, as he pleases. 

Sec. 117.  And this has generally given the occasion to mistake in this matter; because commonwealths not 
permitting any part of their dominions to be dismembered, nor to be enjoyed by any but those of their 
community, the son cannot ordinarily enjoy the possessions of his father, but under the same terms his father 
did, by becoming a member of the society; whereby he puts himself presently under the government he finds 
there established, as much as any other subject of that common-wealth.  And thus the consent of freemen, born 
under government, which only makes them members of it, being given separately in their turns, as each comes 
to be of age, and not in a multitude together; people take no notice of it, and thinking it not done at all, or not 
necessary, conclude they are naturally subjects as they are men. 

Sec. 119.  Every man being, as has been shewed, naturally free, and nothing being able to put him into 
subjection to any earthly power, but only his own consent; it is to be considered, what shall be understood to be 
a sufficient declaration of a man’s consent, to make him subject to the laws of any government.  There is a 
common distinction of an express and a tacit consent, which will concern our present case.  No body doubts but 
an express consent, of any man entering into any society, makes him a perfect member of that society, a subject 
of that government.  The difficulty is, what ought to be looked upon as a tacit consent, and how far it binds, i.e.   
how far any one shall be looked on to have consented, and thereby submitted to any government, where he has 
made no expressions of it at all.  And to this I say, that every man, that hath any possessions, or enjoyment, of 
any part of the dominions of any government, cloth thereby give his tacit consent, and is as far forth obliged to 
obedience to the laws of that government, during such enjoyment, as any one under it; whether this his 
possession be of land, to him and his heirs for ever, or a lodging only for a week; or whether it be barely 
travelling freely on the highway; and in effect, it reaches as far as the very being of any one within the 
territories of that government. 

Sec. 120.  To understand this the better, it is fit to consider, that every man, when he at first incorporates 
himself into any commonwealth, he, by his uniting himself thereunto, annexed also, and submits to the 
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community, those possessions, which he has, or shall acquire, that do not already belong to any other 
government: for it would be a direct contradiction, for any one to enter into society with others for the securing 
and regulating of property; and yet to suppose his land, whose property is to be regulated by the laws of the 
society, should be exempt from the jurisdiction of that government, to which he himself, the proprietor of the 
land, is a subject.   By the same act therefore, whereby any one unites his person, which was before free, to any 
common-wealth, by the same he unites his possessions, which were before free, to it also; and they become, 
both of them, person and possession, subject to the government and dominion of that common-wealth, as long 
as it hath a being.  Whoever therefore, from thenceforth, by inheritance, purchase, permission, or other ways, 
enjoys any part of the land, so annexed to, and under the government of that common-wealth, must take it with 
the condition it is under; that is, of submitting to the government of the common-wealth, under whose 
jurisdiction it is, as far forth as any subject of it. 

Sec. 121.  But since the government has a direct jurisdiction only over the land, and reaches the possessor of it, 
(before he has actually incorporated himself in the society) only as he dwells upon, and enjoys that; the 
obligation any one is under, by virtue of such enjoyment, to submit to the government, begins and ends with the 
enjoyment; so that whenever the owner, who has given nothing but such a tacit consent to the government, will, 
by donation, sale, or otherwise, quit the said possession, he is at liberty to go and incorporate himself into any 
other common-wealth; or to agree with others to begin a new one, in vacuis locis, in any part of the world, they 
can find free and unpossessed: whereas he, that has once, by actual agreement, and any express declaration, 
given his consent to be of any common-wealth, is perpetually and indispensably obliged to be, and remain 
unalterably a subject to it, and can never be again in the liberty of the state of nature; unless, by any calamity, 
the government he was under comes to be dissolved; or else by some public act cuts him off from being any 
longer a member of it. 

Sec. 122.  But submitting to the laws of any country, living quietly, and enjoying privileges and protection 
under them, makes not a man a member of that society: this is only a local protection and homage due to and 
from all those, who, not being in a state of war, come within the territories belonging to any government, to all 
parts whereof the force of its laws extends.  But this no more makes a man a member of that society, a perpetual 
subject of that common-wealth, than it would make a man a subject to another, in whose family he found it 
convenient to abide for some time; though, whilst he continued in it, he were obliged to comply with the laws, 
and submit to the government he found there.  And thus we see, that foreigners, by living all their lives under 
another government, and enjoying the privileges and protection of it, though they are bound, even in 
conscience, to submit to its administration, as far forth as any denizen; yet do not thereby come to be subjects or 
members of that common-wealth.  Nothing can make any man so, but his actually entering into it by positive 
engagement, and express promise and compact.  This is that, which I think, concerning the beginning of 
political societies, and that consent which makes any one a member of any common-wealth. 

CHAP.  IX. Of the Ends of Political Society and Government.    
 Sec. 123.  IF man in the state of nature be so free, as has been said; if he be absolute lord of his own person and 
possessions, equal to the greatest, and subject to no body, why will he part with his freedom? why will he give 
up this empire, and subject himself to the dominion and controul of any other power?  To which it is obvious to 
answer, that though in the state of nature he hath such a right, yet the enjoyment of it is very uncertain, and 
constantly exposed to the invasion of others: for all being kings as much as he, every man his equal, and the 
greater part no strict observers of equity and justice, the enjoyment of the property he has in this state is very 
unsafe, very unsecure.  This makes him willing to quit a condition, which, however free, is full of fears and 
continual dangers: and it is not without reason, that he seeks out, and is willing to join in society with others, 
who are already united, or have a mind to unite, for the mutual preservation of their lives, liberties and estates, 
which I call by the general name, property.      
 
Sec. 124.  The great and chief end, therefore, of men’s uniting into commonwealths, and putting themselves 
under government, is the preservation of their property.  To which in the state of nature there are many things 
wanting. First, There wants an established, settled, known law, received and allowed by common consent to be 
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the standard of right and wrong, and the common measure to decide all controversies between them: for though 
the law of nature be plain and intelligible to all rational creatures; yet men being biased by their interest, as well 
as ignorant for want of study of it, are not apt to allow of it as a law binding to them in the application of it to 
their particular cases.     
 
 Sec. 125.  Secondly, In the state of nature there wants a known and indifferent judge, with authority to 
determine all differences according to the established law: for every one in that state being both judge and 
executioner of the law of nature, men being partial to themselves, passion and revenge is very apt to carry them 
too far, and with too much heat, in their own cases; as well as negligence, and unconcernedness, to make them 
too remiss in other men’s.      
 
Sec. 126.  Thirdly, In the state of nature there often wants power to back and support the sentence when right, 
and to give it due execution, They who by any injustice offended, will seldom fail, where they are able, by force 
to make good their injustice; such resistance many times makes the punishment dangerous, and frequently 
destructive, to those who attempt it.      
 
Sec. 127.  Thus mankind, notwithstanding all the privileges of the state of nature, being but in an ill condition, 
while they remain in it, are quickly driven into society.  Hence it comes to pass, that we seldom find any 
number of men live any time together in this state.   The inconveniencies that they are therein exposed to, by the 
irregular and uncertain exercise of the power every man has of punishing the transgressions of others, make 
them take sanctuary under the established laws of government, and therein seek the preservation of their 
property.  It is this makes them so willingly give up every one his single power of punishing, to be exercised by 
such alone, as shall be appointed to it amongst them; and by such rules as the community, or those authorized 
by them to that purpose, shall agree on.  And in this we have the original right and rise of both the legislative 
and executive power, as well as of the governments and societies themselves.     Sec. 128.  For in the state of 
nature, to omit the liberty he has of innocent delights, a man has two powers.     The first is to do whatsoever he 
thinks fit for the preservation of himself, and others within the permission of the law of nature: by which law, 
common to them all, he and all the rest of mankind are one community, make up one society, distinct from all 
other creatures.  And were it not for the corruption and viciousness of degenerate men, there would be no need 
of any other; no necessity that men should separate from this great and natural community, and by positive 
agreements combine into smaller and divided associations.     The other power a man has in the state of nature, 
is the power to punish the crimes committed against that law.  Both these he gives up, when he joins in a 
private, if I may so call it, or particular politic society, and incorporates into any common-wealth, separate from 
the rest of mankind.    
  
Sec. 129.  The first power, viz.  of doing whatsoever he thought for the preservation of himself, and the rest of 
mankind, he gives up to be regulated by laws made by the society, so far forth as the preservation of himself, 
and the rest of that society shall require; which laws of the society in many things confine the liberty he had by 
the law of nature.      
 
Sec. 130.  Secondly, The power of punishing he wholly gives up, and engages his natural force, (which he 
might before employ in the execution of the law of nature, by his own single authority, as he thought fit) to 
assist the executive power of the society, as the law thereof shall require: for being now in a new state, wherein 
he is to enjoy many conveniencies, from the labour, assistance, and society of others in the same community, as 
well as protection from its whole strength; he is to part also with as much of his natural liberty, in providing for 
himself, as the good, prosperity, and safety of the society shall require; which is not only necessary, but just, 
since the other members of the society do the like.    
 
 Sec. 131.  But though men, when they enter into society, give up the equality, liberty, and executive power they 
had in the state of nature, into the hands of the society, to be so far disposed of by the legislative, as the good of 
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the society shall require; yet it being only with an intention in every one the better to preserve himself, his 
liberty and property; (for no rational creature can be supposed to change his condition with an intention to be 
worse) the power of the society, or legislative constituted by them, can never be supposed to extend farther, 
than the common good; but is obliged to secure every one’s property, by providing against those three defects 
above mentioned, that made the state of nature so unsafe and uneasy.  And so whoever has the legislative or 
supreme power of any common-wealth, is bound to govern by established standing laws, promulgated and 
known to the people, and not by extemporary decrees; by indifferent and upright judges, who are to decide 
controversies by those laws; and to employ the force of the community at home, only in the execution of such 
laws, or abroad to prevent or redress foreign injuries, and secure the community from inroads and invasion.  
And all this to be directed to no other end, but the peace, safety, and public good of the people.                           
 
CHAP.  XI. Of the Extent of the Legislative Power.      
Sec. 134.  THE great end of men’s entering into society, being the enjoyment of their properties in peace and 
safety, and the great instrument and means of that being the laws established in that society; the first and 
fundamental positive law of all commonwealths is the establishing of the legislative power; as the first and 
fundamental natural law, which is to govern even the legislative itself, is the preservation of the society, and (as 
far as will consist with the public good) of every person in it.  This legislative is not only the supreme power of 
the common-wealth, but sacred and unalterable in the hands where the community have once placed it; nor can 
any edict of any body else, in what form soever conceived, or by what power so ever backed, have the force and 
obligation of a law, which has not its sanction from that legislative which the public has chosen and appointed: 
for without this the law could not have that, which is absolutely necessary to its being a law, * the consent of 
the society, over whom no body can have a power to make laws, but by their own consent, and by authority 
received from them; and therefore all the obedience, which by the most solemn ties any one can be obliged to 
pay, ultimately terminates in this supreme power, and is directed by those laws which it enacts: nor can any 
oaths to any foreign power whatsoever, or any domestic subordinate power, discharge any member of the 
society from his obedience to the legislative, acting pursuant to their trust; nor oblige him to any obedience 
contrary to the laws so enacted, or farther than they do allow; it being ridiculous to imagine one can be tied 
ultimately to obey any power in the society, which is not the supreme.     (*The lawful power of making laws to 
command whole politic societies of men, belonging so properly unto the same entire societies, that for any 
prince or potentate of what kind so ever upon earth, to exercise the same of himself, and not by express 
commission immediately and personally received from God, or else by authority derived at the first from their 
consent, upon whose persons they impose laws, it is no better than mere tyranny.  Laws they are not therefore 
which public approbation hath not made so.  Hooker’s Eccl. Pol. l. i. sect. 10.  Of this point therefore we are to 
note, that sith men naturally have no full and perfect power to command whole politic multitudes of men, 
therefore utterly without our consent, we could in such sort be at no man’s commandment living.  And to be 
commanded we do consent, when that society, whereof we be a part, hath at any time before consented, without 
revoking the same after by the like universal agreement.     Laws therefore human, of what kind so ever, are 
available by consent.  Ibid.)     
 
 Sec. 135.  Though the legislative, whether placed in one or more, whether it be always in being, or only by 
intervals, though it be the supreme power in every common-wealth; yet,     First, It is not, nor can possibly be 
absolutely arbitrary over the lives and fortunes of the people: for it being but the joint power of every member 
of the society given up to that person, or assembly, which is legislator; it can be no more than those persons had 
in a state of nature before they entered into society, and gave up to the community: for no body can transfer to 
another more power than he has in himself; and no body has an absolute arbitrary power over himself, or over 
any other, to destroy his own life, or take away the life or property of another.  A man, as has been proved, 
cannot subject himself to the arbitrary power of another; and having in the state of nature no arbitrary power 
over the life, liberty, or possession of another, but only so much as the law of nature gave him for the 
preservation of himself, and the rest of mankind; this is all he cloth, or can give up to the common-wealth, and 
by it to the legislative power, so that the legislative can have no more than this.   Their power, in the utmost 
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bounds of it, is limited to the public good of the society.  It is a power, that hath no other end but preservation, 
and therefore can never* have a right to destroy, enslave, or designedly to impoverish the subjects.  The 
obligations of the law of nature cease not in society, but only in many cases are drawn closer, and have by 
human laws known penalties annexed to them, to inforce their observation.  Thus the law of nature stands as an 
eternal rule to all men, legislators as well as others.  The rules that they make for other men’s actions, must, as 
well as their own and other men’s actions, be conformable to the law of nature, i.e.  to the will of God, of which 
that is a declaration, and the fundamental law of nature being the preservation of mankind, no human sanction 
can be good, or valid against it.     (*Two foundations there are which bear up public societies; the one a natural 
inclination, whereby all men desire sociable life and fellowship; the other an order, expresly or secretly agreed 
upon, touching the manner of their union in living together: the latter is that which we call the law of a 
common-weal, the very soul of a politic body, the parts whereof are by law animated, held together, and set on 
work in such actions as the common good requireth.  Laws politic, ordained for external order and regiment 
amongst men, are never framed as they should be, unless presuming the will of man to be inwardly obstinate, 
rebellious, and averse from all obedience to the sacred laws of his nature; in a word, unless presuming man to 
be, in regard of his depraved mind, little better than a wild beast, they do accordingly provide, notwithstanding, 
so to frame his outward actions, that they be no hindrance unto the common good, for which societies are 
instituted.  Unless they do this, they are not perfect.  Hooker’s Eccl. Pol. l. i. sect. 10.)    
 
Sec. 142.  These are the bounds which the trust, that is put in them by the society, and the law of God and 
nature, have set to the legislative power of every common-wealth, in all forms of government.     First, They are 
to govern by promulgated established laws, not to be varied in particular cases, but to have one rule for rich and 
poor, for the favourite at court, and the country man at plough.     Secondly, These laws also ought to be 
designed for no other end ultimately, but the good of the people.     Thirdly, They must not raise taxes on the 
property of the people, without the consent of the people, given by themselves, or their deputies.  And this 
properly concerns only such governments where the legislative is always in being, or at least where the people 
have not reserved any part of the legislative to deputies, to be from time to time chosen by themselves.     
Fourthly, The legislative neither must nor can transfer the power of making laws to any body else, or place it 
any where, but where the people have.   
 
CHAP.  XVIII.  Of TYRANNY.     
 Sec. 199.  AS usurpation is the exercise of power, which another hath a right to; so tyranny is the exercise of 
power beyond right, which no body can have a right to.  And this is making use of the power any one has in his 
hands, not for the good of those who are under it, but for his own private separate advantage.  When the 
governor, however intitled, makes not the law, but his will, the rule; and his commands and actions are not 
directed to the preservation of the properties of his people, but the satisfaction of his own ambition, revenge, 
covetousness, or any other irregular passion. 
 

Sec. 202.  Where-ever law ends, tyranny begins, if the law be transgressed to another’s harm; and whosoever in 
authority exceeds the power given him by the law, and makes use of the force he has under his command, to 
compass that upon the subject, which the law allows not, ceases in that to be a magistrate; and, acting without 
authority, may be opposed, as any other man, who by force invades the right of another.  This is acknowledged 
in subordinate magistrates.  He that hath authority to seize my person in the street, may be opposed as a thief 
and a robber, if he endeavours to break into my house to execute a writ, notwithstanding that I know he has 
such a warrant, and such a legal authority, as will impower him to arrest me abroad.  And why this should not 
hold in the highest, as well as in the most inferior magistrate, I would gladly be informed.  Is it reasonable, that 
the eldest brother, because he has the greatest part of his father’s estate, should thereby have a right to take 
away any of his younger brothers portions? or that a rich man, who possessed a whole country, should from 
thence have a right to seize, when he pleased, the cottage and garden of his poor neighbour?  The being 
rightfully possessed of great power and riches, exceedingly beyond the greatest part of the sons of Adam, is so 
far from being an excuse, much less a reason, for rapine and oppression, which the endamaging another without 
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authority is, that it is a great aggravation of it: for the exceeding the bounds of authority is no more a right in a 
great, than in a petty officer; no more justifiable in a king than a constable; but is so much the worse in him, in 
that he has more trust put in him, has already a much greater share than the rest of his brethren, and is supposed, 
from the advantages of his education, employment, and counsellors, to be more knowing in the measures of 
right and wrong.                                

 
Treatise Concerning the Principles of Human Knowledge (1710) 
GEORGE BERKELEY 
 
Of the Principles of Human Knowledge. Part I. 
I. It is evident to any one who takes a survey of the objects of human knowledge, that they are either ideas 
actually imprinted on the senses, or else such as are perceived by attending to the passions and operations of the 
mind, or lastly, ideas formed by help of memory and imagination, either compounding, dividing, or barely 
representing those originally perceived in the aforesaid ways. By sight I have the ideas of light and colours with 
their several degrees and variations. By touch I perceive, for example, hard and soft, heat and cold, motion and 
resistance, and of all these more and less either as to quantity or degree. Smelling furnishes me with odours; the 
palate with tastes; and hearing conveys sounds to the mind in all their variety of tone and composition. And as 
several of these are observed to accompany each other, they come to be marked by one name, and so to be 
reputed as one thing. Thus, for example, a certain colour, taste, smell, figure, and consistence having been 
observed to go together, are accounted one distinct thing, signified by the name apple. Other collections of ideas 
constitute a stone, a tree, a book, and the like sensible things; which, as they are pleasing or disagreeable, excite 
the passions of love, hatred, joy, grief, and so forth. 
    II. But besides all that endless variety of ideas or objects of knowledge, there is likewise something which 
knows or perceives them, and exercises divers operations, as willing, imagining, remembering about them. This 
perceiving, active being is what I call mind, spirit, soul, or myself. By which words I do not denote any one of 
my ideas, but a thing entirely distinct from them, wherein they exist, or, which is the same thing, whereby they 
are perceived; for the existence of an idea consists in being perceived. 
    III. That neither our thoughts, nor passions, nor ideas formed by the imagination, exist without the mind, is 
what every body will allow. And (to me) it seems no less evident that the various sensations or ideas imprinted 
on the sense, however blended or combined together (that is, whatever objects they compose), cannot exist 
otherwise than in a mind perceiving them. I think an intuitive knowledge may be obtained of this, by any one 
that shall attend to what is meant by the term exist, when applied to sensible things. The table I write on, I say, 
exists, that is, I see and feel it; and if I were out of my study I should say it existed, meaning thereby that if I 
was in my study I might perceive it, or that some other spirit actually does perceive it. There was an odour, that 
is, it was smelled; there was a sound, that is to say, it was heard; a colour or figure, and it was perceived by 
sight or touch. This is all that I can understand by these and the like expressions. For as to what is said of the 
absolute existence of unthinking things without any relation to their being perceived, that seems perfectly 
unintelligible. Their esse is percipi, nor is it possible they should have any existence, out of the minds or 
thinking things which perceive them. 
    IV. It is indeed an opinion strangely prevailing amongst men, that houses, mountains, rivers, and in a word 
sensible objects have an existence natural or real, distinct from their being perceived by the understanding. But 
with how great an assurance and acquiescence soever this principle may be entertained in the world; yet 
whoever shall find in his heart to call it in question, may, if I mistake not, perceive it to involve a manifest 
contradiction. For what are the forementioned objects but the things we perceive by sense, and what do we 
perceive besides our own ideas or sensations; and is it not plainly repugnant that any one of these or any 
combination of them should exist unperceived? 
    V. If we thoroughly examine this tenet, it will, perhaps, be found at bottom to depend on the doctrine of 
abstract ideas. For can there be a nicer strain of abstraction than to distinguish the existence of sensible objects 
from their being perceived, so as to conceive them existing unperceived? Light and colours, heat and cold, 
extension and figures, in a word the things we see and feel, what are they but so many sensations, notions, 
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ideas, or impressions on the sense; and is it possible to separate, even in thought, any of these from perception? 
For my part I might as easily divide a thing from itself. I may indeed divide in my thoughts or conceive apart 
from each other those things which, perhaps, I never perceived by sense so divided. Thus 1 imagine the trunk of 
a human body without the limbs, or conceive the smell of a rose without thinking on the rose itself. So far I will 
not deny I can abstract, if that may properly be called abstraction, which extends only to the conceiving 
separately such objects as it is possible may really exist or be actually perceived asunder. But my conceiving or 
imagining power does not extend beyond the possibility of real existence or perception. Hence as it is 
impossible for me to see or feel any thing without an actual sensation of that thing, so is it impossible for me to 
conceive in my thoughts any sensible thing or object distinct from the sensation or perception of it. 
    VI. Some truths there are so near and obvious to the mind, that a man need only open his eyes to see them. 
Such I take this important one to be, to wit, that all the choir of heaven and furniture of the earth, in a word all 
those bodies which compose the mighty frame of the world, have not any subsistence without a mind, that their 
being (esse) is to be perceived or known; that consequently so long as they are not actually perceived by me, or 
do not exist in my mind or that of any other created spirit, they must either have no existence at all, or else 
subsist in the mind of some eternal spirit: it being perfectly unintelligible and involving all the absurdity of 
abstraction, to attribute to any single part of them an existence independent of a spirit. To be convinced of 
which, the reader need only reflect and try to separate in his own thoughts the being of a sensible thing from its 
being perceived. 
    VII. From what has been said, it follows, there is not any other substance than spirit, or that which perceives. 
But for the fuller proof of this point, let it be considered, the sensible qualities are colour, figure, motion, smell, 
taste, and such like, that is, the ideas perceived by sense. Now for an idea to exist in an unperceiving thing, is a 
manifest contradiction; for to have an idea is all one as to perceive: that therefore wherein colour, figure, and 
the like qualities exist, must perceive them; hence it is clear there can be no unthinking substance or substratum 
of those ideas. 
    VIII. But say you, though the ideas themselves do not exist without the mind, yet there may be things like 
them whereof they are copies or resemblances, which things exist without the mind, in an unthinking substance. 
I answer, an idea can be like nothing but an idea; a colour or figure can be like nothing but another colour or 
figure. If we look but ever so little into our thoughts, we shall 
find it impossible for us to conceive a likeness except only between our ideas. Again, I ask whether those 
supposed originals or external things, of which our ideas are the pictures or representations, be themselves 
perceivable or no? if they are, then they are ideas, and we have gained our point; but if you say they are not, I 
appeal to any one whether it be sense, to assert a colour is like something which is invisible; hard or soft, like 
something which is intangible; and so of the rest. 
    IX. Some there are who make a distinction betwixt primary and secondary qualities: by the former, they 
mean extension, figure, motion, rest, solidity or impenetrability, and number: by the latter they denote all other 
sensible qualities, as colours, sounds, tastes, and so forth. The ideas we have of these they acknowledge not to 
be the resemblances of any thing existing without the mind or unperceived; but they will have our ideas of the 
primary qualities to be patterns or images of things which exist without the mind, in an unthinking substance 
which they call matter. By matter therefore we are to understand an inert, senseless substance, in which 
extension, figure and motion, do actually subsist. But it is evident from what we have already shown, that 
extension, figure, and motion, are only ideas existing in the mind, and that an idea can be like nothing but 
another idea, and that consequently neither they nor their archetypes can exist in an unperceiving substance. 
Hence it is plain, that the very notion of what is called matter, or corporeal substance, involves a contradiction 
in it. 
    X. They who assert that figure, motion, and the rest of the primary or original qualities, do exist without the 
mind, in unthinking substances, do at the same time acknowledge that colours, sounds, heat, cold, and such like 
secondary qualities, do not, which they tell us are sensations existing in the mind alone, that depend on and are 
occasioned by the different size, texture, and motion of the minute particles of matter. This they take for an 
undoubted truth, which they can demonstrate beyond all exception. Now if it be certain, that those original 
qualities are inseparably united with the other sensible qualities, and not, even in thought, capable of being 
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abstracted from them, it plainly follows that they exist only in the mind. But I desire any one to reflect and try, 
whether he can, by any abstraction of thought, conceive the extension and motion of a body, without all other 
sensible qualities. For my own part, I see evidently that it is not in my power to frame an idea of a body 
extended and moved, but I must withal give it some colour or other sensible quality which is acknowledged to 
exist only in the mind. In short, extension, figure, and motion, abstracted from all other qualities, are 
inconceivable. Where therefore the other sensible qualities are, there must these be also, to wit, in the mind and 
nowhere else. 
    XI. Again, great and small, swift and slow, are allowed to exist no where without the mind, being entirely 
relative, and changing as the frame or position of the organs of sense varies. The extension therefore which 
exists without the mind, is neither great nor small, the motion neither swift nor slow, that is, they are nothing at 
all. But, say you, they are extension in general, and motion in general: thus we see how much the tenet of 
extended, moveable substances existing without the mind, depends on that strange doctrine of abstract ideas. 
And here 1 cannot but remark, how nearly the vague and indeterminate description of matter or corporeal 
substance, which the modern philosophers are run into by their own principles, resembles that antiquated and so 
much ridiculed notion of materia prima, to be met with in Aristotle and his followers. Without extension 
solidity cannot be conceived; since therefore it has been shown that extension exists not in an unthinking 
substance, the same must also be true of solidity. 
    XII. That number is entirely the creature of the mind, even though the other qualities be allowed to exist 
without, will be evident to whoever considers, that the same thing bears a different dcnomination of number, as 
the mind views it with different respects. Thus, the same extension is one, or three, or thirty-six, according as 
the mind considers it with reference to a yard, a foot, or an inch. Number is so visibly relative, and dependent 
on men's understanding, that it is strange to think how any one should give it an absolute existence without the 
mind. We say, one book, one page, one line; all these are equally units, though some contain several of the 
others. And in each instance it is plain, the unit relates to some particular combination of ideas arbitrarily put 
together by the mind. 
   XIII. Unity, I know, some will have to be a simple or uncompounded idea, accompanying all other ideas into 
the mind. That I have any such idea, answering the word unity, I do not find; and 
if I had, methinks I could not miss finding it; on the contrary, it should be the most familiar to my 
understanding, since it is said to accompany all other ideas, and to be perceived by all the ways of sensation and 
reflection. To say no more, it is an abstract idea. 
    XIV. I shall further add, that after the same manner as modern philosophers prove certain sensible qualities to 
have no existence in matter, or without the mind, the same thing may be likewise proved of all other sensible 
qualifies whatsoever. Thus, for instance, it is said that heat and cold are affections only of the mind, and not at 
all patterns of real beings, existing in the corporeal substances which excite them, for that the same body which 
appears cold to one hand, seems warm to another. Now why may we not as well argue that figure and extension 
are not patterns or resemblances of qualities existing in matter, because to the same eye at different stations, or 
eyes of a different texture at the same station, they appear various, and cannot therefore be the images of any 
thing settled and determinate without the mind? Again, it is proved that sweetness is not really in the said thing, 
because, the thing remaining unaltered, the sweetness is changed into bitter, as in case of a fever or otherwise 
vitiated palate. Is it not as reasonable to say, that motion is not without the mind, since if the succession of ideas 
in the mind become swifter, the motion, it is acknowledged, shall appear slower without any alteration in any 
external object. 
    XV. In short, let any one consider those arguments which are thought manifestly to prove that colours and 
tastes exist only in the mind, and he shall find they may with equal force be brought to prove the same thing of 
extension, figure, and motion. Though it must be confessed, this method of arguing doth not so much prove that 
there is no extension or colour in an outward object, as that we do not know by sense which is the true 
extension or colour of the object. But the arguments foregoing plainly show it to be impossible that any colour 
or extension at all, or other sensible quality whatsoever, should exist in an unthinking subject without the mind, 
or in truth, that there should be any such thing as an outward object. 
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    XVI. But let us examine a little the received opinion. It is said extension is a mode or accident of matter, and 
that matter is the substratum that supports it. Now I desire that you would explain what is meant by matter's 
supporting extension: 
 
say you, I have no idea of matter, and therefore cannot explain it. I answer, though you have no positive, yet if 
you have any meaning at all, you must at least have a relative idea of matter; though you know not what it is, 
yet you must be supposed to know what relation it bears to accidents, and what is meant by its supporting them. 
It is evident support cannot here be taken in its usual or literal sense, as when we say that pillars support a 
building: in what sense therefore must it be taken? 
    XVII. If we inquire into what the most accurate philosophers declare themselves to mean by material 
substance, we shall find them acknowledge, they have no other meaning annexed to those sounds, but the idea 
of being in general, together with the relative notion of its supporting accidents. The general idea of being 
appeareth to me the most abstract and incomprehensible of all other; and as for its supporting accidents, this, as 
we have just now observed, cannot be understood in the common sense of those words; it must therefore be 
taken in some other sense, but what that is they do not explain. So that when I consider the two parts or 
branches which make the signification of the words material substance, 1 am convinced there is no distinct 
meaning annexed to them. But why should we trouble ourselves any further, in discussing this material 
substratum or support of figure and motion, and other sensible qualities? does it not suppose they have an 
existence without the mind? and is not this a direct repugnancy, and altogether inconceivable? 
    XVIII. But though it were possible that solid, figured, moveable substances may exist without the mind, 
corresponding to the ideas we have of bodies, yet how is it possible for us to know this? either we must know it 
by sense, or by reason. As for our senses, by them we have the knowledge only of our sensations, ideas, or 
those things that are immediately perceived by sense, call them what you will: but they do not inform us that 
things exist without the mind, or unperceived, like to those which are perceived. This the materialists 
themselves acknowledge. It remains therefore that if we have any knowledge at all of external things, it must be 
by reason, inferring their existence from what is immediately perceived by sense. But (I do not see) what reason 
can induce us to believe the existence of bodies without the mind, from what we perceive, since the very 
patrons of matter themselves do not pretend, there is any necessary connexion betwixt them and our ideas. I 
say, it is granted on all hands (and what happens in dreams, frenzies, and the like, puts it beyond dispute) that it 
is possible we might be affected with all the ideas we have now, though no bodies existed without, resembling 
them. Hence it is evident the supposition of external bodies is not necessary for the producing our ideas: since it 
is granted they are produced sometimes, and might possibly be produced always, in the same order we see them 
in at present, without their concurrence. 
    XIX. But though we might possibly have all our sensations without them, yet perhaps it may be thought 
easier to conceive and explain the manner of their production, by supposing external bodies in their likeness 
rather than otherwise; and so it might be at least probable there are such things as bodies that excite their ideas 
in our minds. But neither can this be said; for though we give the materialists their external bodies, they, by 
their own confession, are never the nearer knowing how our ideas are produced: since they own themselves 
unable to comprehend in what manner body can act upon spirit, or how it is possible it should imprint any idea 
in the mind. Hence it is evident, the production of ideas or sensations in our minds, can be no reason why we 
should suppose matter or corporeal substances, since that is acknowledged to remain equally inexplicable with 
or without this supposition. If therefore it were possible for bodies to exist without the mind, yet to hold they do 
so must needs be a very precarious opinion; since it is to suppose, without any reason at all, that God has 
created innumerable beings that are entirely useless, and serve to no manner of purpose. 
   XX. In short, if there were external bodies, it is impossible we should ever come to know it; and if there were 
not, we might have the very same reasons to think there were that we have now. Suppose, what no one can deny 
possible, an intelligence, without the help of external bodies, to be affected with the same train of sensations or 
ideas that you are, imprinted in the same order and with like vividness in his mind. I ask, whether that 
intelligence hath not all the reason to believe the existence of corporeal substances, represented by his ideas, 
and exciting them in his mind, that you can possibly have for believing the same thing? Of this there can be no 
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question; which one consideration is enough to make any reasonable person suspect the strength of whatever 
arguments he may thinkhimself to have for the existence of bodies without the mind. 
    XXI. Were it necessary to add any further proof against the existence of matter, after what has been said, I 
could instance several of those errors and difficulties (not to mention impieties) which have sprung from that 
tenet. It has occasioned numberless controversies and disputes in philosophy, and not a few of greater moment 
in religion. But I shall not enter into the detail of them in this place, as well because I think arguments a 
posteriori are unnecessary for confirming what has been, if I mistake not, sufficiently demonstrated a priori, as 
because I shall hereafter find occasion to say somewhat of them. 
    XXII. I am afraid I have given cause to think me needlessly prolix in handling this subject. For to what 
purpose is it to dilate on that which may be demonstrated with the utmost evidence in a line or two, to any one 
that is capable of the least reflection? it is but looking into your own thoughts, and so trying whether you can 
conceive it possible for a sound, or figure, or motion, or colour, to exist without the mind, or unperceived. This 
easy trial may make you see, that what you contend for is a downright contradiction. Insomuch that I am 
content to put the whole upon this issue; if you can but conceive it possible for one extended moveable 
substance, or in general, for any one idea, or any thing like an idea, to exist otherwise than in a mind perceiving 
it, I shall readily give up the cause: and as for all that compacts of external bodies which you contend for, I shall 
grant you its existence, though you cannot either give me any reason why you believe it exists, or assign any 
use to it when it is supposed to exist. I say, the bare possibility of your opinion's being true, shall pass for an 
argument that it is so. 
    XXIII. But say you, surely there is nothing easier than to imagine trees, for instance, in a park, or books 
existing in a closet, and nobody by to perceive them. I answer, you may so, there is no difficulty in it: but what 
is all this, I beseech you, more than framing in your mind certain ideas which you call books and trees, and at 
the same time omitting to frame the idea of any one that may perceive them? but do not you yourself perceive 
or think of them all the while? this therefore is nothing to the purpose; it only shows you have the power of 
imagining or forming ideas in your mind; but it cloth not show that you can conceive it possible the 
objects of your thought may exist without the mind: to make out this, it is necessary that you conceive them 
existing unconceived or unthought-of, which is a manifest repugnancy. When we do our utmost to conceive the 
existence of external bodies, we are all the while only contemplating our own ideas. But the mind, taking no 
notice of itself, is deluded to think it can and doth conceive bodies existing unthought-of or without the mind; 
though at the same time they are apprehended by or exist in itself. A little attention will discover to any one the 
truth and evidence of what is here said, and make it unnecessary to insist on any other proofs against the 
existence of material substance. 
   XXIV. It is very obvious, upon the ]cast inquiry into our own thoughts, to know whether it be possible for us 
to understand what is meant by the absolute existence of sensible objects in themselves or without the mind. To 
me it is evident those words mark out either a direct contradiction, or else nothing at all. And to convince others 
of this, I know no readier or fairer way, than to entreat they would calmly attend to their own thoughts: and if 
by this attention the emptiness or repugnancy of those expressions does appear, surely nothing more is requisite 
for their conviction. It is on this therefore that I insist, to wit, that the absolute existence of unthinking things are 
words without a meaning, or which include a contradiction. This is what I repeat and inculcate, and earnestly 
recommend to the attentive thoughts of the reader. 
   XXV. All our ideas, sensations, or the things which we perceive, by whatsoever names they may be 
distinguished, are visibly inactive; there is nothing of power or agency included in them. So that one idea or 
object of thought cannot produce, or make any alteration in another. To be satisfied of the truth of this, there is 
nothing else requisite but a bare observation of our ideas. For since they and every part of them exist only in the 
mind, it follows that there is nothing in them but what is perceived. But whoever shall attend to his ideas, 
whether of sense or reflection, will not perceive in them any power or activity; there is therefore no such thing 
contained in them. A little attention will discover to us that the very being of an idea implies passiveness and 
inertness in it, insomuch that it is impossible for an idea to do any thing, or, strictly speaking, to be the cause of 
any thing: neither can it be the resemblance or pattern of any active being, as is evident from Sect. viii. Whence 
it plainly follows that extension, figure, and motion, cannot be the cause of our sensations. To say, therefore, 
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that these are the effects of powers resulting from the configuration, number, motion, and size of corpuscles, 
must certainly be false. 
    XXVI. We perceive a continual succession of ideas, some are anew excited, others are changed or totally 
disappear. There is therefore some cause of these ideas whereon they depend, and which produces and changes 
them. That this cause cannot be any quality or idea or combination of ideas, is clear from the preceding section. 
It must therefore be a substance; but it has been shown that there is no corporeal or material substance: it 
remains therefore that the cause of ideas is an incorporeal active substance or spirit. 
   XXVII. A spirit is one simple, undivided, active being: as it perceives ideas, it is called the understanding, 
and as it produces or otherwise operates about them, it is called the will. Hence there can be no idea formed of a 
soul or spirit: for all ideas whatever, being passive and inert (vide Sect. xxv. ), they cannot represent unto us, by 
way of image or likeness, that which acts. A little attention will make it plain to any one, that to have an idea 
which shall be like that active principle of motion and change of ideas, is absolutely impossible. Such is the 
nature of spirit, or that which acts, that it cannot be of itself perceived but only by the effects which it 
produceth. If any man shall doubt of the truth of what is here delivered, let him but reflect and try if he can 
frame the idea of any power or active being; and whether he hath ideas of two principal powers, marked by the 
names will and understanding, distinct from each other as well as from a third idea of substance or being in 
general, with a relative notion of its supporting or being the subject of the aforesaid powers, which is signified 
by the name soul or spirit. This is what some hold; but so far as I can see, the words will, soul, spirit, do not 
stand for different ideas, or in truth, for any idea at all, but for something which is very different from ideas, and 
which being an agent cannot be like unto, or represented by, any idea whatsoever. Though it must be owned at 
the same time, that we have some notion of soul, spirit, and the operations of the mind, such as willing, loving, 
hating, inasmuch as we know or understand the meaning of those words. 
    XXVIII. I find I can excite ideas in my mind at pleasure, and vary and shift the scene as oft as I 
think fit. It is no more than willing, and straightway this or that idea arises in my fancy: and by the same power 
it is obliterated, and makes way for another. This making and unmaking of ideas cloth very properly 
denominate the mind active. Thus much is certain, and grounded on experience: but when we talk of unthinking 
agents, or of exciting ideas exclusive of volition, we only amuse ourselves with words. 
    XXIX. But whatever power I may have over my own thoughts, I find the ideas actually perceived by sense 
have not a like dependence on my will. When in broad day-light I open my eyes, it is not in my power to choose 
whether I shall see or no, or to determine what particular objects shall present themselves to my view; and so 
likewise as to the hearing and other senses, the ideas imprinted on them are not creatures of my will. There is 
therefore some other will or spirit that produces them. 
    XXX. The ideas of sense are more strong, lively, and distinct than those of the imagination; they have 
likewise a steadiness, order, and coherence, and are not excited at random, as those which are the effects of 
human wills often are, but in a regular train or series, the admirable connexion whereof sufficiently testifies the 
wisdom and benevolence of its author. Now the set rules or established methods, wherein the mind we depend 
on excites in us the ideas of sense, are called the laws of nature: and these we learn by experience, which 
teaches us that such and such ideas are attended with such and such other ideas, in the ordinary course of things. 
    XXXI. This gives us a sort of foresight, which enables us to regulate our actions for the benefit of life. And 
without this we should be eternally at a loss: we could not know how to act any thing that might procure us the 
least pleasure, or remove the least pain of sense. That food nourishes, sleep refreshes, and fire warms us; that to 
sow in the seed-time is the way to reap in the harvest, and, in general, that to obtain such or such ends, such or 
such means are conducive, all this we know, not by discovering any necessary connexion between our ideas, 
but only by the observation of the settled laws of nature, without which we should be all in uncertainty and 
confusion, and a grown man no more know how to manage himself in the affairs of life than an infant just born. 
    XXXII. And yet this consistent, uniform working, which so evidently displays the goodness and wisdom of 
that governing Spirit whose will constitutes the laws of nature, is so far from leading our thoughts to him, that it 
rather sends them a wandering after second causes. For when we perceive certain ideas of sense constantly 
followed by other ideas, and we know this is not of our own doing, we forthwith attribute power and agency to 
the ideas themselves, and make one the cause of another, than which nothing can be more absurd and 
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unintelligible. Thus, for example, having observed that when we perceive by sight a certain round luminous 
figure, we at the same time perceive by touch the idea or sensation called heat, we do from thence conclude the 
sun to be the cause of heat. And in like manner perceiving the motion and collision of bodies to be attended 
with sound, we are inclined to think the latter an effect of the former. 
    XXXIII. The ideas imprinted on the senses by the author of nature are called real things: and those excited in 
the imagination, being less regular, vivid, and constant, are more properly termed ideas, or images of things, 
which they copy and represent. But then our sensations, be they never so vivid and distinct, are nevertheless 
ideas, that is, they exist in the mind, or are perceived by it, as truly as the ideas of its own framing. The ideas of 
sense are allowed to have more reality in them, that is, to be more strong, orderly, and coherent than the 
creatures of the mind: but this is no argument that they exist without the mind. They are also less dependent on 
the spirit, or thinking substance which perceives them, in that they are excited by the will of another and more 
powerful spirit: yet still they are ideas, and certainly no idea, whether faint or strong, can exist otherwise than in 
a mind perceiving it. 
    XXXIV. Before we proceed any further, it is necessary to spend some time in answering objections which 
may probably be made against the principles hitherto laid down. In doing of which, if I seem too prolix to those 
of quick apprehensions, I hope it may be pardoned, since all men do not equally apprehend things of this nature; 
and I am willing to be understood by every one. First then it will be objected that by the foregoing principles, 
all that is real and substantial in nature is banished out of the world: and instead thereof a chimerical scheme of 
ideas takes place. All things that exist, 
exist only in the mind, that is, they are purely notional. What therefore becomes of the sun, moon, and stars? 
What must we think of houses, rivers, mountains, trees, stones; nay, even of our own bodies? Are all these but 
so many chimeras and illusions on the fancy? To all which, and whatever else of the same sort may be objected, 
I answer, that by the principles premised, we are not deprived of any one thing in nature. Whatever we see, feel, 
hear, or any wise conceive or understand, remains as secure as ever, and is as real as ever. There is a rerum 
natura, and the distinction between realities and chimeras retains its full force. This is evident from Sect. xxix., 
xxx., and xxxiii., where we have shown what is meant by real things in opposition to chimeras, or ideas of our 
own framing; but then they both equally exist in the mind, and in that sense are like ideas. 
    XXXV. I do not argue against the existence of any one thing that we can apprehend, either by sense or 
reflection. That the things I see with mine eyes and touch with my hands do exist, really exist, I make not the 
least question. The only thing whose existence we deny, is that which philosophers call matter or corporeal 
substance. And in doing of this, there is no damage done to the rest of mankind, who, I dare say, will never miss 
it. The atheist indeed will want the colour of an empty name to support his impiety; and the philosophers may 
possibly find, they have lost a great handle for trifling and disputation.... 
    CXLV. From what hath been said, it is plain that we cannot know the existence of other spirits otherwise 
than by their operations, or the ideas of them excited in us. I perceive several motions, changes, and 
combinations of ideas, that inform me there are certain particular agents like myself, which accompany them, 
and concur in their production. Hence the knowledge I have of other spirits is not immediate, as is the 
knowledge of my ideas; but depending on the intervention of ideas, by me referred to agents or spirits distinct 
from myself, as effects or concomitant signs. 
    CXLVI. But though there be some things which convince us human agents are concerned in producing them; 
yet it is evident to every one, that those things which are called the works of nature, that is, the far greater part 
of the ideas or sensations perceived by us, are not produced by, or dependent on, the wills of men. There is 
therefore some other spirit that causes them, since it is repugnant that they should subsist by themselves. See 
Sect. xxix. But if we attentively consider the constant regularity, order, and concatenation of natural things, the 
surprising magnificence, beauty, and perfection of the larger, and the exquisite contrivance of the smaller parts 
of the creation, together with the exact harmony and correspondence of the whole, but, above all, the never 
enough admired laws of pain and pleasure, and the instincts or natural inclinations, appetites, and passions of 
animals; I say if we consider all these things, and at the same time attend to the meaning and import of the 
attributes, one, eternal, infinitely wise, good, and perfect, we shall clearly perceive that they belong to the 
aforesaid spirit, who works all in all, and by whom all things consist. 
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    CXLVII. Hence it is evident, that God is known as certainly and immediately as any other mind or spirit 
whatsoever, distinct from ourselves. We may even assert, that the existence of God is 
far more evidently perceived than the existence of men; because the effects of nature are infinitely more 
numerous and considerable than those ascribed to human agents. There is not any one mark that denotes a man, 
or effect produced by him, which doth not more strongly evince the being of that Spirit who is the Author of 
nature. For it is evident that in affecting other persons, the will of man hath no other object than barely the 
motion of the limbs of his body; but that such a motion should be attended by, or excite any idea in the mind of 
another, depends wholly on the will of the Creator. He alone it is who, "upholding all things by the word of his 
power," maintains that intercourse between spirits, whereby they are able to perceive the existence of each 
other. And yet this pure and clear light, which enlightens every one, is itself invisible. 
 
Part Four: Hume & Kant 
 
David Hume  
 
A Treatise of Human Nature 1738 
David Hume 
 
Causation 
 
PART I 

THERE ARE NO IDEAS, which occur in metaphysics, more obscure and uncertain, than those of power, 
force, energy or necessary connexion, of which it is every moment necessary for us to treat in all our 
disquisitions. We shall, therefore, endeavour, in this section, to fix, if possible, the precise meaning of these 
terms, and thereby remove some part of that obscurity, which is so much complained of in this species of 
philosophy. 

   It seems a proposition, which will not admit of much dispute, that all our ideas are nothing but copies of our 
impressions, or, in other words, that it is impossible for us to think of any thing, which we have not 
antecedently felt, either by our external or internal senses.... To be fully acquainted, therefore, with the idea of 
power or necessary connexion, let us examine its impression; and in order to find the impression with greater 
certainty, let us search for it in all the sources, from which it may possibly be derived. 

   When we look about us towards external objects, and consider the operation of causes, we are never able, in 
a single instance, to discover any power or necessary connexion; any quality, which binds the effect to the 
cause, and renders the one an infallible consequence of the other. We only find, that the one does actually, in 
fact, follow the other. The impulse of one billiard-ball is attended with motion in the second. This is the whole 
that appears to the outward senses. The mind feels no sentiment or inward impression from this succession of 
objects: Consequently, there is not, in any single, particular instance of cause and effect, any thing which can 
suggest the idea of power or necessary connexion. 

   From the first appearance of an object, we never can conjecture what effect will result from it. But were the 
power or energy of any cause discoverable by the mind, we could foresee the effect, even without experience; 
and might, at first, pronounce with certainty concerning it, by mere dint of thought and reasoning. 

   In reality, there is no part of matter, that does ever, by its sensible qualities, discover any power or energy, 
or give us ground to imagine, that it could produce any thing, or be followed by any other object, which we 
could denominate its effect. Solidity, extension, motion; these qualities are all complete in themselves, and 
never point out any other event which may result from them. The scenes of the universe are continually shifting, 
and one object follows another in an uninterrupted succession; but the power or force, which actuates the whole 
machine, is entirely concealed from us, and never discovers itself in any of the sensible qualities of body. We 
know, that, in fact, heat is a constant attendant of flame; but what is the connexion between them, we have no 
room so much as to conjecture or imagine. It is impossible, therefore, that the idea of power can be derived 
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from the contemplation of bodies, in single instances of their operation; because no bodies ever discover any 
power, which can be the original of this idea. 

   Since, therefore, external objects as they appear to the senses, give us no idea of power or necessary 
connexion, by their operation in particular instances, let us see, whether this idea be derived from reflection on 
the operations of our own minds, and be copied from any internal impression. It may be said, that we are every 
moment conscious of internal power; while we feel, that, by the simple command of our will, we can move the 
organs of our body, or direct the faculties of our mind. An act of volition produces motion in our limbs, or 

raises a new idea in our imagination. This influence of the will we know by consciousness. Hence we acquire 
the idea of power or energy; and are certain, that we ourselves and all other intelligent beings are possessed of 
power.... 

   We shall proceed to examine this pretension; and first with regard to the influence of volition over the 
organs of the body. This influence, we may observe, is a fact, which, like all other natural events, can be known 
only by experience, and can never be foreseen from any apparent energy or power in the cause, which connects 
it with the effect, and renders the one an infallible consequence of the other. The motion of our body follows 
upon the command of our will. Of this we are every moment conscious. But the means, by which this is 
effected; the energy, by which the will performs so extraordinary an operation; of this we are so far from being 
immediately conscious, that it must for ever escape our most diligent enquiry. 

   For first; is there any principle in all nature more mysterious than the union of soul with body; by which a 
supposed spiritual substance acquires such an influence over a material one, that the most refined thought is 
able to actuate the grossest matter? Were we empowered, by a secret wish, to remove mountains, or control the 
planets in their orbit; this extensive authority would not be more extraordinary, nor more beyond our 
comprehension. But if by consciousness we perceived any power or energy in the will, we must know this 
power; we must know its connexion with the effect; we must know the secret union of soul and body, and the 
nature of both these substances; by which the one is able to operate, in so many instances, upon the other. 

   Secondly, We are not able to move all the organs of the body with a like authority; though we cannot assign 
any reason besides experience, for so remarkable a difference between one and the other. Why has the will an 
influence over the tongue and fingers, not over the heart or liver? This question would never embarrass us, were 
we conscious of a power in the former case, not in the latter.... 

   Thirdly, We learn from anatomy, that the immediate object of power in voluntary motion, is not the member 
itself which is moved, but certain muscles, and nerves, and animal spirits, and, perhaps,something still more 
minute and more unknown, through which the motion is successively propagated, ere it reach the member itself 
whose motion is the immediate object of volition. Can there be a more certain proof, that the power, by which 
this whole operation is performed, so far from being directly and fully known by an inward sentiment or 
consciousness, is, to the last degree, mysterious and unintelligible? Here the mind wills a certain event: 
Immediately another event, unknown to ourselves, and totally different from the one intended, is produced: This 
event produces another, equally unknown: Till at last, through a long succession, the desired event is produced. 
But if the original power were felt, it must be known: Were it known, its effect also must be known; since all 
power is relative to its effect. And vice versa, if the effect be not known, the power cannot be known nor felt. 
How indeed can we be conscious of a power to move our limbs, when we have no such power; but only that to 
move certain animal spirits, which, though they produce at last the motion of our limbs, yet operate in such a 
manner as is wholly beyond our comprehension? 

   We may, therefore, conclude ... that our idea of power is not copied from any sentiment or consciousness of 
power within ourselves, when we give rise to animal motion, or apply our limbs to their proper use and office. 
That their motion follows the command of the will is a matter of common experience, like other natural events: 
But the power or energy by which this is effected, like that in other natural events, is unknown and 
inconceivable.... 

   The generality of mankind never find any difficulty in accounting for the more common and familiar 
operations of nature-such as the descent of heavy bodies, the growth of plants, the generation of animals, or the 
nourishment of bodies by food: But suppose that, in all these cases, they perceive the very force or energy of the 
cause, by which it is connected with its effect, and is for ever infallible in its operation. They acquire, by long 
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habit, such a turn of mind, that, upon the appearance of the cause, they immediately expect with assurance its 
usual attendant, and hardly conceive it possible that any other event could result from it. It is only cm the 
discovery of extraordinary phenomena, such as earthquakes, pestilence, and 

prodigies of any kind, that they find themselves at a loss to assign a proper cause, and to explain the manner 
in which the effect is produced by it. It is usual for men, in such difficulties to have recourse to some invisible 
intelligent principle as the immediate cause of that event which surprises them, and which, they think, cannot be 
accounted for from the common powers of nature. But philosophers, who carry their scrutiny a little farther, 
immediately perceive that, even in the most familiar events, the energy of the cause is as unintelligible as in the 
most unusual, and that we only learn by experience the frequent Conjunction of objects, without being ever able 
to comprehend anything like Connexion between them.... 

 
PART II 

But to hasten a conclusion of this argument, which is already drawn out to too great a length: We have sought 
in vain for an idea of power or necessary connexion in all the sources from which we could suppose it to be 
derived. It appears that, in single instances of the operation of bodies, we never can, by our utmost scrutiny, 
discover any thing but one event following another, without being able to comprehend any force or power by 
which the cause operates, or any connexion between it and its supposed effect. The same difficulty occurs in 
contemplating the operations of mind on body where we observe the motion of the latter to follow upon the 
volition of the former, but are not able to observe or conceive the tie which binds together the motion and 
volition, or the energy by which the mind produces this effect. The authority of the will over its own faculties 
and ideas is not a whit more comprehensible: So that, upon the whole, there appears not, throughout all nature, 
any one instance of connexion which is conceivable by us. All events seem entirely loose and separate. One 
event follows another; but we never can observe any tie between them. They seem conjoined, but never 
connected. And as we can have no idea of any thing which never appeared to our outward sense or inward 
sentiment, the necessary conclusion seems to be that we have no idea of connexion or power at all, and that 
these words are absolutely without any meaning, when employed either in philosophical reasonings or common 
life. 

   But there still remains one method of avoiding this conclusion, and one source which we have not yet 
examined. When any natural object or event is presented, it is impossible for us, by any sagacity or penetration, 
to discover, or even conjecture, without experience, what event will result from it, or to carry our foresight 
beyond that object which is immediately present to the memory and senses. Even after one instance or 
experiment where we have observed a particular event to follow upon another, we are not entitled to form a 
general rule, or foretell what will happen in like cases; it being justly esteemed am unpardonable temerity to 
judge of the whole course of nature from one single experiment, however accurate or certain. But when one 
particular species of event has always, in all instances, been conjoined with another, we make no longer any 
scruple of foretelling one upon the appearance of the other, and of employing that reasoning, which can alone 
assure us of any matter of fact or existence. We then call the one object, Cause; the other, Effect. We suppose 
that there is some connexion between them; sonic power in the one, by which it infallibly produces the other, 
and operates with the greatest certainty and strongest necessity. 

   It appears, then, that this idea of a necessary connexion among events arises from a number of similar 
instances which occur of the constant conjunction of these events; nor can that idea ever be suggested by any 
one of these instances, surveyed in all possible lights and positions. But there is nothing in a number of 
instances, different from every single instance, which is supposed to be exactly similar; except only, that after a 
repetition of similar instances, the mind is carried by habit, upon the appearance of one event, to expect its usual 
attendant, and to believe that it will exist. This connexion, therefore, which we feel in the mind, this customary 
transition of the imagination from one object to its usual attendant, is the sentiment or impression from which 
we form the idea of power or necessary connexion. Nothing farther is in the case. Contemplate the subject on 
all sides; you will never find any other origin of that idea. 

This is the sole difference between one instance, from which we can never receive the idea of connexion, and 
a number of similar instances, by which it is suggested. The first time a man saw the communication of motion 
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by impulse, as by the shock of two billiard balls, he could not pronounce that the one event was connected: but 
only that it was conjoined with the other. After he has observed several instances of this nature, he then 
pronounces them to be connected. What alteration has happened to give rise to this new idea of connexion? 
Nothing but that he now feels these events to be connected in his imagination, and can readily foretell the 
existence of one from the appearance of the other. When we say, therefore, that one object is connected with 
another, we mean only that they have acquired a connexion in our thought, and give rise to this inference, by 
which they become proofs of each other's existence: A conclusion which is somewhat extraordinary, but which 
seems founded on sufficient evidence. Nor will its evidence be weakened by any general diffidence of the 
understanding, or sceptical suspicion concerning every conclusion which is new and extraordinary. No 
conclusions can be more agreeable to scepticism than such as make discoveries concerning the weakness and 
narrow limits of human reason and capacity. 

   And what stronger instance can be produced of the surprising ignorance and weakness of the understanding 
than the present? For surely, if there be any relation among objects which it imports to us to know perfectly, it 
is that of cause and effect. On this arc founded all our reasonings concerning matter of fact or existence. By 
means of it alone we attain any assurance concerning objects which are removed from the present testimony of 
our memory and senses. The only immediate utility of all sciences, is to teach us, how to control and regulate 
future events by their causes. Our thoughts and enquiries are, therefore, every moment, cmploycd about this 
relation: Yet so imperfect arc the ideas which we form concerning it, that it is impossible to give any just 
definition of cause, except what is drawn from something extraneous and foreign to it. Similar objects are 
always conjoined with similar. Of this we have experience. Suitably to this experience, therefore, we may 
define a cause to be an object, followed by another, and where all the objects similar to the first are followed by 
objects similar to the second. Or in other words, where, if the first object had not been, the second never had 
existed. The appearance of a cause always conveys the mind, by a customary transition, to the idea of the effect. 
Of this also we have experience. We may, therefore, suitably to this experience, form another definition of 
cause, and call it, an object followed by another, and whose appearance always conveys the thought to that 
other. But though both these definitions be drawn from circumstances foreign to the cause, we cannot remedy 
this inconvenience, or attain any more perfect definition, which may point out that circumstance in the cause, 
which gives it a connexion with its effect. We have no idea of this connexion, nor even any distinct notion what 
it is we desire to know, where we endeavour at a conception of it. We say, for instance, that the vibration of this 
string is the cause of this particular sound But what do we mean by that affirmation? We either mean that this 
vibration is followed by this sound, and that all similar vibrations have been followed by similar sounds: Or, 
that this vibration is followed by this sound, and that upon the appearance of one the mind anticipates the 
senses, and forms immediately an idea of the other. We may consider the relation of cause and effect in either 
of these two lights-, but beyond these, we have no idea of it. 

   To recapitulate, therefore, the reasonings of this section: Every idea is copied from some preceding 
impression or sentiment; and where we cannot find any impression, we may be certain that there is nc idea. In 
all single instances of the operation of bodics or minds, there is nothing that produces any impression, nor 
consequently can suggest any idea of power or necessary connexion. But when many uniform instances appear, 
and the same object is always followed by the same event-, we then begin to entertain the notion of cause and 
connexion. We then feel a new sentiment or impression, to wit, 2 Customary connexion in the thought or 
imagination between one object and its usual attendant and this sentiment is the original of that idea which we 
seek for. For as this idea arises from a number of similar instances, and not from any single instance, it must 
arise from that circumstance, it which the number of instances differ from every 

individual instance. But this customary connexion or transition of the imagination is the only circumstance in 
which they differ. In every other particular they are alike. The first instance which we saw of motion 
communicated by the shock of two billiard balls (to return to this obvious illustration) is exactly similar to any 
instance that may, at present, occur to us; except only, that we could not, at first, infer one event from the other; 
which we are enabled to do at present, after so long a course of uniform experience. 

   Custom, then, is the great guide of human life. It is that principle alone which renders our experience useful 
to us, and makes us expect, for the future, a similar train of events with those which have appeared in the past. 
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Without the influence of custom, we should be entirely ignorant of every matter of fact beyond what is 
immediately present to the memory and senses. We should never know how to adjust means to ends, or to 
employ our natural powers in the production of any effect. There would be an end at once of all action, as well 
as of the chief part of speculation. 

   But here it may be proper to remark, that though our conclusions from experience carry us beyond our 
memory and senses, and assure us of matters of fact which happened in the most distant places and most remote 
ages, yet sonic fact must always be present to the senses or memory, from which we may first proceed in 
drawing these cone lusions. A man, who should find in a desert country the remains of pompous buildings, 
would conclude that the country had, in ancient times, been cultivated by civilized inhabitants; but did nothing 
of this nature occur to him, he could never form such an inference. We learn the events of former ages from 
history; but then we must peruse the volumes in which this instruction is contained, and thence carry up our 
inferences from one testimony to another, till we arrive at the eyewitnesses and spcctators of these distant 
events. In a word, if we proceed not upon some fact, present to the memory or senses, our reasonings would be 
merely hypothetical-, and however the particular links might be connected with each other, the whole chain of 
inferences would have nothing to support it, nor could we ever, by its means, arrive at the knowledge of any 
real existence. If I ask why you believe any particular matter of fact, which you relate, you must tell me some 
reason; and this reason will be some other fact, connected with it. But as you cannot proceed after this manner, 
in infinitum, you must at last terminate in some fact, which is present to your memory or senses; or must allow 
that your belief is entirely without foundation. 

   What, then, is the conclusion of the whole matter? A simple one; though, it must be confessed, pretty 
remote from the common theories of philosophy. All belief of matter of fact or real existence is derived merely 
from some object, present to the memory or senses, and a customary conjunction between that and some other 
object. Or in other words; having found, in many instances, that any 

two kinds of objects-flame and heat, snow and cold-have always been conjoined together; if flame or snow be 
presented anew to the senses, the mind is carried by custom to expect heat or cold, and to believe that such a 
quality does exist, and will discover itself upon a nearer approach. This belief is the necessary result of placing 
the mind in such circumstances. It is an operation of the soul, when we are so situated, as unavoidable as to feel 
the passion of love, when we receive benefits; or hatred, when we meet with injuries. All these operations are a 
species of natural instincts, which no reasoning or process of the thought and understanding is able either to 
produce or to prevent. 
 
Skepticism Regarding the Senses 

 
We may well ask, what causes induce us to believe in the existence of body? but 'tis in vain to ask, Whether 

there be body or not? That is a point, which we must take for granted in all our reasonings. 
The subject, then, of our present enquiry is concerning the causes which induce us to believe in the existence 

of body; and my reasonings on this shall begin with a distinction, which at first sight may seem superfluous, but 
which will contribute very much to the perfect understanding of what follows. We ought to examine apart those 
two questions, which are commonly confounded together, viz. Why we attribute a CONTINUED existence to 
objects, even when they are not present to the senses; and why we suppose them to have an existence 
DISTINCT from the mind and perception. Under this last head I comprehend their situation as well as relations, 
their external position as well as the independence of their existence and operation. These two questions 
concerning the continu'd and distinct existence of body are intimately connected together. For if the objects of 
our senses continue to exist, even when they are not perceiv'd, their existence is of course independent of and 
distinct from the perception; and vice versa, if 

their existence be independent of the perception and distinct from it, they must continue to exist, even tho' 
they be not perceiv'd. But tho' the decision of the one question decides the other; yet that we may the more 
easily discover the principles of human nature, from whence the decision arises, we shall carry along with us 
this distinction, and shall consider, whether it be the senses, reason, or the imagination, that produces the 
opinion of a continu'd or of a distinct existence. These are the only questions, that are intelligible on the present 
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subject. For as to the notion of external existence, when taken for something specifically different from our 
perceptions, we have already shewn its absurdity. 

To begin with the SENSES, 'tis evident these faculties are incapable of giving rise to do the notion of the 
continu'd existence of their objects, after they no longer appear to the senses. For that is a contradiction in 
terms, and supposes that the senses continue to operate, even after they have ceas'd all manner of operation. 
These faculties, therefore, if they have any influence in the present case, must produce the opinion of a distinct, 
not of a continu'd existence; and in order to do that, must present their impressions either as images and 
representations, or as these very distinct and external existences. 

That our senses offer not their impressions as the images of something distinct, or independent, and external, 
is evident; because they convey to us nothing but a single perception, and never give us the least intimation of 
any thing beyond. A single perception can never produce the idea of a double existence, but by some inference 
either of the reason or imagination. When the mind looks farther than what immediately appears to it, its 
conclusions can never be put to the account of the senses; and it certainly looks farther, when from a single 
perception it infers a double existence, and supposes the relations of resemblance and causation betwixt them. 

If our senses, therefore, suggest any idea of distinct existences, they must convey the impressions as those 
very existences, by a kind of fallacy and illusion. Upon this head we may observe, that all sensations are felt by 
the mind, such as they really are, and that when we doubt, whether they present themselves as distinct objects, 
or as mere impressions, the difficulty is not concerning their nature, but concerning their relations and situation. 
Now if the senses presented our impressions as external to, and independent of ourselves, both the objects and 
ourselves must be obvious to our senses, otherwise cou'd not be compar'd by these faculties. The difficulty, 
then, is how far we are ourselves the objects of our senses. 

'Tis certain there is no question in philosophy more abstruse than that concerning identity, and the nature of 
the uniting principle, which constitutes a person. So far from being able by our senses merely to determine this 
question, we must have recourse to the most profound metaphysics to give a satisfactory answer to it; and in 
common life 'tis evident these ideas of self and person are never very fix'd nor determinate. 'Tis absurd, 
therefore, to imagine the senses can ever distinguish betwixt ourselves and external objects. 

Add to this, that every impression, external and internal, passions, affections, sensations, pains and pleasures, 
are originally on the same footing; and that whatever other differences we may observe among them, they 
appear all of them, in their true colours, as impressions or perceptions. And indeed, if we consider the matter 
aright, 'tis scarce possible it shou'd be otherwise, nor is it conceivable that our senses shou'd be more capable of 
deceiving us in the situation and relations, than in the nature of our impressions. For since all actions and 
sensations of the mind are known to us by consciousness, they must necessarily appear in every particular what 
they are, and be what they appear. Every thing that enters the mind, being in reality as the perception, 'tis 
impossible any thing shou'd to feeling appear different. This were to suppose, that even where we are most 
intimately conscious, we might be mistaken, 

But not to lose time in examining, whether 'tis possible for our senses to deceive us, and represent our 
perceptions as distinct from ourselves, that is as external to and independent of us; let us consider whether they 
really do so, and whether this error proceeds from an immediate sensation, or from some other causes. 

To begin with the question concerning external existence, it may perhaps be said, that setting aside the 
metaphysical question of the identity of a thinking substance, our own body evidently belongs to us; and as 
several impressions appear exterior to the body, we suppose them also exterior to ourselves. The paper, on 
which I write at present, is beyond my hand. The table is beyond the paper. The walls of the chamber beyond 
the table. And in casting my eye towards the window, I perceive a great extent of fields and buildings beyond 
my chamber. From all this it may be infer'd, that no other faculty is requir'd, beside the senses, to convince us of 
the external existence of body. But to prevent this inference, we need only weigh the three following 
considerations. First, That, properly speaking, 'tis not our body we perceive, when we regard our limbs and 
members, but certain impressions, which enter by the senses; so that the ascribing a real and corporeal existence 
to these impressions, or to their objects, is an act of the mind as difficult to explain, as that which we examine at 
present. Secondly, Sounds, and tastes, and smells, tho' commonly regarded by the mind as continu'd 
independent qualities, appear not to have any existence in extension, and consequently cannot appear to the 
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senses as situated externally to the body. The reason, why we ascribe a place to them, shall be consider'd 
afterwards. Thirdly Even our sight informs us not of distance or outness (so to speak) immediately and without 
a certain reasoning and experience, as is acknowledg'd by the most rational philosophers.  

As to the independency of our perceptions on ourselves, this can never be an object of the senses; but any 
opinion we form concerning it, must be deriv'd from experience and observation: And we shall see afterwards, 
that our conclusions from experience are far from being favourable to the doctrine of the independency of our 
perceptions. Meanwhile we may observe that when we talk of real distinct existences, we have commonly more 
in our eye their independency than external situation in place, and think an object has a sufficient reality, when 
its Being is uninterrupted, and independent of the incessant revolutions, which we are conscious of in 
ourselves. 

Thus to resume what I have said concerning the senses; they give us no notion of continu'd existence, because 
they cannot operate beyond the extent, in which they really operate. They as little produce the opinion of a 
distinct existence, because they neither can offer it to the mind as represented, nor as original. To offer it as 
represented, they must present both an object and an image. To make it appear as original, they must convey a 
falshood; and this falshood must lie in the relations and situation: In order to which they must be able to 
compare the object with ourselves; and even in that case they do not, nor is it possible they shou'd, deceive us. 
We may, therefore, conclude with certainty, that the opinion of a continu'd and of a distinct existence never 
arises from the senses. 

To confirm this we may observe, that there are three different kinds of impressions convey'd by the senses. 
The first are those of the figure, bulk, motion and solidity of bodies. The second those of colours, tastes, smells, 
sounds, heat and cold. The third are the pains and pleasures, that arise from the application of objects to our 
bodies, as by the cutting of our flesh with steel, and such like. Both philosophers and the vulgar suppose the 
first of these to have a distinct continu'd existence. The vulgar only regard the second as on the same footing. 
Both philosophers and the vulgar, again, esteem the third to be merely perceptions; and consequently 
interrupted and dependent beings. 

Now 'tis evident, that, whatever may be our philosophical opinion, colours, sounds, heat and cold, as far as 
appears to the senses, exist after the same manner with motion and solidity, and that the difference we make 
betwixt them in this respect, arises not from the mere perception. So strong is the prejudice for the distinct 
continu'd existence of the former qualities, that when the contrary opinion is advanc'd by modem philosophers, 
people imagine they can almost refute it from their feeling and experience, and that their very senses contradict 
this philosophy. 'Tis also evident, that colours, sounds, &c. are originally on the same footing with the pain that 
arises from steel, and pleasure that proceeds from a fire; and that the difference betwixt them is founded neither 
on perception nor reason, but on the imagination. For as they are confest to be, both of them, nothing but 
perceptions arising from the particular configurations and motions of the parts of body, wherein possibly can 
their difference consist? Upon the whole, then, we may conclude, that as far as the senses are judges, all 
perceptions are the same in the manner of their existence. 

We may also observe in this instance of sounds and colours, that we can attribute a distinct continu'd 
existence to objects without ever consulting REASON, or weighing our opinions by any philosophical 
principles. And indeed, whatever convincing arguments philosophers may fancy they can produce to establish 
the belief of objects independent of the mind, 'tis obvious these arguments are known but to very few, and that 
'tis not by them, that children, peasants, and the greatest part of mankind are induc'd to attribute objects to some 
impressions, and deny them to others. Accordingly we find, that all the conclusions, which the vulgar form on 
this head, are directly contrary to those, which are confirm'd by philosophy. For philosophy informs us, that 
every thing, which appears to the mind, is nothing but a perception, and is interrupted, and dependent on the 
mind; whereas the vulgar confound perceptions and objects, and attribute a distinct continu'd existence to the 
very things they feel or see. This sentiment, then, as it is entirely unreason ' ;able, must proceed from some 
other faculty than the understanding. To which we may add, that as long as we take our perceptions and objects 
to be the same, we can never infer the existence of the one from that of the other, nor form any argument from 
the relation of cause and effect; which is the only one that can assure us of matter of fact. Even after we 
distinguish our perceptions from our objects, 'twill appear presently, that we are still incapable of reasoning 
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from the existence of one to that of the other: So that upon the whole our reason neither does, nor is it possible 
it ever shou'd, upon any supposition, give us an assurance of the continu'd and distinct existence of body. That 
opinion must be entirely owing to the IMAGINATION: which must now be the subject of our enquiry. 

Since all impressions are internal and perishing existences, and appear as such, the notion of their distinct and 
continu'd existence must arise from a concurrence of some of their qualities with the qualities of the 
imagination; and since this notion does not extend to all of them, it must arise from certain qualities peculiar to 
some impressions. 'Twill therefore be easy for us to discover these qualities by a comparison of the 
impressions, to which we attribute a distinct and continu'd existence, with those, which we regard as internal 
and perishing. 

We may observe, then, that 'tis neither upon account of the involuntariness of certain impressions, as is 
commonly suppos'd, nor of their superior force and violence, that we attribute to them a reality, and continu'd 
existence, which we refuse to others, that are voluntary or feeble. For 'tis evident our pains and pleasures, our 
passions and affections, which we never suppose to have any existence beyond our perception, operate with 

greater violence, and are equally involuntary, as the impressions of figure and extension, colour and sound, 
which we suppose to be permanent beings. The heat of a fire, when moderate, is suppos'd to exist in the fire; but 
the pain, which it causes upon a near approach, is not taken to have any being except in the perception. 

These vulgar opinions, then, being rejected, we must search for some other hypothesis, by which we may 
discover those peculiar qualities in our impressions, which makes us attribute to them a distinct and continu'd 
existence. 

After a little examination, we shall find, that all those objects, to which we attribute a continu'd existence, 
have a peculiar constancy, which distinguishes them from the impressions, whose existence depends upon our 
perception. Those mountains, and houses, and trees, which lie at present under my eye, have always appear'd to 
me in the same order; and when I lose sight of them by shutting my eyes or turning my head, I soon after find 
them return upon me without the least alteration. My bed and table, my books and papers, present themselves in 
the same uniform manner, and change not upon account of any interruption in my seeing or perceiving them. 
This is the case with all the impressions, whose objects are suppos'd to have an external existence; and is the 
case with no other impressions, whether gentle or violent, voluntary or involuntary. 

This constancy, however, is not so perfect as not to admit of very considerable exceptions. Bodies often 
change their position and qualities, and after a little absence or interruption may become hardly knowable. But 
here 'tis observable, that even in these changes they preserve a coberence, and have a regular dependence on 
each other; which is the foundation of a kind of reasoning from causation, and produces the opinion of their 
continu'd existence. When I return to my chamber after an hour's absence, I find not my fire in the same 
situation, in which I left it: But then I am accustom'd in other instances to see a like alteration produc'd in a like 
time, whether I am present or absent, near or remote. This coherence, therefore, in their changes is one of the 
characteristics of external objects, as well as their constancy. 

     Having found that the opinion of the continu'd existence of body depends on the COHERENCE and 
CONSTANCY of certain impressions, I now proceed to examine after what manner these qualities give rise to 
so extraordinary an opinion. To begin with the coherence; we may observe, that tho' those internal impressions, 
which we regard as fleeting and perishing, have also a certain coherence or regularity in their appearances, yet 
'tis of somewhat a different nature, from that which we discover in bodies. Our passions are found by 
experience to have a mutual connexion with and dependence on each other; but on no occasion is it necessary to 
suppose, that they have existed and operated, when they were not perceiv'd, in order to preserve the same 
dependence and connexion, of which we have had experience. The case is not the same with relation to external 
objects. Those require a continu'd existence, or otherwise lose, in a great measure, the regularity of their 
operation. I am here seated in my chamber with my face to the fire; and all the objects, that strike my senses, are 
contain'd in a few yards around me. My memory, indeed, informs me of the existence of many objects; but then 
this information extends not beyond their past existence, nor do either my senses or memory give any testimony 
to the continuance of their being. When therefore I am thus seated, and revolve over these thoughts, I hear on a 
sudden a noise as of a door turning upon its hinges; and a little after see a porter, who advances towards me. 
This gives occasion to many new reflexions and reasonings. First, I never have observ'd, that this noise cou'd 
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proceed from anything but the motion of a door; and therefore conclude, that the present phaenomenon is a 
contradiction to all past experience, unless the door, which I remember on t'other side the chamber, be still in 
being. Again, I have always found, that a human body was possest of a quality, which I call gravity, and which 
hinders it from mounting in the air, as this porter must have done to arrive at my chamber, unless the stairs I 
remember be not annihilated by my absence. But this is not all. I receive a letter, which upon opening it I 
perceive by the hand-writing and subscription to have come from a friend who says he is two hundred leagues 
distant. 'Tis evident I can never account for this phaenomenon, conformable to my experience in other 
instances, without spreading out in my mind the whole sea and continent between us, and supposing the effects 
and condnu'd existence of posts and ferries, according to my memory and observation. To consider these 
phaenomena of the porter and letter in a certain light, they are contra dictions, to common experience, and may 
be regarded as objections to those maxims, which we form concerning the connexions of causes and effects. I 
am accustorn'd to hear such a sound, and see such an object in motion at the same time. I have not receiv'd in 
this particular instance both these perceptions. These observations are contrary, unless I suppose that the door 
still remains, and that it was open'd without my perceiving it: And this supposition, which was at first entirely 
arbitrary and hypothetical, acquires a force and evidence by its being the only one, upon which I can reconcile 
these contradictions. There is scarce a moment of my life, wherein there is not a similar instance presented to 
me, and I have not occasion to suppose the continu'd existence of objects, in order to connect their past and 
present appearances, and give them such an union with each other, as I have found by experience to be suitable 
to their particular natures and circumstances. Here then I am naturally led to regard the world, as something real 
and durable, and as preserving its existence, even when it is no longer present to my perception. 

But tho' this conclusion from the coherence of appearances may seem to be of the same nature with our 
reasonings concerning causes and effects; as being deriv'd from custom, and regulated by past experience; we 
shall find upon examination, that they are at the bottom considerably different from each other, and that this 
inference arises from the understanding, and from custom in an indirect and oblique manner. For 'twill readily 
be allow'd, that since nothing is ever really present to the mind, besides its own perceptions, 'tis not only 
impossible, that any habit shou'd ever be acquir'd otherwise than by the regular succession of these perceptions, 
but also that any habit shou'd ever exceed that degree of regularity. Any degree, therefore, of regularity in our 
perceptions, can never be a foundation for us to infer a greater degree of regularity in some objects, which are 
not perceiv'd; since this supposes a contradiction, viz. a habit acquir'd by what was never present to the mind. 
But 'tis evident, that whenever we infer the continu'd existence of the objects of sense from their coherence, and 
the frequency of their unions, 'tis in order to bestow on the objects a greater regularity than what is observ'd in 
our mere perceptions. We remark a connexion betwixt two kinds of objects in their past appearance to the 
senses, but are not able to observe this connexion to be perfectly constant, since the turning about of our head, 
or the shutting of our eyes is able to break it. What then do we suppose in this case, but that these objects still 
continue their usual connexion, notwithstanding their apparent interruption, and that the irregular appearances 
are join'd by something, of which we are insensible? But as all reasoning concerning matters of fact arises only 
from custom, and custom can only be the effect of repeated perceptions, the extending of custom and reasoning 
beyond the perceptions can never be the direct and natural effect of the constant repetition and connexion, but 
must arise from the cooperation of some other principles. 

I have already observ'd, in examining the foundation of mathematics, that the imagination, when set into any 
train of thinking, is apt to continue, even when its object fails it, and like a galley put in motion by the oars, 
carries on its course without any new impulse. This I have assign'd for the reason, why, after considering 
several loose standards of equality, and correcting them by each other, we proceed to imagine so correct and 
exact a standard of that relation, as is not liable to the least error or variation. The same principle makes us 
easily entertain this opinion of the continu'd existence of body. Objects have a certain coherence even as they 
appear to our senses; but this coherence is much greater and more uniform, if we suppose the objects to have a 
continu'd existence; and as the mind is once in the train of observing a uniformity among objects, it naturally 
continues, till it renders the uniformity as compleat as possible. The simple supposition of their continu'd 
existence suffices for this purpose, and gives us a notion of a much greater regularity among objects, than what 
they have when we look no farther than our senses. 
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But whatever force we may ascribe to this principle, I am afraid 'tis, too weak to support alone so vast an 

edifice, as is that of the continu'd existence of all external bodies; and that we must join the constancy of their 
appearance to the cobcrence, in order to give a satisfactory account of that opinion. As the explication of this 
will lead me into a considerable compass of very profound reasoning; I think it proper, in order to avoid 
confusion, to give a short sketch or abridgment of my system, and afterwards draw out all its parts in their full 
compass. This inference from the constancy of our perceptions, like the precedent from their coherence, gives 
rise to the opinion of the continu'd existence of body, which is prior to that of its distinct existence, and 
produces that latter principle. 

When we have been accustom'd to observe a constancy in certain impressions, and have found, that the 
perception of the sun or ocean, for instance, returns upon us after an absence or annihilation with like parts and 
in a like order, as at its first appearance, we are not apt to regard these interrupted perceptions as different, 
(which they really are) but on the contrary consider them as individually the same, upon account of their 
resemblance. But as this interruption of their existence is contrary to their perfect identity, and makes us regard 
the first impression as annihilated, and the second as newly created, we find ourselves somewhat at a loss, and 
are involv'd in a kind of contradiction. In order to free ourselves from this difficulty, we disguise, as much as 
possible, the interruption, or rather remove it entirely, by supposing that these interrupted perceptions are 
connected by a real existence, of which we are insensible. This supposition, or idea of continu'd existence, 
acquires a force and vivacity from the memory of these broken impressions, and from that propensity, which 
they give us, to suppose them the same; and according to the precedent reasoning, the very essence of belief 
consists in the force and vivacity of the conception.... 

But tho' we are led after this manner, by the natural propensity of the imagination, to ascribe a continu'd 
existence to those sensible objects or perceptions, which we find to resemble each other in their interrupted 
appearance; yet a very little reflection and philosophy is sufficient to make us perceive the fallacy of that 
opinion. I have already observ'd, that there is an intimate connexion betwixt those two principles, of a continu'd 
and of a distinct or independent existence, and that we no sooner establish the one than the other follows, as a 
necessary consequence. 'Tis the opinion of a continu'd existence, which first takes place, and without much 
study or reflection draws the other along with it, wherever the mind follows its first and most natural tendency. 
But when we compare experiments, and reason a little upon them, we quickly perceive, that the doctrine of the 
independent existence of our sensible perceptions is contrary to the plainest experience. This leads us backward 
upon our footsteps to perceive our error in attributing a continu'd existence to our perceptions, and is the origin 
of many very curious opinions, which we shall here endeavour to account for. 

'Twill first be proper to observe a few of those experiments, which convince us, that our perceptions are not 
possest of any independent existence. When we press one eye with a finger, we immediately perceive all the 
objects to become double, and one half of them to be remov'd from their common and natural position. But as 
we do not attribute a continu'd existence to both these perceptions, and as they are both of the same nature, we 
clearly perceive, that all our perceptions are dependent on our organs, and the disposition of our nerves and 
animal spirits. This opinion is confirm'd by the seeming encrease and diminution of objects, according to their 
distance; by the apparent alterations in their figure; by the changes in their colour and other qualities from our 
sickness and distempers; and by an infinite number of other experiments of the same kind; from all which we 
learn, that our sensible perceptions are not possest of any distinct or independent existence. 

The natural consequence of this reasoning shou'd be, that our perceptions have no more a continu'd than an 
independent existence; and indeed philosophers have so far run into this opinion, that they change their system, 
and distinguish, (as we shall do for the future) betwixt perceptions and objects, of which the former are 
suppos'd to be interrupted, and perishing, and different at every different return; the latter to be uninterrupted, 
and to preserve a continu'd existence and identity. But however philosophical this new system may be esteem'd, 
I assert that 'tis only a palliative remedy, and that it contains all the difficulties of the vulgar system, with some 
others, that are peculiar to itself. There are no principles either of the understanding or fancy, which lead us 
directly to embrace this opinion of the double existence of perceptions and objects, nor can we arrive at it but 
by passing thro' the common hypothesis of the identity and continuance of our interrupted perceptions. Were 
we not first persuaded, that our perceptions are our only objects, and continue to exist even when they no 
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longer make their appearance to the senses, we shou'd never be led to think, that our perceptions and objects are 
different, and that our objects alone preserve a continu'd existence. "The latter hypothesis has no primary 
recommendation either to reason 

or the imagination, but acquires all its influence on the imagination from the former." This proposition 
contains two parts, which we shall endeavour to prove as distinctly and clearly, as such abstruse subjects will 
permit. 

As to the first part of the proposition, that this pbilosophical hypothesis has no primary recommendation, 
either to reason or the imagination, we may soon satisfy ourselves with regard to reason by the following 
reflections. The only existences, of which we are certain, are perceptions, which being immediately present to 
us by consciousness, command our strongest assent, and are the first foundation of all our conclusions. The 
only conclusion we can draw from the existence of one thing to that of another, is by means of the relation of 
cause and effect, which shews, that there is a connexion betwixt them, and that the existence of one is 
dependent on that of the other. The idea of this relation is deriv'd from past experience, by which we find, that 
two beings are constantly conjoin'd together, and are always present at once to the mind. But as no beings are 
ever present to the mind but perceptions; it follows that we may observe a conjunction or a relation of cause 
and effect between different perceptions, but can never observe it between perceptions and objects. 'Tis 
impossible, therefore, that from the existence or any of the qualities of the former, we can ever form any 
conclusion concerning the existence of the latter, or ever satisfy our reason in this particular. 

'Tis no less certain, that this philosophical system has no primary recommendation to the imagination, and 
that that faculty wou'd never, of itself, and by its original tendency, have fallen upon such a principle. I confess 
it will be somewhat difficult to prove this to the full satisfaction of the reader; because it implies a negative, 
which in many cases will not admit of any positive proof If any one wou'd take the pains to examine this 
question, and wou'd invent a system, to account for the direct origin of this opinion from the imagination, we 
shou'd be able, by the examination of that system, to pronounce a certain judgment in the present subject. Let it 
be taken for granted, that our perceptions are broken, and interrupted, and however like, are still different from 
each other; and let any one upon this supposition shew why the fancy, directly and immediately, proceeds to the 
belief of another existence, resembling these perceptions in their nature, but yet continu'd, and uninterrupted, 
and identical; and after he has done this to my satisfaction, I promise to renounce my present opinion. Mean 
while I cannot forbear concluding, from the very abstractedness and difficulty of the first supposition, that 'tis 
an improper subject for the fancy to work upon. Whoever wou'd explain the origin of the common opinion 
concerning the continu'd and distinct existence of body, must take the mind in its common situation, and must 
proceed upon the supposition, that our perceptions are our only objects, and continue to exist even when they 
are not perceiv'd. Tho' this opinion be false, 'tis the most natural of any, and has alone any primary 
recommendation to the fancy. 

As to the second part of the proposition, that the philosophical system acquires all its influence on the 
imagination from the vulgar one; we may observe, that this is a natural and unavoidable consequence of the 
foregoing conclusion, that it has no primary recommendation to reason or the imagination. For as the 
philosophical system is found by experience to take hold of many minds, and in particular of all those, who 
reflect ever so little on this subject, it must derive all its authority from the vulgar system; since it has no 
original authority of its own. The manner, in which these two systems, tho' directly contrary, are connected 
together, may be explain'd, as follows. 

The imagination naturally runs on in this train of thinking. Our perceptions are our only objects: Resembling 
perceptions are the same, however broken or uninterrupted in their appearance: This appearing interruption is 
contrary to the identity: The interruption consequently extends not beyond the appearance, and the perception 
or object really continues to exist, even when absent from us: Our sensible perceptions have, therefore, a 
continu'd and uninterrupted existence. But as a little reflection destroys this conclusion, that our perceptions 
have a continu'd existence, by shewing that they have a dependent one, 'twou'd naturally be expected, that we 
must altogether reject the opinion, that there is such a thing in nature as a comtinu'd existence, which is 
preserv'd even when it no longer appears to the senses. The case, however, is otherwise. Philosophers are so far 
from rejecting the opinion of a continu'd existence upon rejecting that of the independence and continuance of 
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our sensible perceptions, that tho' all sects agree in the latter sentiment, the former, which is, in a manner, its 
necessary consequence, has been peculiar to a few extravagant sceptics; who after all maintain'd that opinion in 
words only, and were never able to bring themselves sincerely to believe it. 

There is a great difference betwixt such opinions as we form after a calm and profound reflection, and such as 
we embrace by a kind of instinct or natural impulse, on account of their suitableness and conformity to the 
mind. If these opinions become contrary, 'tis not difficult to foresee which of them will have the advantage. As 
long as our attention is bent upon the subject, the philosophical and study'd principle may prevail; but the 
moment we relax our thoughts, nature will display herself, and draw us back to our former opinion. Nay she has 
sometimes such an influence, that she can stop our progress, even in the midst of our most profound reflections, 
and keep us from running on with all the consequences of any philosophical opinion. Thus tho' we clearly 
perceive the dependence and interruption of our perceptions, we stop short in our career, and never upon that 
account reject the notion of an independent and continu'd existence. That opinion has taken such deep root in 
the imagination, that 'tis impossible ever to eradicate it, nor will any strain'd metaphysical conviction of the 
dependence of our perceptions be sufficient for that purpose. 

But tho' our natural and obvious principles here prevail above our study'd reflections, 'tis certain there must be 
some struggle and opposition in the case; at least so long as these reflections retain any force or vivacity. In 
order to set ourselves at ease in this particular, we contrive a new hypothesis, which seems to comprehend both 
these principles of reason and imagination. This hypothesis is the philosophical one of the double existence of 
perceptions and objects; which pleases our reason, in allowing, that our dependent perceptions are interrupted 
and different-, and at the same time is agreeable to the imagination, in attributing a continu'd existence to 
something else, which we call objects. This philosophical system, therefore, is the monstrous offspring of two 
principles, which are contrary to each other, which are both at once embrac'd by the mind, and which are unable 
mutually to destroy each other. The imagination tells us, that our resembling perceptions have a continu'd and 
uninterrupted existence, and are not annihilated by their absence. Reflection tells us, that even our resembling 
perceptions are interrupted in their existence, and different from each other. The contradiction betwixt these 
opinions we elude by a new fiction, which is conformable to the hypotheses both of reflection and fancy, by 
ascribing these contrary qualities to different existences; the interruption to perceptions, and the continuance to 
objects. Nature is obstinate, and will not quit the field, however strongly attack'd by reason; and at the same 
time reason is so clear in the point, that there is no possibility of disguising her. Not being able to reconcile 
these two enemies, we endeavour to set ourselves at ease as much as possible, by successively granting to each 
whatever it demands, and by feigning a double existence, where each may find something, that has all the 
conditions it desires. Were we fully convinc'd, that our resembling perceptions are continu'd, and identical, and 
independent, we shou'd never run into this opinion of a double existence; since we shou'd find satisfaction in 
our first supposition, and wou'd not look beyond. Again, were we fully convinc'd, that our perceptions are 
dependent, and interrupted, and different, we shou'd be as little inclin'd to embrace the opinion of a double 
existence; since in that case we shou'd clearly perceive the error of our first supposition of a continu'd 
existence, and wou'd never regard it any farther. 'Tis therefore from the intermediate situation of the mind, that 
this opinion arises, and from such an adherence to these two contrary principles, as makes us seek some pretext 
to justify our receiving both; which happily at last is found in the system of a double existence. 

Another advantage of this philosophical system is its similarity to the vulgar one; by which means we can 
humour our reason for a moment, when it becomes troublesome and solicitous; and yet upon its least 
negligence or inattention, can easily return to our vulgar and natural notions. Accordingly we find, that 
philosophers neglect not this advantage; but immediately upon leaving their closets, mingle with the rest of 
mankind in those exploded opinions, that our perceptions are our only objects, and continue identically and 
uninterruptedly the same in all their interrupted appearances. 

     There are other particulars of this system, wherein we may remark its dependence on the fancy, in a very 
conspicuous manner. Of these, I shall observe the two following. First, We suppose external objects to 
resemble internal perceptions. I have already shewn, that the relation of cause and effect can never afford us 
any just conclusion from the existence or qualities of our perceptions to the existence of external continu'd 
objects: And I shall farther add, that even tho' they cou'd afford such a conclusion, we shou'd never have any 
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reason to infer, that our objects resemble our perceptions. That opinion, therefore, is deriv'd from nothing but 
the quality of the fancy above - explain'd, that it borrows all its ideas from some precedent perception. We 
never can conceive any thing but perceptions, and therefore must make every thing resemble them. 

Secondly, As we suppose our objects in general to resemble our perceptions, so we take it for granted, that 
every particular object resembles that perception, which it causes. The relation of cause and effect determines 
us to join the other of resemblance; and the ideas of these existences being already united together in the fancy 
by the former relation, we naturally add the latter to compleat the union. We have a strong propensity to 
compleat every union by joining new relations to those which we have before observ'd betwixt any ideas, as we 
shall have occasion to observe presently. 

     Having thus given an account of all the systems both popular and philosophical, with regard to external 
existences, I cannot forbear giving vent to a certain sentiment, which arises upon reviewing those systems. I 
begun this subject with premising, that we ought to have an implicit faith in our senses, and that this wou'd be 
the conclusion, I shou'd draw from the whole of my reasoning. But to be ingenuous, I feel myself at present of a 
quite contrary sentiment, and am more inclin'd to repose no faith at all in my senses, or rather imagination, than 
to place in it such an implicit confidence. I cannot conceive how such trivial qualities of the fancy, conducted 
by such false suppositions, can ever lead to any solid and rational system. They are the coherence and constancy 
of our perceptions, which produce the opinion of their continu'd existence; tho' these qualities of perceptions 
have no perceivable connexion with such an existence. The constancy of our perceptions has the most 
considerable effect, and yet is attended with the greatest difficulties. 'Tis a gross illusion to suppose, that our 
resembling perceptions are numerically the same; and 'tis this illusion, which leads us into the opinion that these 
perceptions are uninterrupted, and are still existent, even when they are not present to the senses. This is the 
case with our popular system. And as to our philosophical one, 'tis, liable to the same difficulties; and is 
over-and-above loaded with this absurdity, that it at once denies and establishes the vulgar supposition. 
Philosophers deny our resembling perceptions to be identically the same, and uninterrupted; and yet have so 
great a propensity to believe them such, that they arbitrarily invent a new set of perceptions, to which they 
attribute these qualities. I say, a new set of perceptions: For we may well suppose in general, but 'tis impossible 
for us distinctly objects toconceive be in their nature any thing but exactly the same with perceptions. What 
then can we look for from this confusion of groundless and extraordinary opinions but error and falsehood? 
And how can we justify to ourselves any belief we repose in them? 

This sceptical doubt, both with respect to reason and the senses, is a malady, which can never be radically 
cur'd, but must return upon us every moment, however we may chace it away, and sometimes may seem 
entirely free from it. 'Tis impossible upon any system to defend either our understanding or senses; and we but 
expose them farther when we endeavour to justify them in that manner. As the sceptical doubt arises naturally 
from a profound and intense reflection on those subjects, it always encreases, the farther we carry our 
reflections, whether in opposition or conformity to it. Carelessness and in-attention alone can afford us any 
remedy. For this reason I rely entirely upon them; and take it for granted, whatever may be the reader's opinion 
at this present moment, that an hour hence he will be persuaded there is both an external and internal world; and 
going upon that supposition, I intend to examine some general systems both ancient and modern, which have 
been propos'd of both, before I proceed to a more particular enquiry concerning our impressions. This will not, 
perhaps, in the end be found foreign to our present purpose. 

 
 

 
Personal Identity 

 
THERE ARE SOME PHILOSOPHERS, who imagine we are every moment intimately conscious of what we 

call our Self that we feel its existence and its continuance in existence; and are certain, beyond the evidence of a 
demonstration, both of its perfect identity and simplicity. . . . For my part, when I enter most intimately into 
what I call myself, I always stumble on some particular perception or other, of heat or cold, light or shade, love 
or hatred, pain or pleasure. I never can catch myself at any time without a perception, and never can observe 
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any thing but the perception. When my perceptions arc remov'd for any time, as by sound sleep; so long am I 
insensible of myself, and may truly be said not to exist. And were all my perceptions remov'd by death, and 
cou'd I neither think, nor feel, nor see, nor love, nor hate after the dissolution of my body, I shou'd be entirely 
annihilated, nor do I conceive what is farther requisite to make me a perfect nonentity. If any one upon serious 
and unprejudic'd reflexion, thinks he has a different notion of himself, I must confess I can reason no longer 
with him. All I can allow him is, that he may be in the right as well as 1, and that we are essentially different in 
this particular. He may, perhaps, perceive something simple and corntinu'd, which he calls himself, tho' I am 
certain there is no such principle in me. 

   But setting aside some metaphysicians of this kind, I may venture to affirm of the rest of mankind, that they 
are nothing but a bundle or collection of different perceptions, which succeed each other with an inconceivable 
rapidity, and arc in a perpetual flux and movement. Our eyes cannot turn in their sockets without varying our 
perceptions. Our thought is still more variable than our sight; and all our other senses and faculties contribute to 
this change; nor is there any single power of the soul, which remains unalterably the same, perhaps for one 
moment. The mind is a kind of theatre, where several perceptions successively make their appearance; pass, re-
pass, glide away, and mingle in an infinite variety of postures and situations. There is properly no simplicity in 
it at one time, nor identity in different; whatever natural propension we may have to imagine that simplicity and 
identity. The comparison of the theatre must not mislead us. They are the successive perceptions only, that 
constitute the mind; nor have we the most distant notion of the place, where these scenes are represented, or of 
the materials, of which it is compos'd. 

   What then gives us so great a propension to ascribe an identity to these successive perceptions, and to 
suppose ourselves possest of an invariable and uninterrupted existence thro' the whole course of our lives? ... ... 
every distinct perception, which enters into the composition of the mind, is a distinct existence, and is different, 
and distinguishable, and separable from every other perception, either contemporary or successive. But, as, 
notwithstanding this distinction and separability, we suppose the whole train of perceptions to be united by 
identity, a question naturally arises concerning this relation of identity; whether it be something that really binds 
our several perceptions together, or only associates their ideas in the imagination. That is, in other words, 
whether in pronouncing concerning the identity of a person, we observe some real bond among his perceptions, 
or only feel one among the ideas we form of them. This question we might easily de 

cide, if we wou'd recollect what has been already prov'd at large, that the understanding never observes any 
real connexion among objects, and that even the union of cause and effect, when strictly examin'd, resolves 
itself into a customary association of ideas. For from thence it evidently follows, that identity is nothing really 
belonging to these different perceptions, and uniting them together; but is merely a quality, which we attribute 
to them, because of the union of their ideas in the imagination, when we reflect upon them. Now the only 
qualities, which can give ideas an union in the imagination, are these three relations above-mention'd. These are 
the uniting principles in the ideal world, and without them every distinct object is separable by the mind, and 
may be separately consider'd, and appears not to have any more connexion with any other object, than if 
disjoin'd by the greatest difference and remoteness. 'Tis, therefore, on some of these three relations of 
resemblance, contiguity and causation, that identity depends; and as the very essence of these relations consists 
in their producing an easy transition of ideas; it follows, that our notions of personal identity, proceed entirely 
from the smooth and uninterrupted progress of the thought along a train of connected ideas, according to the 
principles above -explain'd. 

   The only question, therefore, which remains, is, by what relations this uninterrupted progress of our thought 
is produc'd, when we consider the successive existence of a mind or thinking person. And here 'tis evident we 
must confine ourselves to resemblance and causation, and must drop contiguity, which has little or no influence 
in the present case. 

   To begin with resemblance; suppose we cou'd see clearly into the breast of another, and observe that 
succession of perceptions, which constitutes his mind or thinking principle, and suppose that he always 
preserves the memory of a considerable part of past perceptions; 'tis evident that nothing cou'd more contribute 
to the bestowing a relation on this succession amidst all its variations. For what is the memory but a faculty, by 
which we raise up the images of past perceptions? And as an image necessarily resembles its object, must not 
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the frequent placing of these resembling perceptions in the chain of thought, convey the imagination more 
easily from one link to another, and make the whole seem like the continuance of one object? In this particular, 
then, the memory not only discovers the identity, but also contributes to its production, by producing the 
relation of resemblance among the perceptions. The case is the same whether we consider ourselves or others. 

   As to causation; we may observe, that the true idea of the human mind, is to consider it as a system of 
different perceptions or different existences, which are link'd together by the relation of cause and effect, and 
mutually produce, destroy, influence, and modify each other. Our impressions give rise to their correspondent 
ideas; and these ideas in their turn produce other impressions. One thought chases another, and draws after it a 
third, by which it is expelI'd in its turn. In this respect, I cannot compare the soul more properly to any thing 
than to a republic or commonwealth, in which the several members are united by the reciprocal ties of 
government and subordination, and give rise to other persons, who propagate the same republic in the incessant 
changes of its parts. And as the same individual republic may not only change its members, but also its laws and 
constitutions; in like manner the same person may vary his character and disposition, as well as his imprcssions 
and ideas, without losing his identity. Whatever changes he endures, his several parts are still connected by the 
relation of causation. And in this view our identity with regard to the passions serves to corroborate that with 
regard to the imagination, by the making our distant perceptions influence each other, and by giving us a 
present concern for our past or future pains or pleasures. 

   As memory alone acquaints us with the continuance and extent of this succession of perceptions, 'tis to be 
consider'd, upon that account chiefly, as the source of personal identity. Had we no memory, we never shou'd 
have any notion of causation, nor consequently of that chain of causes and effects, which constitute our self or 
person. But having once acquir'd this notion of causation from the memory, we can extend the same chain of 
causes, and consequently the identity of our persons beyond our memory, and can comprehend times, and 
circumstances, and actions, which we have entirely forgot, but suppose in general to have existed. For how few 
of our past actions are there, of which we have any memory? Who can tell me, for instance, what were his 
thoughts and actions on the first of January 1715, the 1 1 th of March 1719, and the 3d of Auqust 1733? Or will 
he affirm, because he has entirely forgot the incidents of these days, that the present self is not the same person 
with the self of that time; and by that means overturn all the most establish'd notions of personal identity? In 
this view, therefore, memory does not so much produce as discover personal identity, by showing us the 
relation of cause and effect among our different perceptions. 'Twill be incumbent On those, who affirm that 
memory produces entirely our personal identity, to give a reason why we can thus extend our identity beyond 
our memory. 

   The whole of this doctrine leads us to a conclusion, which is of great importance in the present affair, viz. 
that all the nice and subtle questions concerning personal identity can never possibly be decided, and are to be 
regarded rather as grammatical than as philosophical difficulties. Identity depends on the relations of ideas; and 
these relations produce identity, by means of that easy transition they occasion. But as the relations, and the 
easiness of the transition may diminish by insensible degrees we have no just standard, by which we can decide 
any dispute concerning the time, when they acquire or lose a title to the name of identity. All the disputes 
concerning the identity of connected objects are merely verbal, except so far as the relation of parts gives rise to 
some fiction or imaginary principle of union, as we have already observ'd. 

 
 

The Immortality of the Soul 
Unpublished prior to Hume’s Death 
 

BY THE MERE LIGHT OF REASON IT seems difficult to prove the Immortality of the Soul. The arguments 
for it are commonly derived either from metaphysical topics, or moral, or physical. But in reality, it is the 
gospel, and the gospel alone, that has brought life and immortality to light. 
 
 I. Metaphysical topics suppose that the soul is immaterial, and that it is impossible for thought to belong to a 
material substance. 
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   But just metaphysics teach us, that the notion of substance is wholly confused and imperfect, and that we 

have no other idea of any substance, than as an aggregate of particular qualities inhering in an unknown 
something. Matter, therefore, and spirit, are at bottom equally unknown; and we cannot determine what 
qualities inhere in the one or in the other. 

   They likewise teach us, that nothing can be decided a priori concerning any cause or effect; and that 
experience, being the only source of our judgments of this nature, we cannot know from any other principle, 
whether matter, by its structure or arrangement, may not be the cause of thought. Abstract reasoning cannot 
decide any question of fact or existence. 

   But admitting a spiritual substance to be dispersed throughout the universe, like the ethereal fire of the 
Stoics, and to be the only inherent subject of thought, we have reason to conclude from analogy, that nature 
uses it after the manner she does the other substance, matter. She employs it as a kind of paste or clay; modifies 
it into a variety of forms and existences; dissolves after a time each modification, and from its substance erects 
a new form. As the same material substance may successively compose the bodies of all animals, the same 
spiritual substance may compose their minds: their consciousness, or that system of thought, which they formed 
during life, may be continually dissolved by death; and nothing interests them in the new modification. The 
most positive assertors of the mortality of the soul, never denied the immortality of its substance. And that an 
immaterial substance, as well as a material, may lose its memory or consciousness, appears, in part, from 
experience, if the soul be immaterial. 

   Reasoning from the common course of nature, and without supposing any new interposition of the Supreme 
Cause, which ought always to be excluded from philosophy; what is incorruptible must also be ingenerable. The 
soul, therefore, if immortal, existed before our birth: And if the former existence noways concerned us, neither 
will the latter. 

   Animals undoubtedly feel, think, love, hate, will, and even reason, though in a more imperfect manner than 
man. Are their souls also immaterial and immortal? 
11. Let us now consider the moral arguments, chiefly those derived from the justice of God, which is supposed 
to be further interested in the further punishment of the vicious and reward of the virtuous. 

   But these arguments are grounded on the supposition that God has attributes beyond what he has exerted in 
this universe, with which alone we are acquainted. Whence do we infer the existence of these attributes? 

   'Tis very safe for us to affirm, that, whatever we know the Deity to have actually done, is best; but it is very 
dangerous to affirm, that he must always do what to us seems best. In many instances would this reasoning fail 
us with regard to the present world. 

   But, if any purpose of nature be clear, we may affirm, that the whole scope and intention of man's creation, 
so far as we can judge by natural reason, is limited to the present life. With how weak a concern, from the 
original, inherent structure of the mind and passions, does he ever look further? What comparison either for 
steadiness or efficacy, betwixt so floating an idea, and the most doubtful persuasion of any matter of fact, that 
occurs in common life? 

   There arise, indeed, in some minds, some unaccountable terrors with regard to futurity: But these would 
quickly vanish, were they not artificially fostered by precept and education. And those, who foster them: what is 
their motive? Only to gain a livelihood, and to acquire power and riches in this world. Their very zeal and 
industry, therefore, arc an argument against them. 

   What cruelty, what iniquity, what injustice in nature, to confine thus all our concern, as well as all our 
knowledge, to the present life, if there be another scene still waiting us, of infinitely greater consequence? 
Ought this barbarous deceit to be ascribed to a beneficent and wise Being? 

   Observe with what exact proportion the task to be performed, and the performing powers, are adjusted 
throughout all nature. If the reason of man gives him a great superiority above other animals, his necessities are 
proportionably multiplied upon him. His whole time, his whole capacity, activity, courage, passion, find 
sufficient employment, in fencing against the miseries of his present condition. And frequently, nay almost 
always, are too slender for the business assigned them. 
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   A pair of shoes, perhaps, was never yet wrought to the highest degree of perfection, which that commodity 

is capable of attaining. Yet it is necessary, at least very useful, that there should be some politicians and 
moralists, even some geometers, poets, and philosophers among mankind. 

   The powers of men are no more superior to their wants, considered merely in this life, than those of foxes 
and hares are, compared to their wants and their period of existence. The inference from parity of reason is 
therefore obvious. 

   On the theory of the soul's mortality, the inferiority of women's capacity is easily accounted for: Their 
domestic life requires no higher faculties either of mind or body. This circumstance vanishes and becomes 
absolutely insignificant, on the religious theory: The one sex has an equal task to perform as the other: Their 
powers of reason and resolution ought also to have been equal, and both of them infinitely greater than at 
present. 

   As every effect implies a cause, and that another, till we reach the first cause of all, which is the Deity 
everything that happens, is ordained by Him; and nothing can be the object of His punishment or vengeance. 

   By what rule are punishments and rewards distributed? What is the Divine standard of merit and demerit? 
Shall we suppose, that human sentiments have place in the Deity? However bold that hypothesis, we have no 
conception of any other sentiments. 

   According to human sentiments, sense, courage, good manners, industry, prudence, genius, etc., are 
essential parts of personal merits. Shall we therefore erect an elysium for poets and heroes, like that of the 

ancient mythology? Why confine all rewards to one species of virtue? 
   Punishment, without any proper end or purpose, is inconsistent with our ideas of goodness and justice; and 

no end can be served by it after the whole scene is closed. 
   Punishment, according to our conception, should bear some proportion to the offence. Why then eternal 

punishment for the temporary offences of so frail a creature as man? Can any one approve of Alexander's rage, 
who intended to exterminate a whole nation, because they had seized his favourite horse, Bucephalus? 

   Heaven and hell suppose two distinct species of men, the good and the bad. But the greatest part of mankind 
float betwixt vice and virtue. 

   Were one to go round the world with an intention of giving a good supper to the righteous and a sound 
drubbing to the wicked, he would frequently be embarrassed in his choice, and would find, that the merits and 
demerits of most men and women scarcely amount to the value of either. 

   To suppose measures of approbation and blame, different from the human, confounds every thing. Whence 
do we learn, that there is such a thing as moral distinctions, but from our own sentiments? 

   What man, who has not met with personal provocation (or what good-natur'd man who has), could inflict on 
crimes, from the sense of blame alone, even the common, legal, frivolous punishments? And does anything 
steel the breast of judges and juries against the sentiments of humanity but reflections on necessity and public 
interest? 

   By the Roman law, those who had been guilty of parricide, and confessed their crime, were put into a sack, 
along with an ape, a dog, and a serpent; and thrown into the river: Death alone was the punishment of those, 
who denied their guilt, however fully proved. A criminal was tried before Augustus, and condemned after a full 
conviction: but the humane emperor, when he put the last interrogatory, gave it such a turn as to lead the wretch 
into a denial of his guilt. "You surely, said the prince, did not kill your father?" This lenity suits our natural 
ideas of RIGHT, even towards the greatest of all criminals, and even though it prevents so inconsiderable a 
sufferance. Nay, even the most bigoted priest would naturally, without reflection, approve of it; provided the 
crime was not heresy or infidelity For as these crimes hurt himself in his temporal interest and advantages; 
perhaps he may not be altogether so indulgent to them. 

   The chief source of moral ideas is the reflection on the interests of human society. Ought these interests, so 
short, so frivolous, to be guarded by punishments, eternal and infinite? The damnation of one man is an 
infinitely greater evil in the universe, than the subversion of a thousand millions of kingdoms. 

   Nature has rendered human infancy peculiarly frail and mortal; as it were on purpose to refute the notion of 
a probationary state. The half of mankind die before they are rational creatures. 
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III. The physical arguments from the analogy of nature are strong for the mortality of the soul: and these are 
really the only philosophical arguments, which ought to be admitted with regard to this question, or indeed any 
question of fact. 

   Where any two objects are so closely connected, that all alterations, which we have seen in the one, are 
attended with proportionable alterations in the other: we ought to conclude, by all rules of analogy, that when 
there are still greater alterations produced in the former, and it is totally dissolved, there follows a total 
dissolution of the latter. 

   Sleep, a very small effect on the body, is attended with a temporary extinction: at least, a great confusion in 
the soul. 

   The weakness of the body and that of the mind in infancy are exactly proportioned; their vigour in 
manhood, their sympathetic disorder in sickness, their common gradual decay in old age. The step further seems 
unavoidable; their common dissolution in death. 

   The last symptoms, which the mind discovers, are disorder, weakness, insensibility, and stupidity; the 
forerunners of its annihilation. The further progress of the same causes, increasing the same effects, totally 
extinguish it. 

   Judging by the usual analogy of nature, no form can continue, when transferred to a condition of life very 
different from the original one, in which it was placed. Trees perish in the water; fishes in the air; animals in the 
earth. Even so small a difference 

as that of climate is often fatal. What reason then to imagine, that an immense alteration, such as is made on 
the soul by the dissolution of its body, and all its organs of thought and sensation, can be effected without the 
dissolution of the whole? 

   Everything is in common betwixt soul and body. The organs of the one are all of them the organs of the 
other. The existence therefore of the one must be dependent on the other. 

   The souls of animals are allowed to be mortal: and these bear so near a resemblance to the souls of men, that 
the analogy from one to the other forms a very strong argument. Their bodies are not more resembling: yet no 
one rejects the argument drawn from comparative anatomy. The Metempsychosis is therefore the only system 
of this kind, that philosophy can hearken to. 

   Nothing in this world is perpetual; Everything, however seemingly firm, is in continual flux and change: 
The world itself gives symptoms of frailty and dissolution: How contrary to analogy, therefore, to imagine, that 
one single form, seeming the frailest of any, and subject to the greatest disorders is immortal and indissoluble! 
What a daring theory is that! How lightly, not to say how rashly, entertained! 

   How to dispose of the infinite number of posthumous existences ought also to embarrass the religious 
theory. Every planet, in every solar system, we are at liberty to imagine peopled with intelligent, mortal beings: 
At least we can fix on no other supposition. For these, then, a new universe must, every generation, be created 
beyond the bounds of the present universe: or one must have been created at first so prodigiously wide as to 
admit of this continual influx of beings. Ought such bold suppositions to be received by philosophy: and that 
merely on the pretext of a bare possibility? 

   When it is asked, whether Agamemnon, Ther-sites, Hannibal, Nero, and every stupid clown, that ever 
existed in Italy, Scythia, Bactria, or Guinea, are now alive; can any man think, that a scrutiny of nature will 
furnish arguments strong enough to answer so strange a question in the affirmative? The want of argument, 
without revelation, sufficiently establishes the negative. Quanto facilius, says Pliny, certiusque sibi quemque 
credere, ac specimen accuritatis antegenitali sumere experimento*. 

Our insensibility, before the composition of the body, seems to natural reason a proof of a like state after 
dissolution. 

   Were our horrors of annihilation an original passion, not the effect of our general love of happincss, it 
would rather prove the mortality of the soul: For as nature does nothing in vain, she would never give us a 
horror against an impossible event. She may give us a horror against an unavoidable event, provided our 
endeavours, as in the present case, may often remove it to some distance. Death is in the end unavoidable; yet 
the human species could not be preserved, had not nature inspired us with an aversion towards it. All doctrines 
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are to be suspected which are favoured by our passions. And the hopes and fears which give rise to this 
doctrine, are very obvious. 

   'Tis an infinite advantage in every controversy, to defend the negative. If the question be out of the common 
experienced course of nature, this circumstance is almost, if not altogether, decisive. By what arguments or 
analogies can we prove any state of existence, which no one ever saw, and which no way resembles any that 
ever was seen? Who will repose such trust in any pretended philosophy, as to admit upon its testimony the 
reality of so marvelous a scene? Some new species of logic is requisite for that purpose; and some new faculties 
of the mind, that they may enable us to comprehend that logic. 

   Nothing could set in a fuller light the infinite obligations which mankind have to Divine revelation; since 
we find, that no other medium could ascertain this great and important truth. 

 
NOTE 
   * From Pliny's Natural History, Book VII, Section 55: "All men are in the same state from their last day 

onward as they were before their first day, and neither body nor mind possesses any sensation after death, any 
more than it did before birth-for the same vanity prolongs itself also into the future and fabricates for itself a life 
lasting even into the period of death, sometimes bestowing on the soul immortality, sometimes transfiguration, 
sometimes giving sensation to those below, and worshipping ghosts and making a god of one who has already 
ceased to be even a man-just as if man's mode of breathing were in any way different from that of the other 
animals, or as if there were not many animals found of greater longevity, for which nobody prophesies a similar 
immortality! But what is the substance of the soul taken by itself? What is its material? Where is its thought 
located? How does it see and hear, and with what does it touch? What use does it get from these senses, so what 
good can it experience without them? Next, what is the abode, or how great is the multitude of the souls or 
shadows in all these ages? These are fictions of childish absurdity and belong to a mortality greedy for life 
unceasing.... What repose are the generations ever to have if the soul retains permanent sensation in the upper 
world and the ghost in the lower? Assuredly this sweet but credulous fancy ruins nature's chief blessing, death, 
and doubles the sorrow of one about to die by the thought of sorrow to come hereafter also.... But how much 
easier and safer for each to trust in himself, and for us to derive our idea of future tranquillity from our 
experience of it before birth!" 

 
Immanuel Kant 
 
Prolegomena to Any Future Metaphysics 
Immanuel Kant  
 
PROLEGOMENA 
 
PREAMBLE ON THE PECULIARITIES OF ALL METAPHYSICAL COGNITION. 
 
  
 Section 1: Of the Sources of Metaphysics 
 
If it becomes desirable to formulate any cognition as science, it will be necessary first to determine accurately 
those peculiar features which no other science has in common with it, constituting its characteristics; otherwise 
the. boundaries of all sciences become confused, and none of them can be treated thoroughly according to its 
nature. 
 
The unique characteristics of a science may consist of a simple difference of object, or of the sources of 
cognition, or of the kind of cognition, or perhaps of all three conjointly. On this, therefore, depends the idea of a 
possible science and its territory. 
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First, as concerns the sources of metaphysical cognition, its very concept implies that they cannot be empirical. 
Its principles (including not only its maxims but its basic notions) must never be derived from experience. It 
must not be physical but metaphysical knowledge, viz., knowledge lying beyond experience. It can therefore 
have for its basis neither external experience, which is the source of physics proper, nor internal, which is the 
basis of empirical psychology. It is therefore a priori knowledge, coming from pure Understanding and pure 
reason.   
 
But so far Metaphysics would not be distinguishable from pure Mathematics; it must therefore be called pure 
philosophical cognition; and for the meaning of this term I refer to the Critique of the Pure Reason (II. 
"Methodology," Chap. I., Sec. 1), where the distinction between these two employments of the reason is 
sufficiently explained. So much concerning the sources of metaphysical cognition. 
 
Section 2. Concerning the Kind of Cognition which can alone be called Metaphysical  
 
a. Of the Distinction Between Analytical and Synthetical Judgments in General. --- The peculiarity of its 
sources demands that metaphysical cognition must consist of nothing but a priori judgments. But whatever be 
their origin, or their logical form, there is a distinction in judgments, as to their content, according to which they 
are either merely explicative, adding nothing to the content of the cognition, or expansive [ampliative], 
increasing the given cognition: the former may be called analytical, the latter synthetical, judgments.  
 
Analytical judgments express nothing in the predicate but what has been already actually thought in the concept 
of the subject, though not so distinctly or with the same (full) consciousness. When I say: "All bodies are 
extended," I have not amplified in the least my concept of body, but have only analyzed it, as extension was 
really thought to belong to that concept before the judgment was made, though it was not expressed, this 
judgment is therefore analytical. On the other hand, this judgment, "All bodies have weight," contains in its 
predicate something not actually thought in the general concept of the body; it amplifies my knowledge by 
adding something to my concept, and must therefore be called synthetical. 
 
  
 b. The Common Principle of all Analytical Judgments is the Law of Contradiction. --- All analytical judgments 
depend wholly on the law of Contradiction, and are in their nature a priori cognitions, whether the concepts that 
supply them with matter be empirical or not. For the predicate of an affirmative analytical judgment is already 
contained in the concept of the subject, of which it cannot be denied without contradiction. In the same way its 
opposite is necessarily denied of the subject in an analytical, but negative, judgment, by the same law of 
contradiction. Such is the nature of the judgments: all bodies are extended, and no bodies are unextended (i.e., 
simple).  
 
For this very reason all analytic judgments are a priori even when the concepts are empirical, as, for example, 
"Gold is a yellow metal," for to know this I require no experience beyond my concept of gold as a yellow metal. 
It is, in fact, the very concept, and I need only analyze it, without looking beyond it elsewhere.  
 
 c. Synthetical Judgments Require a Different Principle from the Law of Contradiction. --- There are synthetical 
a posteriori judgments of empirical origin; but there are also others which are proved to be certain a priori, and 
which spring from pure Understanding and Reason. Yet they both agree in this, that they cannot possibly spring 
from the principle of analysis, viz., the law of contradiction, alone; they require a quite different principle, 
though, from whatever they may be deduced, they must be subject to the law of contradiction, which must never 
be violated, even though everything cannot be deduced from it. I shall first classify synthetic judgments. 
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1. Judgments of experience [empirical judgments]  are always synthetical. For it would be absurd to base an 
analytical judgment on experience, as our concept suffices for the purpose without requiring any testimony 
from experience. That body is extended, is a judgment established a priori, and not an empirical judgment. For 
before appealing to experience, we already have all the conditions of the judgment in the concept, from which 
we have but to elicit the predicate according to the law of contradiction, and thereby to become conscious of the 
necessity of the judgment, which experience could not even teach us.  
 
 2. Mathematical judgments are all synthetical. This fact seems hitherto to have altogether escaped the 
observation of those who have analyzed human reason; it even seems directly opposed to all their conjectures, 
though incontestably certain, and most important in its consequences. For as it was found that the conclusions 
of mathematicians all proceed according to the law of contradiction (as is demanded by all apodictic certainty), 
men persuaded themselves that the fundamental principles were known from the same law. This was a great 
mistake, for a synthetical proposition can indeed be comprehended according to the law of contradiction, but 
only by presupposing another synthetical proposition from which it follows, but never in and by itself.  
 
First of all, we must observe that all proper mathematical judgments are a priori, and not empirical, because 
they carry with them necessity, which cannot be obtained from experience. But if this be not conceded to me, 
very good; I shall confine my assertion pure Mathematics, the very notion of which implies that it contains pure 
a priori and not empirical cognitions. 
  
It might at first be thought that the proposition 7 + 5 = 12 is a mere analytical judgment, following from the 
concept of the sum of seven and five, according to the law of contradiction. But on closer examination it 
appears that the concept of the sum of 7+5 contains merely their union in a single number, without its being at 
all thought what the particular number is that unites them. The concept of twelve is by no means thought by 
merely thinking of the combination of seven and five; and analyze this possible sum as we may, we shall not 
discover twelve in the concept. We must go beyond these concepts, by calling to our aid some intuition 
[Anschauung], i.e., either our five fingers, or five points (as Segner has it in his Arithmetic), and we must add 
successively the units of the five, given in some intuition [Anschauung], to the concept of seven. Hence our 
concept is really amplified by the proposition 7 + 5 = 12, and we add to the first a second, not thought in it. 
Arithmetical judgments are therefore synthetical, and the more plainly according as we take larger numbers; for 
in such cases it is clear that, however closely we analyze our concepts without calling images [Anschauung] to 
our aid, we can never find the sum by such mere dissection.   
 
All principles of geometry are no less synthetical. That a straight line is the shortest path between two points is 
a synthetical proposition. For my concept of straight contains nothing of quantity, but only a quality. The 
concept of shortness is therefore altogether additional, and cannot be obtained by any analysis of the concept of 
straight. Here, too, intuition [Anschauung] must come to aid us. It alone makes the synthesis possible. 
 
Some other principles, assumed by geometers, are indeed actually analytical, and depend on the law of 
contradiction; but they only serve, as identical propositions, as a method of concatenation, and not as principles, 
e. g., a=a, the whole is equal to itself, or a + b > a, the whole is greater than its part. And yet even these, though 
they are recognized as valid from mere concepts, are only admitted in mathematics, because they can be 
represented in some intuition [Anschauung]. 
 
What usually makes us believe that the predicate of such apodeictic [certain] judgments is already contained in 
our concept, and that the judgment is therefore analytical, is the duplicity of the expression, requesting us to 
think a certain predicate as of necessity implied in the thought of a given concept, which necessity attaches to 
the concept. But the question is not what we are requested to join in thought to the given concept, but what we 
actually think together with and in it, though obscurely; and so it appears that the predicate belongs to these 
concepts necessarily indeed, yet not directly but indirectly by an added visualization [Anschauung].  
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 Section 3. A Remark on the General Division of judgments into Analytical and Synthetical   
 
This division is indispensable, as concerns the Critique of human understanding, and therefore deserves to be 
called classical, though otherwise it is of little use, but this is the reason why dogmatic philosophers, who 
always seek the sources of metaphysical judgments in Metaphysics itself, and not apart from it, in the pure laws 
of reason generally, altogether neglected this apparently obvious distinction. Thus the celebrated Wolf, and his 
acute follower Baumgarten, came to seek the proof of the principle of Sufficient Reason, which is clearly 
synthetical, in the principle of Contradiction. In Locke's Essay, however, I find an indication of my division. 
For in the fourth book (chap. iii. Section 9, seq.), having discussed the various connections of representations in 
judgments, and their sources, one of which he makes "identity and contradiction" (analytical judgments), and 
another the coexistence of representations in a subject (synthetical judgments), he confesses (Section 10) that 
our a priori knowledge of the latter is very narrow, and almost nothing. But in his remarks on this species of 
cognition, there is so little of what is definite, and reduced to rules, that we cannot wonder if no one, not even 
Hume, was led to make investigations concerning this sort of judgments. For such general and yet definite 
principles are not easily learned from other men, who have had them obscurely in their minds. We must hit on 
them first by our own reflection, then we find them elsewhere, where we could not possibly nave found them at 
first, because the authors themselves did not know that such an idea lay at the basis of their observations. Men 
who never think independently have nevertheless the acuteness to discover everything, after it has been once 
shown them, in what was said long since, though no one ever saw it there before.   
   
Section 4. The General Question of the Prolegemena: Is Metaphysics at all Possible?    
  
Were a metaphysics, which could maintain its place as a science, really in existence; could we say, here is 
metaphysics, learn it, and it will convince you irresistibly and irrevocably of its truth: this question would be 
useless, and there would only remain that other question (which would rather be a test of our acuteness, than a 
proof of the existence of the thing itself), "How is the science possible, and how does reason come to attain it?" 
But human reason has not been so fortunate in this case. There is no single book to which you can point as you 
do to Euclid, and say: This is Metaphysics; here you may find the noblest objects of this science, the knowledge 
of a highest Being, and of a future existence, proved from principles of pure reason. We can be shown indeed 
many judgments, demonstrably certain, and never questioned; but these are all analytical, and rather concern the 
materials and the scaffolding for Metaphysics, than the extension of knowledge, which is our proper object in 
studying it (Sect 2). Even supposing you produce synthetical judgments (such as the law of Sufficient Reason, 
which you have never proved, as you ought to, from pure reason a priori, though we gladly concede its truth), 
you lapse when they come to be employed for your principal object, into such doubtful assertions, that in all 
ages one Metaphysics has contradicted another, either in its assertions, or their proofs, and thus has itself 
destroyed its own claim to lasting assent. Nay, the very attempts to set up such a science are the main cause of 
the early appearance of skepticism, a mental attitude in which reason treats itself with such violence that it 
could never have arisen save from complete despair of ever satisfying our most important aspirations. For long 
before men began to inquire into nature methodically, they consulted abstract reason, which had to some extent 
been exercised by means of ordinary experience; for reason is ever present, while laws of nature must usually 
be discovered with labor. So Metaphysics floated to the surface, like foam, which dissolved the moment it was 
scooped off. But immediately there appeared a new supply on the surface, to be ever eagerly gathered up by 
some, while others, instead of seeking in the depths the cause of the phenomenon, thought they showed their 
wisdom by ridiculing the idle labor of their neighbors.   
 
The essential and distinguishing feature of pure mathematical cognition among all other a priori cognitions is, 
that it cannot at all proceed from concepts, but only by means of the construction of concepts (see Critique, 
"Methodology," Chap. I., Section 1). As therefore in its judgments it must proceed beyond the concept to that 
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which its corresponding visualization [Anschauung] contains, these judgments neither can, nor ought to, arise 
analytically, by dissecting the concept, but are all synthetical.  
 
I cannot refrain from pointing out the disadvantage resulting to philosophy from the neglect of this easy and 
apparently insignificant observation. Hume being prompted (a task worthy of a philosopher) to cast his eye over 
the whole field of a priori cognitions in which human understanding claims such mighty possessions, heedlessly 
severed from it a whole, and indeed its most valuable, province, viz., pure mathematics; for he thought its 
nature, or, so to speak, the state-constitution of this empire, depended on totally different principles, namely, on 
the law of contradiction alone; and although he did not divide judgments in this manner formally and 
universally as I have done here, what he said was equivalent to this: that mathematics contains only analytical, 
but metaphysics synthetical, a priori judgments. In this, however, he was greatly mistaken, and the mistake had 
a decidedly injurious effect upon his whole conception. But for this, he would have extended his question 
concerning the origin of our synthetical judgments far beyond the metaphysical concept of causality, and 
included in it the possibility of mathematics a priori also, for this latter he must have assumed to be equally 
synthetical. And then he could not have based his metaphysical judgments on mere experience without 
subjecting the axioms of mathematics equally to experience, a thing which he was far too acute to do. The good 
company into which metaphysics would thus have been brought, would have saved it from the danger of a 
contemptuous ill-treatment, for the thrust intended for it must have reached mathematics, which was not and 
could not have been Hume's intention. Thus that acute man would have been led into considerations which must 
needs be similar to those that now occupy us, but which would have gained inestimably by his inimitably 
elegant style. 
  
3. Metaphysical judgments, properly so called, are all synthetical. We must distinguish judgments pertaining to 
metaphysics from metaphysical judgments properly so called. Many of the former are analytical, but they only 
afford the means for metaphysical judgments, which are the whole end of the science, and which are always 
synthetical. For if there be concepts pertaining to metaphysics (as, for example, that of substance), the 
judgments springing from simple analysis of them also pertain to metaphysics, as, for example, substance is that 
which only exists as subject; and by means of several such analytical judgments, we seek to approach the 
definition of the concept. But as the analysis of a pure concept of the understanding pertaining to metaphysics, 
does not proceed in any different manner from the dissection of any other, even empirical, concepts, not 
pertaining to metaphysics (such as: air is an elastic fluid, the elasticity of which is not destroyed by any known 
degree of cold), it follows that the concept indeed, but not the analytical judgment, is properly metaphysical. 
This science has something peculiar in the production of its a priori cognitions, which must therefore be 
distinguished from the features it has in common with other rational knowledge. Thus the judgment, that all the 
substance in things is permanent, is a synthetical and properly metaphysical judgment.  
 If the a priori concepts, which constitute the materials of metaphysics, have first been collected according to 
fixed principles, then their analysis will be of great value. It might be taught as a particular part (as a 
philosophia definitiva), containing nothing but analytical judgments pertaining to metaphysics, and could be 
treated separately from the synthetical which constitute metaphysics proper. For indeed these analyses are not 
elsewhere of much value, except in metaphysics, i.e., as regards the synthetical judgments, which are to be 
generated by these previously analyzed concepts. 
  
The conclusion drawn in this section then is, that metaphysics is properly concerned with synthetical 
propositions a priori, and these alone constitute its end, for which it indeed requires various dissections of its 
concepts, viz., of its analytical judgments, but wherein the procedure is not different from that in every other 
kind of knowledge, in which we merely seek to render our concepts distinct by analysis. But the generation of a 
priori cognition by concrete images as well as by concepts, in fine of synthetical propositions a priori in 
philosophical cognition, constitutes the essential subject of metaphysics.  
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Weary therefore of dogmatism, which teaches us nothing, and of skepticism, which does not even promise us 
anything, not even the quiet state of a contented ignorance; disquieted by the importance of knowledge so much 
needed; and lastly, rendered suspicious by long experience of all knowledge which we believe we possess, or 
which offers itself, under the title of pure reason: there remains but one critical question on the answer to which 
our future procedure depends, viz., is metaphysics at all possible? But this question must be answered not by 
skeptical objections to the asseverations of some actual system of metaphysics (for we do not as yet admit such 
a thing to exist), but from the conception, as yet only problematical, of a science of this sort.  
 
In the Critique of Pure Reason I have treated this question synthetically, by making inquiries into pure reason 
itself, and endeavoring in this source to determine the elements as well as the laws of its pure use according to 
principles. The task is difficult, and requires a resolute reader to penetrate by degrees into a system, based on no 
data except reason itself, and which therefore seeks, without resting upon any fact, to unfold knowledge from its 
original germs. These Prolegomena, however, are designed for preparatory exercises; they are intended rather to 
point out what we have to do in order if possible to actualize a science, than to propound it. They must therefore 
rest upon something already known as trustworthy, from which we can set out with confidence, and ascend to 
sources as yet unknown, the discovery of which will not only explain to us what we knew, but exhibit a sphere 
of many cognitions which all spring from the same sources. The method of such Prolegomena, especially of 
those designed as a preparation for future metaphysics, is consequently analytical.  
 
But it happens fortunately, that though we cannot assume metaphysics to be an actual science, we can say with 
confidence that certain pure a priori synthetical cognitions, pure Mathematics and pure Physics are actual and 
given; for both contain propositions, which are thoroughly recognized as apodictically certain, partly by mere 
reason, partly by general consent arising from experience, and yet as independent of experience. We have 
therefore some at least uncontested synthetical knowledge a priori, and need not ask whether it be possible, for 
it is actual, but how it is possible, in order that we may deduce from the principle which makes the given 
cognitions possible the possibility of all the rest. 
 
Section 5. The General Problem: How is Cognition from Pure Reason Possible?  
  
We have above learned the significant distinction between analytical and synthetical judgments. The possibility 
of analytical propositions was easily comprehended, being entirely founded on the law of Contradiction. The 
possibility of synthetical a posteriori judgments, of those which are gathered from experience, also requires no 
particular explanation; for experience is nothing but a continual synthesis of perceptions. There remain 
therefore only synthetical propositions a priori, of which the possibility must be sought or investigated, because 
they must depend upon other principles than the law of contradiction. 
 
But here we need not first establish the possibility of such propositions so as to ask whether they are possible. 
For there are enough of them which indeed are of undoubted certainty, and as our present method is analytical, 
we shall start from the fact, that such synthetical but purely rational cognition actually exists; but we must now 
inquire into the reason of this possibility, and ask, how such cognition is possible, in order that we may from the 
principles of its possibility be enabled to determine the conditions of its use, its sphere and its limits. The proper 
problem upon which all depends, when expressed with scholastic precision, is therefore:   
  
How are synthetic propositions a priori possible?  
 
For the sake of popularity I have above expressed this problem somewhat differently, as an inquiry into purely 
rational cognition, which I could do for once without detriment to the desired comprehension, because, as we 
have only to do here with metaphysics and its sources, the reader will, I hope, after the foregoing remarks, keep 
in mind that when we speak of purely rational cognition, we do not mean analytical, but synthetical 
cognition.[1]  
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Metaphysics stands or falls with the solution of this problem: its very existence depends upon it. Let any one 
make metaphysical assertions with ever so much plausibility, let him overwhelm us with conclusions, if he has 
not previously proved able to answer this question satisfactorily, I have a right to say this is all vain baseless 
philosophy and false wisdom. You speak through pure reason, and claim, as it were to create cognitions a priori. 
by not only dissecting given concepts, but also by asserting connections which do not rest upon the law of 
contradiction, and which you believe you conceive quite independently of all experience; how do you arrive at 
this, and how will you justify your pretensions? An appeal to the consent of the common sense of mankind 
cannot be allowed; for that is a witness whose authority depends merely upon rumor. Says Horace:  
Quodcunque ostendis mihi sic, incredulus odi.  
["All that which is proven to me thus, I hate and remain incredulous."]  
  
The answer to this question, though indispensable, is difficult; and though the principal reason that it was not 
made long ago is, that the possibility of the question never occurred to anybody, there is yet another reason, 
which is this that a satisfactory answer to this one question requires a much more persistent, profound, and 
painstaking reflection, than the most diffuse work on metaphysics, which on its first appearance promised 
immortality to its author. And every intelligent reader, when he carefully reflects what this problem requires, 
must at first be struck with its difficulty, and would regard it as insoluble and even impossible, did there not 
actually exist pure synthetical cognitions a priori. This actually happened to David Hume, though he did not 
conceive the question in its entire universality as is done here, and as must be done, should the answer be 
decisive for all Metaphysics. For how is it possible, says that acute man, that when a concept is given me, I can 
go beyond it and connect with it another, which is not contained in it, in such a manner as if the latter 
necessarily belonged to the former? Nothing but experience can furnish us with such connections (thus he 
concluded from the difficulty which he took to be an impossibility), and all that vaunted necessity, or, what is 
the same thing, all cognition assumed to be a priori, is nothing but a long habit of accepting something as true, 
and hence of mistaking subjective necessity for objective.  
 
Should my reader complain of the difficulty and the trouble which I occasion him in the solution of this 
problem, he is at liberty to solve it himself in an easier way. Perhaps he will then feel under obligation to the 
person who has undertaken for him a labor of so profound research, and will rather be surprised at the facility 
with which, considering the nature of the subject, the solution has been attained. Yet it has cost years of work to 
solve the problem in its whole universality (using the term in the mathematical sense, viz., for that which is 
sufficient for all cases), and finally to exhibit it in the analytical form, as the reader finds it here.  
 
All metaphysicians are therefore solemnly and legally suspended from their occupations till they shall have 
answered in a satisfactory manner the question, How are synthetic cognitions a priori possible? For the answer 
contains the only credentials which they must show when they have anything to offer in the name of pure 
reason. But if they do not possess these credentials, they can expect nothing else of reasonable people, who 
have been deceived so often, than to be dismissed without further ado.   
If they on the other hand desire to carry on their business, not as a science, but as an art of wholesome oratory 
suited to the common sense of man, they cannot in justice be prevented. They will then speak the modest 
language of a rational belief, they will grant that they are not allowed even to conjecture, far less to know, 
anything which lies beyond the bounds of all possible experience, but only to assume (not for speculative use, 
which they must abandon, but for practical purposes only) the existence of something that is possible and even 
indispensable for the guidance of the understanding and of the will in life. In this mariner alone can they be 
called useful and wise men, and the more so as they renounce the title of metaphysicians; for the latter profess 
to be speculative philosophers, and since, when judgments a priori are under discussion, poor probabilities 
cannot be admitted (for what is declared to be known a priori is thereby announced as necessary), such men 
cannot be permitted to play with conjectures, but their assertions must be either science, or are worth nothing at 
all.  
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 It may be said, that the entire transcendental philosophy, which necessarily precedes all metaphysics, is nothing 
but the complete solution of the problem here propounded, in systematical order and completeness, and hitherto 
we have never had any transcendental philosophy. For what goes by its name is properly a part of metaphysics, 
whereas the former [transcendental] sciences has first to constitute the possibility of the latter, and must 
therefore precede all metaphysics. And it is not surprising that when a whole science, deprived of all help from 
other sciences, and consequently in itself quite new, is required to answer a single question satisfactorily, we 
should find the answer troublesome and difficult, nay even shrouded in obscurity. 
 
As we now proceed to this solution according to the analytical method, in which we assume that such 
cognitions from pure reasons actually exist, we can only appeal to two sciences of theoretical cognition (which 
alone is under consideration here), namely, pure mathematics and pure natural science (physics). For these 
alone can exhibit to us objects in intuition (in der Anschauung), and consequently (if there should occur in them 
a cognition a priori) can show the truth or conformity of the cognition to the object in concreto, that is, its 
actuality, from which we could proceed to the reason of its possibility by the analytical method. This facilitates 
our work greatly for here universal considerations are not only applied to facts, but even start from them, while 
in a synthetic procedure they must strictly be derived in abstracto from concepts. 
But, in order to rise from these actual and at the same time well-grounded pure cognitions a priori to such a 
possible cognition of the same as we are seeking, viz., to metaphysics as a science, we must comprehend that 
which occasions it, I mean the mere natural, though in spite of its truth not unsuspected, cognition a priori 
which lies at the bottom of that science, the elaboration of which without any critical investigation of its 
possibility is commonly called metaphysics. In a word, we must comprehend the natural conditions of such a 
science as a part of our inquiry, and thus the transcendental problem will be gradually answered by a division 
into four questions: 
 
 1. How is pure mathematics possible?  
 
2. How is pure natural science possible?  
 
3. How is metaphysics in general possible?  
 
4. How is metaphysics as a science possible?  
 
It may be seen that the solution of these problems, though chiefly designed to exhibit the essential matter of the 
Critique, has yet something peculiar, which for itself alone deserves attention. This is the search for the sources 
of given sciences in reason itself, so that its faculty of knowing something a priori may by its own deeds be 
investigated and measured. By this procedure these sciences gain, if not with regard to their contents, yet as to 
their proper use, and while they throw light on the higher question concerning their common origin, they give, 
at the same time, an occasion better to explain their own nature. 
 
Footnotes  
 
1. It is unavoidable that as knowledge advances, certain expressions which have become classical, after having 
been used since the infancy: of science, will be found inadequate and unsuitable, and a newer and more 
appropriate application of the terms will give rise to confusion. [This is the case with the term " analytical."] 
The analytical method, so far as it is opposed to the synthetical, is very different from that which constitutes the 
essence of analytical propositions: it signifies only that we start from what is sought, as if it were given, and 
ascend to the only conditions under which it is possible. In this method we often use nothing but synthetical 
propositions, as in mathematical analysis, and it were better to term it the regressive method, in 
contradistinction to the synthetic or progressive. A principal part of Logic too is distinguished by the name of 
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Analytics, which here signifies the logic of truth in contrast to Dialectics, without considering whether the 
cognitions belonging to it are analytical or synthetical.  
 
 
 
Fundamental Principles of the Metaphysics of Morals 
Immanuel Kant 
Translation by T.K. Abbot (1898) 
 

NOTHING CAN POSSIBLY BE CONCEIVED in the world, or even out of it, which can be called good 
without qualification, except a good will. Intelligence wit, judgment, and other talents of the mind, however 
they may be named, or courage, resolution, perseverance, as qualities of temperament arc undoubtedly good and 
desirable in many respects-, but these gifts of nature may also become extremely bad and mischievous if the 
will which is to make use of them, and which, therefore constitutes what is called character, is not good. It is 
the same with the gifts of fortune. Power, riches, honor, even health, and the general well-being and 
contentment with one's condition which is called happiness, inspire pride, and often presumption, if there is not 
a good will to correct the influence of these on the mind, and with this also to rectify the whole principle of 
acting, and adapt it to its end. The sight of a being who is not adorned with a single feature of a pure and good 
will, enjoying unbroken prosperity, can never give pleasure to an impartial rational spectator. Thus a good will 
appears to constitute the indispensable condition even of being worthy of happiness. 

There are even some qualities which are of service to this good will itself, and may facilitate its action yet 
which have no intrinsic unconditional value, but always presuppose a good will, and this qualifies tile esteem 
that we justly have for them, and does not permit us to regard them as absolutely good. Moderation in the 
affections and passions, self-control, and calm deliberation are not only good in many respects, but even seem 
to constitute part of the intrinsic worth of the person; but they, are far from deserving to be called good without 
qualification, although they have been so unconditionally praised by the ancients. For without the principles of 
a good will, they may become extremely bad; and the coolness of a villain not only makes him far more 
dangerous, but also directly makes him more abominable in our eyes than lie would have been without it. 

A good will is good not because of what it performs or effects, not by its aptness for the attainment of some 
proposed end, but simply by virtue of the volition -that is, it is good in itself, and considered by itself is to be 
esteemed much higher than all that can be brought about by it in favor of any inclination, nay, even of the sum 
total of all inclinations even if it should happen that, owing to special disfavor of fortune, or the niggardly 
provision of a stepmotherly nature, this will should wholly lack power to accomplish Its purpose, if with its 
greatest efforts it should yet achieve nothing, and there should remain only the good will (not, to be sure, a mere 
wish, but the summoning of all means in our power), then, like a jewel, it would still shine by its own light, as a 
thing which has its whole value in itself. Its usefulness or fruitlessness can neither add to nor take away 
anything from this value. It would be, as it were, only the setting to enable us to handle it the more conveniently 
in common commerce, or to attract to it the attention of those who are not yet connoisseurs, but not to 
recommend it to true connoisseurs, or to determine its value.... 

Everything in nature works according to laws. Rational beings alone have the faculty of acting according to 
the conception of laws, that is according to principles, i.e. have a will. Since the deduction of actions from 
principles requires reason, the will is nothing but practical reason.... the relation of the objective laws to a will 
that is not thoroughly good is conceived as the determination of the will of a rational being by principles of 
reason, but which the will from its nature does not of necessity follow. 

The conception of an objective principle, in so far as it is obligatory for a will, is called a command (of 
reason), and the formula of the command is called an Imperative. . 

Now all imperatives  command either hypothetically or categorically... 
... If now the action is good only as a means to something else, then the imperative is hypothetically if it is 

conceived as good in itself consequently as being necessarily the principle of a will which of itself conforms to 
reason, then it is categorical… 
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When I conceive of a hypothetical imperative, in general I do not know beforehand what it will contain until I 

am given the condition. But when I conceive a categorical imperative, I know at once what it contains. For as 
the imperative contains besides the law only the necessity that the maxims shall conform to this law, while the 
law contains no conditions restricting it, there remains nothing but the general statement that the maxim of the 
action should conform to a Universal law, and it is this conformity alone that the imperative properly represents 
as necessary 

There is ... but one categorical imperative namely, this: Act only on that maxim whereby thou canst at the 
same time will that it should become a universal law 

Now if all imperatives of duty can be deduced from this one imperative as from their principle, then, although 
it Should remain undecided whether what is called duty is not merely a vain notion, yet at least we shall be able 
to show what We Understand by it and what this notion means. 

Since the universality of the law according to which effects are produced constitutes what is properly called 
nature in the most general sense (as to form), that is the existence of things so far as it is determined by general 
laws, the imperative of duty may be expressed thus: Act as if the maxim of thy action were to become by thy will 
a universal law of nature. We will now enumerate a few duties, adopting the usual division of them into duties 
to ourselves and to others, and into perfect and imperfect duties. 

1. A man reduced to despair by a series of misfortunes feels wearied of life, but is still so far in possession of 
his reason that he can ask himself whether it would not be contrary to his duty to himself to take his own life. 
Now he inquires whether the maxim of his action could become a universal law of nature. His maxim is: From 
selflove I adopt it as a principle to shorten my life when its longer duration is likely to bring more evil than 
satisfaction. It is asked then simply whether this principle founded oil self-love can become a universal law of 
nature. Now we see at once that a system of nature of which it should be a law to destroy life by means of the 
very feeling whose special nature it is to impel to the improvement of life would contradict itself, and therefore 
could not exist as a system of nature; hence that maxim cannot possibly exist as a universal law of nature, and 
consequently would be wholly inconsistent with the supreme principle of all duty 

2. Another finds himself forced by necessity to borrow money He knows that he will not be able to repay it, 
but sees also that nothing will be lent to him, unless he promises stoutly to repay it in a definite time. He desires 
to make this promise, but he has still so much conscience as to ask himself- Is It not Unlawful and inconsistent 
with duty to get out of a difficulty ill this way? Suppose, however, that lie resolves to do so, then the maxim of 
his action Would be expressed thus: When I think myself In want of money, I will borrow money and promise 
to repay it, although I know that I never call do so. Now this principle of self-love or of one's own advantage 
may perhaps be consistent with my whole future welfare; but the question now is, is it right? I change then the 
suggestion of self-love into a universal law, and state the question thus How would it be if my maxim were a 
universal law? Then I see at once that it could never hold as a universal law of nature, but would necessarily 
contradict itself. For Supposing it to be a universal law that everyone when lie thinks himself in a difficulty 
should be able to promise whatever he pleases, with the purpose of not keeping his promise, the promise itself 
Would become impossible, as well as the end that might have in view in it, since no one would consider that 
anything was promised to him, but would ridicule all such statements as vain pretences. 

3. A third finds in himself a talent which with the help of some culture might make him a useful man in many 
respects. But he finds himself in comfortable circumstances, and prefers to indulge ill pleasure rather than to 
take pains in enlarging and improving his happy natural capacities. He asks, however, whether his maxim of 
neglect of his natural gifts, besides agreeing with his inclination to indulgence, agrees also with what is called 
duty. He sees then that a system of nature Could indeed subsist with such a universal law although men (like the 
South Sea islanders) should let their talents rest, and resolve to devote their lives merely to Idleness, 
amusement, and propagation of their species-in a word, to enjoyment; but he cannot possibly will that this 
should be a Universal law of nature, or be implanted in us as such by a natural instinct. For, as a rational being, 
he necessarily wills that his faculties be developed, since they serve him, and have been given him, for all sorts 
of possible purposes. 

4. A fourth, who is in prosperity, while tic sees that others have to contend with great wretchedness and that 
lie could help them, thinks: What concern is it of mine,' Let everyone be as happy as Heaven pleases, or as lie 
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call make himself, I will take nothing from him nor even envy him, only I do not wish to contribute anything to 
his welfare or to his assistance in distress! Now no doubt If such a mode of thinking were a universal law, the 
human race might very well subsist, and doubtless even better than In a state in which everyone talks of 
sympathy and good-will, or even takes care occasionally to put it into practice, but, oil the other side, also 
cheats when he can, betrays the rights of men, or otherwise violates them. But although it is possible that a 
Universal law of nature might exist in accordance with that maxim, it is impossible to null that Such a principle 
should have the Universal validity of a law of nature. For a will which resolved this would contradict Itself, 
inasmuch as mail\, cases might Occur in which one would have the need of the love and sympathy of others, 
and in which, by such a law of nature, sprung from ills own will he would deprive himself of all hope of the aid 
lie desires.... We have thus established at least this much, that if duty is a conception which is to have any 
import and real legislative authority for our actions, it can only be expressed in categorical, and not at all in 
hypothetical imperatives. We have also, which is of great importance, exhibited clearly and definitely for every 
practical application the content of the categorical imperative, which must contain the principle of all duty if 
there is such a thing at all. We have not yet, however, advanced so far as to prove a priori that there actually is 
such an imperative, that there is a practical law which commands absolutely of itself, and without any other 
impulse, and that the following of this law is duty.... 

Now I say: man and generally any rational being exists as an end in himself, not merely as a means to be 
arbitrarily used by this or that will, but in all his actions, whether they concern himself or other rational beings, 
Must be always regarded at the same time as an end. All objects of the inclinations have only a conditional 
worth; for if the inclinations and the wants founded on them did not exist, then their object would be without 
value. But the inclinations themselves being sources of want arc so far from having an absolute worth for which 
they Should be desired that, on the contrary, it must be the universal wish of every rational being to be wholly 
free from them. Thus the worth of any object which is to be acquired by our action is always conditional. 
Beings whose existence depends not on our will but on natures have nevertheless, if they are not rational 
beings, only a relative value as means, and arc therefore called things; rational beings, on the contrary, are 
called persons, because their very nature points them out as ends in themselves, that is as something which must 
not be used only as means, and so far therefore restricts freedom of action (and is an object of respect). These, 
therefore, are not merely subjective ends whose existence has a worth for us as an effect of our action, but 
objective ends, that is things whose existence is an end in itself. an end moreover for which no other can be 
Substituted, which they should subserve merely as means, for otherwise nothing whatever would possess 
absolute worth; but if all worth were conditioned and therefore contingent, then there would be no supreme 
practical principle of reason whatever. 

If then there is a Supreme practical principle or, in respect of the human will, a categorical imperative it must 
be one which, being drawn from the conception of that which is necessarily an end for everyone because it is an 
end in itself constitutes an objective principle of will, and can therefore serve as a universal practical law. The 
foundation of this principle is: rational nature exists as an end in itself Man necessarily conceives his own 
existence as being so: so far then this is a subjective principle of human action. But every other rational being 
regards its existence similarly, just on the same rational principle, that holds for me: so that it is at the same 
time an objective principle, from which as a supreme practical law all laws of the will must be capable of being 
deduced. Accordingly the practical imperative will be as follows: So act as to treat humanity, whether in thine 
own person or in that of' any other, in every case as an end withal, never as means only… 

The conception of every rational being as one which must consider itself as giving all the maxims of its will 
universal laws, so as to judge itself and its actions from this point of view-this conception leads to another 
which depends on it and is very fruitful, namely, that of a kingdom ends. 

By a kingdom I understand the union of different rational beings in a system by common laws. Now since it is 
by laws that ends arc determined as regards their universal validity, hence, if we abstract from the personal 
differences of rational beings, and likewise from all the content of their private ends, we shall be able to 
conceive all ends combined in a systematic whole (including both rational beings as ends in themselves, and 
also the special ends which each may propose to himself), that is to say, we can conceive a kingdom of ends, 
which on the preceding principle is possible. 
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